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( IMPACT OF UNEMPLOYMENT ON CHILDREN
AND FAMILIES

4 '-

MONDAY, JANUARY 31, 1983

Housg OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABORFANDARDS,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND oI3(112,
Washi 'ton, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George Milleri(chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Hawkins, Burton,
Kildee, Martinez, Owens, Petri, and Packard.

Staff present: Ann Rosewater, legislative assistant; Vivian A.
Hightower, Taff assistant'', Marianne Flanagan, staff assistant., Wil-
liam Blacklow, press secretary; Bruce Wood, minority counsel for
labor; and Gary Timmons legislative assistant.

Mr. MILLER. The Subcdmmittee on Labor Standards will come to
order for' the purposes of conducting an oversight hearing on the
impact of unemployment on children and families.

For the last 2 years America has witnessed long lines of unem-
ployed as they wait for jobs, for shelter, and for food. -

We have heard the grief of men and women who have lost their
homes, their automobiles, their family farms, and their small busi-
nesses.

This morning, we are going to look behind the unemployment
statistics. We are going to hear the personal impacts of unemploy-
ment on the worker and the worker's family.

This hearing will serve as an important backdrop for this sub-
committee as we prepare to hear the Secretary of Labor's testimo-
ny on the administration's plans for remedying our current unem-.
ployrdent problem.

Victims of unemployment have lost far more than their jobs. Mil-
1

lions of jobless Americans have lost their financial security, their
health, their familiesand even their lives 'ate a result of unem-
ployment. Several studies document this tragic relationship.

When unemployment increases by 1 percent, suicides increase by
4 percent; homicides.by nearly 6 percent; heart disease and cirrho-
sisdue to alcoholimby 2 percent; and admissions to mental
hospitals by over 3 percent.

Children become the special victims of their parents' tinemploy-
ment. Serious declines in school performanCe, increases in malnu-
trition, child abuse and domestic violence, and a worsening of
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parent-child relationships are all testimony to the real costs paid
by unemployed families.

This human tragedy is compounded by the withdrawal of essen-
tial supports and services for the 'victims of unemployment. As
millnutrition reappears, we have cut student nutrition and food
supplement programs. Nearly 11 million people have lost their
health insurance because of lost jobs. And a wipe range of social
services to those most in need have been reduced substantially at
the very time that the need for basic assistance is growing.

This morning, the administration has released its new budget
which proposes still further cuts in these services. ,Today, the Sub-
committee on Labor Standards is going to hear testimony from
people who have experienced the personal tragedies resulting from
unemployment.

Our witnesses will also discuss their ability to help the victims of
those tragedies in light of the reduction in services.

The victims are not only the poor. As our witnesses will describe,
the ladder of success has collapsed under millions of middle-income
Americans who never thought they would find themselVes waiting
in unemployment lines, food lines, and welfare lines: millions of
men and women, and children, who never thought they would find
themselves in need of basic services.

We will hear from Elkgrove, Ill., and from Chapel. Hill, N.C.;
from Milwaukee, Wis., and Omaha, Nebr.

We will hear from men and women who are seeingin mental
health clinics and battered women's shelters, in hospitals and juve-
nile courtroomsthe impacts of unemployment on America's fami-
lies.:

As the. Congress and the administration 'develop a program to re-
lieve our unemployment crisis, we must keep in mind that unem-
ployment is far more than a temporary loss of wages.

The losses to the American family, and to our entire society, can
be long lasting and even permanent. That is one of the reasons we
cannot wait any longer to reduce unemployment and relieve its
severe impact on millions of American families.

Our first witness this morning'will be Judson Stone who is ex-
ecutive director of the Elkgrove-Schaumburg Township Mental
Health Center in Elkgrove, Ill. .

Welcome to the committee. Your statement will be included in
the record. You can either read it or proceed in the manner in
which you are most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF JUDSON STONE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ELK-
GROVE-SCHAUMBURG TOWNSHIP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER,
ELKGROVE, ILL.

Mr. STONE. Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate the honor to
be present here. I would like to read and paraphrase from my text.
I would also like to include in the record a manual that I prepared
that was published by the Michigan Department of Mental Health
on Pre-Layoff Intervention: A Response to Unemployment.

Mr. MILLER. Without objection, it will be included in the hearing
record.

[The document referred to appears at end of hearing.]
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Mr. SToNE. l'erlvips)t is significant that I was formerly in the
Detroit area. Everybody knows about the Detroit area. I now repre-
sent an area on.the West Side of Chicago in the more affluent sub-
urbs.

When I came there a year and a .half ago it was unheard of to,
even. think aboiit the effects, of unemployment. Everybody seemed
to have a job. That has clianged. and has changed significantly and
I am now representing an area that probably is experiencing un-
employment close to the national average.

'White collar people who thought they would never be out of
work are now out of' jobs and the effects are frankly the same
whether we are talking about white collar or blue collar people.

In the last 10 years I have been particularly interested in the
stress effects of unemployment on individuals and families,

I have studied the problems and developed programs to assist un,-
employed families cope with the stress and problems generated by
joblessness.

I appreciate the opportunity to s are with you my thoughts be-
cause of my conviotion that high le Is of s'ustained unemployment fi

debilitates and destroys our greatest ational asset: Families.
I believe my experiences will permit this committee to under-

stand the implications of unemployment for the children who are
members of unemployed households. I will suggeA some possible
measures we can take to lessen. the destructive effects of the prob-
lem.

First, it is important to understand the effect that prolonged un-
employment has on individuals and families. Unemployment must
be viewed as a condition that often has many interrelated compo-
nents that expand and intensify as the period of joblessness contin-
ues.

Unemployment causes and I will list these:
Fircst, a depletion of financial and fringe benefithealthre-

souces, especially health care resources. With unemployment we
are seeing hundreds of thousands of people who have run out of in-
surance ben0fits.

Second, a loss of identity and a feeling of inadequacy. We tend to
define who we 4re by what we do.

Third, a 'sense of isolation since friendship and support systems
at the workplace are frequently lost.

Fourth, a loss of dignity and self-respect. Our culture _teaches 'Us
that i at is our fault if we are unable to find and keep job. It is
amazing how much personal guilt is associated with a layoff that
in no way was controlled by the employee. And I have talked to
many individuals at factory gates as they walked out, expressing
guilt as though they could do something to have kept their job
when, frankly, the economic situations and conditions forced a
plant shutdown or a layoff.

These factors plus other events lead to a feeling of loss of control
over many aspects of the individual's and family life.

We see the manifestation t f the stress effects of unempl,pyment
in family breakdown, desertion, divorce, spouse and child abuse,
mental illnessincluding psychomatic illnesssuicide, increased
instit3tionalizationState hospitalsalcoholism, and sometimes
violence and incarceration.

; 8
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Often we can identify the existence of the seeds of these prob- 1
lems before joblessness, but we find the prolonged effects of unem-
ployment to be a powerful trigger.

In fact, interviews we-have conducted with workers standing in
unemployment lines, attending workshops on unemployment, plus
knowledge gained in providing mental health services to hundreds
of families convince us that while many ultimately cope saccessful-
ly, most have some serious scars to show.

In our work we found that many jobless workers tend to go
through predictable emotional stages. While the rumor of a plant
'shutdown brings about anxiety, the reality which followsinstead
of making workers feel motivated toward job seeking -tends to.,
bring about denial and sometimes, an outright emotional paralysis.
This paralysis often carries over to family members: . .

As the reality of unemployment sinks in, anxiety, frustration,
anger and depression-follow. With 'depression one often fails to see
options in life that are available, and the breadwinner needs the
support at this time of other family members; who under the stress
of mounting problems, have little left to give.

The breadwinner's failure at job finding at this stage leads to
guilt and the cycle continues. For many the cycle ultimately ends
with finding a job. Others will find jobs considerably below the
level held before; some will never work again.

What makes the experience worse is the fact that each unem-
ployed person has a tendency to want to disappear and isolate him-
self and the family. This is brought abut as previously' mentioned
because of a loss of identity and because the worker feels he has
failed.

As we all know, in this country we get jobs by knowing people
and by being out in circulation. The isolation cuts off a worker
from job leads and intensifies all of the problems the family is ex-
periencing. They become more and more isolated.

Our interest here is the effect Of unemployment on families and
their children, on childhood developinent, the 'family as a whole
and on the impact on family problems existing before joblessnesg.
Finally, some intervention strategies will be suggested'.

We know that children pasg through developmental stages as
they are growing and that failure to successfully, graduate from one
stage to the next retards development. In some cases this retarda-
tion in the emotional growth cycle has life-long effects. And we
have seen this.

My own work has now lasted about 10 years and we have seen
adolTscents and children grow up an,d' watched the lack of produc-
tivity, the inability in their personalities to adequately cope with
the stresses of today. -

Young childrenlet's start out there, pre-schoolmust develop a
sense of trust that their parents will take care of them pn a con-
sistent basis. They need a sense of security and protection.

Sjnce unemployment brings with it a tremendous feel* of inse-
curity for the parents, it is natural( that this insecurity is transmit-
ted to children.

In addition to the financial' hardships imposed on the unem-
ployed 'parent(s), prolonged unemployment, here I mean beyond 6
months, causes parents to become depressed, irritable and emotion-

9
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ally isolatedleaving little energy to provide the emotional trust-
building necessary for young children.

The children, in turn, express their insecurity through withdraw-
'al, depression, acting out and anxiety. And, of courses, in severe
cases we-see childhood psychosis.

Therefore, thecost to children can be a failure to develop trust
which can lead to severe persbnality problems in adulthood.

I would like to digress and talk about a family that I saw just as
I was leaving Michigan. They had two small children: They were
both very young: They both were auto workers. They lost their jobs
about ti weeks apart. FirSt they lost their house. Then they lost
their car. Eventually they moved into a trailer. They then lost
their phone and they lost the newspaper subscription which pro-
vided access to jobs.`

The point I would like to make is, all of the avenues that we nor-
mally think of that allow us to get a job were cut off. They were
isolated. Their children were isolated. They spent so much time
cramped in this trailer together that they began fighting. They
came to us at the mental health center because they were afraid
that they were abusing their children both verbally and physically.
Unfortunately, the couple eventually separated and got a divorce.

Thoy, were unable to sustain the brief independence they had
had as young, people. They both went back to their own h'omes and
to their own parents. It is particularly difficult for young parents.
They are most vulnerable. They do not have the resources to back

.them up and this represented a failure despite our intervention.
When the child enters school, school becomes the child's equiva-

lent of adult work. The child is beginning to develop autonomy. De-
velopmental deficits at this stage in life cause self-doubt, lack of
confidence, even shame.

Problems at this-stage can be understood through the words of
an 8-year-old girl who said to her mother, "I am sorry I got sick so
you-lost your job!' This iin't why her mother lost her job but she
took the blame for it. Clfildren a this age often accept guilt for
things that happen to their parents.

A 9-year-old boy who had made consistently good grades became
the class clown and began to get failing grades 6 months after his
father was laid off. In therapy it was determined that his acting
out served to draw attention to himself which diverted his parents
from their constant fighting. ]:le was fearful his parents were get-
ting a divorce.

This case turned out later more happily and with this kind of un-
derstanding the family was able to put it back together and that

who was a fifth grader, did improve,
With older children we often see acting. out taking more drastic

turns: truancy, running away, delinquency, even suicide.
In one area of Detroit we Saw one school where there were seven,

as I recall, suicide attempts. Unfollunately, most of them success-
ful. It became contagious. We do see an increase in adolescent sui-
cide although it is hard to document( because one doesn't always
know what' the cause of death is. '

In later adolescence, however, we see children weather their par-
ents' unemployment better because they have more control over
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their lives. But often the itnaw: of work that they obcerye may be
quite negative.

This may be illustrated by a discussion that we had at the
mental health center. They watched their brothers and sisters,
some_ of whom had gone to college, unable to find a job. So what
was the point of going to college? What is the point of continuing
Your education if it doesn't mean anything?

I talked to a chemical worker who had interviewed for some 200
jobs and still hadn't found one. He eventually found a job as a part-
time security guard. He had an 18-year-old who was physically
handicapped.,

It was necessary eventually for them to go on welfare and this is
a person who had provided for his handicapped child all of his life
and was very proud. He was a marine and this man was in tears.
for almost 2 solid weeks over the indignities that he had suffered
because of his job loss and now, because he was slightly over 50, he
was too old and-unabler supposedly, to find another job vt'hen it was

`quite clear that the jobs simply were not there.
A father recently told me that what he wanted 'most for his chil-

dren was a\ college education. Now that his two oldest children are
ready for college he has no way of sending them. He is an unem-
ployed carpenter who helped build the Sears building in Chicago
and who has worked only occasionally during the past 3 years.

Second, we see the impact of joblessness on the family as a unit.
Parents become consumed with coping with their own anxiety,
frustration and depression. In a twp-parent family the parent roles
may be reversedmother leaves her homemaking role to find work
and father stays home. The role reversal is not in itself harmful. In
fact, it may bring a father closer to his children as a result of it.
But for others a harmful dynamic is established. The husband feels
emasculated and becomes despondent; the working wife may ex-
press anger because her husband is not looking hard enough for
work. ,

We see this\ manifestation in a considerable increase in the di-
vorce rate despite our intervention.

Imagine the stress and problems on a single parent. The single
parent must deal with ever mounting problems alone. We have
worked with a number of single parents who have struggled to
remain off welfare, gained respect and dignity by working, only to
have the propsa jobpulled otit from under them.

Our therapists all agree that the stress effects are insidious,
doing damage before anyone in the family consciously knows it. By
the time the problem comes to light it is as though a dam broke
guddenly a floodof problems occur.

In the past 6 months in our mixed blue/white collar area;despite
our best crisis intervention efforts, institutionalizations are up 35
percent, a tremendous margin. Our analysis of this increase dem-
onstrates a direct link to job loss.

Third, families who are already "coping with many problems find
that the added burden of the stresses, brought on by unemployment
is the straw that breaks the camel's back. We see this with, families
who have marginal. incomes, with some single parent families and
families who are already experiencing physical and/or mental
health problems.

11
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For instance, at our niental health center this' paSt year, child
abuse cases have doubled and we see a linkage betviken that dou-
bling and the fact that the breadwinner, Man or woman, is out of
work. A parent who tends to abuse a child, as we know, was prob-.
ably abused aiy a child.

With children under foot is it any wonder that potential latent
problems become pronounced, and verbal and physical abuse
liecome end results? We even find this in,parents with no history of
child abuse.

For other people we Find that their job has provided the kind of
structure they need to remain intact in their own personalities,.
and without that job structure they become casualties. They
become mentally ill and return, as many of them have to the insti
tution.

The job has provided the structure. It is no longer there and-they
fall to pieces.

At this point I would-like to suggest some strategies and I would
like to start out by suggesting that every pink slip ought to carry
warning that ''unemployment is hazardous to your health," just
like the warning on Cigarette packages.

As a society it is our obligation to protect our children. The
myriad of problems that .children experience in growing up are ex-
acerbated by high unemployment among parents. It is imperative
that we have public policies. that recognize the range and complex-
ity of problems that unemployment.

As you...know, the same economic conditions that lead to plant
shutdowns and layoffs lead to shrinking 'revenues and force cut-
backs in mental health and social services. The cutbacks occur
always at the time when the ii,ged is the greatest.

In 19O, four out of every five individuals who applied for service
at the-mental health center in -Michigan that I directed were un-
employed.

At the same time economic conditions had forced layoffs of
nearly half of our staff and the State was:also forced to close its
State mental hospitals due to economic reasons, dumping patients
back into the community.

Formerly hospitalized clients were seen as the first'priority,-leav,
ing very few resources to assist the unemployed and their families.

In fact, by the time I left Michigan we were virtually- unable to
assist the unemployed families. They had to fend,for themselves.
The consequences we can only guess about.

The problem is compounded because unemployment ,Ls, a condi-.
tion that has many ramifications and the solutions are.,n6t always
found in one agency. To assist persons and families who are em- ,

ployed, it is often- necessary to bring together the resources of
many mental health, human service, medical and social, service
agencies.

A possible way to deal with these problems would be the estab-
lishmentnf contingency funds that are made available to agencies,
triggered when service demands by unemployed families reach a
certain level. Such funds should be earmarked to.hire and/or main-,
tain staff who will provide case coordinatiOn functions, networking
with other agencies to serve these clients because of the complexity
of problems involved.
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Second, medicaid, without such a restrictive means test, or a sim-
ilar type of health insurance plan must be extended to cover fami-
lies when other options have run out.

It is assumed that with the changing technology in ,our country
and the uncertain economic conditions, facing us, we Will have
many families that will have one or both parents out of work fors
an indefinite period of time..

Health insurance then .becomes an essential entitlement and it
should include mental health care since stress effects of unemploy-
ment have both mental and physical consequences.

With prolonged unemployment, health care insurance, iNt is
carried over at all, runs out, and the ability of the family to ma
taro insurance coverage on an individual basis becomes impossibl

The future cost to our society and economy in human as well as
fiscal terms is incalcuable when, illness, physical and emotional,
are allowed to progress without intervention.

Third, it would be unrealistic to think that sufficient moneys will
be available to fund all the services that will be required to assist
unemployed families.

However, a great deal of research has already been done. Pro-
grams have already been implemented to, help the unemployed in
various communities around the country. A great deal of knowl-
edge on the impact of unemployment exists.

It is reasonable to assume that an existing governmental agency
could serve as a clearinghouse to disseminate this existing body of
knowledge to assist persons closest to unemployed children and
their families, such as teachers, police, clergy, and counselors.

Teachers, public health nurses, police, clergy, and counselors can
be sensitized and infqrmed about the early signs of family break-
down and can assist families in finding help and resources through
both the formal and informal service network.

Churches, for example, have operated job clubs and support
groups for people who are unemployed. A teacher can help a young
child overcome feelings of guilt and shame because a parent is un-
employed.

Policemen called to calm a domestic quarrel can suggest referral
services that may help the family as an alternative to court inter-
vention.

Mental health organizations can provide information and refer-
ral services in a local unemployment office, and can operate tele-
phone information services designed for the needs of unemployed
families which would be manned by volunteer unemployed work-
ers.

These suggestions are representative of hundreds of program
ideas that can and have been developed by social service, mental
health, education, union, churches, and other community groups
including unemployed workers and their families as well.

In addition, such a public information dissemination system
would lessen the stigma of unemployment and alert helpers to the
need to be sensitive to the isolation of the unemployed.

c Whatever the intervention, the most important goal for the un-
employed person is the restoration or enhancing of their own sense
of control over their daily lives. Helping professionals need to build
upon and expand the unemployed workers inherent strengths and
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help them develop more critical perspectiv s.and insights into their
social /economic

Fourth, it is imperative that 'we have ublic policy that requires
plants and businessps to provide notifi ation to key community
agencies when a shutdown or major layo f-is about to occur. '

Such legislation shOuld require 'adv nce noticeto workers, in-
clude union participation, and provide layoff procedures which in-
corporates a preventatiVe Orientation.

s 'We have had the opportunity to in rvene in plants before shut-
down .occurs. The knowledge of the ending occurence of A shut-
down has been disseminated to empl ees.

While it wotild_be naive to thi that prelayoff intervention
strategies to help soon to be unemployed workers would ameliorate
all' the deleterious effects of une ployment, our experience has
demonstrated,that advance

them
can be extremely beneficial'

.- to families in assisting them in th&ir efforts to cope with even long-
term effects of unemployment.

The strategies presented here hive bebn designed with an under-. standing of the limitations of our national resources and.do not re-
quire the formation of new depli tments nor massive funds for im,
plementation.

If we are to resolve the probl ms in our economy in part by in-
creasing unemployment, we can of be so naive.as to think that we
can do so without a tremendo s increase in-the hidden' personal
and financial coststo our work:rs.

Our Nation is greatly conce ned about the debt service on our
national debt. What about th long-term debt service we, will pay
for unemployment? "45'

Thank you:
Mr. MILLyR, Thank you, Mr Stone.
Let me ask you something. ou mentioned on page 6 that, in the

past 6 month, in mixed blu /white collar areas despite the best
crisis intervention efforts, ins itutionalizations are.up 35 percent.

I assume- ou are saying t at that increase is among the unem-
ployed?

Mr. STONE: Most of -that Mr. ChaiTman, represents increases
among the unemployed. R cognize that this figure is certainly
higher than the figure that Breirfler uses in his testimony and that
you quoted earlier.

Our belief is that' this represents a transition . that our area
which has betten relatively ffluent, essentially' a white collar mixed
blue collar area,. is now going through. These peoplehave not expe-
rienced this before.

The other interesting thing about this is that many of these indi-
viduals are very young. We are talking about young workers who
are falling to pieces, and despite- intervention efforts are now going
to our local State hospital at a time 4,0 4.hen we are trying
to reduce beds there. . .

Mr. MILLER. What would be that petilile: , d of, then se-
curing a comparable job if a job were e: to that indi-
vidual later on? If the mental problerils,a1..: %'-'arc. '40evere. are you
now talking about an inability to go bac comparable to
what they held before?

14
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Mr. STONE. Of course we are. We are talking about their inability
to go back to the job they held before. The effects of institutionali-
zation on people, as you probably know, are so pronounced that our
efforts with our day treatment and our outpatient programs to re-
habilitate, to resocialize, to bring these people back to a level
where they can work usually means that they will do what is
called job skidding. They won't have the same level of job that they
held earlier. It will be a job at a much lower level.

Mr. MILLER. Does that include individuals who were not institu-
tionalized, the skidding process?

Mr. STONE. Of course it does. We see this happen all the time
and I think that the example of the chemical worker is a good ex-
ample. Here is a man who had relatively high level skill who was 4
now working part time as a security guard.

Mr. MILLER. So from your remarks, the trauma to the family
may be longer than the actual technical unemployment even if an-
other job is secured because it may be at a lower status level in the
family's eyes and at a lower pay?

Mr. STONE. Absolutely.
Mr. MILLER. SO, in fact, the trauma that goes along with that

may continue beyond the reemployment period?
Mr. STONE. Far beyond.
We see in our area particularly the requirement that both hus-

band and wife work to maintain the mortgage on the house. When
one of them is out of a job they may lose that house and they may
begin a skidding that has a lot more to do with their life than just
the work that they are doing.

The skidding may take many forms and a dimunition in their
life which is very severe.

I have talked to people who have felt that they did pretty well.
They had two cars. They had a reasonably good size home. These
people are affected too. They had expectations, as we all have in
this country, that if we go to school and we go to work and work
hard and well that good things will happen to us.

The American dream is taking a terrible pounding and the long-
term scarring effects, frankly, we don't know, but the evidence we
have at the mental health center suggest that there are, indeed,
long-term effects.

Mr. MILLER. There has been some suggestion that the economic
impact and its detriment to many families is not as severe this
round of unemployment because another member of the family is
working where, perhaps, a decade ago, when unemployment struck,
the family lost all of its income but now, because there may be two
breadwinners in the family you lose only a portion of that income.
That may or may not be so.

Let me ask you what kind of buffer does that second job in, the
family provide in terms of the stability of the family? Do you see a
distinction among families who have a second income or is it just a
question of time?

Mr. STONE. We do see a distinction and perhaps the best way to
describe it is certainly that second income does provide a buffer but
as I mentioned in this testimony, sometimes, and for some families,
the role reversal that occurs when the woman goes out to work is
so devastating that the family really cannot recover from it.

5
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The entotionah trauma, the fact that the man who.felt himself to
be the breadwinner is now sitting at home feeling useless and so
depressed that he is not even washing the windows or doing the
dishes and really doing the role reversal, that it creates arguments.

No, it has a very devastating effect and because I did have an
opportunity to examine how peOple felt in the 1974-1975 recession,
quite the contrary. I see the recession today in marked contrast to
that.

In those years people talked about going back to work. "I am
going back to work." They felt, They sensed that the recession
would soon be over and they would be back at their old job again,
This time around people are .not saying that and that buffer does
not make up for the fact that there is a tremendous sense of help-
lessness and hopelessness on the part of workers in this country.

Mr. MILLER. _Thank you..
Mr. Hawkins, do you have any questions?
Mr. HAwKINs. If I could, Mr, Stone, I was quite impressed with

your testimony and I think that unfortunately not enough individ-
uals realize the importance of it.

However, when you reached page 8 and began to suggest alterna-
tives or what can be done I was a little let down.

It just seems to me that you seem to be suggesting that a high
degree of volunteerism hasn't worked in the past and certainly
isn't going to work. now.

On page 8 you said that it would be unrealistic to think that suf-
ficient moneys will ,be available to fund all the services that will be
required to assist unemployed families That seemed to be sort of a
defeatist attitude which indicates that nothing can be done about
it.

NoW, I am sure that you'did not intend to imply that this is a
solution. If unemployment creates the problems that you have indi-
cated, then these people need jobs. I don't think they need to be
told that they can go to their clergy or to the police or to the
schools and so forth and expect these people who are already over-
burdened and suffering from the same problems to solve their prob-
lems.

It just seems to me that this is, perhaps, not quite the solution
and certainly I don't think it is in line with the earlier testimony
which showed the great problems that are created by unemploy-
ment.

I would think that an individual who has the sensitivity that you.
have might suggest stronger measures, let me say,, than what you
have already suggested. I know that you are trying to stay within
the context of realism and not get into political questions but that
is just the point.

All of us hesitate to do so and we hesitate to call the budget a
farce for what it is or to accuse the administratio of foot-dragging
and to say that we can't have a jobs program or e can't afford full
employment and we just go around in a circle.

I am wondering whether or not that is what we are doing?
Mr. STONE. Mr. Hawkins, I am delighted to hear you say that. I

would also be delighted to trade one B-1 bomber for funding the
services that would be called for imthis document and I am sure in
the other testimony that will be brought here this morning; be-

16
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cause .that, of course; is part of the tradeoff that we are talking
about.

And, yes, I would much prefer not to be here, not to be having
services for the unemployed, and instead have these people haye a
job and then we could not haVe to see them, but I am a realist and ...,
I have worked in 13411 the Detroit area and the Chicago area and
at least until we see the national commitment to the proper fund-
ing for these kind of programs in order to do the job that is re-
quired, .what I am suggesting is that there are a lot of people ot.tt
there who have done a -lot of work on their own with or withodt
pay and that we don't need the creation of massive new programs'
to ' do it, that we have existing knowledge and existing services
albeit without the proper funding tel do the job.

Mr.IIAwKiNs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Martinez. ,

Mr. MARTINEZ. I do' n't, know if you have these figures or not, but
what percentage of all the unemployed people have mental prob-
lems that require mental health services?

Mr. 'STONE. I N.v.s trying to get the figures before I came here this
morning and I(ileally don't have an answer to that. I can say
roughly from the crisis intervention work that I did in the Detroit
area we saw approximately 15 to 20 percent of the unemployed
people end up ascasualties one way or another. Either they used
our. crisis service, or they came in for face-to-face interviews, or in
some manner they presented some type of serious familyemotion-
al/physical health careA,problem to us.

I. can say beyond drat that as a result of the crisis service that
we ran probably 50 percent of those people unemployed did seek
different kinds of information and we were appalled by the com-
plexity arrd the myriad of services that are supposedly out there for
people that the unemployed have-no idea about and have no knowl-
edge about how to access.

And I would like to go back to the story I related about the man
who lost his car, his telephone and his newspaper. Even when you
have these services, how do these people get there?

Mr. MARTINE agree with you and understand the complexity
rfiltof the proble . en in our offices there are people who some to us
for aid who can simply be directed to an agency that provides serv-
ices they were unaware of. It is difficult for eyberyone to do an ade-
quate job of informing the public what is available to them.

Mr. STONE. That is right.
Mr. MARTINEZ. You talked about the individuals that go on to

menial jobs as a result of being institutionalized. They apparently
see that as failure and become inhibited about returning to the-
same position level they had prior to being helped. Is that correct?

Mr. STONE. Yes. And let me suggest something else. Walk down
to an unemployment line and look at the faces of the people who
stand in line. You don't see a lot of kidding around. You don't see a
lot of laughing. Look at how people are dressed. Watch how people
are dressed, the attitude that they have, the posture, the look on
their face when they go looking for jobs.

Many, and most unemployed people are very depressed. They
don't feel very good. They don't feel very good about themselves.
What kind of a chance do these people have of getting a job when

17
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they look like tlrit,-act like that, and feel like that? It is lousy. And
so you see a lot of job skidding.

Mr. MARTINEZ. In the programs where you provide help and
counseling, ire there specific programs designed to increase self-
image? What is being done to help people realize that their plight
isn't because of their own failure, but a failure of the economy?

There is a gentleman on the west coast, in the Los Angeles
County area, Charles Chavez, who started kind of a job retraining

4 serviceHe seemed to realize that a big. part of getting these peo.2.1
back to work was to increase their self-image.

Is this something that would be viable for the 15 to 20 percent of
the work force that you mentioned?

.

Mr. STONE. I can't speak knowledgeably about that particular.
program. I know about it from having heard about it myself, but
that type of program, yes, absolutely, may be helpful.

We need to build confidence back in these people's lives to help
them understand that this isn't their failure, that this is the fail-
ure of our economy and of our system and not their personal fail-
ure. That is extremely important.

One of the very first things we do at our mental health center is
IQ try to dn even little things to help people reestablish control
over their own lives, even if it means just helping them regain the
routines that- they had before they were unemployed so they get
back a sense of rhythm about their lives.

But, yes, we need things that help build self-confidence, because
what we are really trying to overcome here is a lack of confidence.
People have no idea of the number of.skills that they have and
that they can offer a potential employer but when, you are de-
pressed you don't have any knowledge of them. It is like a deep,
dark tunnel that you are going down. You are just not aware of the
options that are around you.

We have helped many people turn hobbies into actual vocations
and that makes a difference. But the answer is yes, anything that
builds people up, and helps them regain confidence is positive.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. The institutionalization that was referred to in your

testimonycan we assume that that is also not just the unem-
ployed worker but other members of that family?

Mr. STONE. Yes, we can but what I am talking about is this has
an impact on the entire family.

Mr. MILLER. The increase that you use in terms of institutionali-
zation in the area in which you are working now, would hat in-
crease just involve the unemployed worker or is that incrdase at-
tributable to the family embers of the unemployed as well?

Mr. STONE. Yes, sir. at would include family members, chil-
dren, wives, husbands, if he woman is working.

Mr. MILLER. Is there any breakdown in terms of the increase
among children?

Mr. STONE. That is difficult to obtain because sometimes institu-
tionalization means that they have been adjudicated delinquent
and they have gone through that kind of a process, and we may or
may not know about it but I would be happy to collect further in-
formation on it and pass it on to the committee.

0 - "18
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much and thank you for your testi-
mony, Mr, Stone.

Mr. STONE: Thank you for the opportunity.
Mr. MILLER. Next the committee will hear from a panel com-

prised of Mr. David Mills, Office of Children, Youth anti Families,
Madison, Wis., and Judge Charles Schudson from the Children's
Court in Milwaukee, Wis:, and Barbara Shaw, executive director of
the Illinois Coalition Against Domestic Violence.

Mr. Mills, we will let you go first and your prepared testimony
will be inserted in the record in its entirety and feel free to either
summarize it or to read it.

We obviously are trying, to leave as much time as we can for
questions from members of the committee.

STATEMF1NT OF DAVID C.. MILLS, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF CHIL-
DREN, YOUTH Ate) FAMILIES, DIVISION OF COMMUNITY SERV-
ICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES, MADI-
SON; WIS.

Mr. MILLS. Vqry good.
I would like Ito do some paraphrasing of my written testimony

and realize that the entire testimony will be put in the record.
I presently serve ds director of Wisconsin's Office of Children,

youth and Families in our Department of Health and Social Serv-
ices.

As the written testimony indicates, I have a wide variety ofre-
sponsibilities for programs including child abuse and neglect and
including spousal abuse.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to be here today and offer
testimony but, quite frankly, wish the circumstances were some-
what different.

The information that I, too, have to--share paints a picture of
misery for many Wisconsin families and chifdren and women in
particular.

Although the information that I have and I am going to.present
today is not cokiclusive in and of itself, it suggests that the turmoil
and the stress-that is caused by the increased unemployment defi-
nitely is a factor in increased abuse both of women and of children.

What I 'would like to do is first share some very specific informa-
tion that I have 'concerning child abuse and neglect reporting in
Wisconsin as contrasted with unemployment rates and then move
on to make some comments about spousal abuse.

In the case of the child abuse information, after consulting with
labor market experts in our departinent of industry, labor and
human relations, I determined that the best way to learn of infor-
mation for calendar year 1981 was to compare unemployment rates
by taking "snapshots" in time from January 1981 with January
1982; then to take that information and contrast it with child
abuse reporting rates during calendar year 1981.

Let me ask as I review the information that three points be kept
in mind. First of all, the majority of the information that I have
relates to cases which requires investigation of abuse and neglect
as opposed to cases determined to be "indicated" or confirmed after
investigation. I will say more about that later.
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For our least populous counties in Wisconsin, small numbers can
mean large percentage increases and as we look at some informa-
tion in a moment that is important. This holds both f r unemployt
ment changes and child abuse reporting.

. The third point is that reports of suspected child abu to a cen-
tral registry such as-we operate in Wisconsin probably represent
only a small portion of the total number of reports which actually
should be made.

.At the end of the written testimony there is an attachment, it is
the second to the last page.

You may wish to follow-along. It includes information on specific
Wisconsin counties and'I got that specific in order to convey the
import of the information that is there.

In table 1, I showothat the child abuse reporting in 1981 increased
in the State by 6.3 percent..

In the second table you see a listing of the 10 counties that expe-
rienced the greatest actual increases in unemployment rates
during that one year period of 1981.

One county declined in reporting during that time period. For
counties which experienced 3.1 percent increase in actual 'unem-
ployment rates, and that is all 10 counties in table 1, the average
simultaneous increase in child abuse and neglect reporting was
122.8 percent. That compares with the 6.3 percent increase
statewide during that same time period of child abuse reporting.

Having seen this information on the 10 counties with the great-
est increase in unemployment, I took a look at- those 10 with the
greatest decrease in unempl6yment and, fortunately for Wisconsin;
during 1981 there actually were 10 counties that decreased in un-
employment. That is a phenomenon that has not continued to
occur. .

Taking a look at table 3 for a moment then, what you will see is
that 8 of the 10 counties in Wisconsin that experienced declines in
unemployment rates simultaneously incurred decreases in their
child abuse and neglect reporting.

The summary Viformation for the State as a whole during that
1981 period looks like this." There are 72 counties in the State of
Wisconsin, 51 of them durin this time period showed an increase
in unemployment rates; 35 of those showed simultaneous increases
in child abuse reporting, 21 ounties decreased in their unemploy-
ment rates; 15 of those decreased simultaneously in their child
abuse reporting.

Additionally, I took a look at information covering a 2-year
period on the unemployment rate side. Unfortunately, I wasn't
able to back up that far on the child abuse reporting side because
of some cha1ges in our child abuse reporting law that occurred
during 1971 Basically. what I found was that if you do take-a look
at the 197rthrough 1981 period you find that those same 10 coun-
ties that were highest in unemployment during 1981 averaged an
increase of 68.7 percent in their child abuse reporting over the
2-year, 1979-81 period.

I think that that continues to show that the pattern is there and
that it wasn't a 1-year phenomenon.

The 10 counties that I took a look at earlier in table 3 whose
average unemployment rate either decreased or increased least
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ilabuse reporting of only,124 percent, So, contrasting those 2 fig-
ures, 68.7 sand 12.3 percent, again .gives some credence to the fact
that this was a trend that made sense for more than a single year.

I tried to find as much as I .Could about our 1982 information
before coming to the hearing but unfortunately we have a lag
period in reporting in the county so I was not able to do,an u date
for 1982. .

A couple of observations,4though, on the. basis. esome projec ions
that I.did make: .

First of all, I project that we will have an increase in child-abuse
reporting statewide of about 7.5 percent in,1982. The largest Wis-9rnc sin counties which also happen to be those that have the high-
est rates of unemployment, generally speaking, seem to be showing
sizable increases in child abuse reporting beyond the statewide;
average. ----__ ,

.

In the 10 counties that from table-2 before sirved the greatest
increase in unemployment during the previous period, 8 of them at
this point continue to show increased child abuse in reporting well
in excess of the statewide average for 1982.

Now, what Hoes allthis information mean?
First of all, I want to make sure I explain what this child abuse

and unemployment doesn..t mean. )
The information doesn't attempt to show statistical validity but I

think the conclusions that each of us can draw from the informa-
tion are relatively clear. A le k' more study would be needed to
prove causality. I think the rribk-eTwould be better spent on serv-
ices. It does not show that the "information means that unemployed
fathers necessarily are the ones who beat their kids although cer-
tainly unemployed. fathers and mothers feel the stress and are
from time to time engaged in child abuse and neglect.

One of the more unfortunate conclusions that I think could be
drawn from this informatiod is that child abuse is largely the prob-
lem of that unemployed fanlily down the block.

I say that again not meaning that unemployed families aren't in-
volved with a serious amount of stress and that that stress doesn't
produce child abuse and neglect but that the child-abuse problem is
also much larger than merely with those families and I think to
look at those families as the ones most engaged in increased report:
ing ,of child abuse and neglect is a problem because too many of us
would like to think that it is someone else's problem and not our
own.

In this inforMation I do ,pot describe precisely who the abusers
are but do talk' about comMunities in which the stress levels are
high and presumably in those communities, therefore, the stress of
unemployment has caused the increase in child abuse and neglect
reporting.

The final thing that I want to say is that I don't think that the
child abuse and neglect problem has a solution that lies only in a
full employment economy although I think that goes a long way
toward solving some of the increased problems that we have seen
recently.

I think that the solution is much more complicated and it really
lies in changing society's acceptance of violence andfacceptance of
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the notion that those who are less powerful, and generally happen
#' to be women and children, are somehow property to be used and

abused at will.
Simply stated, what the information that I have presented does

show is (1) that in Wisconsin there are simultaneous sizable in-
creases in actual unemployment rates and child abuse reporting
rats in irilividual 'counties, (2) that there were sizable simulta-
neous decreases in unemployment rates awl child abuse reporting
and then, (3) finally, that when looked at over a 2-year period these
same trends are quite visible.

Let me shift for a' few moments to the.spousal abuse problem in
Wiscorisin.

The data which. I have here is not nearly as specific. Our office is
responsible for providing staff services to our Governor's Council
an Domestic Abuse and administering a grant program which
funds 20 shelters and 15 other service providers statewide.

We have no mandatory reporting system and, therefore, the in-
formation that I want to share comes exclusively from our funded
provider network.

First, I want to odd some information that is not in the written
testimony that I was able to gel figures on just prior to leaving the
State to come here. It has to do with the numbers that we served
through the shelter system and through our other service providers
during the past year.

First of all, women sheltered totaled approximately 2,200 during
1982. Children sheltered, approximately 2,850. Women and children
counseled, 9,500. Crisis calls handled, 13,500, and information and
referral services rendered, 13,000.

These numbers represent approximately a 331/3-perCent increase
over the prior year but it is important to point out that the Capac-
ity of these shelters is limited and tl,s4 that increase is just
through making every effOrt on the part ME shelters to provide the
services that are so desperately. needed.

It is not that demand really increased by 33 percent, but likely
more. As a matter of fact, our estimates show that as many as 50
percent of the individuals who sought shelter service for them-
selves afid for their children this last year had to be turned away
from the shelter that they turned to.

In,some instances, those women who were turned away no doubt
received shelter at another service provider but in many instances,
having had to face the problem of mounting enough courage and
mounting enough strength to ask for help and break away from
that abusive situation to begin with, many of those women, we be-
lieve, did not turn to another shelter and returned home 1b that
abusive situation.

Some additionAl information from a shelter serving a small rural
community that appeared on my table 2 earlier as a county with
high unemployment increases. In 1981, seven women were shel-
tereU from that county. It was a very rural county. Of those seven,
five of the abusers were unemployed.

In 1982, nine women friom that county were sheltered and six of
the abusers were unemployed.

Kenosha County is a large urban county in southeastern Wiscon-
sin with a heavy, industry component and a large American Motors
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plant. From Kenosha Countfg police department by way of the Ke-
nosha shelter comes this. The domesfic disturbance log in 1981
shows that abusers were unemployed in 26 percent of the incidents
reported. The same log in 1982 shows that abusers were unem-
ployed in 34 percent of the

A quote I think worth mentioning from a Npolice officer that
shared this information with the shelter director. "Unemployment
and alcohol and drug abuse are turning law-abiding people into
criminals and husband and wives into physical combatants.

As I mentioned before, shelters elsewhere had to turn away large
numbers of individuals who needed the services, some of whom
were served elsewhere and some of whom were not.

From all indications, many shelters are continuing to experience
that same shortage of space. Completely aside, though, from the
issue of overdemand for existing shelter services, Wisconsin faces
the same problem that many other States do with respect to this
target group needing services an that is that there are many
areas where 'there really are no services.4vailable at all.

We are fortunate in our State to have a modest State grant pro-
gram available that I mentioned before. Its funding level is $1.4
million per year at the presennime. Many have 'argued that the
advent of block grants should have provided the flexibility to
States to begin to serve this target group as well but I think there
are some very important distinctions and I want to point them out
very quickly.

First of all, the fims of spousal abuse began gaining acfept-
ance as a legitimate gr,oup to be served witly public funds only a
few short years ago, which happened to coincide with the begin-
ning of retrenchment at both the State and Federal levels.

New target groups rarely get the 'services that they need at times
when resources are short. This target grNp is no exception.
Second, and I thin] most i ortant, those who continue to control
the purse strings at virtuall any Ire' of government continue to
be men.

Despite our self-espo ed concern for other human beings, I
think there are far too any of us who continue to refuse to be-
lieve that this p4rticular roblem is as serious and as widespread
as it truly is.

.There are others who refuse to believe that the victims or survi-
vors, as many choose to be called, are different and may need
something other than traditional treatment services.

They often need a new array of unique services that our social
service system hasn't been prepared to deliver before.

Let me close with a presumption,'a question and a few additional
observations:

Let's presume for a moment that the information that I shared
points out not only that there is a major problem with increased
violence directed toward women and children, but that recession-
ary economies and unemployment do exacerbate that problem.

Let us presume for a moment that there is validity both in the
child abuse data that I have presented and in the shelter director
'comments who claim that in the case of victims where an abuser is
unemployed that the beatings are frequently more serious and
more frequent.
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My quegtion is, If we pre'sume these things, what will the future
bring if we decide to wait for an improved economy to produce
enough revenue for the needed services both for services and pre-
vention?

My observations are these and I will allow you to draw your own
conclusions from them. The American HuIrnane Association stated
that over 840,000 reports of child abuse and hcglect were made in
1981. Researchers tell us that violence is a learned behavior, and
we know that children learn to model behavior very quickly.

A recent study of juvenile female offenders in Wisconsin shows
that 79 percent of the young women included in the sample had
experienced some form of injury as a result of physical punish-'
meat; in other words, child abuse.

Some reports have suggested that as many as four out of five in-'
carcerated pale offenders may have been abused as children. In
the United States today, the FIP tells us that a woman is beaten
every 18 seconds and child abuse is 129 percent asclikely in a
family where spouse abuse has occurred.

Increasingly, information is available which tends to support
thesepresumptions. If the presumptions are correct and in light of
these observations, can we afford to wait for the economy to im-
prove its lf? I think the answer is very clear. Thank you very
much.

Mr. M LER. Thank you.
[The p epared statement of David Mills follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID MILLS, WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
SOCIAL SERVICES . .

I presdntly serve as director of Wiscon'sin's Office for Children, Youth and Fami-
lies wit in our Department of Health and Social Services. ,Responsibilities of my
Office i clude policy and program development, legislation, budgetary and adminis-,
trativa esponsibility for social service programs serving children, youth and fami-
lies. Sp cifically, I have statewide responsibility for 'the following programs which
are ad inistered locally through our counties: adoption, foster care, permanency
planni g, services to single parents and families at risk, child abuse and neglect,
child y care, spousal abuse, runaway, shelter care, and juvenile offender commu-
nity p ograms.

I a pleased to have the opporhscaty to provide testimony today, although I wish
the rcumstances were somewhat different. The information which I intend to
shar , uwfbrtunately, paints a picture of misery for Wisconsin families, and tradegy,
for any children and women iry particular. Although not conclusive, the informa-
tion uggests that the turmoil, the stress being experienced in local communities
throu shout the state may be exacerbated in areas hit hardest by a contipuing and
deepening recession. My comments will include some specific information and fig-
ures concerning child abuse and neglect reporting to be followed by additional some-
what anecdotal information on what is being seen in our shelters for victims of
spouse abuse.. .

Let me begin with child abuse, and begin by describing process by which I
developed the data which follows. After consultation with,/ bdr market experts
from our Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations, I determined that
the best way to measure the changing labor market trends during calendar year
1981 was to compare county unemployment rates in January, of 1981 with January
of 1982. Although the month of January typically shows somewhat higher unem-
ployment rates for many counties, the comparison of figures for the same month in
two different years does appear to establish general labor market trends (unemploy-
ment Increases or decreases for one year to the next).

Additionally, in order to capture information about the change in child abuse rq-
porting during the same calendar year, 1981, I compared total child abuse reports
received during base year 1980 with the total received during calendar year 1981.



Let me ask that you -keep the following points in mind as I review the results of
the analysis: _

, .

i1. The majority, of the data relates to reports of cases Which were investigated
rather than cases "confirmed- After investigation. . ,

2 For Wisconsin's least ous 'counties, small.numericalChantks cause major.or
percentage increases, both terms of unemployment rate changes and child abuse
reporting. likewise, in the smallest counties, changes in staff Metnbers'May have sig-
nificant impact on child abuse reporting. . ,)

3. Reports of suspected Child abuse to ai:entraf regiStry may represent only a
small number of the incidents in which re7Orting should occur (experts generally
claim. that somewhere between I() and.;50 percent are reported); likewise, "con-
firmed- cases of abuse or neglect may represent only a small percentage of the
actual cases which occur.

You IllaY wish to refer to the attachment as I describe theresult of the analysis.
As you will note in Table I, during the calendar year 1981 period, tott1 reports in

Wisconsin increased by (1.3 percent over calendar year 1980, from 7735.,tfi 822(3.
Looking at Table II, you will note that nihe of the ten counties exPi4iencing the

;retest actual ilk reuses in unemployment during the one year perio0;showed sizea-
ble concurrent increases in child abuse andneglect reporting. One-County declined
in reporting during this period. Fur counties which experienced irc eases of 3.1 per-cent(.........and above in actual unemployment rates, the simultaneoUs'a rage increase in
child abuse reporting .vas 122.5 percent.

Looking at Table Ill, you will first note that Wisconsin was fortunate to have sev-
eral counties show slight decreases in actul ukemployment rates during calendar
year 1981, as measured by the January todantary comparison, a phenomenon not
pcpeated during .1952 when all Wisconsin counties but one have!shown actualiunem-
ployment rite increases. Eight of the ten counties experiencing the greatest declines

,.. iri actual unemployment rates concurrently experienced reductions in child abuse
Nand neglect reporting. . .

Most interesting to tne, however, was the summary informatiotiefor the entire 72
Wisconsin counties contained in Table IV: .

T)1 counties showed increased unemployment rates (Jan. 11 to Jan. 82). Of these 35
iti8t) percent) showed increased child abuse reporting. ,

21 counties showed decreased unemployment rates. Of these 15 (71.1 percent)
showed decreased child abuse reporting while 2 showed no change from the prior
year.

. .

Additionally, I have examined the labor market information during the two year
period, 1979-1981, as measured against the same child abuse reporting year of 1981.
1 did not compare the' child abuse reporting 'for,lcalenclar year 1979 because of
changes which were implemented in Wisconsin's raportitig law during that period.
Nevertheless, I was able to-establish the following:
4 The 10 counties whose average annual unemployment rate increased most from
1979-1981, averaged an increase. of.(18.7 percent in child abuse reporting during cal-
endar year 1981 over 1980).. . ..

The 10 counties whose average annual unemployment rate either decreased or in-
creased least from 1979 to 1981 sholved increased child ,abuse reporting of only 12,3
percent.

Unfortunately, calendar year child abuse information' is not yet available and,
therefore, I am unable 1.0 update the information for.at least several more weeks. I
would be happy to share information with the Committee at that time. I have been
able to "project" fourth quarter child abuse reporting for several individual coun-
ties, however, and share the following observations.

1. Child abu);f.) and neglect' reporting is projected to increase by 7.5 percent
statewide for 1982. . .

2. The largest Wisconsin counties (most urban) appear to be showinosizeable'fin-
creases in.child abuse reporting beyond the statewide average (projected).

3. Of the 10 counties which showed the largest increases in unemployment from
(Table II), eigiri continue to show. Abuse reporting in excess of the statewide average
increase (projected).

What does this mean? First, I want to point out what it does not show. .

The data do not slum apy causal relationship. I do not suggest that the informa-
tion is statistically valid nothat unemployment causes abusive parents. It does not
show that only unemployed fathers beat their kids. As a matter offact, one of the
most unfortunate conclusions which-could be draWn from this information is that
child abuse is largely the problem of '.'that unemployed family down,* block." No
information here describes who the abusers are,lbut rather it focuSeqoh i.lommuni-

f'""
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ties with sizeable unemployment problems and, therefore, presumably high stress
levels,

Finally, it should not be concluded from this information that the "solution" to
the child abuse problem lies only in a full employment economy. While this might
help reduce strees which contributes to abuse, the solution is much more complicat-
ed apd lies in changing societal acceptance of violence and acceptance of the notion
that those less powerfulgenerally women and childrenare somehow "property"
to be used, and abused at will.

Simply stated, the information does show the following: (1) that there are sizeable
simultaneous) increases in actual unemployment rates and child abuse and neglect
reporting in counties; 42) that there are simultaneous decreases in unemployment
rates and child abuse ;reporting rates. and t(3) that these general trenclo.are visible
even when u4asured over the two year, 1980-82 period:

Let me now shift fora few moments to the problem of spousal abuse in Wisconsin.
Unfortunately, I do not have data which is equally specific in this area. My office
provides staff services to our Governor's Domestic Abuse Council and administers a
grant program-which provides partial funding to 20 shelters and 15 other service
programs statewide. Wisconsin has no mandatory reporting system, either for police
or other agencies, and the shelter system neithertvserves all areas of the state nor '
the entire population needing help. My information, therefore, comes from our
funded provider network.

s.

In preparing to addresS this committee, I asked providers in areas of high unem-
ployment information on their caseload changes and thoughts about stress' from un-
employment as a contributing factor in situations of spousal abuse.

Two comments were made repeatedly by shelter Directors. Fir§i,,..106 victims were
even less willing to leave the abusive situation because of fears welfare and
other supports would not be available and because no jobs were avarble. The econ-
omy and reduced services made victims even more dependent on the abuser. Second.
ly, providers indicated that victims described beatings as often more frequent and
more severe when the abuser as unemployed.

Additional information included the following:
(1) From a shelter which serves a small rural county which appeared on our high

unemployment list (Table II):
7 women were sheltered from this county in 1981; 5 of the abusers were unern:-

piked ,

9 women were sheltered in 1982; 6 of the abusers were unemployed
(2) From the Keraosh'a County Police Department by way of Kenosha's shelter

came the following:
Domestic disturbance call logs in 1981))showed that abusers were unemployed in

26 percent of the incidents. i.
. The same gs in 1982 show abusers to be unemployed in ;34 percent of the calls.

A quote tn to the shelter director from the Kenosha police officer with whom
she spoke: unemployment and alcohol and drug abtise are turhing law-abiding
people into criminals and husbands and wives into physical combatants."

(;31 shelters in other communities experiencing major unemployment 'increases
report that demand for space far outstrips capacity. In reports from selected months
during 1982 for instance, lack of space forced two Milwaukee facilities and the sole
Dane County shelter to turn away as many women and children as they were able '
to serve. -.

From all indications, many shelters are continuing'to experience the same short -'A
age of space and are being forced to deny shelter to victims. Some of those denied
services are helped elsewhere, others are not. Some, having had to muster all the
strength they possibly could to break away and ask for help, undoubtedly return
home rather than facing"that internal struggle anew at another shelter.

Completely aside from the issue. of overdemand for existing shelter services, Wis-
consin and othey'states continue to lack any shelter facility in many areas of the
state. We, in Wisconsin, are fortunate to have the modest,state-sponsored grant pro-
gram which I have mentioned, but it represents too few services for too many vic-
tims. Many argue that the advent of block grants for federal funds should have pro-
vided states with the flexibility to serve this target group along with others. Some
Very important distinctions exist, however, and must be pointed out. First, victims
of spousal abuse begin gaining acceptance as a legitimate group to be served with
public funds a few short years ago (which happened to coincide with the beginning
of state and federal retrenchment). New target groups rarely receive appropriate at-
tention when resources decline and this has been no exception. Second, and most
important, those who continue to control the purse strings at any level of govern-
ment continue to be men, and many of us, despite all of our self-espoused concern

1..A
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fur other human beings, continue to refuse to believe that this problem is really this
serious and this widespread. Others refuse to believe that victimsor "survivors,"
as many choose tn be calledare somehow different and that they may not need
traditional "treatment."

Let me close my comments with a presumption, a question, and a few additional
observations. Let us presume for a moment that we not only have a major problem
with violence directed toward women and children, butthat recessionary economies
provide additional stress which exacerbate that problem. Let us presume that there
is validity both in my child abuse data and the comments of Wisconsin's shelter, di-
rectors when they say that beatings of women are more frequent and more severe
when the abuser is unemployed.

My question is, if we presume these things, what will the future bring if we
decide to whit for an improved economy to produce enough money for needed serv-
ices?"

My observations are thes6, ;and, from them you may draw your own conclusion:
American Humane Association states that 840,000 reports of child abuse or ne-

glect were made in 1981,
Researchers tell us that violence is a learned behavior, and children learn to

model" behavior quickly.
Some reports have shown that child abuse is 129 percent more likely in a family

where spouse abuse has occurred.
Ina recent Wisconsin study of imprisoned ,fernale juvenile offenders, 79 percent of

the young women included in the sample had experienced some form of injury as a
result of physical punishment.

Some reports suggest that as many as 4 out of 5 incarcerated male offenders may
have been abused as children.

In the United States today, a woman is beaten every 18 seconds.
Increasingly, information is available which tends to support these presumptions.

If the presumptions are correct, can we afford to wait? I think the answer is clear.r you very much for the opportunity to appear.

)`
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Attachmeitt

Testimony of
David Mills
1/31/83

Table I

Initial Reports Requiring Investigation of
Child Abuse and Neglect, Statewide

Total Investigations
Child Abuse and/or Negitct

CY 1980
CY 1981

7735
8226,

Table II

(+6.3%)

Ten (bounties with Greatest 'net-eases in Unemployment
Rates January 1981 td January 1982

Unemployment Rate Increase
Jan. 81 Jan. 82 % Inc.

-% Chahe in
Child Abuse Reporting

1. Rock 8.8% to 16.8% (up 8.0%) + 17.3%
2. Forest 14.0% to 21.7% (up 7.7%) + 167.0%
3. Grant 9.1% to 14.5% (up 5.4%) + 37.4%

4. Taylor 12.4% to 16.8% (up 4.4%) + 274.0%
5. Sawyer 14.9% to 18.8% (up 3.9%) + 50.0%
6. Richland 8.9% to 12.3% (up 3.9%) + 600.0%

7. Door 8.4% to 11.6% (up 3.2%) + 32.4%

8. Menominee 35.8% to 39.0% (up 3.2%) + 39.5%
9. Kewaunee 9.7% to 12.8% (up 3.1%) down 42.0%
10. Racine 10.1% to 13.2% (up 3.1% + 52.7%

Average increase 122.8%

Nine of the ten counties experiencing the greatest increases in
unemployment from January 1981 to January 1982 showed significant
concurrent increases in child abuse and neglect reporting. One county,
Kewaunee, experienced a decrease in child abuse reporting during this
period. For counties which experienced increases of 3.1% and above in
actual unemployment rates, the simultaneous average increase in child
abuse reporting was 122.8%.
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Table III

Ten Counties with Greatest Decreases in
Unemployment Rates. January 1981 t4 January 1982

Unemployment Rate Increase
f

Jan. 81 Jan. 82 % Inc.
% Change in

Child Abuse Reporting

1. Jackson 13.6% to 11.1% (down 2.5%) up 320 %

2. Douglas 12.7% to 11.0% (down 1.7%) "-lip 61 %

3. Bayfield 12.7% to 11.1% (down 1.6%) - 27.4%
4. Monroe 10.6% to 9.6% (down 1.0%) - 19.1%

5. Shawano 10.1% to 9.4% (down .7%) - 12.5%
6. Fond du Lac 9.9% to 9.3% (down .6%) - 30.3%
7. Winnebago 8.9% to 8.3% (down .6%) 18.9%
8. Waupaca 11.1% to 10.5% (down .6%) - 30.2%
9. Ashland 11.1% to 10.5% (down .6%) 21.9%
10. Barron 8.8% to 8.2% (down .6%) 7.1%

Fight of the ten counties experiencing the greatest declines in actual
unemployment rates concurrently experienced reductions in child abuse
and neglect reporting.

/1.
Table IV

Summary Information

51 counties showed increased unemployment rates (Jan. 81 - Jan. 82)
- of these, 35 (68.6%) showed increased child abuse and neglect

reporting

21 counties showed decreased unemployment rates
- of these, 15 (71.4%) showed decreased child abuse and neglect

reporting; 2 showed no change from prior year

Of the 17 counties which showed unemployment,rate increases of 2% or more,
15 experienced increased child abuse rep6rting. and the average increase over
'CY 80 was 101.4%.

1

Sources: 1. Child abuse data: Wisconsin Child Abuse Registry, operated by
the Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services

2. Labor market information: Wisconsin Department of Industry,
Labor and Human Relations

9
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Mr. MILLER. Judge Schudson.

STATEMENT OF JUDGE CHARLES B. SCHUDSON, CHILDREN'S
COURT, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Judge SCHUDSON. My name is Charles Schudson. I am a Wiscon-
sin Circuit Court judge, assigned to the juvenile division in Milwau-
kee. The juvenile division has exclusive jurisdiction over those
under 18 and our caseload falls into two areas: First of all, about 80
percent of the cases I see are crimes committed by children, and
about 20 percent of the caseload involves cases of neglect, abandon-
ment, and abuse to children.

Knowing that you will hear from experts from many other fields,
I will focus on three areas of unemployment's relationship to
crimes involving children; first of all, +rimes by children with no
prior criminal record; second, crimes against children by their par-
ents; and third, the most serious, for my purposes of discussion this
morning, violent crimes by children who ,are not responsi'e to pro-
bation or corrections.

In recent rnonths, I have seen crimes committed by teenagers
with no history of criminal conduct. Although the crimes usually
are nonviolent, they often are serious thefts or residential burglar.
ies. The parents, teachers and friends are shocked and confused by
the crimes. However, the pre-sentence, reports reveak, that the
period of criminality coincided with periods of family stress result-
ing from a parent's layoff, or the end of unemployment compensa-
tion.

Similarly, I have seen cases of child abuse by parents breaking
under the pressure of unemployment. A job is lost, home and secu-
rity are threatened, pride is shattered. Alcohol use increases and
stress intensifies. Good and- loving parent§ lose patience and judg-
ment. The needs of a crying infant or a demanding child are met
with emotional and physical abuse.

These are subjects you have already. heard discussed and I be-
lieve others will discuss them further. Perhaps where I can be of
greatest assistance is in discussing the even more devastating link
between unemployment and the repeated and violent crimes by
children who seem unresponsive to even the best system of educa-
tion, counseling, probation or corrections.

To understand why America is suffering with chronic and seri
ous juvenile crime, we must consider how children are affected by
new social forces and unemployment.

Certainly, we see that today's generation of teenagers is the first
to grow up learning that sex and violence are fashionable. This is
the first generation to have been force-fed a sugar-based diet'
trimmed with alcohol, tobacco and drugS, leaving children unable
to function in school. This is the first generation of teenagers to
have easy access to loaded guns.

But as we know, ,junk food, alcohol, violent TV shows, and guns
don't commit crimes; children do. So, recognition of these new con-
ditions begs the questions: Why, recently, have children embraced
self-destructive life styles, and terrorized their communities? Don't
they care about the futuretheir future?
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They do not. Many children have stopped focusing beyond the de-
mands of peer approval and instant gratification. L often say to a
child incourt, "You have 60 more years to live. What, you do with
the next yearon probation, or in reform schoolwill make those
years good or bad." Often the responding glare is, "Hey, Judge, ter-
rific-60 years of unemployment."

Our society is losing to the "hopeless factor," that sense of utter
despair that the future holds nothing. Never has that "hopeless
factor" consumed America's children as it does today. Even during

7 war or depression, young Americans believed th6" future would be
better.

Now, a generation of teenagers has seen parents, brothers and
sisters, without jobs even if they stayed in school, worked hard, and
followed all the rules. For many children, the next 60 seconds of
excitement and gratification spare them the focus on the next 60
years of hopelessness.

So we have children today, subject to the same peer pressures
and adolescent developmental stages as always. But they are expe-
riencing hopelessness that is devastating. With their hopelessness,
they have loaded guns in a society that glorifies violence. And right
behind them is a generation exploding from teenage pregnancies,
that promises to overwhelm our country with unstable families,
and neglected and abused children. \

Until we put the solid prospect of a job in front of evey child,
children will turn away from the future. In anger and frustration,
they will rape, rob and murder others, and destroy themselves.
With random and growing violence, our hopeless children will de-
stroy the future of America, which seems to have ignored the
Indian poet Tagore, who said, "Every child born in the world is a
sign that God has not yet given up hope."

Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Ms. Shaw.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA SHAW, EXECUTIVF _DIRECTOR,
ILLINOIS COALITION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Ms. SHAW. Good morning. My name is Barbara Shaw. I represent
the Illinois Coalition Against Domestic Violence, a statewide net-
work of community -based programs providing shelter, counseling,
advocacy and crisis intervention services to battered women, their
children, and whenever possible, to their abusers. Over 12,000
women and their children sought refuge and assistance from coali-
tion programs last year, a figure said to represent no more than 35

x. percent of the potential users of these services.
Before continuing, I want to take this time to recognize and coal-/ mend Chairman Miller for his leadership in confronting domestic

violence through sponsorship of funding legislation for domestic
violence services, an important step.

This testimony will focus on domestic violencespouse abuseas
it relates to unemployment. I have come today to report to you
from various communities in the State of Illinois what is happen-
ing in domestic violence programs as affected by unemployment,

PS
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but before continuing I would like to ask the committee to consider
two major points.

First, domestic violence is criminal, of epidemic proportions and
has devastating consequences. It is assault, battery and homicide.
It breaks bones, causes miscarriages, internal injuries and death.
According to the FBI, domestic violence re ;ults in 25 percent of all
homicides and 40 percent of police injuries'. Eighty percent of vio-
lent juvenile and adult offenders had domestic violence in their
family background.

Violence in all forms: Homicide, abuse and battery, incest, ne-
glect; and with all its victims: Battered wives, abused children, the
elderly, is a devastating phenomenon and is of epidemic propor-
tions in our society, pointing to great vulnerability in our Nation's
domestic security. Domestic violence must be stopped and prevent-
ed.

The second point I wish to make before I continue is that while I
would never claim unemployment and adverse economic conditions
to be the sole cause of domestic violence, there must be no doubt
that they, like alcohol, can significantlyeaffect the occurrence, fre-
quency and severity of violence in the family.

The work ethic of this society is such that gainful employment is
the only means by which those not born to wealth can acquire the
resources necessary to live a safe, healthy, and reasonably happy
life.

Loss of employment is a major life trauma. It shakes the econom-
ic, interpersonal and social security of the individual, the family
and the community. Loss of income results in drastic lifestyle
changes, inability to support dependents, anger, hopelessness, loss
of selfworth and fear. Loss of hard-earned possessions often occurs.
The stress is profound.

Exacerbated by the socialized violence and aggression of our soci-
ety and the rigid role expectatiortt we have of the "breadwinner of
the family," the strain of unemployment can be a devastating cata-
lyst of violent family breakdown.

The, Family Service Association of America, in a national survey
of member agencies, reported that 74 percent of the responding
programs have seen increased incidents of family violence in their
caseloads since last year. The most frequently mentioned cause is
economic stress, particularly that experienced by the unemployed.

Moving from the national sphere, I will now report the experi-
ence of domWik violence programs in certain Illinois communities.
I will also share two individual case stories. I might mention at
this point that though several of these domestic violence programs
had already taken the initiative to report the impact of unemploy-
ment on caseloads, a special survey was done of our member pro-
grams to bring you this information today.

Look at Peoria; 18-percent unemployment, major industrial town.
In February, when Pabst Brewing Co. closed its local brewery

leaving 600 jobless, the percentage of women staying at the shelter
whose husbands were unemployed skyrocketed from an average of
33 percent to 70 percent.

After Caterpillar Tractor Co. laid off 4,000 workers in late May,
the number of women and children staying at the shelter jumped
from an average of 85 per month to 120 in June and 150 in July.
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'['he income level of families seeking assistance;has increased
more are middle-income families since. January 'Ofilast year.

Women are staying longer' at the shelter. ;

Domestic violence cuts across all economic levels of our society.
This information that I arri presenting to you today is not to. sug-
gest that domestic violence only occurs'in middle and upper income'
families where loss of employment is occurring.

Look at the Alton community, 18-percent unemphiYmentv &p in-
dustrial Mississippi River town, at one time one of. thehighest:per:
capi,.a communities in the country-.

Dramatic increase in number of victims reporting their.abnsers'
unemployment as a factor in the abuse pattern.

Reports constantly full shelter and considerable increase in fol-
lowup and nonresidential services. . . .

The next point is very important: Women victims not' able or
willing t,(y leave their situations because-theY lack e'copomic op-
tions: but they still need and seek services.

}hew'. incidence of new battering.
And more higher income level women whose husbands lost their

jobs are seeking shelter.
One case in point in Alton is Marie, whose husband is an unem-

ployed steel worker. He had a history of verbally abusing Marie
and their two small children, with isolated incidents of phySical
abuse when he became,intoxicated. Since his layoff from the local
steel mill fi months agii, the physical abuse has escalated. He has
periods of violent beHavior when he plays with guns, threatens to
kill Marie and the children and then hi self. On other occasions,
he leaves the house after a battering incident, takes a firearm with
him and threatens to kill himself because "he is no good and can't
take care of his family." It became necessary for Marie to leave
home and seek safety at the shelter.

DuPage County, 9-percent.. unemployment, very high for a com-
munity identifying itself as upper middle income, with a previously
average per capita income of $39,000 per year. The shelter director
reports that the consequences of unemployment in that community
are devastating.

The numIrr of women calling for help quadrupled in the past
year.

Shelter is always filled to capacity now.
More frequent and more severe abuse is reported.
Police, hospitals and mental health professionals are increasingly * lasking the program for help for traumatized families.
Aurora: 17-percent unemployment, old industrial to n.
This shelter reports that it provided 30 percent more shelter days

and hours of service in 1982 than in 1981.
In November and December of 1982, the number of victims re-

porting unemployment in thd family more than doubledUp from
15 percent to 35 percentover those reporting during the same
period in 1981.

Rockford, 22-percent unemployment; major industrial town ih Il-
linois.

The Rockford shelter reports 25-percent increase in calls for help;
30-percent increase in number of people receiving assistance.
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The shelter has been full most of the time for the past few
months. .

Most of the -abusers are unemployed, not true at this time last
year.

The coordinator 'reminds us that it is not just the Joss of income
but also the lo'ss of self-worth and the long hours with "nothing
useftitto (16," that contributes to mounting tension and violence.

Danville: 22-percent unemployment, an old industrial community
in Illinois.

The Danville shelter served as many battered women in the first
Ei months of 1.982 as in the entire previous year.

Seventy-five to 80 percent of victims site layoffs as either precipi-
tating first-time violence against them or aggravating the frequen-
cy and severity of abuse in, relationships where violence had oc-
curred,previously.

Drug and alcohol abuse programs report seeing the same in-
creases and again more middle-income women seeking help.

The Danville shelter did an intake with a woman in a stable
marriage for 5 years. Her husband was laid ofrin mid-summer of
1982 from his Federal Government job. He began doing car repair
work at home to keep some money coming in. That has declined,
since people cannot now afford to get cars fixed.

As a result of the layoff .and her inability to find paying work,
financial pressures mounted; their lifestyle has been middle
income, but they cannot sustain that now; might lose their house;
are unable to supply for their three children as they used to. Emo-
tional abuse has been growing over the past few months; the ten-
sion erupted into voilence for the first time ever last week. The
woman is working on an order of protection from the court now,
and will seek court-ordered counseling for the man. Court-ordered
employment might be the best help for this family.

The trends suggested by these community reports indicate that
unemployment can be said to: First, increase the likelihood of first-
time battering; second, increase the frequency and severity of
abuse where violence -had occurred previously; third, increase the
demand for shelter and related support services; fourth, increase
the number of victims remaining in or returning to abusive envi-
ronments because of lack of economic options and/or sympathy for
the abuser because of his unemployed status; and last, result in a
greater percentage of middl¢ and upper income women seeking do-
mestic violence services.

In light of the aforeme tioned, may I suggest that this commit-
tee and this Congress tak the leadership necessary to create eco-
nomic, labor and budget p icies which provide:

Full employment for all t se able to work.
Income security programs which guarantee income against dis-

ability, temporary unemployment, et cetera.
A reasonable income maintenance standard for those unable to

work.
Domestic violence intervention and prevention programs.
The budget to implement all these.
In closing,,I put before you that this country's national defense

rests not only on our ability to negotiate a peaceful agreement in a
complex international scenario or on our ability to defend our-
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selves against a hostile or agressive invader. Our national security
also depends on our domestic tranquilityour ability to foster
peaceful cooperative families, neighborhoods and communities free
of physical and psychological Asault.

Every 5 years the inftrafamily homicide toll equals that of th
American death toll in the Vietnam war. Unemployment, domesti `IN...._-k
violence, income security are defense budget issues.

Thank you.
The prepared statement of Barbara Shaw.follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBARA SHAW, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS COALITION
AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE HEARING

Thank you for the opportunity to address this committee on such a critical topic,
the impact, of unemployment on the family. I represent the Illinois Coalition
Against Domestic Violence, a statewide network of community-based programs pro-
viding shelte'r, counseling, advocacy and crisis intervention services to battered
women, their children, and whenever possible, to their abusers. Over twelve thou-
sand women and their childrekA sought refuge and assistance from Coalition pro-
grams last year, a figure said to represent no more than 35 percent of the potential
users' of these services.

Before continuing, I want to take this time to recognize and commend Chairman
Miller for his leadership in confronting domestic violence through 'sponsorship of
funding legislation for domestic violence services.

This testimony will fools on domestic.violencespouse abuseas it relates to un-
employment. Before reporting the Illinois experience, let me ask the committee
members to keep in mind two very important points.

1. Domestic violence is criminal, of epidemic proportions and has devastating con-
sequences. It is assault, battery and homicide. It breaks bones, causes miscarriages,
internal injuries and death. Domestic violence results in 25 percent of all homicides;
40 percent of police injuries; and 80 percent of violent juvenile and adult offenders.

Violence in the family, in all its forms: homicide, abuse, incest, neglect; and with
all its victims: battered wives, abused children, the elderly; is a devastating phenom-
enon and is of epidemic proportions in our society, pointing to greater vulnerability
in our nation's domestic security. Domestic violence must be stopped and prevented.

2. While I would never claim unemployment and adverse economic conditions to
be the sole cause of domestic violence, there must be no doubt that they, like al-
hol, can significantly affect the occurance, frequency and severity'of violence in the
family.

The work ethic of this society is such that gainful employment is the only means
by which those not born to wealth can acquire the resources necessary to live a safe,
healthy and reasonably happy life. Employment is not only a means of personal and
family survival, it is also a major factor in one's sense of personal and societal iden-
tity and wbrth. Work is a significant sphere of our Hires: we spend years and thou-
sands of dollars preparing our children to work; workers spend at least 50-60 per-.
cent of their awake time at work, commuting to it or recuperating from it.

Loss of employment is a major life trauma. It shakes the economic, inte rsonal
and social security of the individual, the family and the community. Loss o

r.
ncome

results in drastic lifestyle changes, inability to support dependents, anger, ho less-
ness, loss of self-worth and fear. Loss of hard-earned possessions oftep occurs. The
stress is profound.

Exacerbated by the socialized violence and agression of our society and the rigid
role expectations we have of the "breadwinner of the family," the strain of unem-
ployment can be devastating catalyst of violent family breakdown.

ryThe Family ice Association of America, in a national survey of member agen-
cies, reported t at 74 percent of the responding programs have seen increased inci-
dents of family violence3in their caseloads since last year. The most frequently men-
tioned cause is econonyc stress, particularly that experienced by the unemployed.

Moving from the national sphere, I will now report the experience of domestic vio-
lence program in certain Illinois communities. I will also share two.individual cage,
stories.

Peoria (18 percent unemployment; major industrial town):
In February, when Pabst Brewing Co. closed its local brewery leaving 600 jobless,

the percentage of women staying at the shelter whose husbands were unemployed
skyrocketed from an average of 33 percent to 70 percent;
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After Caterpillar Tractor ('o. gild off ,000 workers in late May the number of
women and children staying at the shelter jumped from an average of 85 per month
to 120 in June and 150 in July;

The income level of families seeking assistance' has increasedmore are middle
income families Ake January of last year; and

Women are staving longer at the shelter.
Alton (18 percent unemployment; industrial Mississippi River town):
Dramatic increase in number of victim; reporting their abusers' unemployment

as a factor in the abuse pattern;
Reports constantly full shelter and considerable increase in follow-up and non-

residential services; -

Women victims not able or willing to leave their situations because they lack eco7
nornic options, but they still need and seek services;

Higher incider*e of new battering; and
I More higher income level wouten whose husbands lost their jobs are seeking shel-
ter.

On case in point in Alton is Marie, whose husband is an unemployed steel worker.
Ile had a history of verbally abusing Marie and their two small children; with iso-
lated incidents of physical abuse when he became intoxicated. Since his layoff from
the local steel mill six months ago, the physical abuse has escalated. He has periods
of violent behavior when he plays with gun's, threatens to kill Marie and the chil-
dren and then himself. On other occassions, he leaves the house after a battering
incident, takes a firearm with him and threatens to kill himself be'cause zf'He is no
good and can't take care of his family." It became necessary for Marie to leave
home and seek'safety at the shelter.

Du Page County (9 percent unemploymenthigh for this community which iden-
tifies itself as upper-middle income, with an average per capita income of $39,000):

The number of women calling for help quadrupled in the past year;
shelter is always filled to capacity now;
More frequent and more severe abuse is reported; and
Police, hospitals and mental health professionals are increasingly asking the pro-

gram for help for traumatized families.
Aurora (17 percent unemployment; old industrial t2wn):
Shelter reports that it provided 30 percent more shelter days and hours of service

in 1982 than in 1981; and
In November and December of 1982, the number of. vic ims reporting unemploy-

ment in the family more than doubledup from 15 pe cent to 35 percentover
those reporting during the same period in 1981.

Rockford (22 percent unemployment; major industrial town):
Reports 25 percent increase in calls for help;
:30 percent increase in number of people receiving assistance;
Full most of the time for the past 2-3 months; and
Majority of men in their abusers group are now unemployed (which was not true

last year at this time).
It is the Rockford. Services Coordinator who reminds us that it is not just the loss

of money, but also the loss of self-worth, the long hours with."nothing usefur to do"
that contributes to mounting tension and violence.

Danville (22 percent unemployment; otd industrial community):
,Served as many battered' women in the first six months of 1982 as in the entire
pre'yfious year;

'15-80 percent of victims cite lay-offs as either precipitating first-time violence
against them or aggravarng the frequency and severity of abuse in relationships+
where it had occurred before;

Drug and alcohol abuse treatment programs report seeing the same increases; and
More middle-income women seeking help.
The Hanville shelter director did an intake with a woman who had been in a

stable marriage for five years. Her husband was laid off in mid-summer of 1982
from his federal government job. He began doing car repair work at home to keep
some money coming in. That has declined, since people cannot now afford to get
cars fixed. As a result of the layoff and her inability to find paying work, financial

,pressures mounted; their lifestylel has been middle-income, but they cannot sustain
that now, might lose their house!!, are unable to supply for their three children as
they Used to. Emotional abuse has been growing over, the past few months; the ten
sion erupted into violence for the first time ever last week. The woman is working
on an order of protection from the Court now, and will seek court-ordered counsel-

.. ing for the man. Court-ordered employment might be' the best help for this family.
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The trends suggested by these community reports indicate that unemployment
can be said to: ia

Increase the likelihood of first-time battering;
Increase the frequency and severity of abuse where violence had occurred previ-

ously;
Increase thclidemand for shelter and related support services;
Increase the number of victims remaining in or returning to abusive environ-

ments because of lack of economic options and/or sympathy for the abuser because
of 'his unemployed status; and

Result in a greater percentage of middle and upper income women seeking domes-
tic violence services.

In light of the aforementioned, may I suggest that this Committee and this Con-
gress take the leadership necessary to create economic, labor and budget polkietl!
which provide:

Full employment for all those able to work;
Incorite security programs which guarantee income against disability, temporary

unemployment, etc.;
A reasonable income maintenance standard for those unable to work; and
Domestic violence intervention and prevention programs.
The budget to implement all these!
In closing, I put before yoti that this country's national defense rests not only on

our ability to negotiate a peaceful agreement in a complex international scenario or
on our ability to defend ourselves against a hostile on aggressive invader. Our na-
tional security also depends on our dimestic tranquillityour ability to foster
peaceful cooperative families, neighborhoods and communities free of physical and
psychological assault. -

Every five years the intra-family homicide toll equals that of the American death
toll in the Viet Nam war. Unemployment, domestic violence, income security are
defense budget issues.

Thank-you.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much.
I must say that this panel paints a very distressing and disturb-

ing picture. The link that you draw between unemployment and
the resulting instability in the family in and of itself should be
most disturbing to policymakers. But let me also suggest, gentle-
men, that the linkage that you draw between family instability and
the witnessing of the loss of jobs and the loss of self-esteem by
young children who turn to the kind of behavior that you have de-
scribed may be far more alarming than anything we have heard so
far this morning.

Correct me if I am wrong, but there is a very strong suggestion
in your testimony that in fact we are breeding a psychosis in young
children because of the despair they witness in their families,
whether it is in their immediate family or that of relatives and the
sense of hopelessness that you testified to.

Judge SCHUDSON. That may be accurate when you consider my
remarks in relation to Judson Stone's. He talked about develop-
mental stages of the child. ConSider that a typical 14-year-old has
been cognizant of conditions around him for perhaps 4 or 5 years,
so that his entire conscious life has seen nothing but_unemploy-
ment.

There is nothing in, his entire outlook to have, him expect any-
thing other than desperation and, hopelessness. So we are not talk-
ing about a short period of time where he has seen unemployment
as one of the possibilities. That boy or girl considers unemployment
the only thing that exists in life. So what you term a psychosis is
now the normal mental outlook on his or her life. It is something
that says there are no jobs ottt there, there is no future Therefore,
those teachers and parents and counselors who say apply yourself,

4,
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learn to read, learn to write, study so that the\ futire can be gad,
are making a losing argument.

The future orientation is gone. What lies in the future is seen
through the examples of the older brothers end sisters and the par-
ents, and that is absolutely discouraging. So that as an almost
ironic, "logical" response to that lack of future, the..childsresponds
by saying why not give in to the peer influence or the youth gangs
that say, "Come on, get the last action, gratifypurself with in-

., stant violence, sex," or whatever A.:might be. Many youths no
longer see an alteinative.

So I think unemploythent has a serious long-term effect. We
have an entire genecation growing up that has no other outlook
even if aKiut improvements in unemployment for the
future. In consideration of that we have to reexamine policies that
are talking .about long-term improvements. Those may come, but
we are going,to have an entire generation that can be lost nonethe-
less.

Mr. MILLER. Apparently, from the testimony, not only are these
childhtn witnessing the economic despair, but they are also wit-
nessing a substantial amount of violence in that family setting.

Judge ScquosoN..Yes.
Mr. Mittht. In some instances it is not acted out against them,

but they are seeing their pai:ent as role models with respect to how
they treat one another.

Mr. Altus I definitelyaggee with that. As a matter of fact, one
of the figurtk that I citetf'at the very end of my comments had to
do with reports that recently showed that the likelitood of child
abuse occurring is 129-percent greater .where spouse abuse has oc-,
curred pfeviously.

I think that within the family the witnessing of violence is really
having a pronounced effect. MardChildren are beginning to model
that behavior themselves and irturn sibling violence is increasing
at a rapid rate as well.

Mr. MILLER. Let me just say ,that, in the context in which the Ail-
dren are growing up in this family with the additional btress of un-
employment, the statistics are bad enough in terms of child abuse
and spousal abuse for employed families:-When you put on the
additional stress of these families, as indicated in your testimony,
Ms. Shaw, of the first time batteries,that take place in the families,
it would not appear that the simple extension of unemployment
benefits is going to solve this problem in terms of providing the
kinds of hopes and aspir@tions that these families should be deli-
vering to their children. Keping the breadwinner in unemployment
benefits for an additional 6 months or additional year is not going to
provide that kind of self-esteem.

It is going to lessen many of these tensions, it may do a little bit
in terms of the economic day-to-day life, but that will not solve the
problems that you are raising here this morning, it seems. to me.
Argue with me if you differ, but I am concerned when we see that
that is held out as the main tool to deal with this situation.

MS. SHAW. Fagree with you, Chairman Miller, which is why my
first recommendation is..-full employment fOr those able to work. It
is not enough to provide, a basic minimal: ,gubsistence income. It is
important for every individual to feel involved; to have an ethic of
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commitment and involvement and to feel that they are meaningful
contributors to their family and to community life.

When you strip an individual of that opportunity, then you are
stripping that individual of their sense of self-Worth, and that is de-
structive to the individual and to the individual's support network.

Mr. MILLER. Judge, do you see a distinction in terms of the cases
where you have had long-term unemployment or periodic unem-
ployment? Is there a distinction when you'get a child from a %wily
unemployed for a year or longer?

Judge SCHUDSON. We see children for the first tine, children
committing 'crimes, that would normally not come to the Courts.

r. MILLER. These children have nothing eAte in their record or
ba ground that would indicate they would carry out this kind of
behavior?

Judge SCHUDSON. For the first tiipe we see that the child re-
sponds. to the heightened stress in the family, and one way can be
crime. It becomes an intelligent response in drawing attention of
support services to the family. Oftentimes, the child crime is the
cry for help for the family, and that help gets delivered through
probation services.

Mr. MILLpa. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. The witnesses I think are so affirmative and

/ strong in their testimony it leaves very little room for questions
and none for disagreement. May I, however, ask Mr. Mills this
question with respect to his testimony, including the charts on the
last two pages. The tables that you used did indicate one or two
exceptions to the general rule. May I ask whether or not in those
instances any efforts were made to analyze why those particular
counties deviated?

Mr. MILLS. Yes. We did undertake that. We weren't able to do
that as we would have liked for all 72 counties, but for the excep-
tion's in these tables we did. One on the first table, the one county
that happened to show a decrease in their child abuse reporting in
fact had a major, sizable increase in unemployment the prior year,
and the measuring of the decrease in child abuse reported here
therefore was a full year and a half after the time that the major
crisis with unemployment had occurred.

It may very well have been that we would have seen the same
kind of pattern if we had looked at that county earlier. That is a
county that happens to have a major powerplant operating nearby.
The powerplant undertook a number of repairs, laid off a large
part of the work force, and they had a significant increase in child
abuse reported a year prior to whAt was captured in the table.

In table 2, which happened tf be the county that hati the 1-year
phenomena of decreabed unemployment rates during that time, I
don't recall the specifics of what we found except to mention Jack-
son County, one of our smallest counties, and therefoSe the size of
the increase there indicates a relatively small number of child
abuse reports.

One of the things that I do recall now, in response to your ques-
tion, is that in Jackson County we found that there was one partic-
ular family with a large number of siblings, all of whom were in-
volved in an abuse situation and therefore it tends to skew the in-
crease in child reporting in that small-sized locality.
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Mr. HAwKINs. If I may ask one other question, inasmuch as°
these may be construed by some critics as isolated cases, is there
any national compilation of such instances, of such cases that could
be used on a national scale to document the case from a national
point of view. Whether or not it is the children's courts or the com-
munity services on a national level or whatever organization may
be doing itdoes any one of the witnesses know whether or not
there is any national clearinghouse of any kind that is in the busi-
ness of compiling the same type of cases that you have given to us
but on a national basis?

Mr. MILL. .§. I would offer one short response, and that is that be-
cause you need to isolate the community in which you are looking
at thq., effects of unemployment and types of abuse, it is very, diffi-
cult to compile those figures nationally and have them make sense.

One comment that comes to mind is the increase in the demand
for services for youth who we view as status offenders. This ties*in
with the judge's comments, those youth who commit crimes that
only youth can commit, truancy, running away, uncontrollability,
et cetera.

Nationally there is a tremendous increase in demand for those
services. The services are in fact being reduced. The fact that there
is that increase I believe is testimony to the interrelationship of
unemployment and the developmental patterns, uncertainty about
the future, et cetera, that the judge referred to.

patterns,
as far as a gen-

eral clearinghouse, I am not aware of any.
Ms. SHAW. The National Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Ne-

glect may be a source of a national Itudy on the 'relationship of un-
employment to child abuse.,There is no national network of domes-
tic violence programs, other than the National Coalition Against
Domestic Violence,. which is not equipped to do this typeof study
at this time. There was an office of domestic violence in HEW 2
years ago, but it has been disbanded.

Judge SCHUDSON. I would like to advise you to .not look for statis-
tics and, in part, ignore those put forward for a number of reasons.
If a government body waits for statistical proof, that proof will be
misleading. ^ We have yet to find that 2-year-old who has been
abused regjstering with the Bureau of Statistics. Most of the crimes
remain hidden.

I am distressed to see recent reports that say statistically that
juvenile crime is falling. The statistics are misleading because
often they report apprehensions, arrests, and convictions and that
is more a reflection of, police resources than conduct.

Even when the statistics talk about reported crimes, that is also
a reflection of the confidence that people have in tlie crimnial jus-
tice system. The more confidence they have, the moF0 likely they
are to report crimes, and the more likely there are to be apprehen-
sions, arrests, and convictions which yield those statistics.

In a time of tremendous strain on resources we know police re-
sources are also being reduced. The result is that even if criminal
conduct is increasing, the confidence in the system is reduced so re-
porting to police is less and apprehension by police is less.

Ironically then, what we have seen in all the intelligent studies
of criminal statistics is when we have a reported increase in the
crime rates it is likely that criminal conduct is coming down. Vic-

t
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tims are more likely to report and witnesses are more likely to par-
ticipate in the criminal justice system. Conversely, when we have
crime statistics going down, it is just as likely that criminal con-
duct is actually increasing.

Mr. HAWKINS. We need to be reminded that we shouldn't wait
for statistical proof to do that which we should be doing anyway;
that is reducing unemployment. Whether it leads to a reduction in
, the consequences mentioned, it does have value in itself and we
shouldn't sit around and wait forsuch proof as we have heard this
morning before we do that which is morally right anyway.

Judge SCHUDSON. People from the universities have asked for sta-
tistical proof and I answered there is none, but come sit in my
court for a day and you will have your proof.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Could you expound somewhat on the hopelessness

experienced by youths who are severely hit with unemploynient in
their areas?

Judge SCHUDSON. In talking about the hopeless factor that con-
sumes certain persons, I am talking about selected population
groups. We know if we go to the nicest lilly-white suburb we will
find juveniles who are looking at some unemployment, but there is
a strong likelihood that there will be jobs out there. If we g0 to the
most desperate portion of the inner, cities we find groups facing 70
and 80 percent unemployment.

We are talking about minority teenagers who are looking at th
numbers instinctively, perhaps not consciously, and correctl
coming to the conclusion that as long as that group is 70 and
percent unemployed, the chances of a job are next to nothing. So /it
makes a difference what population group is considered.

Mr. MARTINEZ. We have a high rate of unemployment in my dis-
triCt, something around 17 percent, which, as you know, is q to a
bit higher than the national average. It would appear that districts
with intense prolonged unemployment, would also have equally
high morale problems with respect to individual outlook. What per-
centage of the youths, would you, say, experience the difficulties
that you mentioned, which are associated with uemployment?

Judge SCHUDSON. I will not be tempted to try and identify a per-
centage. I think it is an impression and I think those who try to
provide hard data are providing misleading numbers. What you are
saying is correct, that depending on the extent, the degree and the
length of unemployment in a segment of the community, the
chance of the hopeless factor consuming the children from that
group is higher.

That does not mean, however, that children growing up in other
areas are not affected by it. Although I sit in the children's court
where I see crimes by children, I am in the schools constantly talk-
ing with children, working in crime prevention. Even in those pop-
ulation groups where we find that there is a realistic expectation of
jobs, we see today's society instilling in many of those very good
children and law abiding children a sense of cynicism about the
country and society. Even if those children look forward to jobs,
they have a different view about their future and a different sense
about hope in this country than I think I have ,ever seen before.
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Ms. SHAW. I would like to add to that an experience that hap-
pened to me a week ago in Springfield, Ill. I spoke with a therapist
friend who has developed a workshop that enables people within
that workshop to get in touch with their individual potential and
to think and begin to deal creatively about the future. She has
done this workshop with many groups and has fascinating out-
COME'S.

She took this "workShop to ,a, youth group in the community, a
traditional high school group, not a group of individual young
people who had experienced particular, problems in their communi-
ty, and was shocked to find that when this group of 12 young
people were left alone to act out their individual potential and then
their group potential, within 40. minutes every one of those 12
young people were on the floor, playing dead.

Somebody started shooting another individual and they all
became wrapped up in the notion of death and that they either
through international war or through killing in their own commu-
nity, had no prospect of a long life ahead of them and were not
able to get in touch with their future. I think that is a significant
statement.

Mr. MILLER. Mr.. Pckard.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr.. Chairman. I have a question to

which any member of the panel might wish to respond. Is there
any evidence that there is a different type of side effect or adverse
effect from unemployment than there is from other pressure areas
on families or on children such as divorce, both parents working, or
serious conflicts within the home?

Mr. MILLS. In our experience in Wisconsin and based on the little
bit of information I have about other Midwestern States, I would
say no, that we haven't necessarily seen that there is a particular
effect that is different. The ways in which different people deal
with stress are all significantly different.

For instance,'a family that is faced with a problem of unemploy-
ment which increases the stress and causes abuse may cause abuse
in one family, but may cause neglect in another. You may find that
a single parent who needs to work once the spouse has left the
home ends up being charged with neglect of a child because it is a
young child for whom the money can't be expended to provide day-
care services. That is one example.

In another case you may well see abuse. I don't think that we
have experienced some particular set of unique effects as a result
of this type of stress.

Judge.ScuunsoN. I think in the areas I look at I see a difference.
If' we look at other sources of trauma divorce, a death in the family
or something of that sort, we see that it is an event that has taken
place,- it is a completed event and a child reacts to it. It can be a
severe trauma and tremendous stress can be involved, but it is
completed.

In terms of unemployment, however, we "are talking about an
entire stress of expectation. It is something that is happening and
is okpected" to happen. It is almost nightmarish in fear for the
fvtare rather than trauma over a completed event. I think because
of that, with trauma of death or divorce, a child can begin to work
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on resolving that and living through it and building upon it, per-
haps even as a source of strength and character building.

That is not so with unemployment. The prospect and long-term
expectation of that desparate situation invades and I think con-(-,
sumes, not only present conduct in isolation, but the conduct that
goes on in anticipation of what is to come.

After all, ti divorce or a death in the family can result in a child
suddenly doing poorly in school, but it is something that can be at-
tacked. If the child can be helped to work through that, that can be
a short duration trauma, and the academics can be brought back
into place with the right intervention.

If, on the other hand, a child of 13 or 14 comes to the conclusion
that there is no job out there in the next 60 years of my life, that
affects the motivations in applying himself to the studies in school
and the conduct that will affect the remainder of his life. That is
an impressionistic answer for you.

Mr. PACKARD. Generally speaking, however, is not unemploy-
ment perceived to be less of a long-range constant or permanent
prooblem than divorce or some of the other traumatic experiences?
Is not unemployment generally perceiVed not to be a life -long prob-
lem but 'maybe a temporary problem that exists for a very trau-
matic period of time but does not extend beyond the time when em-
ployment becomes available?

Judge SCHUDSON. I don't think so. I tried to address that in my
testimony. Never before have we had a generation that is living
with the sense that the future will not be better. If we think back
through history, even in -the depression, people were determined
that there is going to be a change, a recovery. I am talking about a
group that has known nothing but unemployment, has seen with
their brothers and sisters and parents nothing but unemployment,
seen 80 percent unemployment in their peer group, and come to
the conclusion that this is not a phase, this is the long term reality,
and therefore conduct will go about on a day to day basis accord-
ingly.

Ms. SHAW. In addition to the unpredictability and the hopeless-ness resulting, it is important to recognize that unemployment
brings to that family a spectrum of all those stresses that you were
comparing it to, that all at once the family's lifestyle must change
drastically.

In many cases there is a litepl loss of home and possessions. The
dynamics among families are stressed. Dependents who are angry
and frustrated that they are not able to get what they need to con-
tinue their life as before, the spousal conflict resulting from loss of
identity and role reversal, the loss of self-worth that comes from
not having meaningful employment, the isolation that can occur
when that individual withdraws from the community, the effect on
the community of lower tax base, businesses doting and the like
there is a spectrum of stress that is highly unusual and not at all
as fixed as the individual stresses that you mentioned a moment
ago; divorce, death and the like.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very. brief. I rep-

resent Flint, Mich., in the Congress, a city that has the unhappy
distinction of having the highest unemployment rate in the coun-
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try; 23.4 percent. It has been sustained to the_ nt that residents
of Flint don't see that hope they used to see: Sor Bone has said that
we have a new class called the new scared.

I taught school for 10 years there and I see it. I go home every
other, weekend and see children who are confused, insecure, and
uncertain about the future. Teachers and people in the social serv-
ices agencies are seeing children with feelings of insecurity because
their parents have been laid off.

I am speaking not only about children from long time economi-
cally marginal families, but also about children from families
where the parents and the grandparents generally were employed.
The parents and grandparents aren't really prepared to handle or
explain their unemployment to the children.

I have always had deep sympathy for those who have had, fre-
quently through no fault of their own, a long term history of unem-
ployment. This new group of unemployment, however, may be
something we haven't seen before in my city. They just do not
know in any way, shape, manner or form how to handle their cur-
rent situations. You find it in almost every neighborhood of Flint
now.

I was just telling Mr. Hawkins, in Flint if you are under 30 years
of age you are probably unemployed, because in many cases you
need at least 12 years of seniority at General Motors to be working.
Very often these unemployed are people 30, 32, who are raising
young children. They aren't younger workers looking for entry-
level jobs. Children of these workers see their father and mother at

4 home, dealing with long term unemployment for perhaps the first
time, and it creates a great many problems.

I have lived in Flint all my life, I was born in 1929, was sheltered
a bit from the depression by my parents, but I find that parents
are now less able to shelter their children from economic hard
times. I am worried about the young children who feel frightened
and insecure and uncertain of the future.

They see the family next door leaving or losing their home and
they are not sure whether they are going to be next in losing their
home. The children are really feeling that.

This is my 19th year in politics and I have always been able to
make a few phone calls and help steer a young person toward a job
at one of the grocery stores or one of the gasoline stations in my
area. But now people pumping gas are laid-off auto workers work-
ing for minimum wage.

I feel hopeless when I'm asked to help get a job for a young
person. Children in the lower grades in school are worried that
their family is going to be next. Young people find the job they
would ordinarily have is taken over by a head of family working
for a minimum wage. We need to look at this generation and see
what we can do to minimize the scars and to help them grow up
with some idea that we, as a Nation, can control our destiny.

I have no questions. I appreciate the testimony of our witnesses.
I have read it through and thank you, Mr. Chairman, for address-
ing this very important problem of our economic upheaval right
now

Mr. MILLER. Thank you. I dare say that the story you tell and
that the panel has discussed here with us this morning is probably
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not unfamiliar to anyone any longer. We used to think that unem-
ployment was concentrated in certain areas of the country and it
was somebody's unfortunate experience, but we find it in the same
numbers in California and in the same industries.

I guess one of the very disturbing things is that the children in
these families for the fiySt time are hearing not only that their par-
ents have lost a job in a particular industry, but in a number of
these industries that that job will never exist again. That is a far
more traumatic situation for the individuals in Flint and the indi-viduals in the heavy industrial areas: the prospect that a whole
way of life is, in fact, gone and communities and roots and family or-
ganizations that were created around the permanancy of that em-
ployment are now shattered and we find them, in fact, sort of
modern day "Okies," if you will, traveling throughout the country
looking for work, leaving families.

We hear countless stories of people who have come to California
or have gone to Texas or Arizona, but can't deal with being awayfrom the family and the community structure that they have
grown up in, in an ethnic community or in a mill town or in an
area that was centered around an industry. Consequently, they goback to an area of 20, 25 percent unemployment with no prospects,
but looking for some kind of stability to grab on to.

It is going to be Mr. Hawkins' job to provide the jobs later on
this year, but I hope that this panel and the next panel will outline
to the Congress the ancillary cost of unemployment. When we talk
about countercyclical jobs programs, we should start thinking about
countercyclical service programs for these families that are so in-
credibly devastated and who are left without resources even as we
see the churches and the nonprofits and foundations dramatically
step up their caseload. I am not happy with the testimony that you
gave, but I am glad that you came here and gave us the benefits of
your experiences and your time.

Thank you very much.
Ms. SHAW. Thank you for the opportunity.
Mr. MILLER. Next the committee will hear from a panel consist-

ing of Dr. Bailus Walker, the Director of the Michigan Department
of Public Health in Lansing, Mich., Dr. Lewis Margolis, Health
Services Resource Center, University of North Carolina, ChapelHill, and Helen Mager, a registered nurse in Mahoning County
Health Department, Youngstown, Ohio.

Dr. Walker.

STATEMENT OF DR. BAILUS WALKER, DIRECTOR, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH, LANSING, MICH.

Dr. WALKER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I will paraphrase my remarks and ask that they be inserted in

the record.
Mr. MILLER. They will be.
Dr. WALKER. I ask that the report, "The Impact of Unemploy-

ment on the Health of Mothers and Children in Michigan, Recom-
mendations for the Nation," be inserted for the record. That is a
detailed analysis of the health and economic problems we face in
the State of Michigan.
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Mr. MILLER. Without objection, that will .be made part ofthe
hearing record.

[The report referred to above appears at end of hearing.]
Dr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to do three things. I

would like to sketch" in fairly broad strokes the economic condition
in the state of Michigan, perhaps by way of emphasis rather than
an explanation. Second, I would like to translate those conditions
into health effects, and I am using the term "health effects" in the
broadest possible sense, on the people of the State of Michigan, and
then to offer some recommendations which we believe should help
alleviate part of this problem that we face.

For the past 37 months we have been plagued by double digit un-
employment in our State. More than 740,000 of our residents are
out of work, and this is a number that is somewhat greater than
the entire population of many other States. Each month, approxi-
mately 20,000 Michigan workers exhaust their regular unemploy-
ment benefits while more than 100,000 have exhausted their ex-
tended benefits.

During the past 48 months, the number of persons receiving
son form of public assistance has increased by about 35 percent,
anc today `Lilly 15 percent or more of our State's total population
receive- ,;(,,le form of public assistanc . After 3 years of State cuts
and hiring freezes and program term" ations, the State treasury is
still some $900 million in the red. T se grim economic conditions
are having a very tragic impact on the health of Michigan's moth-
ers and children, and it is in their behalf that we come here this
-morning.

I think we are distressed by the fact that Michigan's infant mor-
tality rate increased from 12.8 deaths per 1,000 live births in 1980
to 13.2 deaths per 1,000 live births in 1981. This increase represents
a reversal of a three decade trend which saw our infant mortality
rate cut by about 50 percent.

In some areas of the State they have actually realized a 100-per-
cent increase in the infant mortality rate in 1 year. The inner city
of Detroit is one of the places where the problem is the worst. The
Detroit rates are nearly twice the State average. Neighborhoods
within Detroit are experiencing an epidemic in infant deaths. The
cities of Pontiac and FlintRepresentative Kildee pointed this
outand the city of Warren all show a very high increase in the
death rate between 1980 and 1981. Other cities throughout Michi-
gan, such as the capital city of Lansing, Saginaw, and Muskegan
have also experienced a significant increase.

-Now, the pervasiveness of the infant death increase in Michigan
across wide geographic areas of the State, especially in our major
cities, Across nearly. all (off the diagnostic categories combined with
a comparison to other States, is certainly consistent with our poor
economic conditions.

Persistently high unemployment, combined with unprecedented
reductions in ali public services, positions Michigan for increases in
.a variety of socioeconomic and health indicators, one of which is
the infant mortality rate. We recognize that low birth rate certain-
ly is a principal factor underlying some of the infant deaths.

Poor nutrition, unintended pregnancies, the lack of prenatal
care, maternal age, unemployment, poverty and substance abuse
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are all contributing factors to the problem. Michigan's economic
crisis has had, without a doubt, an impact on all of these condi-
tions. Our statewide nutrition commission recently completed a
survey of 20 counties to assess the number of peopl being served
and that part of the population not being served.

The emergency food programs are providing millionb f meals-for
people in Michigan and these are serving as substitutes for inad-
equately funded Federal food and social programs. And even more
severe cuts are now proposed, so it.is obviousAhat not all of those
in the State who have problems arehaving those needs met.

In our State, emergency food kitchens are a permanent fixtur in
some communities. They are often the only way in which the m r-
ginal family of the "new poor" can survive on a clay-to-day bas
Behind these statistics are families living nightmares of worry
about the ability to provide for even the most basic needs that
those families may have.

As the ranks of the 'unemployed have gone, in our State, to
almost three-quarters of a million persons, the jobless and their
families face an uncertain future about health insurance. On the
average, job-related health benefits expire about 1 month after a
layoff, and nearly all of the idle workers are unable to pay the ftfll
c9st of health insurance premiums.

Officials of our Blue Cross /Blue Shield program have recorded
the number of people dropped from their rolls between 1979 and
1982, and they report a net loss of some 556,000 persons attributa-
ble to factory closing and layoffs. The -Michigan Hospital Associ-
' ation reports that, due, to increased unemployment and the loss of
insurance benefits, uncompensated health 'care services ,totaling
$142 million were provided in 1982, an increase of some 29 percent
over the previous year. This is a larger amount than the medicaid
program in some 26 of our States.

This has happened because an estimated 400,000 to 600,000
Michigan residents have lost their health care benefits. A large
segment of this group comes from the automobile industry where
over 250,000 individuals have lost their jobs since the beginning of
the recession.

Michigan leads the Nation with an unemployment rate of 17.3
percent. That figure is being revised upward almost monthly.

Declining funding levels, .totaling $6.7 million in the last 16
months, for maternal and child health programs in Michigan have
seriously reduced our capacity to respond to the growing need for
services. -

For example, in the area of m ernity and infant care, for the
seven projects outside of Wayne u ty, local staff reductions total
11.6 full-time employees coupled reductions in clinic capacity
in three of these projects.

Offer $300,000 has been cut in personnel and clinic costs. In the
large project in Detroit and Wayne Courity,[MIC-PRESCAD], three
major health centers have been closed, affecting 600 or 700 women
and almost 11,000 children. Professional staff positions have been
eliminated and several service contracts have been terminated or
reduclThetproved, pregnancy outcome program in Michigan was
aimed at ,improving the "pregnancy outcome of pregnant teenagers.
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It was cat 50 percent in its fifth year leading to termination of all
four program sisters) on a phased basis. All Federal funding for this
program will end by June 30, 1983, and the program will termi-
nate.

In the State funding period beginning January 1, 1982, local
family planning projects were reduced by 25 percent. This is due to
a reduction in Federal title Land State funds. The lower funding
level will end family planning services to 21,000 patients and may
result in nearly 10,000 unintended pregnancies.

The funding picture is greatly compounded by a change in Feder.-
a1 allocation of title X funds to regions. Region V has been affected
most adversely, and Michigan in particular. Efforts were made to
reverse or modify the Federal formula decision. This failed and the
,Michigan cut of 37 percent will apparently stand. Other States re-
ceived cuts as low as 4 percent. The impact was softened somewhat
this year by the use of nonrecurring funds. This will compound the
problem in 1983.

I think we recognize that Congress cannot solve all of Michigan's
problems but it is our hope that the. Federal Government- will un-
dertake the development of a blueprint for progress for all Ameri-
can mothers and children.

The families of our State, we believe would be well served by
- such an initiative by Congress.

I think we recognize both budget deficits in the State of Michi-
gan and nationally, and accordingly we want to make some recom-
mendations to protect our mothers and children. We are trying to
make practical recommendations that hopefully will not require a
substantial amount of new funds but those that do .require addi-
tional expenditures would necessitate a shift in current spending
priorities.

In fact, it is our strong contention that some shifts in Federal
priorities are imperative. I think Congressman Hawkins alluded to
these earlier in questions to the previous. panel.

First, I think recommend that the House of .Representatives
should establis a Select Committee on Children and Youth and
Families because here policy leadership and oversight are desper-
ately needed for American mothers and children who are so pro-
foundly dependent upon others for their AEdig- being.

Second, we believe that the Federal Government should declare a
national food emergency, and make available Government-held
food supplies to America's hungry, giving priority to pregnant
women, infants, and children.

The Congress shouldcalLupon the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture to identify food that is currently stockpiled in anticipation of
national disasters, or because of Federal price support, and this
food should be released to States and localities for distribution to
the Nation's hungry.

We believe that Congress should oppose further cuts in Federal
assistance for nutrition, housing, fuel payment assistance, and
energy conservation programs, and restore cuts in nutrition pro-
griims f6r children and adults, especially the elderly.

We also recommend that a new unit be established at a high
level in the U.S. Public Health Service. With the di;ssolution of the
beloved and productive Children's Bureau, in the late 1960's, the
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United States found itself among a minority of developed nations
without a strong national voice for children.

There must also be strong program authority mandating coordi-
nation with other children s programs like EPSDT, WIC supple-
mental foods and Head Start.

It is essential that current data be maintained on the health
status of children, youth and families. This must also include accu-
rate estimates of services rendered and the numbers of citizens in
need of care who are not receiving such ,care.

We urge you to restore funding cuts that have crippled the Na-
tion,:s maternal and child health and family planning services.

The maternal and child health block grant was formed ,by con-
solidating many related programs and cutting them approximately
25. percent.

The cost of returning this program' t sous funding level/
'would require new appropriations of app ately $83 million.
This would restore the block grant to its prey' s level of $456 mil-
lion from the current appropriation of $373 million.

We also recommend- that a national children's trust fund be pro-
moted to have small scale trials of innovative approaches to mater-
nal and child health services which might prove benefiCial to the
Nation as a whole.

And here, basic biomedical and related activities already covered-
in research programs operated by the National Institutes of Health
would not be eligible for funding by the children's trust fund.

The trust would be directed by a commission appointed by the
Congres5.

As we pointed out in the beginning, we have attempted to pro-
vide a clear picture of Michigan's economic 'situation, translate
those economic conditions into health effects and make some rec,
ommendations which we believe are !practical and highly desirable.

Thank you very much;. Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of B3ilbs Walker follows:]

PPKPARED STATEMENVOY BAILUS WALKER, JR., PH. D., M.P.H., DIRECTOR, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

I take no pleasure from being here.today, because the message I carry to you from
the State of Michigan is not a cheerful one.

For the next few minutes, I will attempt to paint a clear and honest picture for
you of the grim conditions facing the residents of our state. I will try to convince
you of the seriousness of-our economic crisis, and will offer some constructive rec-
ommendations for your consideration.

I ask that this testimony and the accompanying report entitled The Impact of
Vnemploymeht en the Health oVMothers and Children In Michigan,- Recommenda-
tions for the Nation," be entered Into the record.

Michigan is ow-redly experiencing a human emergency of 'Imparalleled magni-
tude. No other state in the union has suffered from such devast)%ting economic con-
ditions ,

For the past 37 months, we have been plagued fly double digit unemployment.
More than 740,400 of our residents are out of work; a number greater than, the
entire populations of many states.

Each month, approximately 20,000 Michigan workers exhaust their regular unem-
ployment benefits while more than 100,000 have exhausted their extended benefits.
During the past 48 months, the number of persons recbiving sorne'form of public
assistance has increased 35 percent. Today, fully 15"percent of our sthte's total popu-
lation receive some form of public assistance.

After three years of state cuts, hiring freezes and program terminations, thestate
treasury is still $900 million in the red wh4 past bookkeeping praciides account for
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an additional $8004elion deficit. Today, we face a new round of reductions de-
signed to trim another $225 million from the budget, and an increase in taxes.

These grim economic conditions are having a tragic impact on the health of
Michigan's mothers and children. It is in their behalf that we have come here this
morning.

We are distressed by the fact that ichigan's infant mortality rate increased from
12.2; deaths per 1,000 live births in 1 0 to 13.2 deaths in 1981. This increase repre-
sents a reversal of a three decade tre hich saw our infant mortality rate cut by
50 percent. Some areas of the state have ally realized a 100 percent increase in
one year. Innercity Detroit is one of the places where the problem is worst.

Detroit's rates are nearly twice the state average. Neighborhoods within Detroit
ilk experiencing an epidemic of infant deaths. The cities of Pontiac, Flint and
Warren showed a very high increase in the death rate between 1980 and 1981.
Other cities throughout Michigan like Lansing, Saginaw, and Muskegon also experi-
enced significant increases.

The pervasiveness of the infant death increase in Michigan, both across wide geo-
graphic areas of the state, especially in our major cities, and across nearly all diag-
nostic categories, combined with a comparison to other states, is certainly consistent
with our poor economic condition.

Persistently high unemployment, combined with unprecedented reductions in all
public services, positions Michigan for i ases in a variety of socio-economic and
health indicators, one of which is the infan mortality rate.

Provisional figures for 1982 show some moderation in this upward spiral, and we
are hopeful that the worst increases are behind us.

Low birth weights are a principal factor underlying two-thirds of the infant
deaths. Poor nutrition, unintended pregnancies, lack of prenatal care, maternal age,
unemploynient, poverty, and substance abuse are all contributing factors.

Michigan's economic crisis has had, without a doubt, an impact on those condi-
tions.

Our Statewide Nutrition Commission recently completed a survey of 20 counties
J to assess the number of people currently being served, and that part of the popula-

tion which is not being served.
Emergency food programs are providing millions of meals to Michiganitesserv-

ing as a substitute for the inadequately funded federal food and social programs.
Even more severe cuts are now proposed. It is plain to see that not all of those in
need are being reached.

Emergency food kitchens are a permanent fixture in some communities. They are
often the only way in which the marginal families of the "new poor" can survive on
a day to day basis.

134thind the statistics are families living nightmares of worry over the ability to
provide for even the most basic needs.

As the ranks of the unemployed have grown to almost three quarters of a million
persons. the jobless and their families face an uncertain future without health in-
surance.

On the average, job related health benefits expire within one month of layoff.
Nearly all idle workers are unable to pay the full cost of health insurance premi-
uins.

Officials of Blue Cross and Blue Shield have recorded the numbers of people
dropped from their rolls between 1979 and 1982, and report a net loss of 556,633
attributable to factory closings and layoffs.

e Michigau hospital Association reports that, due to increased unemploythent
and oss of inqurance benefits, uncompensated health care services totaling $142
millio were provided in 1982, an increase of 29 percent over the previous year. This
is a la er amount than the medicaid program in 26 of our states.

This has happened because an estimated 400,000 to 600,000 Michigan residents
have lost their health care benefits. A large segment of this group comes from the
auto industry where over 250,000 individuals have lost their jobs since the begin-
ning of the recession.

Michigan leads the nation with an unemployment rate of .17.3 percent; That
figure ijs being revised upwards almost monthly.

Declining funding levels, totaling $(1.7 million in the last sixteen months, for ma-
ternal and child health programs in Michigan have seriously reduced our capacity
to respond to the growing need for services. For example, in the area of Maternity
and Infant Care, for the seven projects outside of Wayne County, local staff reduc-
tions total 11.6 FTEs coupled with reductions in clinic capacity in three ofUhese
projects. Over $300,000 has been cut 11personnel and clinic costs. In the large
project in Detroit and Wayne County 11110U-PRESCAD), three major health centers
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have been closed, affecting 600 women and almoit 11,000 children, Professional staff
positions have been eliminated and several service contracts have been terminated
or reduced. __

The improved pregnancy outcome program in Michigan was aimed at improVing
the pregnancy outcome of pregnant teenagers. It was cut 50. percent in its fifth year
leading to termination of all fOur program sites on a phased basis. All federal fund-
ing for this program will end by June 30, 1983, and the program will terminate.

In the state funding period beginning January 1, 1983, local family planning proj-
ects are being reduced by 25 percent?This is due to a reduction in federal Title X
and state funds. The lower funding level will end family planning services to 21,500
patients and Inay result in nearly 9,7.00 unintended pregnancies: The funding pic-
ture is greatly compounded by a change in federal allocation of Title X funds to re-
gions. Region V has been affected most adversely, and Michigan in particular. Ef-
forts were made to reverse or modify the federeal formula decision. Tht failed and
the Michigan cut of 37 percent will apparently stand. Other states receind cuts as
low as 4 percent. The impact is being softened somewhat this year by the use of
nonrecurring funds. This will compound the problem ilextyear.

We ate not asking'Congress to solve Michigan's many problem It is our earnest
hope, however, that th Federal Government will undertake the development of a
blueprint for progress Thr all AmeriCan mothers and children. Thy families of our
state, we believe, would be well served by such an initiative.

As today's children grow into adulthood, they will have to perform increasingly.
complex tasks in an, age of technological change,to protect our natural environment,

. maintain our standard of living and. keep our economy competitive with those'of
other nations. We must consider each of our children as a, valuable national re-
source. Programs such as maternal and child health not only improve the health
and enhance the lives of our children immediately, but also expand their potential
for significant contribution to the nation as a whole.

We recognize that budget deficits, both in Michigan and nationally, are at record
shattering levels. Accordingly, many of our recommendations for protecting the
health of mothers and children will require no new spending. Those that do require
additiorkil expenditures would necessitate a shift in current spending priorities.

It is our strong contention that some shift in federal priorities is imperative.
We recoDitnend, first, that the House of Representatives should establish a select

committee on children, youth and families. Policy leadership and oversight are des-
perately needed for America's mothers and children, who are so profoundly depend-
ent on others for their well-being. Too often, we find ourselves reporting a tragic
situation "after the fact" when forward planning could have prevented the problem.

And although we have seen dramatic improypment in health status of American
children over the past two decades, sharp disparities persist in both health status
and the use of health services, according to family income, ethnic background, pa
rental education and geographic location.

Also the organizational, administreive, financial and professional training as-
pects of our health care system today have not been adapted to cope with current
health problems which have intertwined psychological, environmental, soc ial and

e..behavioral components.
Although public programs have made a signifiLint contribution to improving the

health of the nation's mothers and children, gaps remain in and betweenaervices;
fragmentation and duplication exist in both programs and services; and conflicts
occur among various levels of government, and among a variety of programs.

We believe the Federal Government should declare a national food emergency
and make available government held food supplies to America's hungry, giving pri-
ority to pregnant women, infants and children.

The Congress should direct the U.S. Department of Agriculture to identify food
that is currently stockpiled in anticipation of national disasters or because of feder-
al price supports.

This food should be released to the states and localities for distjibution to the Na.
tion's hungry.

The Congress should oppose further cuts in federal assistance for nutrition, hous-
t- ing, fuel payment assistance, and energy conservation programs. Restoration of cuts

in nutrition programs for children and adults, especially the elderly, should be advo-
cated.

We also recommend that a new unit be established at a high level in the United
States Public Health Service. With the dissolution of the beloved and productive
Children's Bureau, in the late 1960's, the United States found itself among a minor
ity of developed nations without a strong national voice for children. ....

(
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The result has been predictahle tragedy for the Nation's children. The major
charge of this unit of government should be to: Investigate and report on the condi-
tions affecting the health and welfare of America's children, youth and families.

Existing programs now operated by various branches of government should be
realigned, and many of them folded into the new administrative unit. Title X
Family Planning and theNaternal and Child Health Block Grant are two programs
which should be transferred immediately.

There must also be strong program authority mandating coordination with other
children's programs like EPSDT, WIC supplemental foods and Head Start.

This unit should be responsible for carrying out the essential elements of acom-
prehensive maternal and child health program, including'. studies aimed at identifi-
cation and solution of problems affecting the health and 'well -being of mothers and
children; organization of maternity services, including adequate prenatal, perinatal
and postnatal care; continuing health supervisiOn services for all children from
birth through childhood and adolescence; organized programs of health education
for parents, children of school age and the general public; establishment of stand-
ards for health personnel serving mothers and child/en and for facilities providing
for their' health care; systematic manpower--4velopment and training activities4,
continuing assessment bf the efficiency and effectiveness of services for
mothers and children; and conducting Lind supporting of operational research as a
basis for further program planning and'development.

It is essential that current data bemaintained on the health status of children,
youth and families. This must also include accurate estimates of services rendered
and the numbers of citizens in need of care who are not receiving such care.

We urge you to restore funding cuts that have crippled the nation's maternal and
.child health and family planning services.

The maternal and child health block grant was formed by consolidating many re-
lated programs and cutting the,tn approximately 25 percent. The cost of returning
this program to previous furiding levels would require new appropriations of ap-
proximately $83 million.,This would restore the block grant to its previous level of
$456 million from the current appropriation of $373 million. - .

The State and local health department system is in place. Services could be in-
creased immediately. They should be focused on pregnancy and infant care in order
to have a maximum impact on infant mortality and morbidity.

The family planning Title X'program should be restored to its previous level of
$162 million from the current reduced level of $124 million. This would cost approxi-
mately $38 million in additional revenue: Comprehensive family planning services
represent an effective means of dealing with the health, social, and economic prob-
lems associated, at least in part, with the occurrence of unwanted and mistimed
preghancies.

Let us pledge to upgrade planning, management and evaluation-al systems eor our
maternal and child health programs.

The hit and miss strategies of the 1960's, and the high technologyhigh cost enti-
tlement programs of the 1970!s, must change NOW.

Furthermore, the programs- of the 1980's should be preventive in nature and
based on solid research and development.

We further recommend development on a pilot basis, of an emergency, maternity
and infant care service system for the uninsured.

As the nation entered World War II, it was determined that an emergency mater-
nity and infant care program was needed.

This war brought about a rapid, large-scale increase in the numbers of enlisted
men. Many of their wives came to live near posts where their husbands were tempo-
rarily stationed. The capacity of station hospitals to provide maternity care was
soon found to be insufficient.

An emergency program developed with great rapidity, extending to servicemen's
wives wherever they lived, and providing care for one and a quarter million moth-
ers, and 230,000 infants, by the time it was terminated after the end of the. war.
This was the largest public medical care program the country had ever known and-\ the state health departments had ever dealt with. It was entirely supported by gen-
eral tax funds. There was no state matching, and there was no means test required
or permitted for designated beneficiaries. It enabled states to make great progress in
licensing and upgrading hospital maternity care qnd further aided hospitals to im-
prove standards by- establishing a basis of payment related to the cost of carea
principle later adopted by other federal agencies and by the Blue Cross insurance
plans. ,
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This program should provide family planning, prenatal, labor, delivery and post-
partunipre, pediatric care for the infant to eighteen months of age and health edu-
cation, notrition and'criedical.social work services to the family.

The cost of these services, based on the Michigan experience, amounts to $2,850
per mother and infant pair.

We now have an estimated 8,000 mothers and infants -in. Michigan who might
qualify for this emer ency service.

If one pilot county were chosen to demonstrate the service, a research and devel-
opment project t be conducted, for 750 women/infantViiirs for $2.1 million.

We also suggest that a National. Children's Trust Fund should be established to
promote small scale trials of new and innovative approaches to maternal and child
health service delivery which might prove beneficial to the nation as a whole. Basic
biomedical and related activity already covered in research programs operated by
the National Institutes of Health would not be eligible for funding by,the Children s
Trust.

The Trust would be directed by a commission appointed,by the Congress. -;
The National Children's Trust Fund should be funded using a voluntary postage

stamp surcharge program. This method of obtaining charitable donations at the na-
tional level has been successfully demonstrated by Switzerland, West Germany and
the Netherlands. Under this system each stamp in a particular commemorative
issue carries a surcharge of which 90 percent goes into the Children's Agend'Trust
and 10 percent is held for administrative expenses..The special issues are widely
purchased by collectprs and citizens wishing to make a charitable donation.

These funds would constitute an investment by Americans in the future health
and well-being of all citizens. It would Once "venture capital" in'the hands of those
public and private agencies and institutions which are capable of designing sound
approaChes to the development of improved'health protection.

As I pledged, when I began these remarks, I have attempted to provide you with a
clear picture of Michigan s current economic: plight, and with a set of recommenda-
tions designed to address the human health' ramifications of our unparalleled fiscal
distress.

The mothers and' children of Michigan are looking to you for urgently needed sup-
port and services. Please give your careful consideration to their problems and to
our proposed solutions. Thank you.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Margolis.

STATEMENT OF DR. LEWIS MARGOLIS, HEALTH SERVICES RE-
SOURCE CENTER: UNIVERSITY :Or NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL
HILL, N.C.

Dr. MARGOLIS. T12ank you. In Addition to my remarks I would
like to submit the Wowing article:

[Reprint from Pediatrics, June 19821

HELP WANTED

With a regularity reminiscent of the guillotine in revolutionary France, the
mouthy unemployment figures pronounce a sentence of hardship for an ever in-
creasing number of American families. Because there are 100 million workers in the
labor force, a 1% rise in the rate of unemployment translates into an additional 1
million jobless individuals, but this figure disguises the impact of unemployment on
children and families

How many children will experience the effects of parental unemployment in the
coming months? The incidence of unemployment during a year exceeds" the preva-
lence at the time of any given survey, the commonly reported figure. For example,
during 1979 (for which the latest incidence data are available), when the prevalence-
of unemployment was 5% to 6%, 15.7% of the labor force' experienced some unem-

, 'ployment.' Although exact figures on the number of.children whose parents become
unemployed are unavailable, younger workers (those most likely to have young chil-
dren) are at greatest risk for becoming unemployed. In October 1981, 4.6% of the
unemployed were 35- to 64-year-old men, whereas 8.5% of the unemployed were 20-

' Bureau of Labor Statistics: Work Experierthe of the Population in 1979. Special Labor Forca
Report. US Dept of Labor, 1981.
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to 34-year-old men.' Of the nearly 3!) .million 20- to 44-year-old men in the 1979
labor force, 16.9% were unemployed at some point during the year.' If the,80% of
those men who were married had an average ,of two children, then more than 10
million children experienced the effects, of paternal unemployment. The fact that
more than 50% of children less than 18 years of age have mothers who work outside
the home further increases the risk of exposure to unemployment.' As the unem-
ployment rate continues upward in the 1981-1982 recession, the number of children
experiencing parehtal unemployment at some time during the year will be substan-
tially higher than. 10 million.

The loss of work prOduces stressful change within the family. Economically, the
income in families in which the sole earner was unemployed for some period of time
in 1977, was 34c/n3lower than the income in families in which there'was continuous
employment.4 A drop in income of 30% to 35% forces families to cut back on neces-
sities such as food, clothing, and shelter, not to mention preventive medical care. In
addition to financial hardship, families experience the stress of disruption in family
roles. Sometimes a former wage earner becomes the primary caretak,er while the
other parent may or may no attempt 'to find work outside the home. An Other
change may involve children rtailin their activities or even education, in order
to obtain work to help the famil . a ly, the loss of work results in the stress asso-
ciated with a decline in social Status.

Research on the effects of stress provides a theoretical framework in which to
analyze the consequences of the changes resulting from unemployment. As Cassel 5
has suggested, an organism in the process of adapting is a vulnerable one and ther'e-
fore more susceptible to a variety of di96ase entities than a similar organism either'
before or after the adapting process. The decrease in income, disruption in family
roles, and decline in status can require major adaptations that result in a height-
ened susceptil*ility to an array of physical and psychological problems which could
come to the attention of a pediatrician.6--"

It is worth noting that families of all socioeconomic groups experience unemploy-
ment. Using a standard definition of "poor," Hill and Corcoran,'° using a sample of
548 male household heads who experienced some employment during a ten-year
period, found that 972 were not poor at the time of job loss. Although it is true that
an impoverished individual is at increased risk to experience unemployment, the
problem of job loss is not confined to poor families.

When it comes to family assistance, strategies to deal with unemployment are in-
adequate..For..thepurpose of encouraging discussion, I would like to comment on
four progrm'sthat are in various stages of implementation: (1) unemployment com-
pensation, (2) -Aid to Families with Dependent Children-Unemployed Parent (AFDC-
UP), (3) continuation of fringe benefits, and (9) advance notice'ofa layoff.

Unemployment compensation and AFDC-UP provide some financial support. Even
though It is the mainstay of US unemployment policy, only half of unemployed
workers are eligible for unemployment compensation. For a worker to be eligible,
most states require 19 to.20 weeks of work within the previous five calendar quar-
ters. In addition, workerswho leave their jobs-voluntarily and those who seek work
after having been out of the labor force for some pericid (such. as mothers wanting to
return to work after caring for newborns), argil usually ineligible. For those who are
eligible, the average weekly behefit varies by state from 30% to 69% of the average
weekly wage, although as a group, the benefit was 37% of former wages in 1975. ''.
In addition, only 12 states provide supplementary benefits based on the number of
dependents. Furthermore, roughly 30% of those receiving benefits exhaust their eli-
gibility before returning to work.12 Currently, 27 states have the unemployed

.
2 Department of Labor: Employment and Earnings. November 1981.;-:

Waldman E, Grossma AS, iayghe H, et al: Working mothers in the 1970's: A look at the
statistics. MOnthly Labor Rev 102:3. , 1979.

Hayghe IL The effect of unemployment on family income in 1977. Monthly Gabor Rev
192:42, 1979. ,

Cassel J: The contribution of the social environment to host reskfance Am I Epidemiol
104:107, 1971
. 6-Dooley D., Catalano .R: Economic change as a cause of behavioral disorder. Psycho/ Bull

.87:450, 1989.
Elder G: Children of the Great Depression. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1974.
Gil,D: Vtolence Against Children. Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1973.

" Margolis 1,11. Farran DC: Unemployment: The health consequences for children. NC Med
12:849, 1981.

"'Hill M. Corcoran M: Unemployment among family men. Mnnthly Labor Rev 102:19, 1979.
" Blaustein SJ, Craig 1: An International Review of Unemployment Insurance Schemes, Kala-

mazoo. MI, W E Upjohn Institute for Employmenf Research, 1977...
Employment and Training Administration:"Cfnims am/ Payments, report 5159. US Dept of

Labor, 1981.
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parent provision of AFDC, which provides benefits for idtact families with an unem-
ployed parent.'" However, these families must nieet the other eligibility criteria
which usually require that they divest themselves of some portion of their family re-
sources.. Mir this reason, only 10% of unemployed families participate in this pro-
gram, choosing unemployment compensation instead."

Policies such as the continuation of fringe benefits or provision of advance notice
cod help to ameliorate the problems of unemployment. Inasmuch as American .
workers earn 25 to :10 cents in benefits for every dollar of wages,'" the termination
)1' those benefits represents a substantial loss. In particular, health insurance is a

work-related benefit for 81)% of the work'force, and although some plans provide for
the continuation of coverage, the premiums become prohibitively expensive when
families must pay for them individually. Finally, advance notice of an intended
layoff, a relatively low cost benefit, is either uncommonly provided or so brief (less,
than one week) as to be useless to nullifies trying to prepare for the loss of work.

There are several levels upon which health professionals can address these prob-
lems. First, given the extent of unemployment, it is more important than ever to
recognize that the health and behavior of children is a function of the socioeconomic
environment in which they live. A change in employment status of parents may be
particularly disruptive to some families. Pediatricians and nurse practitioners
should be able to counsel parents in managing this stress, as well as assist them in..
securing other sources of support. Second, we must realize that the problems of pa-.
rental unemployment require political solutions. Undoubtedly, among health' profes-
sionals there are both supporters and opponents of the philosophies of the federal
administration. Nevertheless, professionals should be able to agree that the short-
term costs to chilcfren of parental unemployment are unacceptable. Even if an in-
crease in unemployment is unavoidable, fundamental support for the children of un-
employed workers is both humane and economically sensible. Perhaps we should re-
consider and advocate programs for children such as health insurance and child-
rearing allowances which are at least partially independent of the work status of
their parents.

Economic downturns apd the resultant unemployment are neither new to our
nation nor are they likelj, to disappear. As Grace Abb9tt remarked 60 years ago, in
commenting on a Children's Bureau study of unernploYinent.' 5

"Those who are interested in raising the standard of our citizenship through
betterware of the children olthe country can not regard as outside the field of their
concern proposals for preventing unemployment and, failing in a program of pre-
vention, measures which are necessary for safeguarding the children during a
period of unemployment."

LEWIS H. MARGOLIS, MD, MPH,
Health Services Research Center and Rush Institute for Child and Family

thellniversity of North CarOlina, Chapel Hill, N.C.

Dr, MARGOLIS. Each month on the television news and spread
across the front pages of newspapers, the new unemployment fig-
ures are presented, each time inching up by partial percentage
points: 9.8 percent to 19 percent to 10.9 percent to 11.0 percent.

These numbers sound small, but even when the actual numbers
of unemployed are presentedso many millions out of workwe
are still only attending to part of the problem. .

To the members of this committee, I would like to say that
within the next year at least 0 million childreh will live in fami-
lies where the primary wage earner is unemployed- for 1 week or
more. The question is: Does this kind of major stress on a family
affect these children? Does it matter?

I am here as a pediatrician from the UniVersity of North Caroli-
na to argue that it does matter, that it may in fact have grave con-
sequences for the health and well-being of the children in those
families. I have been working on this problem with my colleague,

'' Office of Re<e:frci, `-;tat I, Public Assistance Statildics. US Dept of Health and Human
Serrices. April

'4 Best Sharing. Kalama, MI, W E Upjohn Institute for Employment Research,
1981.

Lundberg F Urd..!pinancril and thild Welfare report 125. US Dept. of Labor, 1923.
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Dale Farran, a developmental psychologist, for the past 3 years.
Our research is still ongoing; we are currently engaged in a major
kingitudinal study of the effects of parental unemployment on, the
health and behavior of their children. I would like to take the next
few moments to tell you what we have learned from 3 years of
studying and thinking about this problem.

First, unemployment presents a serious stmss to the individual,,
particularly if the unemployment is involuntary, resulting from a
layoff or factory closing. This stress is not confined to the person
who loses the jobit has ripple effects, spreading among all family
members, affecting the way the family as a whole functions. From
numerous previous research projects, physicians and psychologists
have learned that stress produces many consequences. Stressthe
requirement to make undesirable and uncontrollable changes in
one's lifemakes individuals vulnerable to an array of illnesses. As
a pediatrician, if I were to select one stress as the most damaging
and disruptive to children, it would be the loss of work by their
parents.

In adults, the accumulation of stress has been identified as a con-
tributing factor in heart disease, high blood pressure, mental ill-
ness, tuberculosis, and other major health problems. Unemploy-
ment produces at least three stressful changes for children. Many
of these have been described here this morning. Economically,
fewer resources are available. Families which experience unem-
ployment have incomes which are, on the average, 20 percent to 30
percent lower than, families with continuous ernployment. Declines
in income of that magnitude Inevitably require families to cut back
on necessitiesfood, clothing, medical carefor their children.

In addition to the stress of economic hardship is the stress which
results from a decline in status. Since, as a society we often assign
status on the basis of occupation, the loss of work results in a
severe loss in status.' Studies have shown that children are certain-
ly aware of these changes and indeed experience a decline in their
personal status as well.

Along with economic and status changes are stressful disruptions
in family roles. Perhaps the most obvious role change is when the
person in the role of major breadwinnerusually the fathercan
no longer provide for the family because of unemployment. This
may frequently cause the child's mother to disrupt her role as care-
taker and seek work outside the home. Either parent can, of
course, play the breadwinner or caretaker role, but it is the unex-
pected change which is harmful to children. Certainly, families are,
constantly making adjustments in the way family tasks and re-
sponsibilities are performed. The trauma of unemployment is that
it is, often unanticipated and unexpected, so it severely compro-
mises families' abilities to adjust to changes.

The stressful environment created by the loss of work has nu-
merous conSequences for adults, and these have been reported to

,this and other congregsional committeei., My concern, however, is
with the children of those unemployed adults. What are the conse-
quences for children?

First, unemployment appears to make children more vulnerable
to the usual childhood illnesses such as respiratory infections and
gastrointestinal infections. By itself, a cold or a stomach ache may
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seem inconsequential, but in the context of a family with unem-
ployment, stressed by limited resources, such simple problems can
become complex and difficult to handle. For example, many of
these illnesses could in better times involve a visit to a health (tare
professional. In families of the. unemployed, though, the lack of
health insurance, lost with the job, and strained finances combine
to make the decision about seeking health care a very difficult one.
This likely means that many childhood illnesses will go untreated.

In addition to common childhood ills, the specter of child abuse
haunts the families of the unemployed. Children in families where
the father is unemployed are at least three times more likely to
suffer abuse than children in families where the father is continu-
ously working. Just how serious this problem is may be demon-
strated if we assume that January's unemployment rate will be 11
percent. We know that the rate will be higher for parents of young
children, because workers with less seniority are the first to be laid
off. It is not unreasonable to say that 15 percent of America's 65
million children were in families with the father unemployed
during January. Since 3 percent of those children are likely to
suffer abuse, that means that 300,000 children will suffer anything
from lacerations and fractures to death at the hands of frustrated
and embittered parents and caretakers. Put in other terms, if the
jobless rate for young parents had been "only" 14 percent, then,
27,000 children would have been spared an abusive episode.

Before I conclude, I. would like to try to impress upon this com-
mittee the extent of the problem of unemployment. The monthly
figures, as gruesome as they appear, are somewhat misleading as to
who suffers, and to what degree. First of all, young workers, those
most likely to have young children, are most likely to. experience
unemployment. As. a pediatrician who is professionally concerned
with the well-being,of children, it seems ironic that our society
places two tremendous burdens on young adults. First, they are
given the biological responsibility for rearing the next generation,
but with little financial and social support wheri compared with
other developed nations. Other nations provide day care, medical
care, child allowances, and other child-oriented benefits. Second,
young adults must bear the brunt of economic dislocation, since un-
employment is used so widely as a tool of economic policymaking. I.
am sure you will agree that as policies currently stand% these soci-
etal expectations contradict each other. How can parents do a good
job of bringing up the next generation when they face repeated
bouts of unemployment?

The second reason that the monthly figures are misleading is
that during the course of a year, far more children are exposed to
unemployment for some -period of time than in any single month.
Using data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, Mary Corco-
ran and Peggy Hode, researchers at the Survet Research Center of
the University of Michigan have estimated the extent ofpnemplop:

) v-ment in 1980.
For children in intact familiesthat is, with a father and mother

in the home-17.3 percent of those children' saw the household
head become unemployed for at least 1 week, which means that
over 11 million children experienced parental unemployment in,
1980. Furthermore, over 26 percent of those children suffered
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through more than hi weeks of unemployment. These figures
would be higher today, of course. What do these figures mean for
the current recession? Before employment begins, to recover, well
over 13 million children will suffer through some period of unem-
ployment and experience what is being described by those testify-
ing before this committee.

The loss of work represents a major family stress' which affects
the lives of millions of children each year. Children are more likely
to experience parental unemployment than the death of a parent,
divorce, or even major illness. Indeed, exposure to unemployment
is so widespread thilt if it were an. infectious disease like polio or
measles, our Nation would vigorously pursue policies against it.
Members of Congress, parents, and all citizens concerned with the
well-being of children in this country must insist upon policies
which decrease the chance of unemployment. When joblessness
occurs, however, we must further insist upon policies which amelio-
rate the deleterious effects on children.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Lewis Margolis follows:]

Pio.:1,4,,itED STATEMENT OF LEWIS H. MARGOLIS, PEDIATRICIAN, HEALTH SERVICES
\ !IF:SEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

Each month on the television news and spread across the front pages of newspa-
pers, the new unemployment figures are presented, each time inching up by partial
percentage! points 9.8 percent to 10 percent to 10.9 percent to 11.0 percent.
These numbers sound Armin, but even when the actual numbers of unemployed are
presentedso many millions out of workwe are still only attending to part of the
problem. To the members of this Committee, I would like to say that let hin the
next year at least 13 million children will live in families where the pri ry wage
earner is unemployed for one week or more. The question is: Does this kind of major
stress on a family affect these children? Does this matter?

I am here as a pediatrician from the University of North Carolina to frgue that it
does matter, that it may in fact have grave consequences for the health and well-
being of the children in 4hose families. I have been working on this problem with
my colleague, Dale Farran; a developmental psychologist, for the past three years.
Our research is still ongoing; we are currently engaged in a major longitudinal
study of the effects of parental unemployment on the health and behavior of their
children. I would like to take the next few moments to tell you what we have

.. learned from three years of studyinwand thinking about this problem. Is
First, unemployment presents a serious stress to the individual, particularly if the

employment is involuntary, resulting from a layoff or fatory closing. This stress is
not confined to the person who loses the jobit has ripple effects, spreading among
all family members, affecting the way the family as a whole functions, From numer-
ous previous. research projects, physicians and psychologists have learned that stress
produceS many consequences. Stress the requirement to make undesirable an fun-
controllable changes in one's lifemake:1 individuals vulnerable to an array f ill-
nesses. As a pediartician, if I were to select one stres as the most damaging and
disruptive to children, it would be the loss of work by their parents.

In adults, the accumulation of stress has been ident ied as a contributing factor
in heart disease, high blood pressure, mental illness, tuberculosis and other major
health problems. Unemployment produces at least three stressful changes for chil-
dren. Economically, fewer resources are available. Families which experience unem-
ployment have incomes which are, on the average, 20 percent to 30 percent lower
theiii families with continuous employment. Declines in income of that magnitude
inevitably require families to cut back on necessitiesfood, clothing, medical care
for their children.

In addition to the stress of economic hardship is the stress which results from a
decline in status. Since, as a society we often assign status on the basis of occupa-
tion. the loss of work results in a severe loss in status. Studies have. shown that chil-
dren are certainly aware of these changes and indeed' experience a decline in their
personal status as well.
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Moog with economic and status char es are stressful disruptions in family roles.
Perhaps the most obvious role change is?yhen the person in the role of major bread-
winner iusuolly the fathers can no longer provide for the family because of unem-
ployment. This may frequently cause the child's mother to disrupt her role as care-
taker and seek work outside the horn?. Either parent can, of course, play the bread-
winner or caretaker role, but it is the unexpected change which is harmful to chil-
dren. Certainly, families are constantly making adjustments in the way family tasks
:m(l responsibilities are performed. The trauma of unemployment is that it is often
unanticipated and unexpected, so it severely compromises families' abilities to
adjust to changes.

The stressful environment created by the los:4 of work has numerous consequences
for intuits and these have been reported to this and other Congressional committees.
My concern, however, is with the children of those unemployed adults. What are
t he consequences for children? First, unemploynient appears to make children more
vulnerable to the usual, childhood illnesses such as respiratory infections and gastro-
intestinal infections. By itself, a cold or stomach ache may seem inconsequential,
but in the context of a family with unemployment, stressed by limited resources,
such simply problems can become complex and difficult to handle. For example,
many of these illnesses could in better times involve a visit to a health care profes-
sional. In families of the unemployed, though, thelack of health insurance, lost with
the job, and strained finances combine to make the decision about seeking health
care a very difficult one. This likely means that many childhood illvases will go
untreated.

In addition to common childhood ills, the specter of child abuse haunts the fami-
lies of the unemployed. Children in families where the father is unemployed are
three times more likely to suffer abuse than children in families where the father is
continuously working. Just how serious this problem is may be demonstrated if we
assume that January's unemployment rate will be 11 percent. We know that the
rate will he higher for parents of young children, because workers with less senior-
ity are the first to be laid off. It is not upreasonable to say that 15 percent of Ameri-
ca's 1;5 million children were in familieA with the father unemployed during Janu-
ary. Since 3 percent of those children are likely to suffer abuse, that means that )
30000 will suffer anything from lacerations and fractures to death at the hands of
frustrated and embittered parents and caretakers. Put in other terms, if the jobless
rate for young parents had been "only" 14 percent, then, 27,000 children would have
been spared an abusive episode.

Before I conclude, I would like to try to impress upon this Committee the extent
of the problem of unemployment. The monthly figures, as gruesome as they appear,
are somewhat misleading as to who suffers, and to what degree. First of all, young
workers, those most likely to have young children, are most likely to experience un-
employment. As a pediatrician who is professionally concerned with the well-being
of children, it seems ironic that our society places two tremendous burdens on
young adults. First, they are given the biological responsibility for rearing the next
-generation, but with little financial and social support when compared with other
developed nations. Other nations provide day care, medical care, child allowances,
and other child-oriented benefits. Second, they must bear the brunt of economic dis-
location, since unemployment is used so widely as a tool of economic policymaking. I
am sure you will agree that as policies currently stand, these societal expectations
contradict each other. How can parents do a good job of bringing up the next gen-
eration when they face repeated bouts of unemployment?

The second reason that the monthly figures are misleading is that during the
course of a year, far more children are exposed to unemployment for some period of
time than in any single month. Using data from the Panel Study'of Income Dynam-
ics, Mary Corcoran and Peggy Hode, researchers at the Survey Research Center of ,

the University of Michigan have estimated the extent of unemployment in 1980. For
children in intact families (that is, with a father and mother in the home) 17.3 per
cent saw the household head become unemployed for at least one week, which
means that over 11 million children experienced parental unemployment in 1980.
Furthermore, over 26 percent of those children suffered through more than 16
weeks of unemployment. These figures would be higher today, of course. What do
these figures mean for the current recession? Before employment begins to recover,
well over 1:3 million children will suffer through some period of unemployment and
experience what is being described by those testifying before this Committee.

Parental unemployment is unquestionably detrimental to the well-being of chil-
dren -and yet we subject millions of children to parental unemployment each year.
Furthermore, we seem to do little to ameliorate or buffer the effects of unemploy-
ment when,itiiirs. We would serve our nation's children well if We would Feed
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the advice of Grace Abbott, the esteemed Chief of the Children's Bureau 60 years
o: Those who are interested in raising the standard of our citizenship through

J.Ktter care of the children of the country cannot regard as outside the field of their
concern proposals for preventing unemployment and, failing in a p ogram of pre-
vention, measures which are necessary for safeguarding the c i i during a
period of unemployment.

In-contrast to Europe and Japan, unemployment as a strategy for ic policy
continues to be used in this country. In the face of parental joblessn essen-
tial to make available to children at least some of the benefits and services esswhiecnh-ry
were work-related. For this Committee, I would like to describe how five programs
currently or potentially relate to children. Two programs, unemployment insurance
(Ull and Aid for Families with Dependent ChildrenUnemployed Parent (AFDC-U)
are currently in effect. Three programs, the continuation' of fringe benefits, advance
notice, and wage replacements are sparingly used. None of the current programs
adequately addresses the needs of children.t Unemployment insurance provides some financial support of the family but does
nothing to ameliorate the problems of status loss and role disruption. It is important
to point out that only 50 percent of unemployed workers are eligible for UI pay-
ments. In order to become eligible workers must accumulate some number of weeks
of work within the previous years. Since young workers are likely to have less con-
tinuous work experience, they, and therefore their 'children, may find themselves
ineligible. Only 12 states provide supplementary benefits based on the number of
dependents, but the amounts of those supplements ($1 to $5 per dependent) are min-
iscule. Even for those who qualify for UI, 30 percent exhaust their insurance before
they are able to find worklUsually discussions of UI center around the work disin-
centives associated with a given level or duration of insurance. Since a child is con -
stantly growing and developing it is crucial that benefits, which may provide food,
clothing and shelter, not be interrupted, regardless of. the effects on a parent's in-
centive to work.

Aid for Families with Dependent ChidrenUnemployed Parent i a special provi-
sion of the AFDC program which provides financial assistance to f milies in which
both parents are present, but the major breadwinner has become unemployed. Al-
though this program attempts to recognize that children in theif milies of unem-
ployed workers have continuing needs, AFDC-U is offered at the iscretion of the
states and currently only 27 states provide this assistance. Furth rmore, the other
eligibility criteria (such as available family assets) are so strin nt that in 1980,
only 10.6 percent of the families ting the unemployment cri non actually re-
ceivedceived AVDC-U. Another way to view the stringency of eligibility this program
is to consider the fact that one study o those families that had ex sted their un-
employment insurance (and presumably used up substantial portio of family re-
sources), only 11.5 percent were eligible for4FDC-U. Perhaps the most troubling
aspect of the AFDC-U program is the stigme altached to it because of its associ-
ation with ADFDC, which is recognized as a "fare" program, as distinct from an
insurance program.

Among the programs which are in limited use, the continuation of selected fringe
benefits is a potential aid to children. Continuation of benefits after the involuntary
loss of a job is important because for every dollar of wages, an additional 20 to 30
cents in fringe benefits is earned. The one fringe benefit essential to children is, of
course, health insurance. Since 80 percent of workers have work-related health in-
surance which is therefore forfeited with unemployment, each year millions of chil-
dren are left without medical coverage, at a time when they are most likely to need
it. Programs which would allow health insurance for children to be continued for
some period of time would provide needed aid during stressful health-debilitating
times.

Advance notice is a simple strategy that would probably serve children well. In
pediatrics; the concept of anticipatory guidance is widely advocated. Informing par-

. ents of the problems that commonly accompany a particular developmen,fal miles-
tone or childhood illness oftens helps to ameliorate- the anxiety associated with
those events. It is logical to assume that such guidance would prove hel,L. to fami-
lies prior to a layoff. Unfortunately, less than half of workers are c615 by prior
notification provisions and in those covered, the typical period is only ti week or
less. Our experience in our current work is that the uncertainty about when and if
a layoff will occur engenders almost as much stress in a family as an actual layoff:
Much of this stress (and its consequences) would be alleviated if workers were as-
sured they would have advance notice.

Wage replacement or severance pay could help to offset some of .the financial
stress which families endure. Nevertheless, this benefit is uncommon as evidenced

al 1 6%.
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by the fact that only 37 percent of all workers in companies with more than 1,000
employees were eligible.in 1978. Usually, severance pay amounts to only 2 weeks or
less of pay.

The loss of work repreSents a major family stress which affects the lives of mil-
lions of children each yea Children are more likely to experience parental unem-
ployment than the death oq parent, divorce or even major illness. Indeed,.exposure
to unemployment is so widespread that if it were an infectious disease like polio or
measles, our nation would vigorously pursue policies against it. Members of Con-
gtess, parents, and all citizens concerned with the well-being of children in this
country must insist upon policies which decrease the chance of unemployment.
When joblessness occurs, however, we must further insist upon policies which ame-
liorate the deleterious effects on children.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Ms. Mager.

STATEMENT OF HELEN MAGER, R.N., MAHONING COUNTY,
HEALTH DEPARTMENT, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Ms. MAGER. I am Helen Mager. I am a Public Health nurse with
the Mahoning County Health Department and, of course, the city
of Youngstown falls within the confines of Mahoning County.

Before I start I would like to ask that some of these things be
entered into the record.

[The documents refered to above follow:]
From the Youngstown Vindicator. Jan. :M. 198:11

GIVING LEGAL All) TO POOR PUTS BURDEN ON LAWYERS

(By Peter H. Milliken)

As poverty moutirs'; the burden of providing legal services to the poor of Mahon-
ing County is falling increasingVupon private lawyers.

"There are lots of folks whp are not being served because of inadequate resources
to serve them," Robert M. Ctyde Jr., executive director of Northeast Ohio Legal
Services, ,s

,"It's going to take a lot more attorneys doing a lot more public service to even
begin to pick up some of the people who are not served now . . . the ones who are
unable, because of their poverty, to afford access to the justice system," Clyde said.

Are the lawyers willing to help?
"1 don't think 'there's a problem necessarily with willingness, although I -would

like to see more involvement by the private bat than there is now," Clyde said.
However, "I think the need is greatly beyond what the private bar can do," he

added.
Involvement by the private lawyers is only one need. More money to finanF

NOLS and similar legal-aid programs is equally important, Clyde said.
NOLS, with seven lawyers, provides free help in civil matters to the poor of Asli)

tabdla, Trumbull, Mahoning and Columbiana counties.
It operates on a $550,000 annual budget, $396,000 of which is federal money from

the Legal Services Corp. Before the Reagan Administration budget cutbacks, the
budget was $623,000 (with $535,000 frorn

The ratio of lawyers to the general population is 1 to 450, but the seven NOLS"
lawyers for 100,000 poor in the four-county area provide a ratio of only 1 to 14,000.
' To serve the poor with the same ratio as the general population would require the

equivalent of 238 fulltime lawyers in the four,county area, Clyde said. That would
cpst $17 million a year. ,

Clyde estimated the number of Youngstown-area poor who are going without legal
help 'in the scores of thousands."

The legal service h s tried raising funds from private sources without much suc-
cess, Clyde aid.'He hypes the Ohio General Assembly will soon enact a surcharge
ort court fili g fees to-help NOLS and other legal-aid programs.

"We're tf ing not to turn away people with good solid cases, although it's clear
th"ere is an absolute limitation on the number of divorce applicants we serve," he
said. -

It is precisely in that area that the legal service has turned over part of its work-
load to the local bar.
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The federal government requires legal services to give some of their budgets to
the local bars for representatibn of indigents. NOLS gave $5,300 last year to the Ma-
honing County Bar Association :Atlas committed $16,000 this year.

In return, '4:1 panel of association lawyers handles about 10 divorce cases Month
at reduced fees.

Its president, Atty. Lou D'ApolitO, believes the bar association will bring, the 'di
vorce cases up to date and then consider taking other cases later this year.

D'Apolito and Clyde believe all lawyers should do'some pro bono worklegal help
given free.of charge or at-reduced rates to thoSe who can't pay the usual attorney
fees. .

However, neither believes`that lawyers should be made to do so.
D'Apolito believes the majority of, lawyers in private practice do some pro bono

work, and that the amount is increasing.
He believes, too, that Mahoning County lawyers are dedicated to helping people

who can't afford the usual fees. He says has never known a lawyer to refuse a court-
appointed criminal case. Compensation for such cases is minimal, he said.

However, he notes that the number of lawyers has doubled in Mahoning County
in the past 15 years, that lawyers now face many uncollectable debts, and that there
has been a loss of legal work with the closing of the steel mills.

That makes it more difficult for them to devote more time that they know,
not be fee-generating," D'Apolito said.

Are the young lawyers of today less inclined to take on pro bono work?
'"I don't know that you can gay there's 'been a basic philosophical shift," Clyde

said. "There's been a very practical change irrihe reality of the practi' f law and
what one can do.econornically.lchere are a lot of lawyers out-there crambling for
less business."? . ,

Senior partners in several Arge law firms in Youngstown all said their firms do
some pro bono or community-servipe work, either for individualsor n -profit orga-

, nizations. The amount IS difficult to, exactly, they said.
, They indicated that lawyers in :private practice often Will perform community-
service work without charge for churches, educational institutions, and civic and
charitable organizations.'

Staff lawyers at the DeBartolo Corp.. and Cafaro Co. (each company has six) also
perform some pro bonciand comnriunity-service work on an individual basis.

[From the Voungstown Vindicator, Jan. I3g I9&iI
IL

BUDGET CRISIS THREATENS TRUMBULL NURSING HOME

(By John Goodall)

WARREN.A budget crunch is threatening to take the Trumbull County Nursing
Home the way of the dinosaur unless the county commissioners can tap additional
funding sources.
An 11 percent drop in the county's anticipated revenue for 1983 is forcing the

commissioners into a second round of budget hearings starting Monday. They will
meet with department heads to discuss cutbacks in personnel and servite.

he financial pinch is forcing them to cast a reluctant eye, towards the nursing
ome. The facility represents a drain of more than $500,000 -on the general fund.
"As an institution it's great," Commissioner Margaret Dennison said. "The pa-

tients are happy and well-cared for. It's a very kind thing to do. But when you con-
sider it's an optional service and that we're facing cutbacks in our basic services, it
becomes questionable."

Mrs. Dennison said the county faces a choiceto close the facility or ask the
public for the funds to operate it properly. "I favor putting it on the ballot," she
said. With the budget problem being what it is, we have to find out how the people
feel."

A levy may be the only viable option left to county officials, Commissioner Antho-
ny Latell Aid, but he is against quick action on the matter.

Commissioner Arthur Magee, a strong advoacte of the nursing home, has pleaded
for time to seek ways to shore up the facility's finances, and Latell said he should be
granted that opportunity.

An infirmary, Mrs. Dennison said; could house total care patients and those with
the most potential to develop a sudden health crisis. The others, she said, would
remain in the present buildings.

.62
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Magee vowed to go over the home "stem to stern" in an effort to cut costs and
investigate potential sources of funding.

Last year the county spent $761',121 to operate the home and received.$235,236 in
income from such sources as Medicaid. "Only a little over $4,000 of that revenue
came from Medicare," Magee said. "I'd like,to find out if we can get more of our
patients to qualify for Medicare or other health programs."

The previous board of commissioners had authorized a $2,090, study -of the Medi-
care problem' by t he Columbus consulting firm of Clemens, Nelson & Associates.
Fhey gave me the word informally that we can't get 1Medicgre," Latell said. They
it:techlly:about $700 before they found it was no go."

in an case, the county home is certain to continue operating thrdughout 1983:
The counv: will receive the deed to the 34-acre property next year from the federal
governmOnt tinder the Stipulation that its present use is retained to that poilit.

The iSolatt!d complk off Route 7 was the former Brookfield Radar Base. It
became the county home in 1964.

as

, I Drum I he Youngstown Vindicator, Jan. 19X31

AwArrirs; INEVITABLE FORECLOSURE, FAMILY FEEL-9 IMPRISONED IN HOME

CAMPBELL.77I3PIII/IIICIIC Tablack and Ifer faMily.0e,Prisoners in their own home.
'And even't hough their prison will:soon be taken away,:the bais will remain.

Mrs. Tablack, a divorced mother of two children, ip4 be forced to leave her' home
in the next two months if foreclosure procedures are.ctrnpleted agl,inst her.

Ilowever. her house is all she has now.
She and her two children; a 17-year-olcL daughter aced 19-yeat,old son, who live at

.10,1 Lourdes Lane, have no'car and no access to public transport tion. Because of a
lack of mobility and high unemployment, no one in the family is rking,

The family is living off Mrs. Tablack's monthly $261 c om the Aid to De-
pendent Children program, food stamps and $186 per motiT er son, Mark, receives
in general relief welfare funds.

.About a year ago, her ex-husband, John, was laid off frotn Jones & Laughltn Steel
Corp. and.could no longer make house payments to the Federal National Mortgage
Association in Columbus. Mrs. Tiiblack said.

The company filed; a complaint in Mahoning County ComMon Pleas Cou:rtland
Mrs. Tablack was delivered a summons. She answered in a letter to Dennis Reimer,

. attorney for Federal National Mortgage, and Judge Elwyn V. 4enkins.
Mrs'...Tablack said she feels the letter has egplained her situation, but holds no

hope fur a rePrieve'from the eventual foreclosure.
"1 can .understand their position," Mrs. Tablack said of the mortgage company.

-There hasn't been a payment on this house in almost a year.
"If they have somebody ready to move in the next weekI can understand that,"

she said. But if they're 4{tying to make me go out on the street and leave the house
empty, they aren't gainig,anything."

That possibility is vet..ieal for Mrs. Tablack, who, from her front porch, can see
three dispossessed hodses in her neighborhood boarded up'and unoccupied. Two
have been badly damaged by vandals, she'said.

Reimer said the mortgage company hopes to have the forecloture proceduies com-
plete and the house put up.for sheriffs sale possibly in several months, depending
on the direction of the court.

"We do have sympathy, but there's rAthing we can do," ttrattorney.said. "It's
out of our hands.

Ile said he would refer the case to the 'U.S. Department hf Housing and Urban
Development office in Cleveland, which has programs that may be able to help.

TliNwtver, there is little HUD can do for Mrs. Tablqck.
Johnnie Walker, head realtor clerk at the CleveRind HUD office, said the only

program available for the Tablacks would be if HUD acquired the home and rented
. to the family.

But because Mrs. Tablack is unemployed, She probably would not qualify, Mrs.
Walker said.

"They have to have the funds to pay rent, and if they are not working, I don't
think they would qualify," she said.

HUD probably will refer Mrs. Tablack to public housing, she said.
The Lourdes Lane home had been financed through HUD's 235 program, which

paid a percentage of the house payment based on income, Programs that pay more

k3
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have been canceled' indefinitely, said EdwardiKotnik, chief appraiser at the Cleve-
land office.

Ezell Armour, director of the Mahoning County Welfare Department, who became ,
aware of the problem when it was referred to him by Judge Jenkins, said he also/
can do nothing to help.

"We haVe done.all we could for this lade," Armour said, adding that his 4art-
ment sometimes does not have the means to give all that is needed.

"What we can give people is inadequate: We can't give them what they need," he
said.

Jenkins also referred Mrs. Tab lack's letter to Domestic Relation Judge John sJ.
Leskovyansky, but he, too, said there was nothing he could do.

Mrs. Tab lack h no go after she is evicted. Fltdr parents are both de:
ceased, and she has no relatives i the area to take her and her family.

Her ex-husband, now living in Struthers, "does whatever he can, Mrs. Tablitck
said. "I'd go on the witness standanywhere--to tell them he's done everything he
can."

Since he has not been able to make house payments, he tries to make amends by
buying things for the children and paying doctor bills, she said.

And while she still is making payments on a car that "blew up," the Tab lacks are
staying put in a house that may not be theirs much longer.

Until she is told to leave, Mrs. Tab lack said, she will stay in the house.
When asked where she will go if she is evVta, Mrs. Tab lack said, "I have no

idea. There's no way I can even go looking for another place."
Her situation is unusual, Ai-mour said.
"We have a lot of clients like this. People here are up, against a lot," he added.

From the Youngstown Vindicator, Jan 30, 198

ONLY 29 PERCENT PAY CITY INCOME Tt.

(By Bertram de Souza)

Fewer than 30 percent of YoungStown's 115,436 residents are paying city income
tax today. ,

. rib

Put another way, most Youngstown residents are getting services from city gov-
ernment for which they do not pay a cent.

Yet, said Gary Kubic, deputy finance director, there fs.continual demand for such
things as police and fire p otection, health services, snow and ice removal, street
lighting and cle

But, he add , the demand is not being matched by an increase in revenue re-
quired to offset the higher cost of operating government.

It is conceivable that over a number of years, without a significant number of
jobs being created, Youngstown will never be able to continue providing the level of
services people are accustomed to," Kubic warned.

The deputy finance director is .compiling data on the city to show what has hap-
pened to the industrial and tax base over the past decade.

The figures also support the Vukovich administration's contention that without a
4gnificant growth in the city's work force, Youngstownl as it igtoday, will cease to
exist.

Using 1980 census 'figures, Kubic has calculated thaf..a mere 29 percent of the
city's population pays income tax.

The census figures show that of the 115,436, 28 percent ak 18 years old and
under; 20 percent are 19 to 29 years; 31 percent, 30 to 59; and 21 percent are 60 and'
more

"If youtake the 18 and under,whom we know aren't working, and the senior citi-
zens with fixed incomes whiCh are not taxed, that's 49 percent of the population
who aren't potential income producers," he explained.

This leaves 51 percent 'as the potential wage earners and taxpayers. But with
Youngstown's jobless rate at 22 percentKubic claims. it is closer to 30 percent
only 29 percent are actually working and paying taxes.

In 1970, 49,7 percent of Youngstown's 140,909 population paid income taxes.
Ktibic also points out that the taxpayers in the 29 percent will account for slightly

more than half of the $20.1 million the city expects to, collect in income taxes in
1983.

About 47 percent, he said, will come from noniresidents who work in the city.

Z.
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The significance of this fat would be evident. if the Ohio legislatureVd governor
how to pressure front townships and pass a law requiring cities to reimburse 51) per-
cent of the taxes paid by non-city residents who work in the cities.

The effect on the city's operation would be devastating.
"The community as a whole, including local government, has to begin looking at

the social/economic data that describes the level of conditions in our community,"
Kuhl(' said. 'gilt's imperative to begin understanding what's going on."

lie contends that recent statements by some policemen and residents regarding
the city's financial situation reflects a lack of knowledge about what has occurred.

The city"tkinnot continue providing the same level of services without uh'increase
in the income tax revenue, Kuttic said. This increase will not materialize unless def-
inite steps are taken to create jabs.

"The only way to offset the ddynward trend is by implementinff a well-developed,
generally accepted mid-range eccfhomic growth plan for the city, Kubic said. "The
budgetary process for the city slAuld be projected for a five-year petiodt We should
evaluate and determine how we wl'Otat the police, fire and public works departments
to he in five 'years."

Ms. MAGER. Articles from,. esterday's Younkstown Vindicator,
tunity to cut and mount, because I

nd address two things: (1) Some of
some areas of the country are not
for serving their people.
ld like to submit is that only 20

percent of the people in Youngstown pay income tax. When you
read it it states that this is the only portidn of the pop4ation that
has an income and are able to contribute and pay taxes to the city.
So this is the reason why services aFV being decreased.

which I did not have an opp
think they are very important,
the plights of the family and; -(`
able to pick up more of the cos

One of the articles that I w

Further down it say Ohio owes
ment for jobless loa So, of cours
nit in a position to ek up more co i;:for services.

Giving legal aid to poor puts burden on lawyers,. This V9 within
our own area so people, who have financial problems are haVing dif-
ficult4 if they are. involved in some legal action even getting some-.,

one, to he'll-them in that area.
There is also an article that addresses a family's problem with`"

foreclosure on their house and it is called, "Waiting inevitably for
foreclosure. Family feels imprisoned in their home. ,

Another nrticle'says, "Foreclosures on7',hotd as Salem banks carry
delinquent 'Mortgages," ancr-thatt is about the banks trying to do
their part in helping maintain muses in their.hornes.

Another one that doesn't have to-do with young people but also
addresses the economic plight of the commolties which would be
both in the ,Mahoning County area -and Trumbull County,'
budget crisis threatens Mahoning County nuFsing home. gahoning
County also is selling their nursing home beCause the tax baso has
eroded so badly because they don t have the. funds to keep.these
homes.

Another agency needs clothing, men's. size, women's clothing and'
shoes. All pf these are out. of the paper. t

Before Iv-address you in a way I feel most comfortable, I want to
read some facts to you and you can tie these into what I am going
to say. These are facts from Mahoning County and these are gath-
ered from agencies within our community. '

We have a lot of things that are negative about our community
but we do have some good things in that all the agencies ,that are
there work very well to provide service.

One, unemployment is listed to be at 22 percent.

billion to the Federal. Govern-
obviously the State of Ohio is

6'5'
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Two, there is an increase in the number of child abuse and child-
neglect cases with a decrease in the number of case workers in
children's services to handle the increased load because of budget
cutbacks.

Three, a greater than 200-percent increase in utility costs in the
Youngstown area over the last, 5 years. This is the greatest in-
crease of any area in the State and it is the area with the highest
unemployment in the State.

Four, an increase of greater than 100 percent in persons using
free clinics; and that would be our clinics.

Five, a decrease in the number of patients visiting private physi-
cians.

Six, the schools in more affluent areas show continuing increases
in the number of children on free lunches or reduced lunch pro-
grams. I took 10 schools and these are in the more affluent areas
because if this is a picture of the affluent areas it would be obvious
what it would be in like the inner city areas.

Currently on free lunch progra
free lunch prograins, 2 years ago th

Currently on reduced cost lunch
lunch programs,. 2 years ago there was

Battered persons said that they had
from 1981 to 1982 in the number of pers
During a current onth period the
they say they see it numbers dropp
they "v#:receive their services, hav
the atit)n that they left which so
ati k4se so they choose not to lea

yen, help. Hotline has shown

re were
there

17.
an increase of 25 percent
ns utilizing their facilities.
sheltered 137 people and

g because the people, after
nowhere to go but back to

times makes the whole situ-
e.

a significant ease in the
num14 of calls they receive. There have been ivIcreases in .both
suicides'agd threats of suicide.

re 3,151 children. On
,560.

a ,039. On reduced

..
Eight /hental health centers saw increased pumbers of clients

for cotipselling services, butLcould notice apprecilable decreases in
numbers as persdns exhausted their insurance benefits.

Nine, in surveying only. the largest of our foui.I1104s ft was
found that there was ai increase of 18.5 percent in the laft year of
persons using their facility who were unable to pay in some ,way.
They also have on the average in the hospital 10 persons a day who
have absolutely no insurance coverage.

Ten, the severe budget problems in Mahoning County have,ne-
cessitated a change in policy governing payment for hospital care
kerecipients of general relief and these are the people who are un-
employed who don't have children and wouldn't qualify for AFDC.
They will now pay for only 3 days stay unless the hospital's utiliza-
tion review committee deems that a longer stay is necessary then a
maximum of oily 7 days will be paid for.

Eleven, more young children are being seen with emotional prob-
lems which appear to have a relationship to family problems.

Twelve, statistics gathered fromniaternal child health funded
clinics in Ohio show Mahoning COunty to have a greater percent-
age of children with low hemoglobins than any other area in the
State.

Thirteen, the Safiration Army and some community 'churches'',
have established soup kitchens to feed the needy.

18-483 0 - 84 ( i
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-,Fourtten, the Public Health purses who are the only profession-
6,Is wlio_give direct services to families in the home in the State of
Ohio, thp two largest counties that make up the Malioning Valley
have fewer nurses per ratio population than anywhere else in the
State. "

Ma oning County has one nurse for 26,317 personS. Trumbull
County has one nurse per 30,233 persons.

This is provisional data from the State of Ohio and its data that
was taken from seven counties in Ohio, with the highest unemploy-
ment rate. There has been an increase in infant mortality in six of
the seven counties from 1,980' to 1981. Five of the seven counties
had an increased rateof premature births from 1980 to 1981. There
has been a significant increase in the number of women in tftse
counties having babies in 1981 who received no prenatal care at all
as compared to women in Ohio as a whole.

The Chilstren's Defense Fund of Ohio projects that over the next
3 years potkritially 60,000 children will be born in Ohio to parents
who have no health insurance benefits because of unemployment
or underemployment.

These are just a few-facts I thought I would throw in about nu-
trition and pregnancy. A pregnant woman passes on to her child
nutrition and vitamins. The first 8 weeks of pregnancy is the most
dangerous to the fetus. High risk factors during the last two tri-
mesters are poor nutrition, anemia, no prenatal care, mothers -
below the age of 15, and substance abuse.

For a point of information, fetal brain cells and brain cell growth
are the most rapid at the latter part of pregnancy. If the brain
cells are reduced in number they are never replaced. Good nutri-
tion is essential to normal growth and development of the fetus,
and to facilitate the birth of a normal healthy baby.

. I feel that I am here not to talk about what I know but I hope
that I am here to be the voice of the people that I see day in and
day out, 5 days a week, listening to their problems, I find it very
difficult to go home at night and tiot continue to think about them
on my own time.

As public health nurses, we don't have the traditional role that
most people see as a nurse. We don't wear a white uniform. We
don't work in'a sterile environment. We don't have adequate facili-
ties to work with. We meet the people where they are. We see the
children in the school. We see the mother in her,home. We see the
family at our clinic. . .. .

So I think we' are in kind of a unique- situation where we can view-
the problern,frtn.e little different aspect than most.people.- ' :

We see the community a little more in:its'total Piotuxe:,.W.415.fo
the economic prO131bms because we' are a taksuPperted 'agency: . . r:

.-. , .We also know the families' problein''s because we,deal With 'that
., r.>every day. , ,..

Mahoning County is priinarily a rural county with mo§t of the
health services 'provided in hospitals centered' in the city' of
Votingstown and its immediate suburbs. For the people that, live in
the rural area, there ,is no mode of public transporation. Many
times the people that live in those areas have nb *ansportat ion
facilities at all.

6!
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The only clinics that serve these areas are the clinics that the
health departments provide and that would be well child clinics
and WIC clinics. Both are funded with Federal funds through the
State health departments. The well child clinic in Mahoning
County, although the State of Ohio as a whole had a decrease in

-their funds for 1982-83 fiscal year, the State, in assessing the needs
of the area, literally increased the budget of Mahoning County for
services to well child clinics while other areas of the State were de-
creased. This was solely based on ..the demonstrated needs of the
area.

As. I stated before, the Conditions that we work under are less
than adequate. It is sometimes cord. Wg wear insulated clothing
and have heaters but the important thfng is that people sit for
hours to wait and receive these services under the same conditions
that we work under.

One of our facilities is a. bar. We work side by, side with the bar.
We have a happy time that day. Our cars have become storage
closets. We carry everything except' large-equipment with Lis from
site to site.

We always have adequate (supplies of fbrmula that we have had
donated from the formula companies.

,We .carry, food, clothing, vitamins, anything that we can beg or
borrow or get free because we know that the people we are going to
serve are in need of anything that we can get.

It is not uncommon for our staff to personally pay for medicine
or food or other emergencies that arise that we don't have time to
look for other resources in the community to pay for.

The emotional drain on a staff after putting in days like this, I
think you can almost imagine what we go through, especially when
we have several nurses on ou'l- staff whose husbands also are unem-
ployed. One is on indefinite layoff. The other lost his job when a
steel mill closed with no possibility of ever going back to work be-
cause he' is in his late forties or early fifties and with the job
market as it is in our area his chances of ever receiving a job are
almost nonexistent.

These nurses have additional stress in dealing with their own
problems and dealing with the problems of the people that we try
to serve.

For me, some of the things I see bring back vividly some of the
things that I endured during my childhood that I would like to
keep suppressed. I was born in 1934, another 'time in the history of
this country when things were not too great. .My father was a coal
miner, so needless to say, we were very poor. I was the oldest of
five children.

I remember many days sitting down to dinner and my mother
not eating, waiting until after wverefd, to make sure that there
was adequate food for my fathernd for the children. Many times
my mother didn't eat.

Today, being an adult, I realize it wasn't that she wasn't hungry
or that she wanted to wait. She wanted to make sure that her r,

family got fed first:,
I see that happening today with, mothers. I look at my mother,

she has many physical problems,/and I wonder how many of her
physical problems that she is experiencing today are directly relat-
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ed to her under-nutrition during the time that she was pregnant or
ddring the time that she was a' young mother and that she is
paying for this today; literally sacrificed herself for her family, and
then I can't help but wonder how many of these young mothers
today are going to in their later life, experience physical problems
for the same reason.

In talking to children that we see in our clinics that are sent by
schools for physical assessment because in the State of, Ohio, before
a child. can be placed in special learning classes, there has to be a
physical examination done .to make sure that there isn't a physical
reason for the child's learning problem, not just a learning problem
in itself.

e talk to the children before we. do a physical exami ation.,We
talk to the children by themselves and then we talk to eqnother.
In many cases when. we talk to the children we find th there are
problems in the home that are overwhelming these children that
,distract their attention and make it almost impossible for them to
direct.their attentions toward the learninwprocess.

We talk to the mother and she generally confirms that there is a
problem going on in the home. Mpst of it can stem back to theeco-
nomic situation that they find deteriorating.

I can also identify with this child because I. remember as a little-,.

child lying in bed listening to my mother ad'Ll my father arguing
over money and economic problems and worrying whether I was
the cause of their problem or if one. of my parents would leave and
I would be stuck with one parent and no one to care for me. These
children surely hayeathe same fears. if

Today, things-4are 'Core complicated, and there are more external
pressures bearing' down on these children than there were at the
time I was growing up..

..I listen to these ,5hildren and these mothers and I can't help but
be affected by their problems. .

Over the past 2 year's, and especially this last year, we have seen
more than 1.00 percent increase in the numr of children using
our well child`clinics and the WIC clinics.

The WIC clinic I,feel has been the most beneficial Federal pro-
gram ever given, to peop . It gives direct services to people that
are in need. It gives ,foo to-the people that need it and when I

gef this is one program that is being
et me want to sit down and,cry.
'tarn. I 'see the -impact. that it has

made. I also know hoW:badly ;feel when I have to tell people that
we can't put them on Ole prograM because there have been Federal

".cutbacks. And we have had to, make greater restrictions on the
number of people that we put on the program.

We have waiting,. lists;. People' have to wait approximately X,)
months to get an appoinAtent to come to a WIC clinic..We see 40
to 50 at each clinic.' : .. ..

Last December we. had; 6,000 people in Mahoning County on the
WIC program.We er told by the first of `March we had. to reduce
Our numbers to 4, ..cr T

.

,,,-Earlier w en given a ''lower nunibetfiut hecause- a, little.
more "1%; , .1Y ,i;. , , e through from the Fitclerel: GQYertimertt.00 -.1'

.

moved Opin up to 4,500'. " '' -' ''5,7%, . -- '' 1,zv4 .

hear that in the prorioSed:b
considered for reduction,jt

I have worked with 'this

4 54:
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But the problem that we find, we already have almost 800 people
that we have certified that are waiting for slots to open before they
can become actively enrolled on the program.

Mr. MILLER. Are those pregnant women?
Ms. MAGER. Pregnant and breast-feeding women are priority one.

Some of them are children with nutritional needs or health prob-
lems that would make them eligible for the program but the prob-
lem is that some of these people will never get on because the preg-
nant and lactating women, of course, will, be taking priority over
the children.

From my observations, along with the dramatic increase in the
number of persons requesting services, the startling revelation of
the segment of the population that is in the greatest need and has
been the most affected.

The middle-income family, which is the largest segment of our
population and the largest group of taxpayers, now find themselves
in a situation which is out of their control. The emotional impact
on the family can be just as devastating as the economic one. This
segment of the population has traditionally been able to solve their
own problems.

For the first time they find 'that they have lost control of their
lives and have to depend on others not only to give them emotional
support'but to help them literally feed their families.

Some of the examples I would like to cite to you, a few things
that we have seen in our clinic and if you watched the CBS news
program last week, the very last family on their program was our
child.

It was very.difficult for me to approach this mother and ask her
if she would be willing to come forward with her story about her
child because once she did this, the whole community would know
they-had a problem taking care of their own child.

As soon as the mother' walked into the door with the child we
knew there was an obvious problem. We just had to do some labo-
ratory work to confirm our data that the child had severe nutri-
tional anemia. He had a hemoglobin of 3.7 grams.

We called 4pbysician and the child was hospitalized. He re-
quired two units of blood before he could be discharged.. The phy§i-
cian called us before discharge, making sure that we would follow
this family, and stating that if there was anything that he ceuld do
to help get the food for this family to please let him know.

Now, let me tell you this is not a'family that would not take care
of their children. This is a father who always worked, who always
took care of his family, who found himself with no 'money coming
in. He has exhausted all of his unemployment benefits.

The child, by the way, was 11 months old. They had to take the
child off of the formula and they put him on 2 percent milk. We 00
a 24-hour diet recall on all of the people coming..through so when
we see what the mother was giving this child and the other chil-
dren, they weren't denying this child anything that they weren't
denying, all of themselyes. The diet was deficient for all of the

What made us fq,e1 badly was beCause we had 50 other people
waiting in the hall we couldn't'deal with the feelings of the parents
which I am sure, having someone go to the phone, call a doctor and
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say take your baby to the hospital right away, and not deal with
the feelings of that mother and father affected all of us because a
lot of guilt was placed on these people at this time.

We didn't have the time to say, hey, we understand your prob-
lem. We understand you didn't have the money. We understand at
of these things but right now we have to deal with this baby.

That mother and father voluntarily agreed to-go on television to
tell their plight because they said if it helped one other family it
was worth them having their identity known.

That was the child Whose name was listed in the Children's De-
fense Fund's publication that just was released last'week.

We had another child, 10 months old, that we found with severe
nutritional anemia. This child was a little luckier than the other
child because the physician was, able , to treat the child without
having to have blood transfusions.

We saw a pregnant, woman in her third trimester with a hem-62
globin of 7 grams which I think the doctor %you ld attribute totheing
in the critical stage. We don't* yet,know the outcome of this
wbman's pregnancy. She hasn't had her baby yet..
,:,But if you take into mind what, I told you about:the nutritional

status and the brain cells of the baby deyeloping.in the last part of:
thernother's pregnancy, I wonder what will ha. ith this child.

By the way, the first child that-ewas'on TV I :w him last week.
This child is doing well as far 4s,:tis 'T I i goes, but he still
has quite a bit of developmental, deli and hitsti,11 is way below
the fifth percentile for his heightqoe 4kiehd'it.veight for age.

We see a lot of children in clinicS- "severe dental problems..
These are mostly in their permanent: 04h. Most of these,cliildreo;
will have no teeth by the time they rtlit/h adulthood.

I think we all know for goOd digestion arid..good .mastication of
our food we do need our teethsol am ,sure a lot of these Childi:g i.
later in life will have problems that area direct result of their iii "
ability to properly masticate their food.

With local sources of money being almost nonexistent it becomes
more O'rficult each day for ?F'encies and other/community organiia-
tions to meet the ever increasing demand for help.'

There is no part of the community that has not been negatively
affected by this severe economic situation.

I believe as a Nation dur priorities are wrong and that time is
long overdue for us to rearrange them to meet the needs of our
people. Surely as the richest and most compassionate country on
Earth we can make certain that the very basic needs of our own
people are met before we start caring for the needs of the rest.of
the world.

[The prepared statement of Helen Mager follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HELEN MAGER, R.N.. MAHONING COUNTY, OHIO

In the process of preparing this paper, to problem' I encountered,was "how can I
-effectively be the voice for the people to whom I have a responsibility to see that
their voices are heard, about the very difficult times they are now experiencing and
have been experiencing over the past few years." As public health nurses, my staff
and I have been overwhelmed trying to do the best we can to help so many people
who find thi.Finselvesiin stituatioas they don't know how to handle.

The population that we serve is approximately 145,000. We have a field nursing
stafrof four nurses. I am the Nursing Director as Well as the Nurse Practitioner for
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the Mahoning County Health Department. The services that we provide are too nu-
merous to elaborate. It would be easier to say that we serve all segments of the pop-
ulation. We serve as nurses, social workers, nutritippists, counsellors, friends, client

gibadvocates, and anyNither 'capacity that is necessary: We also serve as school nurses.
I believe that we have opportunity to see a more complete pi:Jure of the needs of
the community because of the type of involvement we have in the community.

Mahoning County is primarily a rural county, with no public transpcirtation out-
side the city of Youngstown and very limited service to shopping malls in some of

"` the suburbs. It is not uncommon in the rural areas to find people with no mode of
transportation. The majority of the rural areas are considered to be medically un-
derserved. The physicians and hospitals are concentrated within the city of Young
ston and the near suburbs.

The only clinic service offered in these rural areas are those provided by the Ma-
honing County Health. Department, and these clinics do not provide direct medical
care to those needing medical attention. These clinics are only Well 'Baby Clinics
and'W.I.C. Clines:

The Well Chil&Clinics ;are operated with funds provided by the Maternal Child
Health Division ortlikOhlo Department of Health. Without these funds, these serv-
ices would hot be'pt-IiVided. It is the expert-staff of the Maternal Child Health Divi-
sion that make it possible for us to provide the 'service that, we do. They keep in
frequent contact with the counties that they serve, and are always available t6 lend
assistance when needed. They know the needs of the counties and the funds that
they receive are allocated based on need. In fiscal year 1982-1983, Maternal Child
Health Funds to the State of Ohio were cut. The appropriation of grant funds to
Mahoning County were increased because of the demonstrated need of the area.
Other counties where the need was not as great found their funds reduced.

The conditions under which our clinics function are less than adequate. They are
cold in the winter, and require us to iarry heaters and to wear insulat lothing.
Patients have to wait sometimes for hours in these same conditions to rall4Ne serv-
ice. All the space we utilize for our clinics isIdonated, so we must be grateful that
we have space from which we can provide service to the people. One of our sities is
in a Legion Hall where we hold clinic 'side by side with the bar and its customers.
Our personal cars have become storage closets. We carry everything except larger
equipment with us from site to site. We also carry formula, food, clothing, vitamins,
and anything else can obtain free that we know is needed by our families. It is
not uncommon for o aff to personally pay for food, medications or other emer-
gencies that arise that n 'mmediate solutions.

The emotional drain wor ing day after day in these depressing situations seeing
things deteriorate rather than improve definitely takes its toll on the care provid-.
ers. This is especially true: for several of our nurses whose husbands are on indefi-
nite layoff or who have lost their jobs due to plant closings. For me personally,' this
brings back vivid parts of my childhood I would like to keep suppressed. I was borb
in 1934, another difficult time in the history of our nation. I was the oldestsf five
children. My father.was a coal miner and we were poor. I see things occurring in
families today that also experienced first hand. I can remember my mother not
eating until we are were fed. Sometimes there was not enough food for her. Other
mothers are doing this today. They are putting the welfare of their families before
their own personal needs. I ofter wonder how many of my mother's health problems
are directly related to her lack of good nutrition during her pregnancies and her
years as a young mother. Then I have to wonder how many of our young mothers of
today will also have sacrificed herself physically for her family?.

In talking to children sent to-our clinics for physical assessment by the school be-
clis.hise the children are having learning problems and are being considered for place-
ment in special classes, we find that 4n some of these children, the 'problems at
home are overwhelming them and they cannot direct their attention to their stud-
ies. Mothers will then confirm that there are conflicts in the home and most of
them center around the families deteriorating economic condition. I can readily
identify with the year that the child is experiencing. I can remenber as a child lying
in bed at night list-ening to my .partents argue over thp same things, and worry
whether I was the cause of their problems or if one or my parents would leave.
These children surely have the same fears. today, things are more complicated and
there are more external pressures bearing down on the child. I listen to these chil-
dren and the mothers and can't help being affected by their problems.

Over the past two years, and especially during the last year, we have seen more
than a 100 percent increase in the number, of people using our Well Child ind
W.I.C. Clinics. This has been most dramatic in the WIC.' Program where wn,iing
tint, for appointments is two months, and there are 40-50 persons attending each
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clinic. At a time when the need is the greatest, our funds have been cut more than
20 percent. In December, we had 6,000 persons enrolled in the .,program, in Mahon-
ing County. Federal Funds were reduced atiS we were instructed: 10 reduce our en-
rollment to 4,500 by March 1. Presently we have approximately 800 persons already
certified for the program who are waiting for openings to become available before
they can be actively enrolled in the prdgrarn. Because of the great demand for help,
the local. W.I.C. Program found it necessary to place more restrictions on require-
ments for eligibility to make sure the service could be provided.tO those/ with the
highest priority.

From my observations, along with the dramatic increase in numbers of persons
requesting service, is the startling revelation of the segment of the population that
is in the greatest need, and has been most affected.

The middle income family, the largest segment of our population and the largest
group of taxpayers, now find themselves in a situation which,is eut of their control.
The emotional impart on a family can be as devastating as the economic one. This
segment of the population has traditionally been able to sovle their own problems.
For the first time, they find that they.have lost control of their lievs and have to
depend on others to not only give them emotional support, but to literally hel4
them to feed their families.?

Some examples of problems that we have seen in our clinics are: .

re nutritional anemia in an 11 month old child requiring hospitalization
transfusions. This child still has some developmental delays that are at-

directly to his nutritional deficiencies.
ther child, 10 months old, with severe nutritional anemia found in time to

Lively treated withoUt the need of transfusions.
vere anemia (hgb. 7gms.) in a pregnant woman in her third trimester of preg-

. It is not yet known what the outcome of her pregnancy will be.
Many young children are seen at Well Child Clinics with severe dental caries in

their permanent teeth. There are no resources that address this problem. Many of
these children will be.yvearing dentures before they reaah.adulthood.

With local sources of Money being almost non-existent, it becomes more difficdlt
each day for,agengies..aild other community organizations to meet the ever increas-
ing demands for help. There is no part of the commuity that has not been negative-
ly affected by this severs ecOnomic situation.

I believe that as a i5 ricMities are wrong, and the time is long overdue
for us to,rearrang the r he.peps of tSbr people. Surely, as the richest and
niost compassion can make certain that the very basic
needs oftiir, awn people are 'met before we start caring for the needs of the rest of
the worli: J t

FACTS FOR MAHONING COUNTY

1. Unemployment rate 22 percent.
2. Increase in number of Child Abuse and Neglect cases with a decreade in the

number of caseworkers in,Childrens Services to handle the increased case' load be-
cuutke of budget cutbacks.

3. Greater than 200 percent increase in utility costs in the Youngstown Area over
the last 5 years. Greatest increase of any area in the state and the area with the
greatest unemployment rate in the state.

.1. Increase of greater than 100 percent in persons using free clinics.
5. Detrease-in-Uumber of patients visiting private physicians.
6. Schools in more affluent are.,Us. show continual increases in the number/ichil-

dren on free lunches or relored cost lunch program.
Following figures are fror lff'suburban and rural schools:
Currently on free lunch program-3,151.
On free lunch program 2 Vears ago-2,560,
Currentlylon reduced cos( lunches-1,039. \On reduced lunch programs 2 years, ago-917.
7. Battered Persons had a 2.5 percent increase from 1981 to 1982 in the number of

persons utilizing their facility. During a.current three month period, they sheltered
137 persons.

8. Help Hotline has shown a significamt increase in the number of calls they re-
ceive. There has been increases in both suicide's and threats of suicide.

9. Mental Health Centers saw increruteitlinumbers of clients for Counselling serv-
ices, but could notice an-aippreciable decrease ip.numbers as more persons exhaust-
ed their insurance benefits. '
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10. In surveying only the largest of our fbur hospitals, it was found that there was
an increase of 18.5 percent in the past year of persons using their facility who were
unable to pay in some way. They also have on the average in the hospital 10 per-
sons a day whokave absolutely no insurance coverage.

11. The sever budget problems in Mahoning County have necessitated a change
in policy governing payment for hospital care for recipients of General Relief. They
will now pay for only three days stay, unless the hospitals Utilization Review Com-
mittee deems that a longer stay is necessary. Then a maximum ofonly seven days
will 6e paid for.

12. More young children are being seen with emotional problems which appear to
have a relationship to family problems.

13. Statistics'.gathered from the Maternal Child Health funded clinics in Ohio
show Mahoning County to have a greater percentage of children _with loW hemoglo-
hins than other areas in the state.

11. The Salvation Army and some community churches have established "soup
kitchens" to feed the needy.

15. Public Health Nurses are the only health professionals that give direct service
to families in their ,homes. In the State of Ohio, the two largest counties that make
up the Mahoning Valley have fewer, nurses per ratio of population than anywhere
else in the State:Mahoning Cotinty1:26,317; andNIumbull County 1:30,233.

°0
PROVISIONAL DATA FROM THE SEVEN COUNTIES IN OHIO WITH THE HIGHEST

UNEMPLOYMENT

. 1. There has been an increase in infant mortality in 6 of the 7 counties from
1980-1981

2. Five of the seven counties had an increased rate of premature births from
1980-1981

3. There has been a significant increase in the number of women in these counties
having babies in 1981 who receive no prenatal care at all as compared to women in
Ohio as a whole.

The Childrens Defense Fund of Ohio projects that over the next three years, po-
tentially .60,000 children will be born in Ohiblo parents who have no health insur-
ance benefits because of unemployment or under employment.

,IMPORTANT FACTS ON NUTRITION AND PREGNANCY

,l'/A pregnant Womati,passes, on to her child nutrition and vitamins.
.2.,Tbe first 8 weeks of prekn.ancy (Embryonic Period) is the most dangerous to the

fotus.
2.-ligh risk factors during the last two trimesters: a. Poor nutrition; b. Anemia; c.

'ND ..p:ii,matal care; d. Mothers below, the age of 15 years; and e. Substance abuse.
r Fetal brain cells and brain cell gioWth are the most rapid at the latter part of

Pregnancy. If the cells are reduced in nurnber, they are never replaced. "food nutri-
tion' is etiontial to normal growth and development o eFetus, and to facilitate the

fk birth ,of a normal hetTlthy baby.
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Walker, have you also scaled back. the WIC pro rafi5.in terms

of priorities? 4144.

Dr. WALKER. Yes; we have had to scale back in our State.
Mr. MILLER. Have you lowered the age at which youWill contin-

ue to treat children? Children up to 5 years old now. Have you
moved that back?

Dr. WALKER. We have shifted that back, yes.
Mr. MILLER. Pregnant women still remain the highest priority?
Dr. WALKER. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. What kind 4 waiting list are you experiencing in

Michigan?
Dr. WALKER. I think we have about 35,000 families waiting, le

mothers waiting.
M. MILLER. Do you know how many pregnant women that is?
Dr. WALKER. I don't have that figure. The average waiting time

is about 2 months but we don't have the exact figures here.
Mr. MILLER. For pregnant women?
Dr. WALKER. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. So a woman would come to see you when she is 3 or "

4 months pregnant?
Dr. WALKER. Roughly, yes.
Mr. MILLER. And she might not get on until the fifth *nth of

pregnancy? \
Dr. WALKER. YES.
Mr. MILLER. One conclusion of the studies of the WIC program

has been that the.,,earlier we saw the pregnant woman the more
success we had in terms of preventing low-birth weight and attend-
ant problems,

As you know,, that program is currently scheduled to be level
funded for this,yearand we will have to see what happens.

Ms. MAGER. You asked about the age of the children. We have
had to scale back to not taking children who are over 31/2 years of

,
age.

Mr. MILLER. Is that in OhiO generally or in jUst your program?
Ms. MAGER. Thais in our program becauSe we have such an

over-abundance of people that need the program and that we know
that many of these children that are 31/2 will never get on the pro-
gram because the pregnant and lactating women will' take priority

9 over them. "1.
We are taking waiting lists. We are telling them the possibility

of them ever receiving service is almost nonexistent.
Mr. MILLER. But, in spite of that, you still have a waiting list

among pregnant women?
MS. MAGER. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Well, that will be juletesting. The other committee

will be hearing more about that
st,41

,4..or' I want to thank you for your testimony.,I think what you 'have
.+00 demonstrated parallels what the previous panel presented in very

specific instances. The resulting malnutrition or_the instability in
the family for example. I think what you- -have suggested is that in
areas of high unemployment there gre some general characteristics
that can be attributed to these famkliescertainly fn terms of the
statistics which you have put together_lor Michigan, Dr. Walker.
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I would joist hope that Congress will start to come to grips with
the kinds of services that are needed. When you tell us, Dr. Margo-
lis, that 13 million children are going to, experience unemployment
for longer than, a week, that is a significant_number of children
having impressions Tormed under that kind of stress.

Children are our future, yet absent that recognition of what this
policy pf high unemployment is doing to these children, it has .a
hollow ring to it in terms of political rhetoric.

Ms. MAGER. You might Tind interesting"something .we have done
with the WilC program, although the State may not approve. We
feel that if-the mother qualifies and he worries about her baby we
are giving ty mother a choice beca se they are on it and the baby

'is not.
She is going to be able to have 1 it anyway. She can make the

choice between her or her bakt,,Na.we try to tillther that it is best
if she stays on because, if stfeWsetting the nutrients the baby is
getting it but she is always worrying that if things get worse at
least she knows her baby will have something coming.

You can't make her see the rationale in it being more beneficial
for her to stay on. It seems to make her feel guilty if she is taking

to it and the babyisn't..Many times they will opt to pu( the baby on
rather than themselves when it would seem to be better if they did
the opposite.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Owens. Any questions?
Mr. OwENs. No, thank you. -

Mr. MILLER. One of the things that a number, of pedple have
,talked about this morning, arick I wondere-if-Yhu would) like to
elaborate on it,^ is-the- idea that these eire.-young 'families. -My.
.Kildee said in Flint, if you are under 3:0 probably unem-
ployed,' because of seniority rules or other circumstapces. We are
talking about young families with young children. Co1ld you elabo-
rate on that?

Ms. MAGER. We' find primarily the midAwe nties to mid-thirties
age group. Few are coming for services that are over 35. It is that
group most definitely affected. In our area especially, many of
those probably will not, be called back to their jobs.

Dr. WALKER. We also- see it in the younger age group. An inter-
esting element here is that we have found that in this age group
mothers are cancelling appointments becaLuse they do not want to
appear at the clinic and indicate that can't pay. It is a sense
of pride. It is having an effect on people we see at the clinics.

-In the younger age group; there is a sense of .pride that we don't
want handouts, we want to pay for what we get.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you for your time and trouble.
Dr. Margolis, if you will leave the other document with us, we

would very much, appreciate that. We are very interested in the
progress of your study in this area.

Perhaps we can learn fr)m some of our current unfortunate cir-
cumstances.

Finally, the committee will hear from 'Father William Kelligar,
executive director of the United Catholic. Social Services of Oinaha,
Nebr. and I gelien he' is also testifying on behalf of th# Natil
Conference of Catholic Charities.
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STATEMENT OE. FATHER WILLIAM KELLIGAML EXECUTIVE
RECTOR, UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES, OMAH/OsIEBR,,
ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE. OF CATHOLIC
CHARITIES
Father KELLIGAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thought you were

going to say the time of the gentleman from Nebraska has expired.
It usually happens about this time of day. Does the House 11 you
into quorum calls soon?

Mr. MILLER. We will wait and see what they do.
Father KELLIGAR. I am Father' Bill Kelligar, executive director of

United Catholic Social Services, Omaha. I appear today as spokes-
person. for the National Conference of Catholic CharitieS, arOyorga-
nization comprising 700 zigencies and hianch agencies, 2 0 inst.itu
tions, including pforrams ranging from child care homeS for The
aging.

Our programs utilize the services of over 80;000 volunteers annu-
ally in addition to our staffpersons and directly served more than

individfials in 1981. The Catholic-charities agency is an
integral part of practically emery diocese in the Unifed States. The.
diocese is our organization of church structure. \ A

Mr. Chairman, may I express- our gratitude to you Personally for
your work for foster Care Children and creation of.the Select ,Com-
rnittee on Children,Youth and Families of the iiouse of Repre-
sentatives. This co'mMittee is very important.

. About myser1-4144 a typical Catholic charities agency employ-
ing 115 peopl in 17 different programs, 9 locations, 2. of thehi in
outstate Nebraska, with---a-13udget of $3 million. In .outstate Ne-
braska, one of our offices is in Columbus. Short before Christmas
in nearby Schulypr, the Land 'Of Lakes beef proc i plant closed,

. 500 people out of work. Heavy impact, wrong time of year, jots d'f
reasons involved, but a small community of 3,000 people hit savage-
ly by unemployment in the wintertime, devastating effects on the
people. Most ofthem had never known unemployment. ,'

0a7 agency budget reflects a mixture of church funds, State of
Nebraska funds United Way funds 4nd program fees. In the early
years, as far as Catholic Charities agencies were concerned, we car-
ried all the load ourselves. We provided the services, received most
of our money from church ww-ces, also some from program fees \

-,but practically none front any kind of State or Federal body.
Over the years these agencies have developed a working partner.

ship with-Federal programs, State and local funding sources, city
and county included, and this has markedly increased in the last
decade. It is a good working partnership with Gdvernment and pri-
vate and corporate donors.

In good times our agency provides counseling for married people
and for people about to get married: We provide services for adop-
.tive parents. We deal with spouse abuse,,single parentspeighbor-
hood programs, and alcoholism services. We are thelargest service
provider in the State of Nebraska which contracts with the State
for alcoholism services.

the last 6 months, really very recently,' we have seen dramatic
changes as unemployment and the fear of unemployment have
even struck Omaha. Our rate is not high when compared with the
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kind of' places we have heard about this morning, Flint; Mich., for
instance. Our rate is about 8 percent. Things work from both coasts
toward the inner part of the Nation. The fads beginning on the
east or West coast. take 2 or 3 years, soietimes; fads,' Social prob-
lems, trends, whatever. ,0

You fly from the Bay Area to this city and we are midpoint, mid-
point between Mexico and Canada, and it takes about 2' to 3 years
for things to hit us.

Mr. MILLER. You better hold on to your pants then, if that is the
case.,

Father IKLLIGAR. Usually we can look at what is happening else-
where and know how it is going to be for us about 2 years dowh the
road. We have been lucky, but I can recognize the effects of our
unemployment rate on our agency programff:

I asked several of the people heading. prbgram areas, before I left
town Friday: Tell me exactly what. in your work you have found as
a result of unemployment. I am going to testify-before some people
in Washington on what is happening. They said counseling loads
have increased. Fees, people are unable to meet them. The counsel-

, ors have said there has been a rnafked increase of child abuse in
the last few months,- '

We placed last year abbot., 35 !babies in adoptive homes, saw
about 200 unwed mothers, but 8 of our adoptive fathers have Been
thrown out of work in the middle of the adoption process. 'Our
unwed mothers and single parents find it quite difficult to .obtiin
jobs. Increasingly they are turning to lfare. This used to be an
area they coo d get, jobs and manage to raise the child.

. 'Among agen ies as a whole in the metropolitan area, half
people, the e, has been a 35- percent increase in requeSts for

basic services during 1982. All agencies who receive something
frpm Govgrnment sources; and that is probably about half of the
functioning agencies, find themselves turning at the same time to
voluhtary sources and to private contributors.

Feeding the hungry, is the most dramatic' and serious problem,
lest wax, to measure the effects of unemployment. We !peas-

gainst 1902 The system in Omaha is that the various
upport several different pantries. These food pantries

ds at, the A5-apish or congregation level and are adminis-
gencx people.

In 1981 our-Nwn pantry served 8,046 individuals, Past year,
;270;, up 10,286, 'more than a 100 percent increase. Most of.this

i'ncrea'se occurred during the last .6 months of the year. In money:
terms, in-1981 we spent $41,000; la$4.6ar, $92,000, so again a dou-
bling. Mogr Of the individuals that *ere served are not "individ-
uals," but 'they are really children, families, but the largest
number of indiViduals will be 'actually children. V44 only scratch
the surface of/feeding hungry people through the pantry program
because we limit ourselves' to 3 days of food certain times of the
year. -7,

If you add the kograms together we are not doing.very much to
meet the hunger Problem, and .Government has to Play a larger
role. Orlando, Fla. has a similar story. There is a dramatic increase
for emergency services, including housing, utilities, food. In 1980'
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they served in the food program '3;356 'People, in 1981, 4,751, in
1982, 6,954.

One program proyiding aAlot meal at Midday served in f980
6,500; in 1981 about the same number; but in 1982, 7,260 people.
One ,day in December last year the, all -tine high of 339 was
reached. The 'normal daily average is 240. Orlando is an area
where people from the North go because it is warme?. The mild cli-
mate attracts people, but the shelter facilitiesare strained beyond
their bearable limits.

In 1980 they served 15,458 people. That figure increased in 1981
to 17,831. Last year, a 25-percent increase over 1980last year they
handled 20,291 people. The churches and the rest of the voluntary
sector are doing all that we can. We do well what we try to do, but
what we attempt falls far shor of actual need.

I think that picture is 'm itiplied across the country for our
Catholic agencies. If you tak the unemployment rate in Omaha

multiply the rates elsew re you have a good idea of what un-
employment is doing to fam. ijs and children.

There are4 two kinds of obr people, the chronic poor, the new.
poor. It is an' important 4tInction, The -chronic poor have in our
area given, up. They are Ander educated and under skilled, have
scrambled for years to cope with the system. Professional and
trained people have the jobs. Today the chronic poor are truly de-
feated and hopeless in our metro area. The new poor have recently
been laid off. They have never needed assistance, have no place to,
go, are becoming the homeless. Often they are evicted. Landlords
used to extort their pound of flesh, and now they are willing to
take anything just to keep- people in. their places.at the present'
time. may, t

otillat 'is ominous in a -sense. The- only sign of hope I can detect'
was the remarkihe -President made in the State of the Union ad-
dress last week wtien he said that Government is part of the solu-
tion. Of course it is part of the solution. I am 55 years old. For 48 of
theilast 50 years it has -Been commonly agreed policy in this coun-
try that Government was in partnership with industry and, private
voluntary sector people in working out, solutions to our 'problems.

That has been the accepted political wisdOm shared wid y
both parties. Only in the last 2 years has this been question
very hopeful to See this prificiple once again recognized. Ce
our agency has become effective because it is a partner with' v-
ernment. In this case it is' State Government, but in partnership
with government as a service provider. It is not accurate to say as I
read /quite often. that social service programs have been cut to the
bone. Thatis not an accurate statement. \

Mr. Chairman, budgeeceits as they affect gocial service programs
have cut into the bonenot to it, but into itXSocial program cuts
have gone too far a-tid they have begun to cost more than such cuts
cAn ever be worth in monetary terms.

SpecificallY; What does,the National Conference of Catholic Char-
ities suggest? Specifically, in the last session of-Congress, both par-
ties'agreed to do something about the hoMeless. That was lost in
the year end shuffle, probably that, conference, repor We under
stand that legislation will be introduced this week to pr. vide S0

o
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'ant lion to address the.probletn cif theliOnieless. We urge Its quick

Ssage before the ravages of winter are over:
understand this can beklone,quicklythe looney can be distrib-

uted quickly, that there is a mechanism that can make the money
floW rapidly. Mortgage foreclosures, Why. wait until this is a disas-
ter? Perhaps some form of mortgage interest guarantee can be
addpted. That way no capitaV2is lost but the interest guaranteed. I
suggest that will be less expensive than the eventual welfare costs
when an individual loses a farm or a home, a major asset.

We have seen the national TV look at farm sales. Prevention in
the area of loss of farm or home is an area worth considering. The
White House is exploring a plan to house the poor in unused Fed-
eral facilities. Take a quick look at that. Our agency in DenVer re-
quested something similar 3- or 4 months ago an d'Ao far nothing

.hhs come of it. k4 -
Fourth, public service jobs. Who are we kiddingWreation'of tem-

porary programs for needed public works. and improvement of es-
sential facilities is not a wage of money. Unemployment can be
eased only by employment, the sooner the better. How many more
children }lave- to suffer while this issue is debated and finessed,
suffer univbcessarily.

Finally, the creation and funding of the Select Committee on
Children, Youth, and Families. Impact of uRemployment is only a
small part of that committee's agenda. The'governmental' role in
the welfare of children again is only a small part, but I am sure
that the energy of the House of Represihtatives is vital dto the re-
vival .of our nation and this. proposed committee can be a real
source for such energy.

There are two kinds of suffering, unavoidable suffering and un-
necessary suffering. Any priest will deal often with unavoidable
suffering, and we try to alleviate that in a variety Of ways. and
prayer is certainly one of them. Unnecessary sufferingthe.unem-
ployed people who have risen in our midst during this past year
are surely 'in the category of unnecessary sufferers. They look to
yoU foil help. Agencies working' with them and for them look to you
for-help. Please do not let such an opportunity slip away.

Thank you.
[The prepaid statement of Rev. William Kelligar follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF REV. WILLIAM KELLIGAR, EXECUTIVE DIREC,il UNITED
CATHOLIC SOcIAL SERVICES, OMAHA, NEHR., FOR THE NATIONAL CO.Ef'VERENCE OF
CATHOLIC CHARITIES

I am Father Bill Kelligar, Executive Director of United Catholic.Soeial Services,
the Catholic Charities agen of the Archdiocese of Omaha. I appear today as
spokesperson for the Nationa Terence of Catholic Charities, an.rorganization'
comprising 700 diocesan and bra genies and 230 institutions which include
programs ranging from childicare to omes for the aging. Our programs utilize the
services of over 80,000 volunteers in addition to dur staff persons and directly served
more than 2,476,000 individuals in 1981. The Catholic Charities agency,,is an inte-
gral part of every. Catholic diocese in this country.

Mr. Chairman, may I express our gratitude to you personally for your work for itt,
children in foster care and particularly for your efforts in creating the Select Com- I if
mittee on Children, Youth and Families of the House of Representatives.

As Executive Director, I head a Catholic Charities agency. We employ 115 people
in 17 different programs in nine differenOtications (two of them in outstate Nebras-
ka) mouth a budget of nearly $2 million. Over 300 volunteers assisted us last year.
Ourtikclget reflects a mixture of Archdiocesan funds,. Way funds, State of.,t;,,.

n



IVebraskirjuncls, and fees. In the earlyWars, Private agencies carried most
of the - social services workroad, Over.the years, CatholiokChOltie4s agencies have de-
velop& in partnership with, federal; site And local funding sources, city and
county. This has increased markedly iriN110;tiist decade, but jt has become a good
working partnership with governnient as well as private and itarPrirate.donors.

In good times, our agency provides counseling for marribitt people.and people
about to become married. We work with adoptive parents and sin le parents, with
people involved in spouse abuse, with neighborhood programs, an alcoholism
services.. We are the largest not-for-profit service provider which.: u iracts with the
Statesof Nebraska for alcoholism services.

The last six Months have been some 'dramatic changes for,,us as .unemployment
and even the fear of unemployment have struck Omaha. Things begin on both
coasts and work inwardtrends, fads, 'social problems. When they finally reach us,
they are firmly established elsewhere. Our unemployment rate is only 8 percent.
We are lucky. However, I can recognize its effect on our agency work:

Counseling loads have increased, and people are less able to pay fees.
A marked increase in child abuse has occurred in the last six months.
Three of our adoptive fathers have been laid off during the adoption process.
Our unwed mothers and single parents are now (Ming it difficult to obtain jobs

and are turning to welfare.
People in our halfway houses are experiencing similar job difficulties.
Among agencies as a whole in the Omaha metropolitan area (500,000 people),

there has been a 35 percent increase in requests for basic services in 1982. All agen-
cies who received 'something" from government are being. sent at the same time to
volun" tary sources, i.e., contributors.

Pegging the hungry has become a serious problem. I think it is a clear illustration
of thilllinpact of .unemployment in Omaha. We have a good food pantry system, sup-
porteil by the churches. Our own pantry is one of the largest since we are 35 per-
cent of the population.

In 1981, our pantry served 8,016 individuals; in 1982 the pantry served 18,270 indi-
viduals. :Most of this increase occurred in the last six months of the year. Most of
these individuals were children.'In money terms, 1981 involved $41,017, and the
1982 figure was $92,161; more than double: We only provide three days food to, a
family, and that only three ' a year. Similar limits govern other pantries. We
are only scratching the sur f feeding hungry' people. Private agencies simply
cannot meet the needs. Govc, "lent has to play. a larger role. ip

The Catholic Charities agency of Orlando, Florida has a similar story. There are
dramatic increases in requests for:4emergency services, including housing, utilities,
food. In 1980, 3,356 people requested emergency services; in 1981, 4,751; and in 1982
6,954. One program providing a bot meal .at' "inid-day servq6,510 people ia.;-Novem-
ber, 1980; 6,600 people in November, 1981; and 7,260 people in November, 1982. One
day in December of 1982, the all-time high of 339 people served was reached, where-
as the normal daily average was approximately 240 people. Figures for emergency
shelter include 15,458 in 1980; 17,813 in 1981; and 20,291 in 1982. High unemploy-
ment in the North and the mild climate in the South combine to make the area
attractive to the unemployed butstrain Oergency services beyond their limits. The.
story is similar everywhere.

The churcheS and the rest of the voluntary sector are doing all they can. We do
ftll at what we attempt to do. What we attempt falls far short of actual need. If
..1Sti take our unemployment rate in Omaha _and multiply for highAr unemployment
rates in other cities, you have a good idea what unemploymeAt is doing to families
and children, and it is not a pleasant picture.

There aretwo kinds of poor peoplethe chronic poor and the new poor. This is au
important distinction. The chronic poor have now simply given up. They are under
ducated and unskilled. They have scrambled for years finding ways to cope with tH'''
system. Professional and trained people have now grabbed the few jobs. available.
Today they are defeated people, truly defeated and hopeless. .,

The new poor have recently been laid off. They have never needed assistance.
They have no place to go. Many are beco ing the homeless. Often they are evicted.

The only sign of hope I can detect wa a remark the President made in his State
of the Union address last week. He said that govern is part of the solution. Of
course it is. I am 455 years old, and for ne ly. 50 ye rs that has been the accepted
political wisdom in this country, shared wi by bot s. Only in the last two
years has this been questioned, and look w at has happened! It is very hopeful to
see this principle once again recognized. Certainly our agency is very effective be-
cause;it has state government as a service provide partner.

a
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It is not accurate to say thatArovernment has been cut to the bone." Mr. Chair-
man, budget cuts. as they allecf families and children, have cut into the bone. Seicial
program cuts hilve gPone too far, and they have begun to cozi"..inore than such cuts
can ever be worth in monetary terms.

What d8c); NC(:Csuggest,')4pecifically'? In the last seiik on of-Congress, both parties
agreed to (I() something about the hor*Os. That was lot in the year-end shuffle.
We understand that legislation will he'iiitteliiiicedthis'week to provide $200 million
to ,address the problem of the homless'..'.W.pce.rtiiitily urge it quick passage before
the ravages of. winter are over. ,

Second, mortgage foreclosures are a serious problem. Why
a disaster? Perhaps same form of mortgage interest. guarant(--'

until this becomes
be adopted. I sug-

gest that will be far less expensive: than Pt he eventual wain, i is when a family
loses such a major asset. We have-all seen national TV look at a farm sale or two
Prevention in the area of to)4s of forth or home is an area well worth considering.

Third, the White House is ekplofing a plan to house the boor in unused federal
facilities. Take a quick look at that, and I stress quick. Our agency in Denver re-
quested something similar three or four months ago and still does not have a facili-
ty. ,

Fourth, public..service jobs deserve serious consideration, Who are we ki ing?
Crpation of temporary programs for needed public W.orksand improVement. I es-
sential facilities is not a waste of money. Unemployment can only be eased,...by em-
ployment,"and -t he sooner the' better. flow many more children have to stiffer4ohile
this is debuted and suffer unnecessarily? ,-

Finally, the creation and funding of the Select Committee on Children, ,Youth and
Families-needs approval. Impact of unemployment is only a smart part. thistom--

' mittee.siigenda The governmental role in the welfare of children ;tit' flimilies is-':.-
another small part. I am .urc) that the energy of the House of Rept f.atiyes is:
vital to the revival of our nation, and this proposed Committee can be areil,'iliouree
for such energy. ,

There are two kinds of sufferingunavoidable suffering and unnecessary. suffer:-
ing. The tihemployed people who have risen in our midst during this past .501-kari
surely tall into this latter category. They look to you'for help. Agencies which work
with them and work for them look to you for help. Please do not allow the opportu-
nity to help slip away.

.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your sta
As important as the statement was in the sta

that those of us -pin Government Must lead the N
tions, I think- your statement this morning, if. it is accurate far
other charities and religious organizations that you are doing all'.

broright home to those of us in the Qongress.:
eneral belief that somehow these service4tan

there .are still more resourceg.,availableln
haritable communities to handle tha- dire

o

f the problems is that so many of 'Als aro
re were a .phaseotit situation, if there

e :cOilid be a moveMent ing-that
# .,

. The private sector ---rjt respond-

ement.
,f the Union,"
to these solu-

you can, must be
There is, I believe
still be expand
the religious a
straits of the cou

Fat her KELLIG
going at the .sarti
were a longer time 'gap,
direction. .,

The problein .is simply too lar
i ing adequately. They are doingawell in some areas, butthe/01 is no

waythat it cisn' be met with jug voluntary sector help alone. It is
larger than that.- .

,,,

Mr. MILLER. Prior to the'euts in CETA a-nil-V.154A Ad ACTION
programs were your agencies using any of those individuals? c#

FatherDKELLIGAR., Tyes,, We developed about 3 !e,,a 'ago in the
city ,,,e)f Omaha alter for abused women. W% W:Ifika; able to get
that only with _c ETA helpThat was a good e s: plli: 'starting a

,ft-prOgram and providing people that' went on us. Two people
1/4....--- started thqre, caine-to th mainstreArn progra .. of the ag ncyaridr s

.000°
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eventually;moved onto the education- systean- one, as a counselor.
That program would not have begun without C

It has survived because. I have gone to the qn of Alcohol
and Drug' Abuse and obtained a 'contract the 'plat is State
money..The shelter has'two sources of State money, a bill dealing
with d6mestic abuse, the other is the alcoholism funding. In addi-

, don to that we hive United Way support and public support. We
have tried in theNtencr, to build four different major sources of
support so that if,70ne bens to gag a little we don't go out of exist-
ence. That program is a good illustration of that.

Mr. MILLER. The fact is that reduction of CETA job slots affected
the charitable nonprofit.organizations?,

Father KimucAft. Of course, adversely, and not only prevented
us from developing new prpperths, but it prevented us from devel-
oping people who needed those jobs.

Mr. MILLER-Mr. Owens?
Mr. OWENS. Could. you elabkocate on the statement you made

About the private sector? Hadk.the spokesmen stated that they
have done all they can do? Are they just not doing any more and
not sayihg much about it? It'is'important to know their position
since the President assumes they' are going to take up the slack.

Father KELLIGAR. The example of a United Way fund drivewe
have limited goals.-We don't try to increase-that'too dramatically.
Our goal in the last campaigti was a 9-percent Increase and we just
barely achieved-that. That is the'first year that we were that close
to goal. Usually we go over by a greater majority. That is heavily -4-

supported by corporations and busihesses.
A lot of that is structured from 2 weeks' payroll deductions.
Mr. ()IVENS. The goal was not increased after die budget cuts to

take up the slack?
Father KELLIGAR: No. There:was-aboutby United Way, $50,000

was set aside- fn- the disappearing funds, and that was utilized, b,ut
,that is not a very,arge sum Hof money. That wasn't nearly what
disappeared from Vie programs. Oiir agency was not affected by
the loss of Federal funds directly. Our contracts were State con-
'tracts.

However, there had been n-a Federal grant which was part of the 4
whole block grant that came down that expired, but we managed to
enact State legislation increasing alcohol taxes: I appyreccbefore
the legislature, apkopriations committee two times in the las,t z2 a

years and both times I went to thern asking them to increasbgaion-
hol taxes.

The reality is as the Federal money begins to dry up at the State
level, and this is why I say the programs are cut into the bone,
what h4pens, at the State level is that the States, some of them
have increased taxes.!Durs has not yet. We are faced with that ne-
cessity,but ours refused to do that last year. People employed in
the depart nt of public welfare and public institutions are laid
off, they fi d jobs elsewhere and ate not replaced so that there is a
shrinking of staffs and services provided and pretty soon' that
begins t hit the services provided fo-people and it alway4 hits the

first.
Mr: OWENS. Is there is an ongoing systemmatic relationship with

the private sector. Are the spokesmen for the private sector stating
=
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A." .

that theylmve done as nch as the94n do and they are not going
to do more or d o t hey have plans to .(101-more?

Father KELLIG7k. They have not developed plans to do more.
They ha en't said you are getting as much as you are going to get.
Nobody ill make thiit statement: only for public relations reasons.
They h, vp done as much as they can reasonably be expected to do
at the Present time. They are hit by refessicth, too,:' . '

When the United Way funds were liRoaated'm the last cycle,
.some people felt when they were awaiding a'7.70ercent increase to
an agency. they didn't like to do that beca4se they were working
with firms where people.had been laid off. They hated to see an
increase in our funding becanse th6y:'cnew people in their compa-
nies that ,had been'Wd off. : 4'`)

Mr. OwEN§. that may &suit in,decreases? -...`,:,i, , ,

Father KELLICIARAt depends Qn the committee. If w6,see a turn-
around and more jobse.people back to work; that money will in-
crease. When there is less money in the profits of cOrporatiods; '''
then of course there is less money in tile charitable donations of
corporations. ,

,
,

mr. 'OWENS. Thank you. ,
Mr. 144.11(11. Thank you very much for your testimony' and for

bearing with, us.
Father KELLIGAW May I have ph-mission to submit this later? It

is in note form and I will get it to your staff.
Mr. MILLER. Yourcertainly may.

, The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee Was adjourned')

. !Material submitted f llksion in the record follows:]
,,.. . (

,

ek,

s
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Area Counselors Kept XJusy

'Soothing Turmoil
Fifth of a series

By Margaret Engel
Washington Raldtalf Witt(

On a Thursday night the 22 cubicles at Ftniliy
Servick of Montgomery" County in Gaithersburg

\are filled with the troubled, the anxious and the
Appraised,

tole are busy the; tier thecountY's oldest so-
.

service gkern. Night.,hours have beep :old
lighting payehologiSts have been hi

ha le' e load and there is, a fitie-week waiting
fist, the rst in the center's 5-yearldstory. Mait
evenings" tilere are so many/ le that snatches
of troubled converiltions in one room can be
heard in 'the next.

:Frankly, three years ago we didn't have

LOSING h'-
THE PSYCHIC COSTS

/ .

tion of one of the least obvious but poten-
tially most damaging effects of the reces-
sion: the severe psychological toll on those
without work or under financial promure

Twoughout the %thing* AIMt help
WORN OP osporlemoill alicolriesnt
OOMO Weak IMMO toe biltOrod women
are seeing mete fIrstdpie victims and the
instances of child Abu), suicide (afd alco-
holism have pawn. According,to
withsocial workers, ministersosychiatristsr
nurses and clinic directors, the recession is
a major cause.

"This. is not: he way it was in the '70s..
4 when Washington was pretty much spared' .

.

and it was observint.What, tianiununK
serest the country,". said Dr...leads
polow, a psychiatrist whb"liractids in. Pe- ;
tomac and Gaithersburg. "People are seeing :

a number of their cghts-and associates
going under. We've an earthquake
here'.

While the recFliaj viola in bullies-14 e
mental health problems is hard to quantify,.
sortie barometars do exist. Social scientists'
poinV to 11)01100 in the following eatego.
rice as evidniel or 'growing l

ents
ing pf in- .

stability and anxiety 44
of the Woalti

e The nu
trict, them)
ip 101.11, ,in Baltimore; 90(

'imnmitstileirla inn year, a
Switzer, a city bicototiatition, In
ending in Ideplernbar, there were 1

AMNIA, neither city kesps.s.records an

enough work," said Cbatis Briunbilla, the clinic
director. a

"Now it's a constant betrage of pepple-uneccus-
, 'toned to doing without, rnany who have lost jobs

for the first time. We're letting rtio& viols( inviolet
the family: physical abuse, sexual abuse." Ps

4.n4he year endini#st June, the center handled
visits --=700 more than the previous 12;

thy. Anxiety about money, about lunemploy.
t or abotit an uncertain financial. future were

underlying causes ternary of those visit-iaccord-
ing to family service stafOnembers, wholfeceived
'special instruction last 'faY froth an official of-the
First Women's Bank of Marylazd on how to Pourt-
sal recession- clients,

The rs clinic isan indica:-

4

A 6:

II4s-

rkttan
Vuelly
to John

year
sui-
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Ono workers, paintera, Hp the ones hit,"whether a victim was working, officials
both cifiiin illy many of the suicide' v-i4im's

program, which ,has experienced:aY20 per-
said Philip Haber, diraorpr of the county

were johlel,s.
coot increase in the last year, to 625 pa-,lieported-mcidents of diet MI's? and

neglect. in NorthernpVirginia;', h :were tent
For th. first time, nonemergency cases062 more abuse reports, or 6,653 ipcidents,

ate pof. nri a one-month waiting list andin the year ending in lure, while there was
some. people who still rave insurance are..10 (51TM..it increase statowide,:flur ca.a,s
being referred to private treatment centers.have become much more desperate," said
"Ilsp always hearing suicide now ilcoun.Bredda Watson, a child protective service

sessions; suicide is new to ug," saber:worker in Fairfax County. "The threat of a seling
said.loss of a job is increasing the intensity of /01

Case loads at mental health cli ica.the violence," she said, noting that an ay.
The five mental health clinics ran by heerage of 38' children were removed. from
Princ4eorge's Health Department; for ex-", homes nAh month since November, triple

35,000 patients
provion years.

sthonvo prkiwdodreki,

lower jobc is formeet.
r wait* gpown to 26, the

hi t ever/ Did Kafka, rilrector of
the ChiVerly Patiethts who had been
malkrtig progress hays abffered setbacks
when they have been tipable to find work,
Kafka said. "The ecegfony has put therapy
at a standstill."

Dealing with the efron'ilevastating psy-'
cbologictil impact tit joblfssness presents ,-
mental health expesta with sprite formidaz:
ble challenges,,A major goal, torcling to
KoPolowis rebuilding a, parse 's sense of
self-worth.

"P le need to',knoW t tive can still--
roe you, regard,you highly; laugh at
yotir kes',4' he said: "It's the people who

o aded. "The pr.' can't realize they're worth more than their
jobs whO are lost.".t of congifdtk-:

Tomorrow: Difiicu4 choices r

ample, saw an average_o,that of4earago.
In Maryland, the most tragic increase :last year, 2,000 more th

Counselors say t lnxwas measured in burials: 23 children died
particularly fromof abuse last year, more than a 100 percent

increase from 1981. Neglect complail leo
rose in, the District last year, with 2,
complaints, almost 1,000 more than a ye 4r
earlier.

The demand for alcoholism put .0 lig
abuse counSaing and treatment. trini-
ty clinic in Arlington, for exams*, saw
'1.127 new clients, 22 percent more, in the
year ending in June. and the trend is con-
inuing, according to director Phyllis Kohl-

man. "There's a much larger percentage of

as those
clients who are uneniViyed. We'rsieeing it,

p-hsvedumped to 40
Percent *tent in the last year
and a .3

Even kM unemployment,
such As county, public al-
coholism clin
pie who use ppblic clinics,

d ".

`. ,

- .

4

o.
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SECTION
I'

INTILZMUCTION

A. ltriel,History °I the Project_

In the fall of 1179, detand for American-made auto-

molitles produced in the Detroit area begat a serious detqne.

This diwline coincided with p general downbtilt*hroughout

t4 American economy. While the national resiession

bottorltd out, the maiket_ for the American autot tive

C)40 tutted itS d,twnward trend. In conse uenee,

7 Ns

1111111elOW; indWiZ.1.10] factphi, wE're clotted. and large-scale

Layoffs were' it ltiated. These affected not only auto
-id

worKer sf, Inhf thousands 9f workers in rel,atedinlustries
-,4

\

thioughout htl4iii.An_-as well., While there have been seven

recessions sPne'e, World War, II, this reqessidk ii differentlc

Lftan the ecre121e/ ones because white coY.1,at',e,b0 killed

trades worker:. have been laid off in larger n bers than

ever Lttffore.

A
Hy Lne toll °I 198U, it was becoming painfully clear

AhTt rho ,;LILC 'wontd continue to bear the brunt .of an

imo. depLe!;:;ion 'tar. mie serioub'than anywhere else in
. .. .

It
,.

tlw nTt ion, ov,2L, 3ip , 4l6PintOividnals in the Detroit. -

,,,. i l,) -- T2
Metropidl Lan Icoilonillo -:-.,,,--OT about 15 percent of the work

,44, it,_, /..
- 4

4, .'et i

I -'. '
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forcv.--had become casualties of plant shutdcwns or permanent

layoffs. In many instances entire factories, with many years

of history behind them, were forced to close altogether.

On a per capita basis!, non-whites were laid off at a rate

more than double that of white workers. That ratio was

de lita0 again for youth and adults under 25.

Not surprisingly, mental health agencies in the Detroit

area began to experience dramatically increased demand for
A

services fom unemployed indi als and families.$ These

detands encompassed matters f broader than single mental

health centersor" a4 other individual human service

organizations--could efficiently con t. Needs for basic
4

resources (e.g., food, sh \ lter, mone i problems of domestic

violence, increasing iliastnce abyse yquestions of job

''''

reEcrtalconfusion as to benefits'A itlements, and

l "4,

pervasive: depression were amohtt nberps brikught

efore relatively unp.repared help agencies.: Further
,,,..., 1 .

cOODi'''cating this matter,allth, as vcurrling at a time

,-ia 41, ),T ,. -
\

,

in which cutbacksin public funding Mere reducing ability

to provide, related services. .1.1S-struggling:6_,clevelop

effective service networkS and programs o address these

,,, I
.

.-;nWanding needs,..scveral mental health centers. .in the igayne

. ,
.' 1 , .

*:County area agreed to pool. their knowledge and expertise
, . 0' ..'. -.

,

,

.

,

in .a collaborative
.

effort.
;

At the vmeZtime, &tate and Federal mental health
h /---

officials i.ie bedoming increasingly concirned: Both this

diffic t n localervices delivery and4d155,7ing scientific1(
\ i t

a

. e 1

ri,
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ssociation betweenliterata strp p or taLl t h e di reef. a
, .

unemploymc t and physical and emotional health. As such

economic Atitairty and status of public

health IL t ine!,capably crucial social policy implications.

The cc( umue .11Id :;0C1,11 CI I SI-111)L 01'1 experie nced in Detroit,

untortuttatel7, miuht be seon as the forerunner of many

similar future accurc.,.nces. In their concern for the entire

range of unemp oymuA- rcia Led services needs, representa-

tives of the Rog on V-elffice of ,the Del.artment of Health

alid Human !lurvices were par tic

I n c a ) ment.al;health cc ,.4
A(

()Erv.iurt: ec,ulci andp

Lc:rested- in how

human services

nt closin95 and

nci:

work force redugtions, own communities. More
4-

!q,CC1tielly, tile Region was invested in exploring preventive

-oliects of pie -fayott programMin9Aineing i:_ e- sources of labor,'
4 ,

man4ement and local human services providers.-

Lit response to this interests and their sirpmediatpne'edi

th.a consoitiumot mental health centers me6tioned abbve
.,-

submitt6al relatedpropAalto the Reeton'y Office. With'

the support'4ir the MichigarT State fropurtmrit 'of Mental
4 .

,

Ift,t1th, woo later Lit ,randiny' r,his projece, this

. (1,
,

cousortiii :',his awarded a small graqt ,through the SigriAre
\.

.

Coalition C,,moanily Mental health Center to ddvelop.a work-.

-ia manual trim implementIng;diayoff programs iri s.itua-51,1.4

,
.

.-... - 7
tiori$4of L4lant' shutdoWnZ_or mas's ;lob displacement. While

reelNiiing: a 'mental healeh"'orientation, the manual is
- ..-,intended as a lif

resobrce for broad'adaptati.pn and utilization.
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Participating in the consortium funded were representa-

tives of the Detroit East CMHC, Central City CMHC, New

Center CMHC, Northeast Guidance CMHC, Operation Hope CMHC,

Southwest CMHC, Detroit-Wayne County CMH Board and the

Michigan Department of Mental Health. Officials from the

United Auto Workers Depaitment of C mmunity Services have

also conributed generously of thei time and talents in

ht,lping sensitize the providers to the special needs of

workers and the problems of implementation. The Six Area

Coalition CMHC has-served as a formal grantee and has

provided ongoing project direction and coordination.

B. Goals and Assumptions

This manual is intended to assist in developing and

delivering.programs. whith allay or prevent the deleterious

human consequences of plant'shutdown and large scale layoffs;

Although pre - layoff preVention services 'are only part of a

necessary continuum of unemployment related services, the

.manual will focus in on the period immediately preceding

and succeeding job dislocation. As such, it will concentrate

on delivery of programs which: ('a) promote more effective

utilization of'existing community resources, (b) promote the .

-development of practical strategies.for coping with emotional

and economic stress, and (c) promote re-effiployment by
4

facilitating referral -and development of job-finding skills.

It_sees as its targeted audience all categories of laid-off
%

97
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or unemOloyed workers--skiled,and unskilled, blue collar .

andprdiessfonal. liccausc wig can say that inWrisity of

need heightened in partrepat, sub-;populatigns, speciThl'

altentidn sh6uld be paid ,to the needs. End concerns of

oveq fitty,,yoyin(j pehds of half:who'd, minorities,

women and the previously unemployed.

riic manual has been "d,s;,(rned for use both by mental ,

health professionals and dinLr human services workers,

While ..intOndi.d'for general readership it presumes aiCalrehdy

bxiu.:iinq fluency in community.resources networking, program,

devul4r!enA. and picvotitivemental hualth:: Ie;also assume

some'lamill.aity in pi-oirdrnia services :to' working

eions--whethl thrQuglf employee assistance pr.og,rams other

service delivery mechanisms. Consequently, it wild' not

explicitly' discuss relevUnestrategies o'f community oganiza."

1, pr I es' of pre,veri0o i or tectiniques for,deVeloping

rappoCt withWerkey's and management inindustrial'settings.
S.

. -

The, manual presumes that every community and every

'ineistriaI setting is, in some'sighificarCmariner.,-different.

Local history, ecOnomicsi values, and resources will impact cip

thd character of problems arid promise for solutions in each

a
4

specific locale.. Ktat6rial has,conseqdently been Organized

to allow the, 1.-.1,1jr. to. focus selOctively on serpents

Iclevuat lc Alk
pdituldr tin a lohal nredci. Diversity and

flexibility are guiding principles throughoue-
.

T(.2 manul ,also anticipates that .strain and denial

thrOuahout thu pOpulalions and institutions involved will

18:-483 0 - 84 7
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I
, 4

I,

f

compli6ate implementation. Information and approaches

shat'ed have-all been developed,with these emotional

obstructions in mind.
t
In this concern, programs proposed

all reflect an especial commitment to sensitivity to the

.workers' perspective, and to signifidant, worker participa-
,

6TiP1
.1. Lion in delivery" as well as design.

t .

Conceptually, problems-pursuant to mass layoffs are
00

.

A': .: 411: .viewed in the broadest of social, political and economic
30 ,,,.

7 1,

.'Irii. )-
tbrps. Related preventive programming is conceived in

. -

1
40

1 similarl. roAd'perspective. Table 1 delineates a,continu-

um of le 6 and timing of preventive interventions. The

:
N

limited'

c 1 i0i4cussion Kt.those options dealing with
1 ,

. _'

Wi.%, transition 1 concerns. ,More complex and
..

alternativei,e:g.,.coMMuhity resource d

..
xetraihiing, cultivation ofnew emplo

/.

and °con' 4-4414acy--must be resp

glE

Cope of this project,Mowever rest %icts detailed

pre-layoff and

longer-range

ent, worker

opportunities,

s valid and

bilabiflt hts of a human services based,prevention

z/Moreovf, cdst.effectiveness--in the long run--

requii-eS mloser atfierAirn to more fUndamental sources of
-lior

social, emotional "and ecdtomic stress.' Only the practical

constraints of prociucing . this manual are responsible for

- the emphases it selects.

99



TABLE 1

POSSIBLE ORDERING OF EVENTS IN PLANNING

FOR PLANT CLOSING 6 1PERRANENT LAYOFFS

2 Years Prior_to 14yoff 1 Year Prior to Layoff 6 Months Prior to Layoff Post Layoff

.Community Needs Assessment'

Early Warning System in Place

,Collective Bargaining Agreements

. Advocacy for Economic Development

.Worker Retraining

'Option for Worker Control of Plaq

.Community Services Network

.Pre- Layoff Program Marketing

al5nL/Labor/Prcvider/Worker Steering Committee

Job Skill ASsessment
1

Job-Seeking Skills and Activities

.Information 6 Resource Convening

.Coping Skills Workshops I

,Worker Relocation/Early Retirement

'Information 6 Resource Guide

1

1

1

wl

41

wl

)

of

0
ol

of

Note: With'appropriatt advance planning, nearly every activity could

be developed and begun before layoff actually occurs.

3

100

.Peer Support Group

.HotlineiClearinghouse

.Irregular Economy Activites

CD
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C. Structure and Use of the Manual'

This manual is designed for general use and broad

application. As such, it is constructed to allow for

selective attention to specific needs and interests. It

is specifically arranged to be responsive to setting-

specific demands, and it is structured to provide a

cognitive road map for piogram implementation.

Section II of the manual will focus on theoretical

background immediately relevant to program design. It

examines the documented physical and emotional consequences

of job displacement, the "life-cycle" of related stress,

and the particular vulneability of varying sub-populations.

SectiOn III will explore the issues involved in

assessing th e total environment prior to program implementa-

tion. It offers a\comprehensive strategy for "quick and

dirty," and cost effective, analysis which will contribute

immeasurably to program p/annifeand-design:

Sections IV and V are the "heart" of this publication.

Section IV explores centralplannilig considerations'for

pre-layoff interventions. Section V will present, in

significant detail, descriptiOns of specific program

components for immediate adaptation or application. Each

component descriptor incorporates. summaries of program

objectives, suggestions and strategies for adaptation,

prescriptions for avoidance of possible pitfalls and

rexamples of related materials or guides. The Table of

101



Contents lists each specific component. Readers can look

for
41

approaches which seem most appropriate to their situa-

tions, and turn immediately to those segments for reference.

Section VI, theAppendices, will include a wealth of

supplemental information, specifically expanding upon the

components disyussed in Section V. Relevant readings,

sample formats or guidelines, and miscellaneous resource

materials are all incorporated in this final section.

The creative reader will appreciate this guiae'as a

blueprint for flexible adaptation. While written frOm the

vantage point of mental health services providers, it'is

shared as a tool for all with investments in more efficacious

human services provisiop. While offering concrete aid to

--those considering pre-layoff program creation, it is

offered, as.well, as conceptual provocation for local

alteration.

102
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SECTION II

THE EXPERIENCE OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Harvey Brenner (1973), in Mental /Illness and The

Econemy, I
pos'its a direct association between macro-

economic decline and aqgrogate social pathology.

According to h s increasiRglysfamiliar hypothesis, for

every'one,percent increase,,in tie n4 io al uneMployment
411

rate, the following addit4Onal assoe,iated. events will

-occur in a given three-year period:

38,887 deaths

20,240 cardiovascular failures

495 death from alcoholism

920 suicides

648 homicides

4,427 admissions to mental hospitals

3,340 admissions to state prisons

Sidney Cobb and S.V. Kasl (1977), 2
in a longitudinal

study of the effects of plant shutdown, worted higher

blood pressure, higher uric acid levels, increased levels

of chloresterol, increased incidence of peptic ulcers,

higher incidence of arthritis, higher anxiety and

- 4
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increased 'personal anguish in their sample of laid

of workers and their wives.
,

4 *, * * * *

Mathew Dumont (l977),3 in a revie49Of the litera-

ture, reports clearly established relationships between

unemployment and sexual dysfunction, divorce and

desertion, domestic assault, alcoholism, child abuse

and psychosomatic disorders'.

1

Although research on the personal impacts of job loss

- continues to be relatiVely scarce, there is a"clearly
- 1

emerging consensus that unemployment is a markedly stressful
4

experience- -and that many ipdividuals suffer physical or

emotional disruption in association with that stress.

Further corroborating this presumption, human services

agenCies--both locally and nationwide -- report increas94

demand for services related to individual and familial

emotional conflict as rates of unemployment rise.

In the context of general economic decline, related

complications add to the severity of the problem. As

growing numbers of workers become displaced, and an in-

creasing number of businesses decline, a quickly saturated

market for labor locks people into unemployment.., At the

.same time, shrinking revenues force cutbacks in social'

services - -just when such assistance is most required. ,

Moreover, workers' natural networks of support fall victim
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to the'same t:conomic circumstance, and all are left to

struggle with their conflicts on their own This scenario

is indicalivo of the need for planCut and immediate

amelioration.

Unfortunately, there continues to be a dearth of good

data on the piocess' and long-term effects of mass layoff

and plant shutdown, flostresearob oli''shutclowns has been

limited to case study 'format, and examination ,Of impact

on their victims has been limited to documenting short-term-

effects (see Feman and Gordus, 1979).4 Thdre has been no

longitudinal exploration!of consequences for individuals,

their families, their relations or community systems;

hence, anecdotal data and experience become the,only

reliable foundation of knowledge. This shortcoming may be

consequential at the level of poricy'and program administra-

Lion, but it need,not adversely affect the creation and

delivery of needed assistance.

The relationship between need for data and effective

program planning is evidenced in an apparent dilemma, in

that immediate demand for services in the Detroit area has

not risen in direct proportion to skyrocketing layoff

rates.. Several reasons have been offered for this occurrence.

These include: (a) workers, especially skilled and unskilled,

have learned to expect layoffs, and thus assume unemployment

as a fact of life; (b) workers and their families persist

in maintaining beliefs that re-emploympnt is just around

the corner--even when it isn't; (c) manifestations ot,,
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problems are seen as temporary conflicts that'

will fade away with re-employment; (d) workers a41:1 their

families do not link problems they are experiencing with

unemployment or view thew as issues that a mental health

center might assist with;'and, (e) workers wait for
.

problems to pile up, so that agencies may experience

increase in demand only a year or two folloWing layoffs.

regardless of the actual explanation, the discrepancy

further establishes the need for more insight into the

experience of unemployment. The paragraphs which follow

summarize what can be said of the impact of unemployment

on physical and emotional health. They also will draw out

related implications for designing' responsive and preventive

interventions. We may not haVeinuch hard epidemiological

data on these concerns, but we do know much about helping

Others learn to come to grips with related stress.

A. Who is Most Vulnerable?

While little resiarch has been directly concerned ith

vulnerability to theAtress of unemployment, years of

experience in providing human services 'establishes eded

insights. The folloyl.11g paragraphs 'efly explo the

intensity of effect, or degree of risk inpa t ular sub -1

populations.

4
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1. Older Workers

Job displaLument for middle-aged and older workers

is particularly difficult to cOnfron. For these individUils,'

the loss of stability, loss of status and loss of secure
I

retirement combine to generate intense emotional stress.

In addition, older workers have more substantial obliga-

tions and fewer prospects for re-employment at equivalent

pay. They are less able to relocate and less efficient tos":-:

retrain. For many laborers, the physical ravages of

former- jobs render them unuble to pass i physical eXamina-

tion for a prospective new employer. Elrly retirement may

exist as an 4tioR for some, but this alternative is not

Often very desirable, and less frequently available for

most. GenerAlly, they:are caught in the bind of being too

old to work, but too young' to retire.

2, Ycning Married Couples

Young married men and women with dependent children

are often extremelY. vulnerable. These couples usually have

little to fall backon and are forced to copeQith stress

for whidh they have no preparation. The strain which

usually follows unemployment tends to undermine not yet

solidified interrsonal bonds and fosters a renewal of

depeniency on parentS--just at the point when independent

marital 1361161; should be stIcrighened instead:, Divorce

and separation- -and at tithes, domestic assault--are highly

piellent in this popu'lation group.

k 101
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S White Collar Workers

Usually layoff is thought of as a worker-class

phenomenon; however, white collar workers have been affected

to an increasingly visible degree. In this context, they

may also,be much more surprised py the experience and / .

less emotionally prepared. Even at the upper levelsi'where

the cushion of.finncial fall-back exists, the loss o'f

financial flexibility can be seriously: threatening.. More

and more of these families are experiending problematic

conflict and layoff-related strain.

4 Women and Other Minorities

Women and minorities are especially vulnerable to the

:3trel4s and stra'in of layoff. Both groups tend to have

less seniority, and consequently are the first workers let

go. In addition, they experience prolonged pain as the

Last to be rehired. As women have struggled to become

self-supporting single lields'of household, the loss of

employment undermines their.efforts to maintain their new

identity and self-reliance. The same dynamic "holds true

for most ethnic minorities, as well. The consequent

tensions create greater risks for both these minority groups.

L). UnderemplOyed

Vulnerable, too, are those mostly unSkilldq who work

on and off'As the economy and job availabilitY:permit.
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Local evidence suggests that these workers experience

considerable emotional and physical stress.

b Survivors

Thosj left wiirkiug in devastated.plants are v?lnerable

to sitess and ,itrain.as welt. The guilt which accompanies

survival, and anxieties about being next in line, often

lead to conflicts which are parallel to those of peers

laid off. At the same time, the destruction of social

networks on the job fosters stress,of signific.int proportion.

B. The impact of Job Loss: A "Life-Cycle"
Perspective

One thing that is known about the consequences of lay-

off is that individuals tend to progress through predictable

phases of emotional response (see Table 2). Generally,

there exists somefadvance warning of layoff--if only in

informal terms. Signals and rumors. of impending plant

. closing always precede any formal announcement or notifica-

tion of decision. This initial phase of anticipation is

often characterized by greater stress than the layoff

itself. inuring this pet-1(A, the worker confronts con-

tinuous non-specific uncertainty regarding his/her job and

lutur, which often producer marked levels of anxiety.

For some, this anxiety provoke job search and construc-

tive preparation. More frequently, however, all parties

involved Eire paralyzed by collective apprehensions and

10
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TABLE 2

UNEMPLOYMENT AND CYCLES OF STRESS PATTERNS

,

PeriodsPeriods

High

Level

of

Stress

Low

Antic- ;Post Noti-
:fication

Post Layoff
Jot-

ti

: Exhaustion
Benefits

1

e)

;Job Search /Re-

:Employment Resolution

I

1

I

i

.

)

;

.

i

Months C.' 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 12 18 24

F

This is a representational model and is not based upon actual
research findings.

a) First lea'rn of impending layoff.

b) Hope it won't happen/denial.

c) Layoff occurs.

d) Subfunds,*TRA, Employment Security Commission payments/denial.

e) Payments run odt/frustration, anger, withdrawal, depression, violence.

f) Serious job searching.

g) Job search failure.

h) Realistic job search and find.
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disbelief. At the same time, it is not unusual to see

sickness and accident cllims increase because workers

anticipating layoff sometimes become careless and accident-

prone,

Even with confirmation of layoff, and through most of

the post-notification (pre-layoff) phase, worker and union

response is generally characterized by denial. Fantasies

of last minute salvation and elemental avoidance of pain

combine to perpetuate t)e absence of personal acceptance of

inevitable.fate. It is not unusual during this period to find

workers looking forward to layoff as time for vacations or

fishing, or fixing up the house. Seriously looking for work

is avoided, as is preparing for the future. While this is

theoretically seen as the most promising moment for preven-

tive intervention, the reality of denial is so strong as to

subvert most pre-layoff assistance attempts. Neither workers

nor their leadership are accessible for significant planning

or counseling efforts. While many outplacement, referral

and counseling programs have been staged in this phase, those

who participate largely are uninvolved and uninvested.

As the actual date of layoff approaches, individuals

become a bit more realistically concerned, and planning

takes on a slightly more serious tone. To the extent that

this is true, the period immediately prior to and following

the moment of layoff is of greater potential for unemploy-

ment counseling and assistance. Even still, it is important

to note, the cushioning effect of unemployment insurance

v
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may prolong procrastination. Especially within the auto

industry--where TRA and "sub-funds" can be added to 'general

unemployment benefits--there are few incentives to serious

pursuit of immediate re-employment, and fewer sources of

immediately experienced stress.
8

While it'may appear somewhat surprising, the event of

layoff, itself, seems not to be terribly traumatic.

However, as unemployment is extended through the post-

layoff phase, sources of conflict and stress more gradually

emerge. Vacant hours lead to boredom and boredom to guilt,

which turned inward evolves as depression. The feelings

of concern and resentment so long denied gradually generate

hostility. As the economic events which precipitated lay-

off become further distant, workers begin more to wonder if

they couldn't have acted to prevent their loss of work in

the first place. They also begin to feel more anxious and

angry about not having been more successful in obtaining

re-employment. Often the personal feelings of anger will be

vented upon those within easiest reach. Spouses, children,

relatives, friends and neighbors become frequent recipients

of unprovoked emotional blasts: As significant others are

forced to assume new income-producing roles, familial

equilibrium is disturbed, and interpersonal strains grow

more aggravated.

The longer the period of unemployment continues, the

more stressful the experienced reality becomes. Sufficient

income is perhaps the most critical determinant of emotional
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adaptation. (Ferman and Gardner, 19795.) For white-collar i

and blue-collar workers alike, financialsecuri y promotes

stability of style, allows continuing conta t with
'

support groups in which finance is a condition of belonging

and,perpetuates the feeling of personal control. Loss of

feelings of personal control makes life feel unpredictable;

loss of crucial social supports engenders feelings of

depression,_self-doubt, lowArale, and rage. Despite the

reality that thousands of Vorkers and peers may have been

laid, off, individuals experience unemployment as a highly

personal anil lonely phenomenon.

The period of most intense anxiety begins as benefits

are exhausted. While personal and familial life is

affected from the outset of 'unemployment, it is most

significantly. altered in this exhaustion of benefits phase.

The loss of all dependable external income forces changes

in wage-earner roles, transition in familial roles, inter-

ruption of childrens' education plans, and a confrontation

of the workers' sense of (derititi and self-responsibility.

Consequently, faThilial stress becomes heightened, self-

blame becomes more exaggerated and problems in relationships

become more intense.

As-exhaustion of benefits occurs, the worker also is

forced to confront the harsh realities of looking for work

when there are very few jobs to be found. For individuals

_whose sense of identity is rooted in work and providing

for one's own family, this shock can be difficult to cope

113
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with. Some choose to "skid" into positions with lower wages,
\A-

reduced responsibility, poorer benefits and less emotional
.

reward. Aiken, Ferman and Sheppard (1968)
6
have shown that

the "skidding" experience increases emotional strain and

lowers self-estepm. Others--particularly older and middle -

age workers--feign physical ailments or try erly retire-

ment as a means of avoiding the stigma of viewing oneself

as "unemployed." Still others drift into more permanent
, 4

A

"Unemployment careers." Ironically, research indicates

that prolonged unemployment is less personally Conflicting

than7repeated episodes, or cycles of unemployment.,.,(Ferman

and Gardner, 1979
7
.) This "career instability" disrupts

on

financial v\iability, personal relations, personal sense of

control, familial relations and individual self-esteem.

During the period of post-benefits exhaustion, workers

most need assistance. Unfortunately, this also is the time

when these workers invariably are hardest to reach--and
.

their defenses are at their highest. ,That is, frequently

workers want to project an image that they can take care

of matters themselves\and that they "don't need outside

help." Given this commitment to pride and self-reliance,

and the coincidence of cutbacks in agency outreach resources,

their risk ofstrain is greatest in this. phase.

It is also important to pointf,out that, for a small

number of workers, the job has provided the structure

required to maintailtheir ego integration, and as such,
ti

Long -term layoff may precipitate a psychotic episode. For

P8-483 0 - 84 -8 1.
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others, new stresses may be enough to provoke a, serious

psychiatric incident. Identification of these individuals

is not as difficult as it may seem since 9pdni are current

or past agency clients and since dnion'stewards aiftlften
- .

.skilled at uncovering especially high-risk clients:

Generally, then it is possible,to identify an adaptable

sequence of "eras" of pers al experien4e of layoff or

unemployment- related stress. To repeat, tIlie worker moves

from an "a*tigipation phase" tei.Ca "post-notification
.

phase" to a "post-layoff Phase" to an "exhaustion of

bepefits prise" to a "phase of re-employment or resolution."

Throughout this progression, uncertainty, financial stress,

deterioration of family rilations, threats to self - worth,

destruction of traditional supports and personal and '

familial instability contribute to experienced physical

and emotiona] strain. (See Table 2.)

C. The Impact otd'Unemployment--Implications
for Program Design

Generally, the effect of unemployment must beionder-

stood within the context of existing persOnal and economic

conditions. The persons most at risk of adverse impact

are those w 1,i'heaVy obligations, those without adequate

socialupport and those experiencing repeated unemployMent.

Not onLy Laid off workers,.but'thdir families, friends acid

networks are vulnerable to interdependent sources of

stress. The interaction of depression, isolation, status-
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conflicts, worries abolit futures, intensity of self-blame,

and of familial relations contributes to the

process through which conflicts will emerge. .Individual.

predispositions, other situational stressors and life-

cycle !evelopment concernsfurther complicate the evolu-

tion of unemployment --related strain. Understanding the

problems of unemployment through this'ecologic perspective

will contribute to design of more meaningful intervention.'

Thece is no one source or consequence of stress 111-,

having overwhelming general impadp. Traditionally, people

have defined themselves very much in relation to their

jobs. As Rainwater (1974)8 has described:,

Having a job provides validation. . A
job also provides (an.bpportunity) to be

m"someone." Even the most menial jpbs provide
a work group in which a man or worahn can
come to feel that he is known and positively
regarded. . . . ',job gives evidence day in
and day out that one has something to offer
in return for the resources he needs.

The loss of dignity which accompanies a layoff, the loss

of social networks of support, the loss of breadwinner

.status, and the loss of social meaning all interact in

generating increased personal stress. In better under-

standing how layoffs g nerate personal stress we can more

effectively construct bur interventions. Knowing, for

example, how important social support can be in promoting

positive coping, we can build in strategies which foster

increased social support. It is equally important to

. recognize that some groups--e.g., the bar scene--can

116
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reinforce non adaptive,behavior/ In these cases -it will be

important to find means of countering their influenc&.,

Thinking of the utilitK of informal helping networks, we

can provide assistance required to make theT moie seful

d/4
in promoting re-employment and personal 'fam al

coun4ling. Amon00younger and unmhiried persons, friend-
!

ship networks are key. Older and more established' families

more often derive support.frOm neighborhood and religious

institutions. In much the same:46in kno *ng ttre central

significance of tEe role of familial ad' ment, we can

organize our energies to help families remain more stable

1and mutually supportive.

It is also essential to understand cultural contexts

much more clearly, to better attune planned intervention

to partidular social needs and cultural concern/ Much

has been written of the world of work and various 'cultural

investments in.it; the reader is referred to that litera-

ture for further information.

More directly relevant to program design,
a

every intervention must incorporate flexibility for the

widely varying needs and demands of diverse unemployed

populations. No one approach or strategy makes sense

for all the varied personal contexts involved. As this

manual presents interventions in.the sections which will

follow, tics will serve
Ji

as a critical orientation.

Ll 7
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SECTION III

ASSESSING THE PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT

Based on the preceding discussion of the human impact

of unemployment, the rationale fordeveloping pre-layoff

prevention is clear. In translating an initial interest

In confronting the problems of layoff into viable inter-

vention, the provider must first be sure top know what---
variables are Tikely to promote, or obstruct, the success

of programs conceived. While the crisis orientation of

many human services providers--and the short-term notice

characteristic of layoffs--mitigate against assessment,

programs that work will be grounded in prior understanding

of the program. environment.

PRINCIPLE:

Erironmental assessment is the fitst

step in successful intervention.

A range of.environmental issues will impact on they
1
quality of programs designed. Political, economic, cultural,

Ind pragmatic concerns all influence the potential outcomes

of preventive intervention. As an agency embarks on this

25
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difficult project, it is crucial that it have a clear sense

regarding its level of involvement and expectation.

(Section. C, later in this chapter, will expand on this

concern.) Front the very beginning', the provider will need

to clarify its leadership role.

may have to spearhead all programs conceived. In other

In some communities, it

communities
-I."

, the agency may be more effective as a

1)consultant to or supporter of efforts led by labor, j

'management, or other community groups or providers.

PRINCIPLE:

The agency's choice of leadership

roles must be based on prior assess-

ment.

4 A
The choice must be based on assessment. of local teed and

logistic reality.

This initial assessment of "what's going on" and
0

"who's doing what about it" need be neither long nor

particularly demanding. It can be accomplished with

several hours of focused effort and *irtually no expendi-

ture of fund's. A few well-placed calls and a well-

considered conversation or two can pull together much of

the information initially required. Those who are used to

calling upon informommunications networks and inter-

systemic relationships should have little difficulty with

..,

S.
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,these tasks. With this rudimentary perspective'e0abliShed,

further planningland assessment will be more efficient and

I
productive.

PRINCIPLE:

Utilize informal networks as efficient

and reliable sources for preliminary

assessment.

This assessment iprarticuldrly crucial in staying

attuned to the possibility of layoff. Awareness of

pe(redictors or signals, of impending shutdown will allow the

provider much 0-eater lead time to initiate necessary pro-

graM planning. Julius Majoros9 has offered a liSting of

eight management actions which have predicAr value in

this regard (below). If Ay cluster of theseoccurrences

61)(11).:( visible, the provider should immediately.take note.

EARLY- WARNING SIGNALS FOR PLANT SHUTDOWNS

Changes in key personnel in the higher manage-
met. echeloris.
Mpvement oflyoung managers to company head-,
quarters, antupl.cement with men near retire-
ment.
Patchwork or absent maintenance.
Faililre to replace lost 'maintenance personnel.
Relaxation of discipline policies.
Delay in announcement of a negotiating team for
upcoming contract talks.

". Slow-down in negotiations process.
Failure to deny increasing rumors of impending
shutdown.
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A. Assessing 'the Political and
Economic Climate

Human services interventions are inescapably a part

of a l/arger politica; and economicdynamic. :,They cannot

be Aulalfed--nor'should they(pe isblated--from related

issues of shifts of,investients, (capital formation), labor
-., .

costs, and profitability, or from budgetary cutbacks,

bureaucratic shits and political manipulation. :Tile

1 ,
consequea0 of these issues is evident 'in the faiylnre of

1 r,
programs aimed at job referral where there ar

c
no jobs,

or in.retraining efforts which fail to consider concrete
zr.

,prospects for re- employment Y Shifts in publiq and political
.

opinion which usually accompany economic decline may also

have serious consequence for the viability of:preventive

community services endeavor. Similarly, it is%mportant

. to know to what extent theworkers themselves are bearing
.

fen blame; for sub- rofitabi 't.y. If labor is being scapegoated

tin this way, rogram p arming will 'need to be altered

accordingly.

.t.

4

PRINCIPLE:

AsseSsing the political and economic

climate is essential to effecdtrve

program planning.

Undesta ding.the larger political and economic

dynamics of p ant Closings and layoffs allows the providr.

2if

)1
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to recognize constraints which impinge on programming

options and their realistic potential for impact, even if

the Center does not have the power-base to bring about the

needed reforms. (See Section IV: B-4 for further discussion

on thcsq issues.) In' view' hf:the importance of these

constraints, Several crucial--but relatively simple -- issues

must'be-explored in considering. initial program design and

potential:.

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT ISSUES

Economic Reverberations 'el

To what extent will the plaWt Closingffs) impact

on the. community's'eeonomic v tality? Will the

lOss of_ the plant undermi the. viability of

small businesses in the community as well?

Is thei:e potential for significant capitil
e ,

transfer away from the area?

Lony-Term Implications

4Pihy is the plant really shutting its dobrs,

and what are the real possibilities of its eA1er

reopdning? 'Are the issues which led to this

particular closing applicable to other local

indusliies as well? What cue the likely con-

tinuinq'impacts? Will the community's economic

clihate soon bounce back?
, (Continued)

122
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Re-Employment Possibilities

What are the prospects for re-employment inthe

community? Are new jobs now, or likely to be,

created? To what extent is the area able to

absorb its own displaced workers?

Economic Albernatives

Are there realistic opportunities forpromotion

of worker control or other alternative economic

development strategies? Does the agency have

the skill and capacity to facilitate or partici-

pate in promotiOn of these options?

Socio-Economic Implications

Will the change in economic realities alter

emotional attitudes of the local population?

Does "depression" become a descriptor for

general personal feelings as well as the level

of business vitality?

Impact'on P.tblic Revenues and Services

Does the economic reality which leads to, plant

closings iffply a concomitant erosion of public

revenues?', Is that erosion of tax base sufficient

t9 lead to retradtion of funding for community

services? Will 'staffing and auxiliary resources,

therefore, be stable or in a state of decline?

(Continued)
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Will providers need to plan on delivering

services with significantly curtailed base of

resources?

Political Reverberations

How meaningful are the political consequences

of continuing economic decline? Is the politi-

cal climate likely to be supportive of 'preven-

tion', or will it attack it as expensive and

not quite worthwhile? Does the agency need to

translate its interests into the new or more

current vocabulary of political exchange?

B. Assessing the Agency's Commitment

In light of these larger environmental constraints,

the provider must examine the more immediate issues which

impact on program design. First and foremost among these

is determining the agency's own capacity for intervention.

PRINCIPLE:

The provider must initially assess its

own capacities for constructive inter-

vention.

Secondly, the agency must determine where it can be most

effective in relation to roles played by management, labor,
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the community, and other human services networks. Among

the central questions of assessment that the agency must

seriously ask of itself are the following:

AGENCY SELF-ASSESSMENT ISSUES

Is pre-layoff intervention consistent with the

agency's history within the community?

It may not be wise to take the lead in these

programs if it is the agency's first foray into

the territory. In such a case, the agency's

efforts may be regarded with suspicion and

distrust, and its potential for impact will

consequently be subverted. It will be more

effective in these situations to identify

other organizations to work with as partners

in intervention.

"__Is pre-layoff intervention, in ct, within

the scope of the agency's priorities and

missions?

Potential providers must avoid engagement in

effort merely because it is timely and concep-

tually sedu-ctive. If the effort unduly extends

the provider's mandated arena of authority,

internal tension most likely will undermine

resource commitments.
(Continued)
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Are there other agencies or programs better

equipped or better positioned to coordinate

these activities?

Other organizations with established records in

working with labor and management may have a more

functional rapport and insight for spearheading

these efforts. Although success will depend on

mutual trust and understanding, the constraints

and emotional confusions attendant with shorty

ttim prelayoff notice may preclude opportunity

foi\necessary and gradual relationship building.

How is the agency generally perceived by local

business and labor?

Assessment of such perceptions may not, in the

short-run, be very flattering. These already

established perceptions, however, will determine

the provider's capability to construct a mean-

ingful programming package. Again, time

demands require that the agency focus on already

existing strengths and constraints. In addition,

entry too late on the scene may promote a

counter-productive mistaking of human services

workers as "unemployment undertakers."

(Continued)
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Is

'''..r-.

the agency's investment in assisting the

affected population, or is it in merely appear-

ing to do so?..,

Re ognition

capacity

acc

of facilitation.

Does

of limitations in the agency's

to respond may indicate the geed to

t a less 'central role, or to assume a role

the agency have the capability to under-

take not only the pre-layoff program, but also

the follow-through inevitably required as

referrals are generated and demands for service

increase?

I
If sufficient resources do not exist, the

consequent frustration of client requests for

.1
assistance may ultimately add to their stress.

Moreover, the agency's failure to fulfill

implied commitments to the community can result

in long-term alienation and distrust among its

supporters, and net rks of peers. While inter-

ventions do not f themselves require large

outlays of categorical funds, they do demand

the martialing of resources necessary for long-

term involvement. It is still important, how-

ever, for agency leadership to be able to fore-

cas:1;006ntinuilig economic doWnturn and

(Continued)
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potential erosion of the tax base will effect

its service capability.

Are the agency's.own workers appropriately

sensitized to the needs and styles ofprojected

laid off populations? Will significant retrain-

ing or staff development be required?

Successful programming demands that service

providers "speak the same language" and respect

the Cultural norms of the individuals they are

assisting. They st be generally familiar,

as well, with val es and conflicts associated

with the world ork. .

C. Assessment of the Program Setting

Having determined both its readiness and its ability

to collaborate in pre-layoff programming, the agency will

need a more thorough assessment of the Setting in which it

proposes to intervene. Because so y factors are beyond

the provider's control, the agenyy will want to be a§

aware as possible of existing environmental constraints

PRINCIPLE:

Review and evaluate the resources of

proposed program settings prior to

program design.
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and resources. MciresPecifically;Ahe Soigikide pgovider

(orInanning.C. ittee) willwar0i4nfotoatiOn regarding:

1)' Wogkplace

2) Workforce

P' Union/Labor Representation

4) Management T'y

/
,

,;*

"5) In-Plant Resources and Labor-Management .Rslations

6) Relpvant Community Resources

Both the character of these elementS aid ,the relationShipA
among them will determine the boundaries of potential for

intervention. The central dimensions.of each of'these:

issues are outlined beloW:

4

PROGRAM SETTING ISSUES

I. The Workplace

A. History in the Community

B. Economic Influence and Control

II. The Workforce t

A. Pre-layoff Workforce information

. B. Demographic Information on Laid-Off

Personnel

C. Working Skills of Laid -Off Personnel

D. Residential Dispersion of Laid- Olf f

.
Personnel

E. Characteristics of Worker Culture

(Continued)
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III. Union/Labor Representation

A. Labor History in the Setting

B. Union Structure

C. Quality of Worker-Union Relations

IV. Management

'A. Management Structure

B. Management Power

C. Investment in Layoff Planning

V. In-Plant Resources and Labor-Management

Relations

A. Contractual Commitments Regarding.Benefits

and Human Concerns

B. Contractual Commitments 'Regarding Layoff

Practices and PrOcedures

C. ilable In-Plant Resources (e.g.,

Emplo ee Assistance Proglems, Education

Program Facilities and Meeting Rooms,

Mutual Support Networks, etc.)

VI.. Relevant Community Resources

A. History of Plant-Community Relations

B. Existing Plant-Community Service Links

C. Existing Community Networks or Programs

Relevant.to Unemployment

18-483 0 - 84 - 9
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The most critical issues within each of these categoties

are enumerated in .theibutline in Appendix A, which provides

an adaptable guide for assessment incorporating these

concerns. Answering all of these questions allows the

provider to establish specifically what reseUrces and

historical forces exist to. help shape the interaction.

Implications of different replies are considered in

descriptions of strategic components examined in Section V.

1 31
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SECTION IV
ti

INTERVENTION STRATEGIES: PLANNING
CONSIDERATMS

A. Clarifying Commitment

Following the period of initial assessment--whether

that be several hours, days or weeks--the aged4jmust

articulate, for itself, a clear, cdncise and carefully

considered concept of pre-laypff intervention. This

concept must include the agency's understanding of its

own role in relation to the role played by labor, manage-

ment, the community and the community network of services.

(See Table 3.) For the Center's own role, it must con-

sider given resources and economicirealities. While the

agency must decide on its priorities and potential for

dealing with the deMands of pre-layoff programming, such

clarity does not imply rigidity.

PRINCIPLE:

The provider will need to clarify--

both for itself and for others --its

concept of pre-layoff intervention.

39
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TABLE 3

PorIBLE ROLES.FOR CMHCs in PRE-LAYOFF INTERVENTION

Information and Resources
Guides
Inforriation and Resource
Meetings
Coping Skills Workshops
Early Retirement Work

shops
Training and Staff
Development

CMHC

Y
Hotlines/Clearinghouse
Peer Support Groups
Job-Find Clubs
Worker-Based Advisory
or Steering
Committees

Service Network
Job Infoimation and
Referral \
Job Skill Aieessment
Job - Seeking Skills

Worker Retraining
Worker Relocation r
CollectiVe Bargaining
Afteemeets
Worker COntrol
hrregular. WS-now
Projectri,

Economic Development

*Same or all of these' activities could be'done directly by the CMHC but it
is preferable that those closest 'to thejleyoff, e.g., workers, act'. as

peer trainers.
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The agency will, in most instances

its programl3oth, with prospectiye

intended consumers. Through such

refinement of ideas and approaches

opportunity' to eVolVe. Only. with

have, to neoot-iate

collaborators and

negotiations, creative

must be011owed

an 'open frame of mind

can truly efficientOnd workablestrategies develop. Prior

clarifidatlon of the agency's interests and abilities

insures that no commitments are made that cannot be viably

fulfilled. Indirectly, it-ill also helpopersuade the

,consumer .0f,thefsincerity-of the.,provider's concern.

B. Marketing Interventions

The motion of pre:!tlayoff intervention

- approached as a prodtXt.jwith automatically existi

The prodder will need to market" or "sell" th

ShOuld qOt be

g demand.

conceptg
.

it hopes to. deliYer. Marketing must look to

-existinonstituencies in the etviroriMen,

a ".handle"
i"

responsive t'cach of their .already experienced

Table 4 depicts the community of

he many 4.,

and must_develop

needs or concerns.

constituencies which must be addressed.'.

PRINCIPLE:

'Providers will'need to "sell"differ-

ent groups on any program develoted7-

nd; matter :how, well the program is

deSigned.

1.3 4



TABLE 4

CONSUNERi,AND COLLABORATORS IN PRELAYDO INTERVENTION

"AUTHORITIES" ---;1

"INTERMEDIARIES"

"VICTIMS"

ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENT

Eankers/Inveitors

M

PLANT OR WORKING I POLITICAL AND COMMUNITY

ENVIRONMENT p I ENVIRONMENT

111

14.v

Plant Managers/Owners I Civic

I'

economic Development LABO/r/Unions

I '

Local Business/ Industry I Workers I Citizens/Consumers

.(

I I
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As this Table implies, the universe of participants

is both extensive andcomplex. Failure to consider the

particular concerns of each element of the program

-environment, however, will ultimately undermine program

impact and effectiveness.

Although it May not be the first group that needs to

be persuaded, the most important audience is the workers

themselves. Hopes that the plant won't close, beliefs

that another job can easily be found, or failure to

conceptualize the problems that will be faced-Tcombined

with the individual's sense of pride that he/she can take

care pf the problem him /herself - -lead to difficult marketing

demands. It is essential 'that workers feel that they are

pat'of a process in which they have some Owneeship and

control. Interventions must l with them' and.not simply

to or for them. ACcordingly, as soon as, the two major

groupsmanagement and labor--are sold on pre-layoff

intervention, is imperative that worker representatives

be included in the formatiOn of a\Planning.COmmittee.
I

Tffis committee will insure respect for the probleps of

all thosaffected by layoff and will, generally promote

more trusting participation. As much as is possible, all

plarining and prograM development tasks should be funneled

through this collaborative body.

This committee also will help to reduce tential for

misunderstanding. Coordination of interventien'. y a
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"mental health center" may imply to the workers an identi-

fication of the experience of unemployment with "mental'

illness." Such a message can be extremely counter-

productive--both for individuals and ',the program as a

whole. Collaborative development through a committee of

peers will both reduce the stigma of mis-association and-

increase-the program's emotional viability.

PRINCIPLE:

Developing a Planning Committee of

partidipants that includes peers

helps increase the intervention's

"sale-ability."

The two groups which must first be sold on these

programs are the two agents immediately responsible for

the worker's plight--management and labor. The agency's

self-assessment (as.desciibed inSection "III) will' indicate
. .

how active and creative a marketing campaign will be needed

in these areas. For management, the bottom line is always

profit and productivity. :As such, rationale for pre-layoff

programs must always be tied back to these central? concerns.

To this end, the provider may need to establish the,rela,-

tionship between positive image and company profit. A

company which consistently demonstrates concern for its

community will have a more positive public image and is
A

13*i'
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likely to do much better business wherever its products are

sold. If the company must play the role of "villain" i

closing down local operations, it can recoup its public

relatibns-loss by helping to puShion the blow. Many

industries claim to provide such assistancelay importing

professional 'outplacement consultants." Rarely do these

show much concrete success. If confronted by. such claims,

the agency must explain that the backlash from failure

will increase the company's negative image. Again, it must
4.

be established that the greatest'profit is grounded in

successfully helping laid-off employees.

The earlier is formal notification of layoff, the

more successful pre-layoff interventions are likely to be.

Companies ofted complain that offering early notification

will reduce worker produCtivity during the ensuing "lame

duck" period. They may point to predictions of increased

worker apathy, increased use of earned leave time and

potential for worker slow-down as reasowto wait before

publicizing' company plans. While such concerns have some

historic validity, they are by no means foregone conclusions.

To the contrary, in many instances, early discussion of

possible job loss has served as incentive for workers to

increase.productivity, and--in their own minds--to forestall

the need for layoffs. In the case of the.Chrysler Corpora-
\.

tion,,for example, workers were willing to revise standing'

, labor contracts to preserve their continued employment.

138
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In a. parallel fashion, Ford employees discussed a plan to

.loan Ford dealerships.their own cost-of-liVing monies for

low interest loans to new car buyers.

The costs of unemployment compensatiOn ali6 are
r.

relevant as fiscal incentive for early notification. The

more workers are re- employed prior to layoff, the less is

the cost to the company through its mandated unemployment

contribution. In this sense, it is practical for management

to encourage use of accrued time to insure that its workers.

have sufficient opportunity to locateneW WOrk. It may

even be fiscally advantageous to pay for release time- -

or add on extra days--to facilitate worker re-employment.

Moreover, the impact of.lengthenin4jead-time in minimizing

personal and communal, disruption helpsgfurther the plant's

public image, and may well offset more measurable monetary

loss. Similarly,. development of early retirement plans

can also be promoted as generating monetary savings and

community goodwill. As older workers are able to opt for

an early retirement alternative, the burden of company

payout can be shifted to social security and union pension

plans. 'The 'more the human services provider-can offer such

fiscal rationale, the greater is the likelihood of manage..-

ment cooperation.

139
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PRINCIPLE:

The prImary incentive for management

cooperation, in a pre-lay0ff.'program

is increasing profitability.

In the same vein, the provider may be able to offer

a range of management skills to companies in fiscal trouble.

If the agency is appropriately positioned to do so early

enough in the situation, it may work as a consultant to

management in reducing production costs--and thereby even

delay or allay plant shutdown altogether. Particularly

when the provider has skills in administrative consulta-

tion, the'potential for such intervention should not be

overlooked. At the least, the agency may be able to buy

a bit more pre-layoff time. Even centers who have little

to offer more sophisticated' corporate plants may be able

to assist in smaller local and wholly owned corporations.

Where management persists in its reticence or dis-

interest in pre-layoff planning, the involvement of

. community leadership may help stimulate more active concern.

The interdependence of corporate leadership and elected'

officials may serve as a provocative and productive

alliance. Politicians relate to the connection between

unemployment and voter concern; this ;ink may be utilized

to motivate their calling on industry to act more

responsively to worker/constituent needs. Local merchafts

140
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PRINCIPLE:

Utilize networks of community in-

fluenci, and involve local community

leaders, in promoting acceptance of

programs.

.1*

and civic officials will also have a clear stake in main-

taining levels of local employment and reducing the losses

implied in any large-scale local layoff. Merchant as-

sociations, chambers of commerce, city councils and others

should also be recruited to assist in minimizing the

impact of factory shutdowns. Again, a well-done assess-

ment will assist in this early phase of program implementa-

tion. The more attuned the provider is to the relevant

networks of community influende, the more effective selling

of pre-layoff programs can be done.

Even if the preceding all fail s m rketing aids, the

agency can fall back on humanitarian concern as incentive.

Available research clearly establishes the painfulness--in

human terms--of layoff and unemployment. (See discussion

in Section II.) The effects on individuals and families

are quite dramatic. Use of these images of human tragedy

and suffering should not be misconstrued as manipulation.

It is, quite simply, a presentation of fact from which

many decision makers are shielded. Who better than human

services providers can dramatize the human consequence of

layoff and' unemployment?

141 '
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"Selling" labor on participation is somewhat easier,

but poses difficulties nonetheless. Although union

representatives are formally concerned with protecting

workers' collective interests, they often are somewhat

suspicious of "do-gooder social work types." Resentment

of human services especially results when they are viewed

as coming in to "ease" workers out of jobs. Particularly
r.

when prior collaboration_has been sparse, distrust of the

agency's motivations can be pected. It must also be

remembered that the labor re resentatives are at risk

t n:;olves, and may not want join in any program making

111,..jer,11t more comfortable with layoffs.' From ajnore

politi.%11 perspective, they may also sce such .atS. as
.

undermining their members' support.

PRINCIPLE:

Labor's participation must not be

misconstrued as a foregone conclusion.

The provider must.eultivate labor's

support through clear articulation of

incentive and rationale.

In light of these constraints, the provider must offer,

for labor's approval, a constructive and believable

rationale. One.worthwhile incentive is collaboration in

efforts which- .might postpone or avert shutdowns or layoffs.
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'Union representatives will certai y appreciate

alliance of networks of external influence in t

the

direction. Unfortunately, few situations are Su icientip

flexible for such possible alterationIn situations

where layoffs ,are irreversibler-,;the unipO'still benefitS

by aiding members with a range of transitional services.

Assisting workers through unemployment counseling may seem

second-best, but can.,,in the long run, strengthen the
.

union's power. WOrkert'who b4ieve that their union did

. what it could in their behalf are-likely to,be more

s'uoportive of the union in the future. Given that labor

has a clear interest in long-range'cultivatiOn of suppo'rt,

(is is a Viable motiVation. In this' sense, it should not

be surprising if the union wants to co-sponsor a 'Pre-layoff

intervention project. It will be Useful. to a1lOw for the

union to assume as much' leadership and:.. responsibility as

feasible. H,

PRINCIPLE:

Utilize and promote the leaderShip of

labor as much as the union will accept

such a role.

/.

Because of the union's probable, desire for co-sponsor-

ship, the provider may want

25
build more on ..a°concept of

"training of trainers." Th is, the provider can train
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union stewards or committeemen, and other rep1esentatives,

who in turn would provide direct counseling and support

to the plant worker. Such a plan increases feasibility

of expansion of the scope of programs proposed. More

important, perhaps, it initiates a peer counseling .system

which is inherently less stigmatizing than if operated

direet,ly by center staff.

As arule of thumb, successful marketing of proposals

is dependent on striking' the resonantehords of related

concrete self-interests. The agency must learn to speak

to the low-cost and long-term.inVestments of all who it

seeks to engage ,1:3 partners in pre-layoff prevention.

C. Developing a Community Services Network

In marketing and developing the pre-layoff prevention

concept, networks of community services must riot be ignored.

At an earlior time in the Detroit area, a number of agencies,

without'consalting each other, conceived of a notion of

Crisis in ention Centers to help.the unemployed. While

the inters, gas Laudable, no one had thought to determine if

that was what. workersneeded.most--Or at all. Had these
.

services all become' operative, thdre would hive been

considerable duplication and no guarantee of success. The

first steps in program developmenthould always be an

assessment of Lxisting resources and experienced needs.

options Hu such assessment includes::

144
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Phone Surveys

Hotline Phone-Ins

Town Meetings

Nominal Group Process+

jlnion-Based and Spon'sored Community Meetings

Agency -Based and Sponsored Community.Forums

PRINCIP

The first step in progr elopment,,,

is designing an effective strategy for

assessing local resources and'needs.

The most promising appkoach to this problem is

adaptation, of the notion of a local "community forum.

Bringing together a broad spectrum of community leaders

and services providers, this. strategy, if organized

effectively:

t

Generates broad-based input in. defining the

,vlOcal'une lo ment probleM.

Focuses attention on the array of complex

needs of the Unemployed.

Establishes mechanisms for community-wide!

Communication and collai3ora0.oq,

Increases leyel.of community=wide

and concern.

14:3'1.1
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11M..

Mobilizes support for ameliorative programm-

ing.

Initiates focu ed prioritization and problem

solving.

Generates network building responsive to

identified client needs.

Because the problems of laid-off workers invariably

cut acrossthe normal boundaries of human services delivery,

a broad base of community suiliert must be mobilized. the

community forum iM,most likely to cultivate the kind of

"community task force" required to respond to workers'

identified concerns. (Appendix I describes the community

forum concept in greater detail. References describe a

model for community task force process.) It isfor this

reason that the strategy is more constructive as ah approach.

to assessment in local settings. Through this approach

the foundation and relationships of a viable network of

services are established. Inter-agency collaboration will

be required in responding efficaciously, to laid-off workers'

needs.

PRINCIPLE:

Utilizing the strategy of a "community

i

forum" helps clarify need document

resources, mobilize conce", and organize

working networks of community response.

18-483 0 - 84 - 10
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Specific information-on org nizaton and implementa-.,

tion .of valid and meaningful needs assessment is available

in many other sources. Generally speaking, however, the

concerns enumerated below are most crucial in developing

more effective assessment regarding the prdblem

unemployment and layoff.

o.f

ISSUES)IN EFFECTIVE ASSEtSMENT
.111 .

0'
Different approa.ches to assessment areikequired to

reach client populationsl human serVire providers,

community influentials and relevant policy' makers.

The most effective assessment processAallows'

each of these groups equal conTrib4ion and

creates opportunities for interaction among them.

Unemployment is not--and should xot be treated as

if'it were--a disease. Assessment should not be

restricted to measuring incidedce of the "af-

fliction"; rather, it should 6cUsson more:clearly

articulating related conflictS, flaps in services,

and potential for programmaticlutions.

Much critical information'is most difficult to

access. Those most in need often are those who

are hardest to reach. As such, assessment effortS

must be creative, and need not shy away from

non-traditional approaches.
(Continued)

1471
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Agencies,and policy makers.botrtmust allow them

selves to,view problems of unemployment as issues

of human concern, and not merely as statistical

phenomena.

The most'iMport'ant outcome of any needs assess-

ment strategy is initiationof',community problem

solving.: Opportunities,for dissemination and

application must be seen as central in the

assessment design.

The process of assessment must be linked directly-

to the dyn!amics of mobilizing networks of com-

munity response.

Prior to, during, and following assessment, the agency

can help potential providers to increase sensitivity to the

realities of the experience of layoff. On its own, or

through a network of other systems, the agency can offer

workshops to train its own as well as Other'staff to become

more attuned to the world Q;. work and the stress, and

strains of unemployment. This training will influence

how programs are designed, and may poster more consequential

participation of both.consumers andlproviders of services

being planned. Planning in the absence of required

sensitivity will most likely lead to program insufficiency

or failure.
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04./. Marketing.Considerations for the
Consumer/WoYker and Family

Alb

It is selfrevident that programs.mustApe effectively

designed to be accepted by and usefulr.t.a. consumers. In

planning anddevelopinginterventions, several central

issues will "make or break" success. These include the

core concerns of:

Substance

Style

Sensitivity to. Socio-Cultural Norms

Flexibility 4nd Diversity

Setting

The following paragraphs elaborate on,these dimensions of

"program accessibility."

"IR

PRINCIPLE:

In planning interventions, carefully

consider questions of Substance, style,

social norms; divpisity and setting.
. -Jr

Substance

Substance.refers simply to ,giving workers ;That they

want and need. Workers will be more interested iJa finding

a job than in job-seeking skills. $imilarly, workers will

be more concerned about paying their bills than learning

concepts of budget management. Itj.s incumbent on the
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providerfirSt to address concrete needs and theh to mcke

into more complicated questions, of awareness or conceptual

understanding. A successful program will build from the .

immediate 'toward -the abstract.

Styled.

"Style" is a reference to choices regarding who com-

municates information, how that information is carried,

and where and when information is transmitted. Wherever

possible the who should involve workers themselves. These

can be workers who have been laid'off and have successfully

(or not so) learned how to cope. It might also be committee-

men and stewards. Use of peer counselors and coordinators

helps increase acceptalIce of programs by increasing both their

substantive and subjective validity. Intervention must speak

directly and concretely to workerst' self-interests and con-.

cerns, M9ntal health' jargon and theoretical conceptualiza-

tions hame.nn place in program delivery. Some of the

workers will be anxious; others will be angry; and some

will deny having problems at all. The how of delivery must

allow for expression of feelingS, the building of relation-

ships of trust, and the .grounding of intervention in the

vocabulary and experience of intended consumers.

The where is very simply a'reference to'useLof settings

which'are-boCh comfortable. and convenient. The sub-section

on "setting," below, will explore this concern in somewhat

greater detail: Suffice.it to say that the plant is the

150 ; .
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one.place where workers are guaranteedto be, and pre-

layoff interventions should take advantage of that.auto-

matic accessibility. Companies often have already set

aside times for meetings on occupational safety and

health. It will be-less disruptive for.plant operations

and facilitative of prevention if this'time can also be

.used for pre-layoff planning and programs.

The when refers both to this issue. of meeting and

the timing and sequencing of programs in relation to the

timing notification. We cannot expect, for example,'that

prior to layoff, workers will be concerned about family

stress that might occur a year or more down the road.

' Socio/Cultural Norms

Another important dimension of style is sensitivity

to the socio-cultural norms and values of the population

Confronted. Approaches must not be condescending and

must strive to avoid a paternalistic tinge. Program

design must consider the daily flow of the workers' lives

and must not create or supertmpoSe additional or extraneous

demands. It must also recognize the culturally inbred

reticence to dealing with private conflicts in public

arenas--and to admission of emotional conflicts with self

or with family at all. We can assume, fdr example, that

tew,persons will stCp forward to ask for aid because they

arelbeating their wives. We, therefore, cannot expect that

sessions directly dealing with domestic assault will draw

31"
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sighificant crowds. Programs must as much as possible

respect the hiStOrical and emotional expectations of their,

consumers.

' Diversity and Flexibility

Diversity among laid-off workers also affects accessi-

bility. The needs of older workers are different from those

of the young adult. The anxieties. of the single parent

are not the same as those of the fr^guently unemployed

individual. Programming must be sufficiently broad in

design to speak to the experienced:needs and concerns of

widely varying unemployed populatiOns. Flexibility is a

critical rule in promoting the programs' Marketability

and effect.

Setting

In the same vein, the question of setting will always

be crucial to potential for impact. Workers asked to meet

.outside the workplace and after working"hours probably

wont. The agency should negotiate a means of meeting

workers on their work sites and during their regular shifts.

Moreover, smaller group meetings--even for the,most Concrete
,

information dissemination--are'alWays preferable to larger

groups. As the content becomes more personal, the:size of

the group should be reduced.;: Rooms for meetings should he

as, intimate as are available, and need tO: be protected from

'distractions. Following layoff, the question of.setting

152
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becomes even more consequential. The geographic dispersion

of: workers is particularly problematia. It is unrealistic

to expect that large numbers of unemployed individuals

will transport themselves across towns, or often Counties,

for the services described later in this manual. The more 4

.services are integrated into ongoing networks of daily

living, the more likely, is the continuity and impact of

contact.' Or, if relatdonships of mutual support can be

constructed preceding termination, there is likelihood

that such relationships will continue following the 1pyorf.

Whatever the nature of the particular service provided,

concrete relevance and personal relationship will most

critically determine their "accessibility" to workers.

,

E. Time Frames as Issues of Planning,

The 'length of notification prior to layoff, and the

"life-span" of emotional response to related stress,

overlap as frames of time which affect planning of inter-

ventions. While both' are fundamentally beyond a provider's

control, both must be incorporated as influential cOn-

iiderations in program design.-,Thejife-oycles of emotional

e sponse to unemployment were addressed in some.depth in.:
i

1

Section II. Emerging from that discussion Whs':a.recogni-
..,.

tion that flexible strategie8.are required to address

changing needs.. Coping skills workshops occurring while

workers are still engaged in a phase of denial will not be

153
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of great uie or effect. Generally, then, these workers will

not choose to become involved. These same workers, at the

same point in time, may be able to incorporate nothing

more than a vague remembrance of the existence,of a mental

health Hotline number. Conversely, offering only concrete

information at a time when the worker is seeking emotional

support can aggravate the le,,e1 of stress. Interventions

must then be conceived in a manner responsive to evolving

personal reaction. They must correlate as closely as

possible with the individual's evolving emotional concerns.

. PRINCIPLE:

Time frames of prior notice and pat-

terns of stress must be considered

in all planning procedures.

These chores, obviously are made more complex by the

diversity of populations affected, and by their variance

in styles of personal coping. There is no one or simple

solutibn to this challenge of planning. The one invariable

demand which is implied is the need to stay as closely

connected as possible to the workers as they move through

the,experience of layoff. Interventions constructed

throughcircular feedback in esponse to developing needs

is likely to be more effective than that which is uni-

laterally defined and imposed.
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The question of time frame of notification is also

of undeniable planning importance. Both in programming

achievable and in terms of its personal effects, the

length of prior notice and the impact of intervention can

conceptually be viewed as having a direct correlation.

While much of the relevant decision-making process may

be seen- as beyond the provider's control, it is certainly

conceivable that the agency can advocate for more

significant notification both through formal channels

(i.e., legislation) and through informal networks Bike.,

political relationships). Assuming that there will

usually be at least some minimal notice, the provider--in

conjunction with labor and others--can push for postponing

the date of factory shubdowN in order to allow for more

appropriate intervention. Table 5 enumerates the

strategies implied by various degrees of prior' notification.

155 l
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TABLE 5

A.

RELATIONSHIP OF PATTERNS OF STRESS TO INTERVENTION

(See Table 3 for comparison with points of most st

Periods
Antic-
ipation

',Post Noti-

fication
Post Layoff

High

Level

of

a)

'Exhaustion
of .Benefits

}Job Se Re-
replopie 'esolutton

Stress

Low

Months 6 5 4

1-

; 3 2 1 ; 0 1 2 3 4 5 ;

This is
research

a representational model and
findings.

is

6 7 10 121 18 24

not based upon actual

a) Initiate collaborative planning among management, abor,
and community.

b) Worker outplacement activity: (e.g., skills asse ment,
relocation, retraining, early retirement).

c) Information and resource workshops--coping skills workshops.

d) Information and resource guide.

e) Hotline/Information and Services Clearinghouse

f) Peer support groups and job-find clubs.

g) Irregular economy.

As stated on Table 1, these interventions can be done at
earlier points.

of

15b

t. I
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SECTION V

INTERVENTION STRATEpS: PROGRAM COMPONENTS .

A. Overview

Several fundamental slues and commitments have informed

development of this manual from its inception. We strongk.y5i

suggest that these same values are of central importance' ,5

in adaptation of the approaches described in the paragraphi

which follow. Included among these commitments are:

Accessibility of programs to their intended consumers

Cost effectiveness in resource-poor environments

Flexibility and creativity in addressing the.

variant needs of diverse populations

Adaptability to
f
widely varying social. and economic

settings

".,Promoting maximum participation and Collaboration

among relevant parties in program delivery

Utilization of natural helping skills and,eupports

All of the approaches outlined address three intersecting.

levels of concern: the Worker, the Worksite, and the

Community, Strategies are ,constfucted around overlapping

157



themes, relevant to.eacq of these three levels. For the
--

.worker, approaches are oriented towards:

a) Restoring or enhancing,the workers' sense

control in their daily lives,

b) Building vporiand expanding the workers' inherent

153

strengths

c) Helping the workers develop more critical perspec-

tive or insight into their social and economic

plight.

At the level of'theworksiee, interventions:areofoqui9d on:

,
04 Enhancing, tWworkplace as a focus Of efforts

faciiitating" prOmotion of workers' sense of

control f

b) Building upon-the unique characteristics of helping

resdurces Which exist. within. the Work setting .

c

Creating increase recognition in b0 increased. both labor and

'Management of ways. they can foster less stressful

transitions to layoff.

At the community level, these components are committed to

a) Enhancing the means by which the. Workers' en4i!ron-
4

ment suppOlts coping capacities and efforts toward

re-employment

b) Utilizing existing community resources and networks

which bolster.the workerS' survival

158
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c) Fostering increased underStanding ofjthe manifold

ways .in:which the'lecil environment can contribute

to thC'generation and Nflelioration of strese.

JLite:ratUre, experience and-plain common sense are supportive

,-

of tpese underlying attitudes toward intervention.

.1 . T, .

`Two primary categories of programming options are

discuoked. The first7tacilitating emotional and economic

'V..;

coping 'Skills,-includes:
..

a) Distemination of information'and resource guides

(6. 68).

b) Conducting one -time face-toP ce information and

,resource Meetings (I.. 7).

c) Deliverinq'multi-session workshopS promoting a

variety of personal and familialoping.skilis

4
(p. (30).

The second category -- facilitating employment

transitions and job-finding skills- - indorporates:
.0

a) Job information and. referral programs ,(p. 86).

b) Early retirement counseling and ,referral (p. I03).

c) intervention (p. 92).

4 -
d) Job-deeking skills, ssistance and job-finding

clubs (p, 97).' p

In each Of these two major categories o concern,

specific components are summarized, concre e suggestions

stior strategy and style in implementation are explored,

..q.

153
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and potentik complications and resolutions are examined.
t

'Extensive information in the Appendices shares models an
t)

materials'adaptable for most program components. It-iS

assumed that the provider--as much as possible-=will develop

these options more specifically in conjunction with a

plant/worker be ittee nd other Services representatives.

It must be stressed that these.are merely two aspects of

a much larger continuum of possible prograhis related to

nemployment. These explicitly are approaches most

relevant to the period inmediatelPpreceding and succeeding

plant shutdown or layoffs. Other:eqUally valid and more

long-term interventions are d scribed briefl

Their breVitS, ih this manual doss. not imply a lesser
r,

PRINCIPLE:

omponentS detiled in thisTanual are
.

9
merely aspects of a continuum of

possible intervention.

importance, but merely a difference in tiling and planning

required. Among theralternatives alluded to later in this

section (see Section V:. D and E) are:

a) Worker-retraining

b) Worker-relocation

c) Peer support groups

d) Utilization cif the irregular economy

4
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-e) Information hotlinop and clevinghouse

f) Use o&.collective' bargaining

g) Wprker: 'control

h), Advocacy foe economic development

r.
B. Emotional and Ecormic Coping Skills

1 1. Information an Resource Guide
.oA
.Summary

,

Among the simplest- &perhaps most effective--of

short-term interventions
-.

disseMination of basic informa-

tion

.

tion through pamphlets or *ritten material. Such presenta-',
.

tiOns are easily prepared,tfleMand little prior nofice, and

can "be distributed with a mintliam of planning anewith

minimum costs. B ause pre-1 Off notifications are

often so short, is may be t4;:onl toOL available for

prevention. Even inoituationswith long., ayoffdwVninga,

o"

N.!

the, pamphlet will be important aka concrete which'

the worker can easily refei. Additionally, it Takes
-

information available to other significant fkrit3y Tembets,-,

who--experience showS- tep initi4e1)ost-layoff calls,

for assistance or informa ion.!,DiStribution can be

accomplished with relative.ease. Broc441i'ed can bepaseed

out Outside the factory gate, mailed t workers' hOrees,

attached to workers' paychecks, distributed through Other

agencies, incorporated as supplemental materials in other

/`
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face-to-face interventions, and distributed from Unemploy-

ment Offices.

The choice of specific content will vary with the

particularities of the layoff situation, the community,

and how the brochures will], be used with other interventiOn

strategies. A generic format for constructing a brochure

is attached as Appendix B. Refeence list includes

in-formation guides developed and distributed in areas

which, haveialready experienced mass layoffs and plant

closings. Subjects which can easily and briefk be

addressed include the following:

Availability of benefits during unemployment, and

brief instructions on obtaining them..

Expected impact of 14off and unemployment on

Lep.--.-viduals and their families, and brief hints
l6ii:'!" A
7n resolving potential conflicts.
.5t ..

, .

, */Resources ftliailable' In the community. fer,heIPing
...:,,,

, - . .

'4,ith. Practical and4Motional emergenc' needs.

Options - -such as early retirement, . .ret44040nr ^
.,:.,-,..7.....

relocation--which can be considered as alterna0.yes.
1 ,

to long-termaihemployment.

sAstance available in seeking_ new employment.

18-483 0 - 84 - 11
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_44L.

STSAT:EGIC'SUGGESTIONS

9

Think of the pamphlet'as ydur one and only op-

portunity to contact the laid-off worker. Con--

sider.carefully the style and substance of

information, you wish to convey. Language used

will determ4he the comprehensibility of the

content. Conl.ent chosen will determine the

ultimut,2 educational, value of the guide.

Many communities have some already existing

listings of community services--often produced

by the local United Way., You need not recreate

your ewd if one already exists. Using this

material as a guide, you can avoid repeating

many hours worth of tedious research for

information.

P.

Avoid flooding readers with numbers and resources.

In the primary text of a pamphlet, list only

those agencies which will provide assistance

directly relevant to the concerns addressed.

'If possible, refer readers to one centralized

information and referral source. Simplicity is

41..of incalculable, virtue in information and

referral...

Be. brief -and t6 the 'point:" People lia'Ve.

163
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experiencing stress. Conceptualize your brochure .

as a "road pap" to resources.'.:.

Do not bother readers with technical, gibberish
9 '

abOut rules and regulations. Share only the

most essentiaAreligibility requirements, and war

.them--gently--of possible complications.

Don't drown the reader with tiny print. Be

visually bold if possible. .Use'graphid design as '

.
.

. ....1' .:.
.

a tool for highlighting and directing reader
.,:.

attention.

4 Don't be afraid to Lite a humorous approach-as -

long As you can make it work in a non- offensive`

and non-condescending manner.'

Utilize the pamphlet to convey other than?Aimple

resource information. Inform the laid -off person

and his family-thlitt they are not alone. Help

readers recognize that their situation is not

hopeless. .Remind them of the importance of all

family members working together in confronting

difficult times. Reinforce the idea that one has

more power over one's life than it might sometimes

seem.

Be honest! Let the workers know what they're in

for. If lines at the Unemployment Offices demand

three hours wait, tel workers to expect them.

(Continued)
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If backlogs at mental health offices require

subStantial delay between referral and response,

prepare the readers for that possibility.' Warn

them of the dehumanizing sides of human services

delivey to help them be able to cope with the
ik

strain of otherwise unexpected frustrations.

,Potential Problems and Solutions:

Generally, printed material is not the most effective.

tool for preventive :mducatiOn. Many individuals you

will most want to r ch:do not read well or, in

some cases, do not read at all, .However comprehen-;-

sively you present crucial information, you may also
, .

want_to utilize silpfilemental strategies to reinforce

the4eSdIg . Put poster .or flyers with one central,

accessible '?Informatioff,,Eetline,7-.number in well-

frequeuted community settings such as churChas.

4rOcerystores',. hardWare stores, Employment:.Security

dOiCes, etc., Take advantage otradio-broadcast

publfc tericeannotincements as tools to remain

listeherOptActAiable assiwehnce and to generate.

increase6LaW:aT4 &Pof the commonality of related,.

stresses and str LOok to, local newspapers to

write abOrit:YOur reproduce'the pamphlet,

or to 'cleir.,own.feature,seriespn these issues.

The key iS't4Anject ehe information into. public
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consciopIness in as many ways as is feasible. You

can then rely on informal networks to transmit and

reinforce the messages-you deem most critical to

your intervention.

Printing..costs for large numbers of graphically
k

.-?7"
well-degigned productions can easily become?'

surprisingly expensive. Check on costs bdfbre you

design a pamphlet to avoid frustrating demands for

revision. Use'this check also for recruiting in-kind

or voluntary printing contributions.. Local printers

may be willing to help, and high school or college

shops can often assist you. If you are working in

conjunction with labor or management, they can offer
-. -

Use of their printing eguipMent, or underwrite

necessary expenditures.

2. Information and Resource Meeting I

Summary

If there,AS'sufficient adVance notification, the
. 4

agency can areasige for face-to-face meetings, with workers,
4.10

on-site, pripr'to their layoff. Meetings, or/workshops

are likely to be more effective in conveying essential
1

information than'reliance on written materials. The amount

of pre-layoff notification will often determine\the

possible scope of such face-to-face communication. The

nature of the provider's relations with both management'

e

166
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and labor will also determine the degrees of flexibility in

such a plan. If time and relationship permit, the planning_

for thi's (these) workshops) should involve, the plant/

worker Steering Committee. These discussions should

determine-whether the provider will train peers to deliver

parts or

itself.

all of the workshop, or will maintain responsibility

The simplest of such present)Aioes would depend on a
--r

, ,

one-time contact with , workers. More,CoMplek approaches

could incorpOrate multiple sessIbnilIneither case,..

theSe meetings should share. in6t*ation reiapding the

following concerns:
14
0

Plant cloSing or .1"ayo, _seArtirio
4

Available benefits 4 tlem

. ,A.I , ,s., -

Probable sequence of -,em reactions,' and planning,;
,..

, 27- ..
.

to deal with personal Or:, ial strain, : 4-

\Available helping esources_An the cOmMuniti-,
- ..

Available assistahe0/**1-joShunting an.d.4obsaki
,;.,

skills

, Planning tips to facilitate survival in. possibly

long -term unemployment

AdVantage,s of Opportunjtid* for utilizing

informapeersupport.

r S.:

Generally, these meetings should encompass information

!Lon emotional, economic and practical , survival skills. They

can be Staggered as assemblies of all affected workers, but.

t76
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preferably would occur in smalter';IMgre collegial groups.
.

,

If at all possible, they should be held at the worksita,

during working. hours.° In any case, establishing more

direct dialogue on these issues will be most beneficial

for about-to-be laid-off workers.

Depegding on, extent of,,r.notice and other planning

variables,:these meetings should be Scheduled

STRATEGIC SUGGESTIONS

cloSe enough to anticipated termination for the

workers to be motivated, and far enough ahead

of time forthem to be able

tion for planning sand

to

personal

use the informa-

preparation,

If possible; conduct these meetings in groups,

not larger than 20-25.. If hundreds, or even

-thous sfof workers are being laid off, try to

make contact in groups as small as is feasible.

A more dialogic, question-and-answer approach

will be more effective than

presentation.

a formal one-way

Strive for the appropriate balance between

thoroughness and simplicity. Individuals will

retain only a fraction of information presented.

Therefore, you must
.1)
insure that the most central

(Continued)
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.;,.

points don't becomeliost in the overload of

communication.

', 4.4
Partially in consideration of the above-mentioned

nyl

point, and partially to create an additiOnal
. -

learning aid/develop short and simple summary

sheet (in addition to the brochure) which

capture and reinforce the primary factS

presented. ilass these out at the beginning of

the meeting for workv.rs to keep and refer back

to.

Invite representatives of relevant agencies to

make brief, and informal presentations. This

reduces oyour, need for preparatoti ime,-,Insures

greater--*puracy, and, most important, initiates'

'the bra' .f Ilatriers between services
"44 ,

provi:jim,..*AVIm7; e0A1 qitomers. Among thoSe

who. migpt bestbeirwluded. 'are representativmof

the local Unemployment Office, Department of

Services,- Department of Mental Health,

Community C611ege, Adult Education rogram,

other related counseling services, and officers

of labor and management.

If thete meetintj occur clote enough to layoff,

invited repre ntatives of your State Unemployment

6

;kV

16 J
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Office can use the opportunity to "-register"

new c lients. Or, conversely, you might arrange,
.

fdr such an outreach as a means of encouraging,

greater worker participation in local benefits

progrAms..

' ,Work as much le posSible with union Or -plant.

<s

4

'personnel as primarY deliverers of information.

This reinforces the murturance okpeers as on-

going:resource persons:

Use audio-visual materials,'if available.

Straitht and traditional verbal presentations

can soon become tedious. A "trigger tape"

modeled after the VIEWPOINT production ". . Not

Wprking" (see Appendix H) cal be a_highly

.energizing tool,

plays 4 simulations might also be used to

bring!Vitality,to the information meeting. It

may be helPful,AN*;,example, to conduct social

simulations to.s4o:;h0N.:interviews.might occur,

;anoLtp.have the,work.rF4hemselves become
.

: 14y9Vled,*n the role-play. Meetings should

eoetiV61.1,0i-inCiikiiiIa assertiveness and on

training that helps 'individuals clarify their

investinenttin community resources. Role-playing

(Con'tinutA)

176Pii.
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discussion with a utility services clerk, for .

example, can illustrate how a workerymith-;
. .

financial-shortfall might bargaireg10,4vpialb to

reduce monthly payments. Similar activities

can dem1onstrate tactics for'dealing with social

services workers, credit agents, or holders of

mortgages and loans. While there will obviously

be constraints in incorporating these.elements.

in a relatively.bri0,.one-time meetinguse of

, such techniques can increase impact. . . -

_Oge the meeting as an opportunity to let workers' 1 I

know what they can realistically expect about

dealing with commud*ty service bureaucradies.

Prepare them or the inevitability of "hassle"

and frustratibn, and provide them with clues for

constructive responsele sure to inform them

of the verifying material and/or information they

must tteprepared to share to qualify' for services.

the meeting as an opportunity to let workers

become aware of the personal and familial stress

they 'soon may be facing. Consider invitin§-a

"veteran" laid-off worker frbm another plant to

shape his/her related.eRaerience.

4
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Potential Problhas and4Solutions:

Large meetings in stressful conditions are never

easy to manage. Carefully considef both the

physical setting and the emotional climate in

preparing for these Meetings. Recognize the

limitations inherent in the format and make the

best of he opportunity you have.

will be tempted tbsqueeze a great deal of

information into a relatively short period of

time. Do not expect these meetings to constitute

in-depth educational events. Don't waste time

onAinwieldy detail. There will be ample opportunity

fd:motivated workersto follow-up individually

''for more personalized specifics.

Whcle the objectives of this meetingare clearly

educational, participants are not freely or

voluntarily in the "market"'for this information.

Do not approach this interaction as a tradition.*

educational or didactic eXperience. Strategies

which build on audience participation and commit-

ment to open dialogue will usually facilitate more

successfultinteraction.

Your audience will likely be loaded with feelings
.

of denial, suppression,.anxiety, resentment, anger,

boredom and depression: While expectidg these

0

so
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feelings will not make yoUr,taSk any easier, it will,

at least, help you orient your presentation. In-

cluding workers in the planning. of this meeting,

and, Incorporating workers more directly in -its

delivery,, helps to,create a sense 'of ownership pl

control which will be useful.in overcoming these

eMotionalobstrUctions.

l3, Coping Skirls Workshops

Summary.

Where advance notice and working relationships allow,

it is preferable to arrange a workshOp series to addres4

broader range gf coping skills and'Oeherate greatee'depth
-i

of understanding. Administering a basic information and
.

. , .

.,.

resource meeting (as described' above) doesrnot preclude

the, 4daptatiOn of this option. The provider can view that

meeting as'-the first of Several: workshops or can design:

these workshops as supplementatfifor those who choose'to

.partickpate. Obvious/y, the more 'Opportunity one.has to

connect with soon -to -be laid-off worgers,.the greater' is

the potential for successful prevention.% Con ucting these

sessions in sequence, overtime, allows for the rkers

to explore inform Lion and return for feedback or

clarificatiOn. While there may not be sufficient lead-

time both to plan and to.carry out all of the"sessions

erior to layoff, workers already involved may be willing

4
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to meet following their termination. A series

also is more likely to foster the lastihg and supicartive
ri

relations required to Delp workers through ensuing periods

of emotional stress Arita familial strain..

Every situation will be unique. No one suggested

approach to workshop s tegy will be applicable to every

setting. Still, common elements to be incorporated in

any workshop plan should include:

(

F

k

Providing essential information on benefits and

entitlements (see Subsections 1 and 2 above)

Raising awareness of emotional impacts and

implications of unemployMentAAS:outlined-in

Setion II: "The Experience of UneMploiment")

DiscuSsion of stress management strategies for

both individuals and families.

.

COn"sitTeration of time- management recreational and
.

time structuring approaches (see Appendix"C),,,

Promotion Of insights into and capacitieS for

personal assertiveness (see Appendix E)

Exploring demands and strategies in coping with

community services (see Appendix D)

-Y
Promotion of generic problem-solving skills (see

Appendix F)

4

,
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Exploration:of job-seeking skills and use of

employment referral services' (see Reference);.

Not al 'of these issues need be dealt with as separate

units. Some May more profitably approached through

other intervention rategies, partfcbLirly if other

strategies are moun All cyl effectively be addressed
A.

in as' few as three two-hour sessions; it is highly unlikely

that .workers would-at pre than foiiVot five altogether.
. .

In the absence pS oppon ty for more sophisticated

interventions, this series of workshops. can constitute

the core of an exciting and consequential program,

STRATEGIC SUGGESTIONS

Aim for three (3) &P-hour session,adyo4 do your

planning. If it seems as tnOglir'Ybiz neediore,"
. AA.

time, :And if your schedurOalTqw$, '0'0 expand

the total amount of contact either by lengthening

each workshop session, or by adding another

meeting. Try not to extend'beyond four or five

sessions. These soop become a drag on,participant

energies.

: Remembert.kfat 'these may be used ast,!le

catalkstsfor initiating longer-term peer support

' (Continued)...

11.
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groups. Build icsuff4feht opportUntty for

U n
. -

.
s...

.

participants' eange to -cultivate this

potential.

Utilize these workshops as opportunities to incl de

participation of the'%:,orkers' spouse or significant

others. These,partners..'can be critical agehts is
of support iffprovided with the necessary t6ois:.;_

to acti, -that capacity.kIS\ ( '

Always use small ,giroups in -,. conducang these work-
1 .

shops. The nature of this learning demands at

least a minimum level of intimacy.

-'%,'

Use of Social: Simulatipns%e/nd role-plays helps
,,..

vic:, erSA their faMilies "practiCe7chfw required
.-

)ski Is in fo eign situations. Particjpatory IP

learning is 1
oremeffectual in these

.

educational

t .

endeav /rs.

These workshops should build upon the notion of
..,

the "'training of erainets'or.the training of ._

'capabie non'formal helpidig agents,. Resources for
4

support' among formal services agencies are not

likely to-be iuffilgient to provide needed

'.personnel.. Utilizing persons such as union,,

committeemen, talented peers, of others can

reduce acturcosts while increasing. the impact

of service.
(Continued)
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Upits on tress manepement",skills can help people

iedc:nt;ifyand rjduce Confliqtjual feelings'whicli, they

otherwise maintain through the future. Trigger

firms (such as :1:he VIEWPOINT tape, descibed in
4'

.4166.f aix 1) , role plays, and simulatilbn ekcerciseS

are n1 helpful catalysts ih evoking. constructive

dialogue on these .matters. Appendix F presents

-informatilon on'straiegies which ill be useful in

conducting these disausgians:'`'
: ,/

UnlIs on "time:structuring" and

help reduce .t4e conflictd)4hich
?

.joss.of the sense qf daily 'Structure and cOtribu-

tion. lm some cases, work historicallY'hds 'Dior

vided workers with therapeutic structure and
.
,

reieas . In others, -it' has served as the tenter

"time-management":

are consequent to f.

of .thei Social relations. Absence of,thig daily

routine, and subsequent isolation, can,undermine

emotional:stability. Appendix C lists' several

approaches whicli help reduce or amdliprate these

4

icts

its,pn.-"agsertivenAs-afaining" are helpful in

.prevent 'potential sourer ot'stress froin

.\
\becoming causes of personal strain. This is

especially true in re4.atidnit&dealing

(Continued)
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bUraUcraciesiiilaie.:;nfl*, and job hunting).

demands. Appendixpl provides sIples of ap-

proaches for adaptation--particularly in relation,

to job - seeking skills.

Units on broadly applicable "problem-solving

skills" can help nurture capacities to reduce

levers of conflict from multiple sources of

stress.'" Develppin .these capabilities promotes

real and perceive sense of personal control in

one's daily life LPpendix 0 shares a general
,e

mod,61 for "prob'emsolving skills."

Potential Problems and Solutions:

Shortness of pre-layoff notice is most obstructive

. workshop .planning and delivery. With leSs than

four-to-Six weeks-notificat'ion, implementing

worlsshops becomes logistically impossible. To

develoNthis component, providers will need

sufficient ne.tice for internal iplanning and

negotiatiohs with both management,and labprqat the

worksitp. It is important to emOkasize, hoWeie

that an agency we'll-attuned to its setting shou

not be surprisedby local layoffs. Ao, soon as the

possibility arises, the provider can--and should--

initiate its own tooling-up pro ess. If an agency

Clans modules ahead of time, and egotiates "entry,"

18-983 0 - 89 -412



as well, the libitations of prior!.aotice are

diminished.

,;

Participants- -for itinuilierablereasons--may'hot

. .

stick with these sestions through the entire series

planned. If each cOdiponent is self-contained,

missing any given session won't obstruct the

ei benefits of participation in others.

e
The more conceptual information becomes, the further

fill workers' experieneeit tends to be: The

provider must deviso,strategies-which:address the

4.
wookkers "where they are" and help extend th9ir

critical perceptions and abilities.'$-

Not all "peer support" groups generate positive

coping behaviors. They can also reinforce attitudes

of cynicism, hopelessness and defeatism among

participants. LeaderS must'be careful to avoid

these more discouraging group outcomes.

4

Employment Transitions and Job-Finding
Skills

f 1. Job. Information and Referral !

Summary

The most effective aid
I.

laid -off, workers is to

employment.

locating job

for laid-off, or son

them find desirable'nevr;;

Providing information and assistae in

opportunities is a most sensible, and direct,



4. or
-,.....-.

,,.. .,,

Approach to preventiOilenecoMpaniesAlave steqed
,

ritualistic "outpl4ce0 thenI" efforts; intenioNto create
:1,,,.,...

.

the appearance of concern for their employees, ll'Ose
.., "'

.-- ,3.nvt.--.:

efforts rarely-result in meaningful'referrai.' linkage ...,
s.

with tjob oppottunities. Orious efforts AIV:inrAorming

worker's of alternatives:and assisting their search for

re-employment, however; need not be difficult, Gathering
4

pertinent information and sharing it with workers is

not so harrowing as it may seem. Workers themselves are

often strong sources of data abouavailabIle' jobs. Other

local networks are-extremely useful, Amsweli. The

'fiersity of worker skills and characteristics makes the
-

atching f jobs andl;abilitieitiore coMplex;'and locating
:431

alternatives in a recesaiod obvibusly fruitrating in its

demandi. Nonethelesi; mechanisms needed for information

exchange are rela' Ai easy to devise.

s.

,STRATEGIC SUGGESTIONS

74
Information is itself a scarce commodity. Look

to those whose jobs-are defined as "jobsinforma-

tion experts' _for assistance in developing this

component. Don't hesitate'to approach the

Department of .Labor,:for example. Invite
4.

o,Arepresentatives to meet with you--om with the

workers directly--to describe yhat occupations

(Continued)
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''Will.be.neqding workers through tWforeseeable

future. iIhd out where such'opipartunhies'are
4.e.

-,K ' :
likely to be LetAgrieM,,,ffil0 let you know of

'areas which workers wial'i;vant'to a If there

University ih.,4our:locale, to labor or
K;.

eeohomiesexperttthere for similar assistance.

. Think creativelY.of ways of integrating assistance

a

'fro-m'your'local Unemployment Off4ee. HaVe the
4t

Jobs Serfice Office set up outreach at the wOrk-
e.

.srite. Bargain for rel6ase time from the plaht. for
_

one or more of their employees as ongoing- :7:?-

"consult4ts," on-site facilitators-0 or
45)k

referral agents. Don't heSitap to. act

audaciously; you're only asking them to'do their

own mandated jobs more effectively.

Work to convince plant management of the benefits .

accred in granting workers release time for jobs

-re-ferral paperwork with the State' Employment 'lit

Office, and for-seeking, individually, theift old
/ rt

empJ elsewhere, .

1ra-

.Deve mmunity 'planiAng team which canoby

iselipp..., y.iocal employment oppIrtUnities.
V ;.4...

`Recruit perticipat rom
u
management, ?abbr.,

0

--.

.. ei ,!

oCher,4ageneies, an he,workers themselveg, Usllag.
s. .

. .

(CoAtinued)

1
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do

phone Ails, letter-writing or othe for

jobs research,s, collect as much infort .tioh as you
4

can.
,c

ConsiderAr441#6 of alternatives for dissemination

of jobs inforMation. Use public bulletin boards

for updated listings4 Broadcast on local radio.
4

Tncorperate inforMatkan in channels 6 -communica-

tion which nOrmdlix reach the workers concerned.

YoU might also conblyfer.deveiePimg an ungoing,jobs

'information neWslettet which could be'distributed

by mail. This ipformal..tdol might dpuble as a
,_,

resource foriinformation on other-pnemploymeet-
,

relatO Concerns. P. ',4 ifi
. 4

,. ., ' -

,Alyiays identify a central resource Ottion, 76r,plaCe,
s.

'"tor
t

number, through which individuals can folrw-
Y V ' '.

up on leads. The best-d0v4pped itttormation will
t ,. ,.

be wotthless without, pproPriate eteeption to this
of

7

detail. 44,. .._ p

V
. All thesp referral actAvitie8 an,6e done by the

, workers theinSelvei with'guppC t from the relekrant
4* I

agendied4 In adapting the concept of peer #id.Apd

Support, this is an area,in which self -help is

logistically most feasible.

X

182,
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v.:. '...,,..,.

* :
,

Potential and Solutions'.`.
4

IF he greatedt likelihood is that local labor markets

iwill be highly saturated. Economic conditions

respcingible for 4h W4tdoWn probab1have':#mpacted in

other areas of the local economy, als4sell.

,A
Podiible answers to this problem'A Aclude'opticps

1 -.J, ! .,. .',

of relodatiop tretraaine, .
1t
arly retirement,

"skiading".,tO loWerulevel'jobs, or c er unemploy-

ment. The.-irqgular economf (e.g'., barter4or
$

,exchange) lso ogn be seen as possible solutions.
it ,

.,, .

Several o these options are discussed in greater
.

geptil later'in this Section. All of them.havet-A'

serious drawbacks for geReral
t

Redbgnition- and analysis of these many 'complicatiohs.

reinforce the importance of ittcus.ori'ceither of tWOr

longer-term strategies, wherever -the opl'ortunity
% ' 1. k

exiSts. .TheiDirst is Q facilitate, in any wry.

Possible, efforts which migpt reasonably keep the

'plant /alive- -and workers in tileir jobs. The other
4

is to join seriously,i4Vommunity:-based aclus2sacy
A

for 'economic develoigent which wouAprovide both
-

early warning systems and employment alternatives

to the induStrsfitittingdPwh.

..'sPromoting 'ocation is cliff'

perspective bf.A.nforAation an4from the per pectime

of. worker-pAeference. Many individuals--pirticul

r. ,
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A

( older heads of hous holds--demondrate high degrees
.

.

..

of resistanCe to
.ois option. Much f that resis-

.

tince can beattributed to the uncertaiPnties
)

*'implied in relocation. There are few Channels of

.meanihgfui communicatton to reduce these feelings

4
/

df doubt: Orgahliations concerned with relocation

Must be able to devel more direct linkages with

pOtential employment petfings to overcome this

barrier. Some areas'oAliphe country now are 141 boom

times while otheracoohtiye to suffer'from econlmiC

bult% Contects,must berforyed-witti rdsources.ih
.

areas of prOrperIr ty which allow informati& about

jobs andlifestyle issues to be, morelfreely-end
tak

%
a?.
A accessibly exchanged.

, Cultural, familial, nei'§liborhood,'praqticaW:and
.

historical ties oft7make reldcationAul"Mnrealibtic

option. I a situation in which there a o local
7

alternati es, and relocation is unteneb to the

laid-off WOOer, the best thelprovider can do is

to provide as Much infirmation and "coin eliWija

the Akers are able to absorb,. That 1

replica uncertainties and anxieties which,
'a! .emdisruptive.l4 disrupte. 17
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-7frot Skth Assessment

01.

Summary

"Limits" arsiofted; y problems of narrow perspective.

Many boundaries Co adjustment are the consequence of
14 ' 4
"tunnel vision. ". Workers rarely recognize the wealthof

0 marketable. talent and skills they have nurtured over tiOe,:,.

Because they see themselves so frequently'withirPnarroWly

defined identities (i.e., as "spot-welders" or "assembre0
,.

faWtoairopreCiate the multiplicity of other skillS4
62,

they

they possess. Appropriate job-skills assessment i a r

valuable addition to an pre-lay f programming package.

Prior ycperienCe with th roac 7partlu14ly with

"'displaced homemakers"-has p oven 303.$ utility. Tithe
. .q:s,.: 3 , °' V.

'elements 4!ndamental to ats..succeSSul fivlementation are
1 , .

4
facilitation, aVa4lable time,Iand emotional.

structure-provided,by
41

is essential to successful, sseas, ent

.-... %

same1;4in, 'time:c.an/k7e-ja'sign,ific nt

external

.,support. The perspective and
'_

outside faCilitator

of skills. this

'factor

these

Agency sh es

be filled opt,

an

6 .

rarely devote-the time they iholli4attO.

.
.

. .

'Typically, a woy -froM4the, EmployMent

a laid-off worker, demands;that it

with little Morwthan a.,;min0e.of re-
in

'r

. .

nd
- --

et, completes thepb-asseg§gent" .r".

414

.
Dederk:as essMtnt-prOcedures demand'Serious

"
ell'ettion and cartful consideration. Ttrat attention

'

S

needs th. guided, and it needs stifficient tame
, 0 .
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4
needs.emotional support. Identification of skills is easily

obstructed by 41elings of denial or self-devaluation. Tftese

are commonly expressed in abatements such as, "I don't

know ho;,, to anything else!" "I'm no

"Nobody ever taug me how to be

good, at much,"

eof those; I'm real

only-an amateur," or " 's just y hobby." Meaningful
, k

job skills assessment pro des a resource flkovercoming.,

C

,
these emotional blocks.

This process is lesec

'with other compone 11,sti
5. ''?04' . ..?,fling skilks. But. eve

At',. , ;;J: !,

individual's
/

sense. o

°

ipructive if not connected

aA job's Wormation, and job-

on its own, it can bolster the

competencecharacterized by the
_

recognition that, .I can do all 'of t ose things!" This,"
, 4. -- ./ f

in itself, is useful in. combatting he loss 21f sellt-esteelt.

which accompanies unemployment. Even in the ki,Ce of

more forma.14013finding networks, thisassessm nt, ives,
9?,

workerIiredttonefor independent jOil abarch activity.

Joblipd_glub manuals,of?er materials ;or useoin this,
- .. , .

regard: (see References).
t

ET TEG C SUGGESTIONS

15eCause indiViduals are always murt
tttk .

multi-faceted team approach canbe.:eXtremely u tfa
.

. .
, -

6. in jobpskills assessment attempts. Rather than

'14blYirigi on facilitation from a single employment



serN)'ices..:W
. ,

special An

'63fr workers, e0.!

inherent

Inc 'ud

the'many la'Perkyi)
.11 - c 4 A*4

pPed talents utuail

This fUntitin i mot epsi,ly aocompfi hed in

small group settingSrThe interaction'T perspec-

Utives7the.proceSs of mUtipal identification, and

other forms df mutual support whierckesen-
,..fe''

courageaare uSpful in provoking individuals to

dig more deeply and creativgWinio defining

their skills.

Provide written exAMples of the way similar

individuals have moved through this proce*pf

job skills aissment.ei. Peet 'identification', and

stIll suppo'ct, 911 Te highly evocative k
14

4

is set qf tasks.

AProvide a written outline.or. other structure or

format, for thinki2g,;rpre nt cliwstions through.

TOis-direttiVe instruction helps,the worker tA,Ank

more, effectively df his/her capaqties. These"

t4rAs also'can help 4e worker in;Aefining el

choices through,the future. t.

(Continued
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roach this process as one 41ich. has genera

0:744151e utility for each yorker. Make it creative'

'ph4A1S: well as concrete, conceptual and not just

technical. This process cantbe Used to reinfc4a

the recognition in the worker that things are

never simply what they seem. In coming to see

formerly hidden aspects of themselves, individuals

also, come to appreciate f rmerly unseen dimensions

of their environment. his development ofkperspec=

tive adds to the wor ers' sense of personal and
#

environmental contro

Where possible, this process can also be used in

initiating programs incorporating "skills

exchan4e.".yfIt is the necessary first step for dr'

range of econoMic alternatives, including bartering

projects, workers' cooperatives, and other

grams which build on non-formal abilities and

econonuiks.

POtenbial Oblems and SoluVions: t
A*

,,, ..4.

.. i4 iii ,
Workers-resent pt ties W14.;ConscioUsly :,'.'th tapize

or demand unexpe. nd tWdlikr,a intevx_Al exam ha-?

se
..t^ . . It. $ .?,

Be litive to thi i44 as'a geie 'clue

le. Make s C

,
- 1°. it',

elf,* s ents, altund r.

nt41 gh most directly
=

ding concerns. Q

1
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Workers also resent bc4ing subjected

testeand ex7f, ams which

esoteric categories or mechanical elements.

as much as is feasible o1 more conversational

to batteries of

reduce them to schemes oft

Rely

modes of presentation,'exploration, and mutual

exchange.

Workers tend

with impl

experience

, these iMPiica

from the persp

and reinfOrci

A

Vre

to corilect.thnotion dl testin

ationsf of mept4idysfunction.

n be tgonnter-Productive

Insu icient
ti

rib

of ectiv6 assess

inxeinforCing

sure to approach Westin

identifying, analyzing

1 strengths nd abililies.

planning time may be a arrier.to

It doet not preclude in-

though, of job - skills examination in

1,0 411114

rporation,

prevention,programs:kve0 a pamphlet can m ke

explicit suggestions that workers should Attempt tR

identify their,:oWn strengths

guide for re-employment.

supplemental information

workers prfor_to

Vqempl one-pager

) skill serf-sassessment.
,-s . /. !).4)

,,1):

and a

Similarly,

ities as a

(packets of

cgh be distributed to

and these can include
°

and structure for ibb,

'' 7

a

qtr

jJ
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Jo -See n lls

. t

Ultimately, responsibility for re-emplO anent rests with

each individual. Unfoitunately,' most 14d-offemp4

have little praCtip in'qx preparation far jOb--:seeking.

Summary

As' such, they4eften experience job-hunting as lonely,'(

frustrating, confuSing, stressful and' djagaigaging. The

Ineed for intervehtion which provides siliPort;,encourageMent,
I'

direction and a devpIrlopment of rudimentarylki4S is

essential. -All of the components preseh9d lias far have

'incorporated some elements. of tiles, cony nS. This

component s ggests the need for a .separate focus
4

find ).ng abilities. -

on
si44.

More spepifically, the folloWing capacities and

understanqN, individual cultivation,:

Parsonal Goal-Setting/ClarifyiiigTork

Preparihg a Resume

Ana:1y z iff! Want-Ads

Job-Hunting'Tedhnigues/Knowing
0

(N

Telephoning strategies

Interviewieg,

'Assertive

d.

the Territory

'2

J6b-Hunilng
.

aneDecision-MakingSkillsProb4m-SolV
L

a

j
Ch
a.

6-4
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Gceta) A vAriuLy > I tqc:nniques 4.* be used to

promote the dovelopmenL of these skills. Whilc each ot

ttiese capacities could command a separate workshop,

limitations of time Oill usually preclude.such extensive

contact--particularly in a setting with hundreds of

.laid- ff Sorkers. - In :additiOn to the relevant strategies

discussed in other qemponents.(above), the agency can

utilize three other approaches to providing this needed
e

information - -a single worksho, workshop seriesland

ong4iny mutual support or "J inding Clubs." The

provider will be hard ipressed to squeeze every aspect into

a one-shot, one-days workshop offerin

Constraints of time might leave the

to limit effo.rts to this format.

adqrdiirvk this complex agenda woe

S.

series ofthree consecutive twO-h

)osegmenton "Copingkills 14orIC
-;.'

rebut strategic suggestions.)

would be the folloWThg SeSStna:
o

Ekssiod 1

Thi sessionrtiould focus on job-skills assessmdht,.

.4-goals clari\fication'apd preparing. aleponal resume.-

Nonetheless,

cy no choice but

and approach

i or a workshop.

.essiens "(Refer

," above.; for

.

ided n these series

'Session i A

-
" ,o ' 4 .,---

T11is eiiion o d then fitcuson job1hunting strategies,

4 ft ,71e""'

QA 1



'
kng,want-ads, gatheiing information, -and net-

skills.-

ssion 3

This final element would focus on assertiveness skills,

interviewing skills and decision- making straegies.'

In some insjances, a more formalized "job-finding

club" approach hai been used This strategy recognizes

, the assistance of mutual suppor

constructive attitu

4proCess as

in maintaining'wotkers'
4

yip of the learning

nally-deS'aibed$y

Crin," there is tly growing iterature on this

-4 phenomenon. Aq such,. e need not 'delve too deeply here

into conceptual rationale:0 Genera1y, the "job club" .

meets three'to five times pel- week as a group of 8-to 10-
, -,,,,, %

- individuals who both work towards,mutual encouragemon

andfparticipate in structured exerdisessfacilitated by the,
.( .,. .,,,......:4,-

provider.. Rather than rely, upon 'external 1611 ,placement,'

it speci44C4/1y nurtures members' skills as their own 1000;
, - _

developer81.By consistently redlining esponsibility for,
;-f'

fits functions to participants, the joil' la con pt'
'\ ' :

0 v*

fosterS more general pioblem-solving'skills, as well

'", Even inthc absence of 1014yment opporLtlities, these

.:.c..Jub;7aeilitate so;ial's it and the development, o
,

7t4 A.

v,a1 skills. .With} time and facilitation,
,

-

,,
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the provider might even. explicitly steer these groups in
.

that direction.

STRATEGIC SUGGESTIONS-

Sf)e Ref orvnces for comprehensive suggestions for

implementation'of the '!job- finding club" concept,

.based on a recent model program.

Emphasize the element of structure. Both in

helping m ke piegress more visible, and in pro-

viding fSenselof structure which'is otherwise

lacking in participants' daily lives, this is a

critical facet of the job-cldb experience.

Look to the reservoir of "group work" techniques

. to identify strategies enhancing fulfillment of

short-term goals that, in turn, reinforce

desirablr. long-term behaviors.
0

. Do riot limit your perspective to the notion of

"job-find" alone. Consciously use the "bait" of

job find to lure laid-off workers into the larger

process of social support. If these groups are

successful, they can take on a life of their own

that exceeds initial task-oriented motivations.
G

Z (Continued)

.44
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This dynamic of collective problem-solving apd

mutuat support then'can be applied to larger

issues-of'communitY action and economic develop-.

ment, as well..

Look for opportunities to'spin off special groups

of spouses, significant others, or eVen whole'

families.. Familial, conflicts can create over-
.

whelming and dangerous.strains, and >creative

intervention is,usually required. Building upon

relationships which are nurtured through more .

task-focused intervention, participants can

often succeed in applyingparai, iel dynamic of

.mutual SupiScirt in,reducing familial stress.

Potential Problems and Solutions:

Cr,

Facilitating multiple 'small groupl'in large-hscalv:

, ,layoffs requires a great number of trained
. ,

facilitators. 'Predictably the adencywill itself

be 'strapped for personnel. It, therefore, may wish

to',utiliae the "training of the trainers" concept

. .-

.for .staf fihq this compcinent appropriately.

o

Identifying and 'recruiting-#ppropriate,faciiitatOrs-7-
4111,

even within the "trainers" modelis difficult. Con-
a

ceptliali3;, it is most :sensible to look at labor

,leadershie(e,g., committeemen, stewards, etc:) to

40'

. 18-483.0- 84 - 13

-
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till these facilitative taleis. Unfortunately, they,.4
.

too, are often confronted with ,the same risks,

confusions 'and Insecurities as the rank4nd-file.
4

The strongest argtiment for recruitment of these

peer leaders will.be to persuade them of the''
1,

benrilsaecrued by lhei,r receiving" special train-

ing bur these leadership roles. ,

Recruitment of parlicApants will also be problematic.

-

While it logistically is easies.t.to recruit as, an
P ,

of 'the worker's exit process, they will
o.

ly nut experience the emotional need for this e,prop

club until Many months later (as-t..heir benefits

-ex ve.)4 In thissenseirecruitment will most easily

: be acc mplished inconjunction with'the State Unem-

ployMent office: lbse of othei informal networks of

''''C-.."communication and interpersonal c*ontact-should also

be. p 430. ,hone chains, staffed by laid -off

Ifl') 446/1

14. Wil can
v
provide:the opporVnity for more

, .. /
wkig lalizod itcrAtrilent. Even if the phone

, 4 1 .
.

ajc. p,ts fail.to pencrate interest, they at least
'...

%-.
, 4

..111rfor contiinnity.Noiontact, and for a brief

reinforcement Of information whictrmay haye been

disseminated prior tOthe layoff.' In a less
' ..

persona manner, features in the mass media (tele-

vision,tewspapeTs, radio) can also -describe this '
-..

effort 'and Under'S'core messages of pre layoff inter-

vention.
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The most difficult task of this later recruitment

will be articulation of objectives in a manner

,-sufficiently motivating to provoke interest in

participatiOn. Objectives must be spelled out

clearly so that- workers' will respond to a currently

experienced sense of stress. A simple one-page

escniptive flyer shOuld beable to capture

:iytling the worker needs to know of the program.

Artetiltess, more personal communication will prove

most ffective as a means df transmitting this

information.

Because of the geographic dispersion of already

laid-off workers, identifying appropriate settings

for job clubs presents particular problems. The `

cardinal rule is to keep them neighborhood-based,

or as close as possible to the participants.

Churches, schools, community centers, and other

assorted meeting spaces are usually available.

With smaller groups, you can also arrange to meet

in person's homes--on a regular or rotating basis.

I4. Early Retirement Programs

Summary

The problems confronting older workers are particularly
4

stressful. Finding new employment at the sane level as

they have attained over many years ofworkin9 is highly

dro

ti
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,
unlikely. "Skidding down" to employment at lower wages,

and with reduced responsibility, though, provokes internal

conflicts in sense of pride'and self-esteem. This, in

turn, prevents the older darker from accepting such offers,

when they arise. At the same time, finding any re-

employment opportunity is Uallp Despite technically

existing legal protection, older workers consistently

suffer from age discrimination.. Other options available

to younqet laid- -off workers make little sense to those

approaching thc.end of their careers. Retraining, for

example, demands investment of time, a sacrifice of

benefits, a loss of income during retraining, and beginning

aqain at the bottOm of the ladder. These requirements

hardly seem worthwhile to individuals with many years of

working behind.them. Relocation, similarly, is often

highly unrealistic. The practical costs of selling a

paid-off home and moving to a new environment--by theth-

selves, are experienced-as prohibitive. More significantly,

they emotional costs of leaving family, work-related and

neighborhood friends, community and a sense of history

are too exhorbitant to consider. All in all, then,,the

older worker is in a difficult bind.

In this framework, an offer of early retirement

becomes a sensible and attractive choice. While retire-

ment income provides a minimum cushion of financial

security, the worker can--in less of a squeeze - -also choose

197
J
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to continue to search for new working pportunities. Earl},

retirement ano provides finan incentive to the former

employer. Because pension costs for the'workers are

usually already paid for and costs of unemployment

representnew expenditures, employers actually gain by

encouraging workers to retire. Some plants, for purposes

of image as well, will piovide workers in the eligible age

group one and one-half times the reimbursement they

would ordinarily receive for electing the retirement

option. Appendix G provides a model for orienting older

workers to this choice.

STRATEGIC SUGGESTIONS

Peer counseling; in this context, offers a great

deal Of needed support. Knowing that one can

survive in retirement, and understanding its

various costs, helps the older worker make a much

more comfortably confident choice. Include others

who have already gone through retirement in

presentations or dialogues arranged.

Supplemental part-time or -full -time work, in

addition to early retirement pay, provides older

workers with needed extra income.- In addition,

it offers them opportunity to continue using

personal skills and to maintain self-approval

(Continued)
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and esteem. Don't limit thinking or approach to 4

preparing people for retirement alone. Encourage

them to consider theirltalents, and to look for

new and more rewarding ways to ,41ply them.

Older workers will have cultivated a,number of,

informal skills and abilities over the years.

Skills assessment with these individuals can be
-

'especially fruitful. Encou

01°
to stay active, and assi

them to continue

them in finding

opportunities for continuing contri ution.

Negotiate with management to sweeten the early

retirement package. Both direct benefits from

reduced unemployment contributions and advantage

in public image provide viable rationale for

management cooperation. Obviously, the ore

luCrative this option can be, the more 'kely

the older worker is to accept it.

Potential Problems and Solutions: -

Early retirement is a choice which shuts people ,

down and out much sooner than they ought to be.

Emotional needs to continue to participate in useful

work are especially strong. The provider should

look, for any means possible to counter this

unfortunate effect. This might include assisting
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in repmployment, 'encouraging voluntary involvement

iVsharing'skills in the community, facilitating

participation in grow;[a of local peers, or aiding

in the nurturance of dormant hobbies, talents, or
ti

artistry.

The stress ofunstructured time is especially

detrimental for older workers, who have grown so

accustomed to the structuring df their daily lives

thrOugh their work. Interventions which help

reduce this emotional threat will further encourage

an opting for early tirement.

Older workers are acutely aware of the impact of

continuing inflation on their buying power with

fixed, retirement income. This recognition

mitigates against the choice of early retirement.

Ability to point to and assist in the means through

which this- financial bind can be abated will help

many make this choice with greater ease.")

D. Longer-Range Interventions

1. Peer Support' Groups

Extensive discussion in segments above has addressed

the importance of peer supportas a technique promoting

learning of specific skills (e.g., assertiveness., lob

skills assessment, job-find club; 4c.).

o.

dk

.3

The provider can

2O
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also initiate more open-ended peer support groups as a

specific component of intervention. 'These generally will

help promote both emotional and economic survivial for

those who choose to participate. _-

Attempts can be made to initiate informal mutual

suppOrt meetings in the pre-layoff period. Many others

can be .generated-as.2spin-7Offs from ;other interventions

already desaribed. IndiViduals Working together in

accomplishing pre-defined tasks tend to develop working

relationships with potential for carry -aver. With

appropriate facilitation, these relationships can serve

as foundation for ongoing peer support. The evolvement of

support from problem-solving groups generated in respbnd-
.

ing to layoff issues promises more success in long-term

assistance than groups established for peer support after

layoffs have occurred.

Generally, peer support groups should function with

extensive flexibility. They do not demand the structure

of a job-find clib (as described), nor do they require

exp,liclt objectives of a w rkshbp. Still, the group

y choose to adapt these fram works on a session -to- session

, basis to maintain interest and involveMent. Particularly

at the outset, external facilitation will also be

important. The role of facilitation will essentially

be three-fold:
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a) Helping to organize support group sessions and

practical arrangements.
-

b) Helping to mobilize or recruit participation.'

c) Helping to identify and train peer leaders to

act as ongoing group facilitators.

Once,these groups are geared up and going, the pro-
.

vider can play a more limited role of continuing consulta-

ttion. As they continue, group members will develop

.necessary skills for success in group process and

maintenance, and will master the tools of leadership and .

gram, problem-solving. They can meet in locations most

convenient to their membership (e.g., schools, churches,

homes, restaurants), and can evolve in whatever manner

seems to providirmoSt meaningful mutual support. Family

outings, athletics, political involvements, pot luck,

economics and stress management are but a few potential

itAs appropriate for these groups. If successful in

their evolution, they hold promise for providing exciting

and creative multi- puypose support.

,1
1-2. Information Hotline and Clearinghouse'

Another possibility in longer-term community resource

development is the development? Of a community-based

unemployment hotline-or clearinghouse. The primary goal

of this concept is provision of special resources for

responding to the,partiqul,ae neeps-of unemployed pergens

2,20



and their families. ...ThiS.idea does not imply;a new

overspecialized treatment organization, nor is it an

extension of the 24-hour crisis emergency service.

Rather, itlaims to generate more effective problem-

solving, referral and information dissemination. In some

cases, this approach als'o can proMote the "one-stop

shopping" concept--i.e., coordinating services and

information"in one central locale, therely avoiding

consumer runaround for benefits and assistance they need

nd deserve. Outreach, advocacy, assessment) group-work,

home-visits, individual treatment, and.public eduCation
1

are all seen4as appropriate programming tasks.

,There are several ways to envision the operationaliza-

lion of thiS' idea. Where communities have other functioning

information and referral, these win ...probably already be
i

involved in responding to co sequences of layoffs. In this

circumstance the providenni ht choose to collaborate with

this organization, or to augment its ongoing services by:

Adding an u.i2pmployment liaison worker.

Offering special training and orientation to

existing crisis center staff.

Providing additional trained peer counseling staff.

Assisting in general funCO.ons.

Adding more phones, or a special "hotline" number.

-203
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Where no related center exists, but there is motiva-

tion to create one, the provider\can collaborate with

other interested parties in planning, and implementing

a clearinghouse concept. In a situation in which resources

are too, scarce for such development, the one essential is/

installation of a's ecial "hotline" number for unemployipent

information and:refeval. This one small ster\can be

invaluable for hundreds of consumers to confused or

too reticent to approach many different but relevant

agencies more directly. In. light of the most extreme

resource crunch,.the provider should approach both labor.

and management for1.fiscal support that 'at least covers

. the 'costs of phone maintenance and installation.

As stated earlier, it is crucial that both the hotline

and clearia9house be seen as community- based, rather than

related to mental health. Workers want information, but

don't usually tAink of,:themselves as in need of mental

health services. In a similar vein, workers have under-

utilized information phones which are placed in their own

union halls. Wbrkers don't want to agmA/e-publicly to

problehs, and in some cases are angry at the union for not

preserving their jObs. In any event, this simple addition

can be extremely cost - effective for

[T. Worker Retrainind

If time and resources allow, providing diSPO:aced

workers with training which increases employability' is an
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option that should 6e explored, This training need not

involve education for radical career change; it can also

be oriented to supplementing existing lob skills. With

appropriate pre- notification, retraining courses, or

"curricula," can be established forthOse who desire them.

These can occur-in the plant, at the union hall, in local

colleges, in community churches or in other convenient

settings. Workers can be encouraged to pursue G.E.D.s,

Assoc,iate Degrees, or other advanced training to increase

marketability. Retraining should be initiated prior to

job displacement if possible--and always must be linked

to meaningful iob referral and counseling.

The personal history of individuals as students in

prior educational programs--and the provider's ability to

deal creatively with education of adults - -are, likely to be

the most critical determinants of success in retraining

opportunities. Many displaced workers have never been

sucdessful in classroom settings: and it is unrealistic

to expect them to succeed in any similarly regimented

retraining. Efforts must, in every case, be geared to

the special needs of non-traditional adult learners.

This includes the need to deal with the more concrete

implications of adult participation in such a program.

For example, if retraining is implemented following layoff,

it is important to ensure that participants do not risk

loss of unemployMent insurance. Provision for practical

203
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and logistical costs (transportation, material's, child-care,

ctc.) will often need to be arranged. Time and locationof

programs, and monetary costs to the unemployed worker, all

seriously influence potential for success. Training

subsidies, TRA, tuition support, release time, and other

. incentives will obviously increase appeal of re-training

to "workers"--with or without steady income.

Most importantly, programs must be'tied to realistic

job prospects in order to promote recruitment and worker

participation. Retraining has been mistakenly perceived

as a panacea for the problems of the unemployed. In some

cases, private "consultants" and entrepreneurs have sold

packages training people for jobs that do not exist. In

others, education is based on mis-inforMation regarding

future employment potential. In either case, retraining

often leaves workers without a secure or permanent job.

CETA, for example, is a program that is limited to

essentially unskilled and often young individuals. While

it enjoys some success for this group, it has little to

offer the higher paid semi- or fully-skilled worker.

Generally, workers at middle-age or above choose not to

participate in any training progrAl because acquiring new

skills is not seen.as beneficial in resolving their personal

difficulties. Younger workers, on the other hand, are more

likely to consider retraining for its promise of longer-term

gain. For both populations, the outcomes of programs

20,6
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historically.haye been only mixed in their success. While

younger workers' chances of obtaining training-related

re-employment are generally better, this is often dependent

on their willingness to relocate, and to accept jobs at

lower pay.

Retraining effectiveness is also highly unpredictable

and vaeies in relation to uncontrollable local and national

labor market conditions. Training must be geared to valid

forecasts of future needs, and uncertainty in economic

conditions make suchipredictions difficult, if not

impossible. Moreover, in periods of economic decline,

employment opportunities are reduced across the board.

Training which results only in extended unemployment will

add to worker stress rather than alleviate 'its impact.

On balance, retraining is constrained by many inherent

limitations, and should be pursued only with caution and

with minimal expectation.

Ass

W rker Relocation

ing workers in relocation is a related economic

alternative. Motivation to move is generally enhanced by

assurance of employment in a new location, continuity of

seniority and benefits, and ability to return to their old

communities if the new job fails to work out. Human services

providers can facilitate this option by working in conjunc-

tion with potential "receiving" communities, providing
p

207
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training and counseling to potential transfers, and
I

monitoring or following up on the relocated workers. They

can also advocate for transfer subsidies or allowances,

and can mob'ilize local peer and profesvional networks to

help develop strategies for supportive exchange of needed

information. In situations where there is Clarity that

the local economy is not likely to rebdund in the near

future, these strategies represent an.important interven-
S lob

tion.

For many unemployed workers, however, relocation is

, seen only as the choice Of last resort. Individuals are

more likely to move if they are younger, unmarried, female

and of higher educational and occupational status. For

most others, there are extensive disincentives to consider

relocation. Older and more established individua4in

particular, have a strong sense of rootedness in current

homes and communities. Bonds of friendship, kinship,

children's ties, and local involvement strongly support

"staying put." From a fiscal perspective, questions of

home ownership and costs of relocation also work against

the broad acceptance of relocation as a Viable alternative.

In this light, relocation can be utilized as an approach

with potential for particular sub-populations; but it must

not be construed as a widely useful tool.

203
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5, The irregular Barter, Skills
Exchange, and Worker Cooperative
,Programs

Typically, laid-off wo'rkerVave tensive lehts

and skills which Ago unused, or which they have historically

limited'to application within their own homes. A cursory

review of personal capacities will reveal formerly un-

recognizeil abilities'in many and diverse areas--e.g.,
. .

.typing, household repair, alts, child care, construction,

sewing, auto repair, carpentry, cooking, music, Crivitts,

etc, Developing programs which assist the laid-ott:worker

in identifying,' applying and exchanging these skills can

help reduce moth and,emotionai stress. Moutarily,

they lighten the load by generating supplemental income,

educingor eliminating costs of small repairs, avoiding

the expense of dependence on "middle-men,' and replacing

costs of purchase with exchange of services. In emotional

terms, Chow options aLe important as they Support the

sense of having useful skills, help restore one's sense of

self-confidence, and 'foster supportive channels for use

of vaunt Limo. They even provide more acceptable

alternatives for workers who are unable or unwilling to

look to public "welfare" for availableissistancef.

Several ditforent models of programs Can be adapted to

almost any community, or neighborhood, setting and scale:

' In (Ale worker cooperative approach, small groups

of workers Join together as a "mini-corporation,"
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. -
. .

and jointly advertise abilities for relevant odd-

jobs. While this most likely will be limited in '

its economic potential,- it can provide extra money

and booSt self-esteem. In this instance, the

agency's role can be restricted to suggesting the
r

possibility as a part of its inform tion dissemina- , -

tion, but can also include providing going
t

consultation.

in the traditional. barter model--such as babysitting

pools--a small group of workers coordinates a simple

exchange of efforts in providing for commonly

experienced needs. This might include child care,

elde care, transportation, certain repairs and

even job-hunting efforts. The role of the provide

in this model would simply be to facilitate

initiation of the exchange and to provide ongoing .

assistance' as required.

In the "yellow pages" model, individuals advertise

their skills and resources through a catalog or

publication or 'other public communication tool.

Without the involvement of any brokering agent,

individuals then directly negotiate and manage an

exchange. The agency, in this case, might coordinate

the publications process.

18-483 0 - 84 - 14 24 0
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In the organized skills 'exchange, an organization,

group, or committee coordinates, monitors, brokers,

and pdtlicizes ongoing exchange. Through this

model, individuals havethe option of immediate.

exchange, or management of "credits" which can be

traded off at other times. The agency's role in

such an effort could either 'be to help in coordina-

tion--with staffing,.space, or other aid--or to

t provide more limited consultation.

The cooperative buying model is a variation on prior

related themes. In this case, workers share their

timelin collective purchases, and distribption of

foodstuffs, clothing, or other needed material.

This significantly reduces "middleman" costs while

increasing worker involvement in mutual aid aid

selg-support. Here again, the agency might provide

a range of in-kind assistance and also addYthrough

process andvs ill group facilitation.

Regardless of the models utilized (and they are not

mutually exclusive), the provider can render a significant

service in assisting groups of laid-off workers to

implement these alternatives. Their direct practical

benefit and iSdrect emotional effects make them highly

worthwhile in creative intervention: See References for

further basic guidelines for those interested in initiating

such cooperative exchange.
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E. Changing The Base: Collective Bargaining,
Worker Control, and Advocacy for
Economic Development

Several options for intervention are a few steps

beyond that which human service agencies normally view as

theimrturf." In the context of commitment to effective'

preventive programs, these alternatives deserve at least

some mention. The first of these is the potential for

building laioff assistance into "the system" through

collective bargaininglagreements between labor and manage-

ment. Among conditions which can be incorporated through

negotiation are:.

Advance notice to workers of any,shutdown plans.

Union participation in any shutdown decision.

Provisions and funding for ssvLrance pay'.

Provisions for transfer of workers to other units

of the company and maintenance of all seniority

and benefits which have been accrued.

Relocation subsidies or allowances.

Retraining subsidies or allowances.

J

Layoff proced res which incorporate preventive

orientation.

Working towards inclusion of such provisions in con-

tracts demands serious prior goundwork with both union and

management officials. There are payoffs from this process,

0 212
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,

though, in cons t Liting more meaningful relationships with

both.

In the same vein, and an option with increasing.

vitality, is encouragement of worker control, or ownership,

of shut down industrial plants Recent legislative and

.0".
economic development initiatives have,provided growing

support for this complex alterpative. While this may seem

to be beyond the realth of traditional human services

expertise, there is a clear role for the provider in

advocating for, and lending suppbit to, wo -controlled

economic initiatives: It would be of great injustice to

ignore this approach in a serious review of alternative

interventions. Because the. technical complexities of

this sophisticated strategy make it difficult to explore

in greater depth in this volume, we refer the reacir to

the wealth of available literature which examines this

alternative in mprq meaningful detail.

Tne relationship,of work and emotional health is long

established. The relationShip of non-work and ill-health

Is eloar. in that sense, there is ample theoretical

rationale fur inclusion of human services representatives

in economic policy initiatives. In the long run, the best

preventive strategy is avoidance of shutdown and layoff

altogether. When layoff is unavoidable, the next best

strategy insufes availabil&iy of local re-employment. When

regions become dependent on single industries, and other
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economic options don't evaive, the region--as an environ-

w

,merit -caA be said to be at economic risk. As the,recent

case otMichigan and other regional examples (e.g.,

Massachusetts, Maine, etc.) painfully attest, failure'to

'promote economic vitality and diyersity forebodes

probable industrial disaster. In light of the consequent

familial and emotional impacts, the creative provider,

should participate in efforts to counteract these economic

eventualities. .Advocacy for;appropriate economic delelop

ment is thus a legitimate preventive alternative.

In related fashion, it is in the interests of providers

to become aware of impending economic dislocation as early
N.,

1
as possible. Participation in economic development

. v.

activit,y.(as mentioned above) helps keep providers on top

of the evolving industrial climate. Advocating.for

(/ political legislation which mandates extended notice of

, plant shutdown or large-scale layoff is:similarly appropriate .

in the humans services repertoire. While risky in a purely

political sense, achieving legislation of this sort would

insure sufficient p;anning,time for meaningful iptervention.

Too often, the approaches of human services providers
b

reinforce notions of worker responsibility for conditions

that are essentially beyond their control. Prevention

need not and must not "psychologize" fundamentally economic

crisis. Social services can help provide supports, but

the realities of unemployment stress are based in an often

at

. 214
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uncontrollahle'career experience. Rather than perpetuate

counter'Iproauctive assumptions that layoff is sorgehow the

"fault,: of the worker, committed human services providers

might more effectively advocate for economic change.

.215
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APPENDIX A

OUTLINE OF ASSESSMENT ISSUES FOR

PRE-LAYOFF PROGRAM PLANNING '

I. PROGRAM SETTING ISSUES

1. The Workplace

A. History

1) How long has business been in the community?

2) How central is the business as a political
Ad economic force in the community?

B. Economic Control and Influence

1) Is the industry lOcally owend, or is it a
corporate subsidiary?

2) Are decisions regarding the business made at a
local management level or through distant
corporate procedures?

3) To what extent is the business concerned with
local opinion?

2. The Workforce

A. Demographic Information on pre-layoff workforce
(i.e., size, ages, gender, length of employment,
family structure, etc.)

B. Demographic Information on Laid-Off Workers

1) Are there any visible petterns in the charac-
teristics of workers laid off?

2) Are there particular numbers of laid-6ff workers
in categories identified as most vulnerable (i.e.,
young adult, newlyweds, older workers, single
parents, etc.)?

3) How many will suffer from severe economic loss?

C. Labor Skills of Laid-Off Populations

1) How do skill levels of labor generally break
out (i.e., unskilled, skilled, supervisory,
clerical, white-collar)?

(217)
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2) How unique are skills of workers laid off? lbw
many laid-off workers have transferrable skills?

3) hat is the likelihood of laid-off workers finding
ocal re-employment in positions utilizing the
same or parallel skills?

D. Re idence of Laid-Off Workers

1) How widely dispersed are laid-off workers from
the physical location of the plant?

2) How accessible will laid-off workers be in
strictly geographic terms?

E. ker Culture

at are the dominant cultural values regarding
work and unemployment?

2) What are the relevant norms and values regarding
mutual support?

3) What is the nature of worker investment in this
particular community? How reticent will laid-off
workers be to leave?

3. Union/Labor Representation

A. Labor History

1) Has there been a recent or notable history of
union antagonism in the targeted setting?

2) What is the general tenor of current labor-
management relations?

3) Are there competing unions within the targeted
plant? Does that competition have implications
for possible pre-Aayoff programming?

4) How do workers view their existing representation?

B. Union Structure

1) Are there already identified positions within
the union responsible to these concerns? At
the local level? District level? State level?
National level? International level?

2) Who within the union structure will be most
useful in contacting workers? Disseminating
information? Counseling peers? Mobilizing
peer support?

I
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3) ls the union capable of freeing representatives i

for program planning? Training? Program
implementation?

4) Arc there already existing committeemen, stewards,
or others who can be used as trainers or
facilitators for their peers?

4. Management

A. Who are they?

1) Who is responsible for decisions regarding lay-
offs?

1

2) Who is responsible for employee relations?

3) Who is responsible for community relations?

B. Porr

1) to controls the decision-making process levant
. t layoff?

2) Is there leeway or flexibility.in that decision?

3) What are possible sources of leverage? What
informal networks are relevant? Who cat's be
called upon to exert informal counter pressure?

C. Layoff Planning

1) How involved is management in planning for
workers affected by layoff?

2) How cooperative is management likely to be?

3) What is management's essential interest in layoff
planning?

4) Are there any parallelrecedents for commitment
of corporate interests and resources in the
workers' behalf?

5. In -Plant Resources and Labor-Management Relations

A. General Contractual Commitments

' 1).,What are the existing commitments re: child care,
health care, flex -time, educational benefits,

222
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2) What is the nature of supervision and control
in the plant? Is there a visible baOklog of
grievances? How much is concern for workers'
welfare incorporated in formal structure and
practice?

Contractual Commitments Regarding Layoff Practices
and Procedures

1) What are the written conditions regarding layoff
procedures? k

2) Are there contractual commitments for any
particular layoff benefits? What systems or
strategies are already mandated for response
to plant shutdown or layoff? Outplacement
Counseling? Severance Pay? Early Retirement
Options? Relocation Subsidy? Transfer Policies?
Other?

C. In-Plant Resources

1) Is there an existing Employee Assistance Program?

a) Who is responsible?
b) Is it actively utilized?
c) Is it a viable partner for pre-layoff preven-

tion?

2) Are there other programs geared toward employees'
emotional,r educational needs?

a) Stress management?
b) Substance abuse?
c) Adult basic education?
d) Consumer skills?

3) Are there relevant informal peer interaction
networks?

a) Bowling leagues?
b) Service organizations?
c) Athletic teams?

4).

D. Facilities/Logistical Information

1) Arp there rooms or facilities within the work-
plite where mass meetings can be held?

2) Are there rooms or facilities within the work-.
place where small group sessions or conferenceS
can be held?
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3) Are there meeting rooms available in an
accessible union hall?

4) Are there times during the day when meet',
with workers are feasible?

5) Are there any precedents for meeting w th
workers on-site about non-work relate issues?

6. Relevant Resources in the Community

A. History of Plant Relations With Community

1) Have there been any prior connec4ons between
the plant and human services providers in the
community? In what areas? Can they be drawn
upon to assist in this situatio ?

2) Has the plant, via blic or c mmunity relations
programs, been invol d in co unity affairs?
Are thede networks of elati ns useful in
responding to the curr4h risis?

B. Other Available Resources

1) What other agencies or organizations in the area
might join in in'respondring to the layoff?

2) What other agencies or/organizations in the area
need to be included in'any program designed?

3) What other agencies or organizations are likely
to collaborate?

/

a) With whom do yod have prior working relation-
ships?

.

b) With whom are here historical competitiveness
and ants onisms that might obstruct planning
and deliv ry/of services?

c) With whom do you have connections that might.
be cultivated for this purpose?

1.4) Are there'sites or locations outside of the
plant that can be used for program delivery
(e.g., churChes, community schools, community
centers, community colleges, offices of other
agencies, /etc.)?

'5) Are Lhere/already ongoing programs--either
formal or informal--that can be utilized or
expanded?
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a) Do there alkeadre4stAbb
courses through or
other community. piograms?

, ,

'h) cob otber organization's :currently sponsor
stress management,'assertiVeness:training,,
parenting educationor 'other relCvant
survival skills courses? e

4 . 4 ,

c) Are there already' existing-barter 43,rogritms,,,
food coops, skills exchangenetwOrkir
related Alternativii;aconomic.systemsAlhat.
can be utilized?

,

.

6) Who can assist with coStsofAarinting or
duplication of wkittenlhaterials and ,nstrucO.i5ns?

_ . .

I



NameirPlint:

Address:

Major Pro'doet(s):

Anticipated Layoff Date:

MANAGI?tENT CONTACTS

Plant

Employee Relations

223

11. ASSESSMENT GUIDE

FOR

PRELAYOFF PROGRAM PLANNING

Headquarter's
Person Responsible Date
for Phone No. Contacted

Assigned Responsibility With Respect to Layoff:

Plant Manager:

Personnel Director:

lienediets Representative:

Medical Director:

Labor Relations Director:

What are they trying to Accomplish?

What do they want from the community (mental health) team?

What do they want to accomplish?

.1

How do they perceive community (mental health ).team?

226
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Assessment C.fdc
Prc-Lavolf for Program Planning Pape 2

UNION CONTACTS

Heado.arter's Person: 1

Regional Director:

Regional Educational Director:

Local President:

Olfiers:

Phone No.
Date
Contacted

X Inform
+ Involve

Conm4teemen/Stewards- List. Attached ( )

lZhat are they trying to accomplish?

Nhat do they want to accomplish?

How do they perceive community (mental health) team?

What do they want from community (mental health) team?

EHPLOYEE/LAYOWINFORNATION

Number of Employees ( ) Number to be laid off (

Salary Workers ( ) Hourly Workers (

Comments:

Timeframe For Layoff (

Timeframe For Worker Notification of Layoff.(

Expectation of Call-Back (

227
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As,,,,miot Guide
Pre-Iayoff Fur Propram Planniregi Page 3

Estimated % (num4pr of laid off employees who arc:

Black (______) White ( )) Women () Men (

Latino ( ) Young Families ( ) ) ;04. Early Retirement ( )

30 And Out ( ) Other ( )

Comments:

------- -4

Where Do Employees Li4e?

UNION/MANAGEMENT RELATIONS:

Is there a joint statement related to layoffs: No (___L) Yes ( )

Strike History: When?

How Long?

Backlog of Grievances'

Union /Management participation expected: J6intly ( ) Separately (___)

With Union Only ( )

Current Plant Interventions:
. ^

What are the current plans in helping vorkere.vho are going to be laid off? (i.e.,
explaining benefits, holding classes, making referrals. etc.)?

2-24-81
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Pre-Layoff fm- Program Planning Page 4

Will time and/or money be made available i outplacement/layoff counseling?
Briefly ;10,crihe the current plan:

Are there any In-Rouge teams, groups, etc. (e.g., bowlincleagues, nevslette14,
education classes, etc.)? Yes ( ) No ( )

:+v

Whit kinds of activities?

hysimal

Is Cpere child care available? Yes

LOGISTICAL INFORMATION

Capacity of meeting rooms in plant?

( ) No ( I ) Other (

In-union hall?

Can meetings be scheduled:

During working hours: Yes ( )

During Off hours? Yes ( )

No

No

(

(

)

)

Times:

Time for Lunch
Time for Breaks
-Shift Changes
(Overlaps ?,)

During OSHA accident, safety time? Yes ( ) No )

2-24-81
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APPENDIX B

GENERIC FORMAT FOR INFORMATION AND RESOURCE! GUIDE

ry

1. INTRODUCTION:,
4.

If you arell'so many workers who have lost or about to lose their jobs due to

layoffs or Oant closings, you may be asking yourself a number of important

questions. .lihat am I going to do now?" "What will happen'to my family?" "What

about bills and lily home?" "Is there.anyone out there to 141p me?" These

questions arepatural reactions to one of the most difficult problems people

face. The uncertainties that come with unemployment can trigger many

emotional responses Feelings of rejectlOn% anger, fear or resentment are

frequently experiened. These,' in often lead to anxiety and

depression. eif you are now or will -soon be, unemployed and you find yourself

experiencing these emotions; yoy%should recognize that you are not alone#

The unemployed, in today's troubled economy,'are victims of the problems of

a complex society. You didig.tbring this problem upOn yourself. There is:

little you fight have done to''Voidit. But now thit you ire. here, you might

i want to think of what you should or could be doing.

II. THINKINGAHEAD,--DON'T WAIT FOR TRQUBLE

41,.

Your Family .

Unemployment is felt by your family as much as you. They may feel just as

uncertain and afraid as you, but they can also be the strongest support you

have. Don't try to, take the problems on all by yourselfdon't lock your family

but. Let them know how you feel. 'Plan with them, And talk about problems

you are all experiencing, together. What begins as a sharing, of concerns can

turn, out to be aOaring of ideas that will helpyou.beomebetter able ta

deal' with these difficult times.

Yoj4 0: Home

Your home is often the most important possession. you have. If maintaining

your mortgage is."41oing to bp a problem, call your bank' right away. You can

1 often'arrange for :different or delayed payments by diicussing your predicament

directly with-bank Officials.' Do not wait for-the moment of foreclostire.

(227)
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If you iinnot make such arrangements, and you have an FHA-incurred mortgage,

contact the U.S. Departffient of Housing and Urban DevelopRent. PersOns with

a VA mortgage or land contract can contact the VA Loan Soltice and Claims

Section for similar assistance.
14

Your Utilities

You may find that other bills are falling behind in addition to yolTr-mortgage'-,

-payments. In the event that you receive a utility bill that you cannot pay

within the time allowed, contact the Cuatgmer,_Service Department of your gas,

electric or telephone company before the bIlls.become You may be able

to arrange a payment plan based on the amount of the bill;>your history of

payments and your current financial resources. Particularly in the event of

a medical emergency in your home, shut-offs may to postponed.

Your Benefits

Most people who have been laid off or have lost their steady work arereligible

for unemployment,insurance. Veterans and retirees w12.9 are unemployed may

Oalify for additpnal assistance, as well. Unemployment benefit's are not

clarity payments. They are benefits you have earned while putting in working

time. For eligibility and application information, check your phone book

for the State Employment Seiices Office nearest your home, pick up your

telephone and call.

Your Rights

.There are a large number of publicly funded service programs to assist you.

Agencies and organizations in yout own, community can help you in dealing

with needs or problems relating to housing, shelter, utilities, health

care, jobs training, job seeks and emotional support. Ma4ty of these programs

exist as a consequence of state or federal law. You have helped to keep

them rgoing with your own hard-earned tax dollars. Now that you're in this

hopefully temporary situation, you should not hesitate to call on them

for help. Yqu've invested in these services for many years. It is your

right to claim your dividend now that you may need them. A list of some

of these services is included later in this pamphlet. Numbers can always be

found in your local phone directory,

231



REMEMBER-- -

You are not alone. There may be more opportunities than you know, and

you may have more options than you think. Often, the best way to

find out is to talk to otheri experiencing the same problems you are.

Talk with friends and co-workers; attend job club meeting; call

your union or plant office--and ask questions.

ro
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APPENDIX C

"ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW WHILE YOU ARE UNEMPLOYED""--
A GUIDE TO RESOURCES ANDACTIVITIES

Prepared by: New Center Community Mental Health Services
Consultation andIducation Unit
February, 1981

TABLE OF CONTENTS

I. Community Resources and Services

II. Social Services

III. Training and Re-Training

IV. Domestic Violence Referral Service

V. Recreational and Leigure Time Activities

(280)
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1. Community Resources and Seiviaes.

Service

231

Phone/Service Hours Type of Service

T.I.P. (The Information Place)
Oetrdit Public Library

Conmunity Information Service:
United Community Services

Cammunity Services Guide
UAW

L.T.5. (Emergency' Telephone
Service)

bnited Community Housing
Coalition 4

I. I-Help
t fmnuni ty Information Service

tel

Detroit Bar Association

Dowoliver Unemplorwnt
Hotline

Downriver Community

833-4000
Monday-Saturday

9:30AM-5:30PM
Wednesday

9:00AM-9:00141

833-3430
24 hour

926-9513
Monday-Friday

9:OOAM- 5:OOPM

224-7000
24 hour

963-3310
Monday-Friday

9:O0AM- 5:00PM

833-4466
Monday-Friday

8:30AM-8:30PM
Saturday

10:00AM,4:00PM

393-1976
Monday-Friday

11:00AM-9:00PM
Saturady

11:00AM-7:00PM

962.1000
24 hour

283-9700
24 hour

383-9000 after
5:00PM

Provides information and referral
services to callers depending on
their specific needs.

'ProvIdes.corprehenijve. lnformatIon

and referral services on*imstitutions
offering direc't social services.

Provides information regarding
benefits for the unemployed (e.g..,

unemployment compensation, social
security, legal aid, etc.)

A 24 hour hotline for all types
of crises.

Prolides help with housing related
problems (e.g., evictions, utility
disputes; finding housing. etc.)

Taped messages on topics relating
to the needs of the unemployed
(e.g., utility problems, food
stamps, family violence, stress,,
etc.)

Taped messages on topics relating
to medicine._

Provides fifty taped messages on
various legal topics (e.g., workers'
compensation, debts collection and
wage garnishment, applying for
credit, etc.)

Provides general Information relating
to the needs of the unemployed. Also
provides information regarding CETA
positions and other job referral
services.
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II. Social Services

Contact- your lOcal Department of Social Services at 256-1780 or 256-1111 for
information on eligibility criteria for receiving the following aid:

Aidto Dependent Children (ADC) - for person who is the parent or relative of
a needy ,child.living with Chem.and responsible for his/her care and support.

Wayne COunty - 256-1780;- Mt. Clemens - 469-7700 -'

Sterling Heights - 254-1500; Warren - 574-1400

Food Stamps - for persons who work for low wages; are unemployed or work
part-time; receive welfare or other assistance payments, are elderly or disabled
and live on a small income.

Wayne County - 256-6385; Oakland County - 858-1603
Washtenaw County - 994-1863; Monroe County - 241-6211
Macomb County - 469-7448

Emergency Needs Program - for persons in need of emergency help (i.e., food,
clothing, rent, house payments, shelter, utility payments, taxes, security

:deposits, home repairs, appliances, furniture, transportation, etc.)

2561780

General Assistance (GA)'- for persons who do not qualify for other public aid.
The program offers financial assistance and out-patient medical care,

256-1780

Medical Assistance (MA) - for persons in need Of a variety of medical services.

256-1780

Unemployment Insurance - for persons who have been laid.off or lost their jobs. .

Veterans or retirees also qualify for unemployment insurance benefits.
4

DETROIT - Downtown- 2770 Park - 256-3550
Eastside - 4729 Conner - 822-9500
Midtown - 8600 Woodward - 873 -6284

'.Northeast - 13303.E. McNichols - 527-6700
Northside - 4321 E. McNichols - 891-4306
Northwest - 13501 Schafer Highway - 838-9710
Westside - 4501 Michigan - 897-2700

SUBURBAN - Dearborn - 1185 Monroe - 565-8300
Livonia - 28003 W. Eight Mile Road - 476-5980
Plymouth - 8825 General Drive -.453-3520
Romulus - 38333 Van Born - 721-5000
'Royal Oak - 737 S. Washington - 548-7404
Sterling Heights - 37250 Van Dyke - 939-9650
Taylor - 21205 Eureka - 287-2121

23a
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II Social Services (continued)

Social Security Benefits - for persons who qualify for retirement, survivors
or disability benefits. Retirement benefits are for persons sixty-two (62)
and over. Survivors benefits are for disabled widows/widowers, age 50 and
over. Also eligible are widows of any age with children under 18, and a

w(j

parent who depended on a deceased chi l for more than half of his/her support.
Disability benefits are for persons o have a severe physical or mentfi

.

condition that prevents working and is expected to last at least twe1vE. months..

483-1111

Supplemental Security Income.(SSI) - for persons 65 or older, or blind or disabled
persons of any age. Persons whose monthly income is less than $20.00 or whose
nonthly wages are less than $65.00 carialso qualify for full SSI payments. Check
with the nearest Social Security office to determine whether you and your-family
qualify for benefits.

Utility Resistance - for persons who are unable to pay past due gas and electric
bills, and are threatened with disconnection. Eligibility is determined by annual
income. A Neighborhood Services, Department of Energy Assistance Program.

Detroit - 224-7814; Taylor - 292-2110; Highland Park - 864 -85
Hamtramck - 875-4419

Legal Service, - for persons in need of legal counseling. Contact the main office
at 3500 Cadfll-ac Tower, Detroit. Phone 962-9015 for referral to e office
nearest to your home. Persons over 60 years of age can call Senio Citizen

Aid Project - 964-5310.

Mortgage Arrangements - for persons who are Unable to meet mortgage payment
because of unemployment, an extended strike,' illness, or other circumstances
beyond their control.

926-5513

Credit Counseling - for persons in need of professional counseling on money.
management. Call 557-7902 or 569-3715 for referral to the office nearest you.

40
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III. Training and Re-Training

Making a career change is another way to solve your unemployment problems.
You will need training, however. Your local school district offers adult
community education programs which are usually available at little or no

-cost. The following list provides the location and phone numbers for the
various training andltE.D. preparation programs in Detroit.

High School Completion and Vocational Training

Name Address Nights Open Phone

Central 2425 Tuxedo MTWTh 868-4,307

Chadsey 5335.Mertln MTW 361-1400
Cody. 18445 Cathedral MTWTh 836-6584
Cooley 15055 Hubble MTWTh 835-3200
Denby 12800 Kelly Road MTWTh 521-4480
Ford 20000 Evergreen MTWTh 535-8200
King 3200 E. Lafayette TWTh 567-4844
Mackenzie 9275 Wyoming MTWTh 834-4830
Mumford 17525 Wyoming MTWTh 341-2784
Northern 9026 Woodward MTW 871-8755
Northwestern 6300 Grand River MTWTh 895-1865
Osborn 11600 E. Seven Mile MTW I 372-8920
Southeastern 3030 Fairview MTW 822-6547

Trombly Adult 7620 Harper MTWTh 923-3540
Day

(Day Classes
Only)

Western 1500 Scotten TTh 554-2337

Basic Education and G.E.D. Preparation

Days/Nights
Location Address Open Phone

Adult Outreach (Secondary) 2139 Trombly MTWThF 873-3364

Majeske Adult Center 2139 Trombly MTWThF 873-5515
Ruthruff Adult Center 6311 Chicago MTWThF 931-3999
Urban Adult Education

Institute (UAE1) 9027 John C. Lodge MTWThF 871-7828

Arrangements may be made to take the G.E.D. test at the following locations:

G.E.D. Test Center 6311 Chicago MTWThF 931-6990

Urban Adult Education
Institute 9027 John C. Lodge 871-7828

Detroit Urban League
John C. Dancy Street Academy 7811 Oakland 873-3949

23 7
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III. Training and Re-Training

Apprenticeship Training Programs

Your local M.E.S.C. (Michigan Employment Security Commission) office bas a
assigned person to provide information on apprenticeship training programs
in the Michigan area. Contact the M;E.S.C. branch nearest you for details.
A full listing of M.E.S.C. branch offices are on pages 4 and 5 of this
booklet.

Detroit Public Schools, Trade V Vocational Schools

Aero Mechanics,Vocational 571-3200
Apprentice Training, Construction Trades 873 -5515

Chadsey Trade - Commercial Foods 361-1120
Dancy Adult Day School 923-3540
Detroit Practical Nursing'Center 831-3810
Washington Careers Center 868-0500

CETA (Comprehensive Employment and Training Assistance)

Eligibility and Intake Information 224-6006



DOmestic Violence Referral Service
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For Emergency Shelter for Children /Adolescents:

Detroit. Transit Alternative

Sal.atton Army

Department of Social Services
124 hour hotline)

Battered Spouse:,

Temporary shelter and/or assistance Is provided by the following
organizations for battered spouses:

interlm'House - 111CA.

Harbor (a network of'dOmestic 1-800-292-3925
violence shelter4.

821-8800

8331177Z

256410'

962-5077

Gomen in Transition

'

,Salvation Army Emergency
Shelter for Women and Children

Women's Justice Center
, ..

I

(for legal information) '',

,.- .

963-6633

962-2106

961-7073

St D dies show that.unemployment,eeu$es additional stress to"the.family. Child
abuse and imci'dences of bettered -wives become much morepreVaeent as a result-
of this added tension. Thus, this,section has'been 4nOildadjor referral
information in assisting families who are experienclngdomestic violence.

. ..
.

Child Abuse 1
..

To report a case:

Police Emergency 911

Detroit Police Department 224-124D or 41
Child Abuse Unit

Protective Services 256-966) .

FOr CoUnselling and /or Help:

Parents Anonymous 237-0943

Child/Family Center 571-1780
I ,

Family Services 833-3733
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V. Recreational and Leisure, Time Activities

Inexpensive things to do while you arc unemployed.

Free (or just about)

a. Things to do any season:

Jogging

Watching and discussing a T.V. show.
Family meetings and gatherings
Play games (cards or board games)
Attending a church function
Family contests (cooking, jokes, charades, etc.)
Visiting museums

Going to an auction or garage sale
Attending convention center activities
Family walks
Sharing a hobby

b. Seasonal activities:

Hiking

Bike Riding
Picnicing
Kite Flying
Visiting, a park
Planting a garden
Going fishing
Swimming

Lhildren's Activities

Activity Cost

1 . Children's Museum
67 E. Kirby
Phone: 494-1210
Hours: Monday-Friday 1:00PM-4:00PM

2. Children's Zoo
Hours: Pas O:OOAM-5:OOPM

3. Children's, rm

Keatington Antique Village and Farm Zoo
Joslyn Court; Lake Orion ,

Phone: 391-1064
Hours: Saturday and Sugday 12:00PM-5:00PM

Free

13 years and up -,$1.50
6 to 12 years - .50
5 years and under - Free

Village - Free
Children - $ .50
Adults - 1.00

4. Detroit Public Library Free
5201 Woodward; Detroit
Library Events Dateline: 833-1722

'Films and a variety af-a.r.cogaems for school age children.

,

18-483 0 - 84 - .16

1'
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Family Activities

Activity Cost

1. Detroit Zoological Park
8450 W. Ten Mile Road; Royal Oak
Phone: 398-0900
Hours: Daily 10:00AM-5:00PM
Parking: $2.00/car, $5.00/bus
Free admission on Fridays with a courtesy pass
available at'any. Detroit Neighborhobd City Hall.

2. Detroit Institute of Arts
5200 Woodward Avtnue
Phone: 833-7900
Hours: Tuesday-Sunday 9:30AM-5:30PM

Closed Mondays and Holidays

International Institute
..111 E. Kirby at John R.
Phone: 871-8600
Hours: Monday-Thursday 8130AM-9:00PM

Friday 8:30AM-5:00PM

4. $iwablc Pottery
10125 E. Jeffei.ion
Phone: 822-0954
Hours: Monday-Saturday 12:00PM-4:30PM

(Monday thru Friday only during August)

5. Wayne State_Unlyersity
Community Arts Gallery
450 W. Kirby
Hours: Monday-Friday .9:00AM-9:00PM

Saturday-Sunday 1:OOPM- 5:OOPM

Your fleirltage Houst
110 E. Ferry
Phone: 871 -1667

Hours: Monday-Friday 10:00AM-4:00PM

Offers 8 week workshops in 'dante, creative
writing, puppetry, ceramics and piano.

Belle iseAquarium
v

Phone: 224-1184 .1

Hours: 10:00AM-5:30PW

Dossin Great Lakes Museum
Hours: Wednesday-Sunday 10:00AM-5:45Ptt,

Nature Interpretive Center
Hours: Tuesday-Sunday 10:00AM-5:30PM

Flowers Conservator
. Hours: Dally 9:00AM-5;00PM

S

241

13 and Over $3.00
6 thru 12 - 1.00
5 and under- Free

Voluntary donations

Jew permanent dispr4Ys.

Free ,

Free

Cost varies depending on clasi.

Free

Free

Free

Free

.
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Family ActIvitiesqlnetinued

Activity Cost

8. Afro-American Museum
1553 W. Grand Boulevard
Phone: 899-2500
Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00AM-5:

9. Detroit Historical Museum
5401 Woodward
Phone: 833-1805
Hours: Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

9:30AM-5:00PM
Wednesday 1:00PM-9:00PM
Sunday I:00PM-5:00PM

10. Money Museum, National Bank of Detroit
200 Renaissance Center
Phone: 446-0713
Hours: Monday-Thursday 9:30AM-4:00PM

Friday 9:30AM-5:00PM ilp

2934 Russell; Detroit
Hours: Monday-Saturday 5:00AM

Eastern, Market_,

Walking Tours:

Greektown - Monroe between Beaubien and St. Antoine Free

Grand Circus Park - Woodward Avenue and Washington Blvd. Free

Hart Plaza - Dodge Fountain, west of Renaissance Center. Free
Summer ethnic festivals are featured here.

Adults - $ .50
Children - .25

Voluntary donations.
Suggested:

Adults - $ .50
Children - .25

Free

Harmonic Plaza - one block southwest of Madison on
Grand River. Featuring Artist's Market._Art Galleries
and specialty shops.

Civic Center Free

Jefferson Avenue

Renaissance Center
Old Mariners Church
Hart Plaza - Dodge Fountain
Ford Auditorium

aty County Building - "Spirit of Detroit" bronze
figure

Michigan Consolidated Gas Company Building and
bronze figure "Passo Di Danza"

242
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Family Activities continued

Activity Cost

Walking Tours continued

Veteran's Memorial Building
Cobo Hall The Spirit of Transportation" bronze

figure
Joe Louis \'

KennedySquare

The Heart of Downtown - Woodward Avenue between
Gratiot and $iichigan

Art Exhibits - Federal Building, 1st Floor Gallery

petroit Plaza Hotel ('self -tour) °

Renaissance Center
Detroit Rixerfront
Phone: 568°8352

Fisher Body (G.M.)
28400'Plymouth Road; Livonia
Phone': . 522-4200, ext. 224
Call for hours. .,

Ford Motor Company
Rouge Plant
Michigan Avenue and Southfield; Dearborn
Phone: 322-0034
Hours: Monday-Fr,jday 9:30, 11:30, 1:30, 3:30

General Motors Technical Center
Mound Road and 12 Mile Road; Warren
hone: 556-4444

Call for hours.

Pontiac Silverdome
Opdyke and M-59 Roads
200 Featherstone; Pontiac
Phone: 857-7700
Call for hours.

4,

0

Stroh's Brewery
909 E. Elizabeth; Detroit
Phone: 567-4000
Hours: Monday-Friday every half hour

from 9:00AM-3:00PM

;(
243

Free

Free

Fre

Free

Free

i.

Free
Children under 18 must
be accompanied by parent
or guardian.

re

N
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Family Activities continued

Activity Cost
S

ly. Historic Heighborhuods Free

Contact: Department of Public Information
Phone: 224-3755 fqr a free copy of "Detroit:
,A City of Neighborhoods777a guide to 20
historic neighborhoods in'the city of Detroit.

14. Detroit Science Center
52 E. Forest, John R. near Warren; Detroit
Phone: .833-1852
Hours: Tuesday-Friday-9.00M-4:00PM

Saturday 10:d0AM-5:(00PM
Sunday 12:00PM-5:00PM
Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening

7:0061-5:30CM

15. Fishing There are three fishing wharves along
the shores of Belle Isle, several, riverfront
boat launching sites and a marina.
Phone: 224-1190

16. Parks For more information on parks in this

area, check your city's Park and Recreation
Department. See also recreation for Detroit

Recreation Districts. Huron-Clinton Metropolitan
Authority operites 10 metroparks in Southeast

Michigan. These include,.

Metro Beach - Mt. Clemens - Phone,: 463-4581

Stony Creek Utica/Rochester - Phone: 78IA242
Marshbank - near Pontiac - contact Kensington
Kensington - Milford - Phone: 685-1561
Hudson Mills - northwest of Ann Arbor - Phone: 426-8211

Dexter-Huron - " '1

Delhi -
. 11

LoWer Huron Belleville - Phone: 697-9181
Willow - between New Boston and-Flat Rock - contact Lower Huron

Oakwoods near Flat Rock - Phone: 782-1255 .

6 years and up '-:$2.50
4 and 5 year olds - Cbo

r,

Required are 1981 Metropark Vehicle Entry Permits; (Annual - $7.00;
Senior Citizens Annual $2.00, Daily $2.00). AdditiOnal fees for 4
boat launching. Variety of programs and things to dot Dancing

under the stars on Saturday evenings at Metro and Willow,, golf
archery, swimming, nature trails, fishing, picnics, P laygrounds,

canoeing, etc.

244
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Family Activities continued

Activity /

Parks continued

Macomb County Park

Dollier - Galinee County'Park --"
1500 Metropolitan ParkWay - 16 Mile near. Utica Road
Stifling Heights
Phone: 979-8750

Oakland County Parks and Recreation

Administrati4 offices and information
Phone: 858-0906

Addison Oaks - 1480 W. Romeo Road, Oxford - Phone: 693-2432
Groveland Oaks 5990 Grange Hall Road, Holly - Phone. '634-9811
Springfield Oaks - Youth:Activities Center

12k50 Andersonville Road, Davisburg - Phone: 625-8133
Golf Course'Phone: 625-2540

Waterford Oaks.Activities Center - 2800 WAtkins Lake Road,
-/Pontiac - Rhone.. 858 -0913,

Wave POO) - 1702 Scott Lake goad, Pontiac. .! Phone: 858-0918
White Lakes Golf Course 991 N. Williams Lake Roid, Waterford

Phone: 698-2700

Independence Oaks 9501 SaShabawRoad, Clarkston - Phone; 625-0877
Glen Oaks (Golf) - 30500 W. 13 Mlle Road, Farmington Hills

Phone: '4351-8356
Red. Oaks (Golf) 7,29600 John Rv, Madison' Heights - Phone: 541-5030

,..
. , _

, .

Oakland County Parks and Recreation offers clown perforMances,
horse and antique shows, golf and tennis tournaments.
Admission: $2.00/vehicle - residents (Oakland County)

$3.00/yihicle - non-residents



, APPENDIX D

PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS TRAINING MODULE,

PROBLEM-SOL4G SKILLS.

Objectives of. This Session'

During this session we will continue problem-solving and
develop an action plan. By the end of the session, .(3u

will know: 4

What to do if you think you are not going to be able
to mect.your mortgage payment

What to do if you are not goin -to be able to meet your
utility bills

", What community agencies mi ht be able to help you

Ways to keep. going while you are unemployed

The job find club

And finally, your action plan.

First let's talk about mortage .?agmprits and car payments.
What do you do to keep prom losing your house or your car?
(...keep up the payments)
What shot4.171 you do if you think you're not going to have
enough money? Right. You go talk to the bank. They can

ymake arrangements for a reduction in, your payments for a
limited period (120 days). It's important, though, to
talk with them befor.6 you miss a payment.

So one of the dates you want to mark on.your action plan,
is the month when you think you're.going to have difficulty
meeting your payments.

What should you do if you run into problems? What community
agencies are available to help you?

We've talked about crises and how to meet them. Let's
pull back.a little and talk about ways to keep going while
you're mnemployed.

When Cash, is limited, what do you do?

YOU JOIN TUE UNDERGROUND.ECONOMY.
YOU BARTER,
YOU ORGANIZE A SURVIVAL CLUB.

:YO0.!.re unemployed, but there are still people who are work-
,

They need houses cleaned and repairs made. What can
you do that people need? Put your skills to work, It
won't replace your paycheck--but every little bit helps.

You tra.de services. Maybe youpan offer;YOUr dentist a
car repair or a paint job.

(248)
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You organize yourselves to help each other. A survpral
club is designed to keep you going, and your family going.
withOut'moneyor for less money. YoU can set up a
aarliiig exchange. You can trade babysitting. You can
trade house repairs for car repairs. You can figure out
together the best way to turn assets into cash. You can
buy food wholesale and share the savings.

You pool your skills and you help each other problem-solve.
You help each other--yoU're not trying to go it alone!

The real issue though is not just surviving--it's getting
back into a job. What do you need to job hunt successfully
in a time like this?

1. You need to make some decisions about what kind 'of a.
job you're looking for. About whether-TraTI7E-4oing to
job hunt around Detroit, or are you going to try some
other state.

'2. You need some skills. How to present yourself on paper.
How to present yourself over the telephone. How to
interview.

. 3 You need some job leads. How do you go about that?
(e.g., Newspapers, MESC, Tips from'friends, going'to
personnel offices).

You can't just depend on the newstapers on MESC. You're
most likely to find a job when a friend or relative
tells you abou'ean opening and recommends you. A lot
of jobs, too, never get adirertised.

The more contacts you make, the sooner you're going to
find one that turns out to be YOUR job.

BLit it's hard to keep going after being turned down.

The best device to help you job hunt is the Job Find Club.
The Job Find Club a place where you come every day to
decide what you're going to do and how to do it. And you
..report back the next day on what happened during yesterdays
interviews. The Job Find Club members help each other -with
job hunting skills. keep each other from getting
discouraged.

0 -
.

There are job find clubs going at the following locations:
(Give out sheet with names, addresses, etc.) (And/or
indicate union plans to run a job club.)
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The Action Plan

We've covered a lot of stuff in these sessions. Now I'd
like to put it all'together with you into an ACTION PLAN.
What aYe you going to do? Remember, you're in control!

MY ACTION PLAN

MY BENEFITS WHAT I NEED TO WHAT I NEED TO
KNOW DO

MY FAMILY

KEEPING AFLOAT

JOB HUNTING WHEN, WHERE, HOW

7.91A 0
0



APPENDIX E

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING
, .

FOR JOB HUNTERS

This segment on Assertiveness Training for job.hunters,has been designed
to assist workers in seduring.new employment and in applying assrtive

'qualitieS in other unemployment situations (e.g. unemployment lines, home ETC.):

Major focus should be placed upon differences between assertiveness,
non-assertive behaviors (passive), and aggressive behavior. These points may

be further discussed through the three role plays provided on interviewing.

It should be stressed that assertive behavior in job seeking situations
will enable the emplk,,ee to be comfortable about his/her own strong' qualities
and project this confidence in interviewing situations:

It is important to communicate that the employee may have to apply for

. jobs at a couple dozen places - that this is unfortunate, but "the only game

in town". ThinkinOhat the situation is unfair will only cause the employee

to quit trying to find another job. It is also good practice to keep track

of questions that are'asked in interviews: These questions will probably come

up again.

Persistance is extremely important when contacting and re-contacting
potential employers.

24
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Inicrviewer (I)

Employee (E)

1:

(E)

(E):

247

ASSERTIVENESS TRA1N1NC.

Sample Role Plays

Nun-Ass!rtIve

I'll be frank with you. *I'm
probably going to have 200
people applying for this job.
Why should I hire you?

Well, I really need the job
(Everyone needs the job, what
makes you special for the job?)

Lists some qualities - he/she is
looking for.

Gee, rreally haven't done much
of that, but I'd be willing to
try.

I see here that you weren'e
working from 1977 - 79. What's
the problere

I guess things were really rpugh.
Just couldn't find anything. I

had all this back trouble that was
really flaring up. I really was
trying Io find work but...

(Don't run on with excuses as it
will make you seem like a bad risk.)

250



Interviewer (I):

248

TRAINING

Sample Role Plays

Aggressive

I'll be frank with you. I'm
probably going to have 200
people applying for this job.
Why.should I hire you?

(E): Why shouldn't you. I just as

good as anyone else.

(E):

(E):

Lists some qualities - he/she is
looking for.

Just give me a chance O.K.?
I'll show you.
(hostile tone of voice)

I see here that you weren't
working from 1977 - 79. What's

the problem?

Listen, that's really none of

your business. I'll take care of

it - don't you worry about it.
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Interviewvr (1):

4

(E):

' I:

(E):
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ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Sample Role Plays

Assertive

I'll be fscank.with you. I'm
probably going to have 200
people applying for this job..
Why should I hire you?

Well, I can say that I'vt
worked regularly for the last
eigh,: years. i had very few
sick d4s and was on time. In

the eight years that I was
working I did a large variety
of work so I'm sure I could
handle the job. What type of
person are you looking for, for
this job?

Lists some qualitie - he/she is
looking for.

l've done somethi similar to
that (go into detai ).

I see here that yo weren't
working from 1977 - 79. ,What's
the problem?

4. .

I had some difficulti s.at [hoc..
time. Thankful 0, I've cleared
those up and at won't be a
problem now:

(If the Interviewer wants specifics -
let'them ask. You don't owe them a

. detailed explanation of the past,
only what you can do for them now.)
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Gattkeper (G):

f

(E) :

G:

(Er:

G:

(E) :

G:

c ASSERTIVENESS4;TRAINING ,

Sample Role Play

Gatekeepers

Hello,
I help you?

Co. Can

Yes; j'm calling about the job
.listed in the paper for

Well, we've had about 200 applicants'/
already call for this job - so it.
doesn't look good.

That's O.K., I'd still like to get
an application or apply in person.

Well, all my applications are gone -
call back tomorrow. .

Is there someone else I can speak
to about this job.

No, I'm handling this.

(E): Who is your supervisor?

G:

(E):

I said I'm handling this - and he
can't be bothered right now.

What is his name?

Well - alright Mr.

Thank you.

SOMETIME LATER.:.

Hello,
I help you.

Co. Can

(E): I'd like to speak to Mr.__ _.
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Wurk'r:

(0:
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:..ASSERTIVENNSS TRAINING

Sampli... Role. Play:

MI W: Off ice

it looks. like you don't have your
iiriver's license - go get 14 and
come back.

What do.yoy mean? I've been waiting
in this line for 2 hours - can't you
do something right now?

No, go get it and come batik - now -
you're wasting my time.

Do I have to wait trvlineagaih?

> ,...
1.4,1A, Irin not ieaviag until you teli.

me eXactly what i'Seel to bring with
me.

s ' ,
. ..

It's all in'the bodk.- now movCon,,..-.-

What book?t

The.MESG book:

Well; whete can I find it?

'Look, l/ve gOt,problems of sly own -
now, the book ig -on the table' over
there.

(0: If I follow what the book says.i-::
won't have anymore problems?

W: No, everything ,will be in ofder.

. (L): Alright, P11:be-bacelater.

2$4.
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TABLE

Assertivene vs. Bragg ins.

Assertiveness

Standing up and Speaking up
for yowyelf without putting
other people' dswn.

Listing .of-StaXing your
strong points.

0 9

255

Bragzini

Putting .yourself up and
others down "I'm better
than you",.

'411.ting!or stating your
Strong Points at the
e1( enSe, of others "of
'CO rse I calido a better
Jo than,"s/he" can
I m dependable - he's a
Jerk".:,
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TABI..F. 2

Strong Points or.QualitieS

List Your Stro P on

Qualities

(honest, dependable, few
sick days ETC.)

List Your Strong
Professional Qualities

. (welding for 8 years,
on time' ETC.)

18-483 0 - 84 - 17

4



Practice Sessions'

N. 0,

1. Practice. presenting your po'itive points (professional' and
0personal), eoja friend or sp se in 3 or 4 sentences. - ,

At first you'll feel silly, .ukt keep practicing until you

'feel comfortSble talking abouqyoUr, strong points. (Don't

forget qualities "everyone" ha such as being de ndable,

honest, fewisicklidays - "every' doesn't have t se

2. Thiok out what.vu say - advance -Just like in a doctors
office - if you don't, you are 14ely forget several.

things you wanted to say.

3. Remember, practicing an thinking thtrigs out in
make you'more comforts In the Jo iiterview.

/.

=

4

advance will



APPENDIX F

STRESS MANAGEMENT THROUGH SOCIAL'SIMULATIONS

SOCIAL. SIMULATIONS IS A PRESENTATION TECHNIQUE THAT USES
' DRAMA, COMEDY, ETC.TO PRESENT SOCIAL ISSUES AND REAL LIFE.
. SITUATIONS TO AWAUDIENCE. 'SHORT SCENES ARE DEVELOPED

THAT FOCUS ON A 'SPECIFIC.THOUGHT, ATTITUDE OR THEME.

One of the most significant aspects in the use of a social
simulation is that you only try to develop one point in a
specific scene. Usually, one needs two or three "sims" to
portray the same point and the point thus becomes illustrated
in different ways:

Roaof Facilitator:

The facilitator's role.is very critical in the use of
social 94.1*lations. First of all, the facilitator must
/set f 5a06 for the scenario... He/she introduces the
cha a lays the setting.

c
Secondl.; the facilitator must follow the scenario and stop

Athe adt' n atits most critical point. Sometimes, ,one-carl
fonoW ascript, b6t at times, you jut haveltO fellow.the.
scene ancrOick the critical.roment. '

%''

Third, Fithe facilitator has..to be able -to work.tApaudien
and to use the audience to bring out the pOint..0fAilex-,
simulations. (Scripting fOr possible sociarsLmgaiW041.
follows this brief discussion.)

The point of these sims it appreciation of the participants
of the feelings of frustration and impotence experienced
by the unemployed worker. He, feels, as if, he is not pro-. . '
viding for his family in a way in which-he is accustomed to

. recetVing gratification;'his wife is unavailable to him and
he 16 not doing a,good enough job,in the critical areas, in
whidh he is working, so that his children are not appreciating
him.

. .

es The facilitator.'s job is to enable the audience to,aid the
actors to change their ways of interacting together so that
there are more alternatives than the ones presented. It is
critical that the audience recognilethai none of the family:: .'. ---,

members are to blame, but that thd stress of the current t A

situation has rendered them incapable of supporting each ',".

other.
4
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, .

..,!--mb*Otlip facilitator responis to the audience heAhe club
'ajlo,47.,.,hem to ask questions the participants'4a9tOrsh,
ehe Otors must remain.in ri4ethroughout. However;' there
can't be too many "WHY" questions. ne primary function
is to change the current functioning and give the actors
alternative behaviors. Arguing with them won't change too
much, nor will rehashing.the past. We have presehted a

....,scenario that is: very common and their task is to help
the individuals involved get out of the situation and
change their own environments.

The facilitator can ais0ehcourage the audience to play
' the roles themselves-this sometimes has a very poWerful
effect

The. facilitator must know what the basic pointofthe sim
is and work to bring out that point, regardless,of all the
other good points (e.g., dad feels hlepless and unappreciated
and-so does mom).1''

:253
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"YOU ARE THE BOSS"

Start with brief discussion of impact of unemployment on
,family lefuabout 15.minnte content prt;sentation on phases,
both individual and'tamily. Follow with "sims" below:

SCENARIO I 1 .

Scenario:. Dad, who is:unemployed, is at home, makihg
dinner. Wife, who has traditionally been either at home
orworking part -time, comes h6Me:, Kids are around.

Mom: 6h, am I tired.' It's been a long-day..
Dad:, kind of'tired too - -been looking for work,

bu there.,is nothing really out there. i Hey, want to go
to Joe and Nancy's to play cards tonight?

Mom: No, I'm muC4 too tired after working a'full day -
You should understand that.

Dad: Yeah, I do, but.it's just gettihg kind .
Of bored with not much:tde%

Mom: Well, .there's plehty,to do around here if, you
want to--I NOTICE 'TIJAT THE. LIVING ROOM STILL NEEDS PAINTING
AND TM LAUNDRY ISN'T DONE.

Dad: I'm doing the best I can, but. that gets to be
kind of a drag after awhile.. I'm used to being around
people all day.

Mom: Well, now ybu know how I used tofeelwhy can't
you just appreciate what I'm doing instead of, Complaining
all the time.

-. V
.

Dad:... I do appieciate it, but I still get kind of lonely
and you're always too -tired to talk. to me. You don't want
sex so much and I feel left out.

Mom: Sex, sex, that's all you ever think of- -can't you
just grow up and he a man? You want me to work all day,
support the family, help the kids with homework when I come
home and then be a playboy bunny for you too: Well, I'm
Sick of it.

Dad: All right, all right, let's have dinner. I'm
sorry.

Family sits down to dinner.

Kid 1: God, this is foul--is it burnt or someth*Posi.2,....

Dad: NO, it's not burned;. t it.

r.
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Kid 2: 'It really tastes cross. I don't want to eat this.

Dad: Shut up and eat. I'm sick of complaining.

Mom: Don't yell at them because they don't like dinner.
Its they don't want to eat they don't have to.

Kid 1: If you would only learn to cook like mom did,
we wouldn't complain. Why don't you .get a job and let
mommy cook dinner.

Dad: Damn it, now, leave the table, I don't want to
hear any more.

ACALATES

STOP

'SCENARIO II
l'' . _

Dad is at. home; adolescent sup comes in after school, drops
his books and leavers.

;,,

-1. Dad:. Hey, John, don't lave your books there.
. ,

. 4.

John: All right, all right; I'll .get thew later.
..)

Dad: Not later, now, and besides that you can't go
anywhere until you do some of the chores we ask you to
do,. You have to take out the, gagbage; and mow-the fawn.

John: I `can't; theguys'are hanging arbund waiting
for me.

Dad: I'M VOrry that they're hanging around,_bUt they11.1
have to wait some more, These are your .jobs and they've
always beerf your jobs and I don't understand why yoU"re
getting so

-lazy.lately.'
.

r

John: Well,.I'm-iired of being a save around herei,
and having to do ail.hiS,work and'go to school and do OF
homework; I haVe no 4plet0:be' with my friends. I don*t'
want to do that c4ap.-ntei "

Dad: WELL, IHAT,jS it HAME, BUT,YOU'RE STILL A PART OF
THE HOUSEHOLD AND. YOU'l $T.HAVE'TO DO THEM, LIKE IT OR
NOT. --

,
.

y. .., .4 i r ,, .,,

John: Damn! ,'YOU AR4A,'47NAG:.,Why don't yoU do those
things. You 4o.nothing alrdayand all you,have to do is
chores and pick Up atter_us and-nag us. You do them--you
-don't do anything .Slie after VI.:

.
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STOP
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SCENARIO III

Dad sitting at home.. In walks pretty adolescent daughter--
obviously dad's favorite.

Dad: Hi, hor41-7How's your day going?

Roz: Oh, great dad. .Listen, -I am so excited. lidl of
the kids are going roller skating and out to 'pizza oh
Friday night. We're going to meet at the roller skating
rink and then we're going to the pizza parlor, and then all
the girls are going"to sleep at Mary Ellen's house and
all'the guys are going to sleep at Joe's home and we're
going to talk on the phone and everything.

It re6lly should be fun. This group hasn!t.done
anything together yet in a long time.

Dad: : Sounds terrific honey. Hope it's fun.

Roz: Oh,' it will be . . . (casualiy). I think
.

need about 15 dollars--for the placej-and the skate rental
: and the pizza. I'd like a new outfie;..but I do0q think

I need it.

Did: don't have 15 dollars. 4

.R.ori: Dad, why not? I haven't asked for money in a
.long.time,and.you"always pay for that .sort of stuff.

J.4N Dad: 1 know, sweetie, but we don't have it. We barely
have enough .t.O meet. our expenses these days and I just
can't (jive you045 dollars to play with. I wish I could,
you know r-do. /;

;
Roz: Oh, (lobking really.unhappy and on the verge of

tears, but handing in there) it's, okay, daddy, I understand.
It was selfish of me to ask you. I'm sorry. 1

wish I could give it to you--you're a good.girl
and you always help out and you coUld use some-fun, but 1,
I can't.

Roz.: 'It's all right dad. (Kisses him on head, leaves
the room with books)"

. .
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DAD SITS THERE QUIETLY HOLDING HIS. HEAD IN HIS HANDS:
LEAVE THE SCENE FOR A FEW MINUTES BEFORE SAY STOP.

. 2 63
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APPENDIX G

A MODEL EoR A WORK:IHOW ON EARLY RETIREMENT OPTIONS

LOOKING AT RETIREMENT QPTIONS

" .

WelcoM6'.and, Introductighs

'..Looking,at Retirement Options

Rcview of Ngenda for Group Sessions

'Expectationschanges

"Pinancial Plaring

'Legal Affairs

'Health and Well-Being

'W ere to Livg

Comm ty Services

'Leisure Time/New Careers

30 Minutes Questions and Discussion

Adjournment a

N(,Le: Pan for 2-hour sessions with
and

period.
aProvide folders for handouts nd .notes..

(261)
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SESSION 1

EXPECTATIONS AND CHANGES IN RETIREMENT

Welcome and Introductions

Establishing Goals and Objectives

What Dal Expect in Retirement? (PaIticipant list)

Comparing Expectations with Experience

What to Expect Emotionally

ole Play or Social 4imulations

Discussion and Summary

, te:. Be prepared:to outline goals and strategies
and timetables for'achieving

a
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SESSION /

FINANCIAL PLANNING

Objectives of Financial Planning

Developing a Personal Financial Plan Cetimating
inflationary impact)

How,Can You Etimate Expected Retikement.Income?

.° Social Security

Plant,, Benefits

Options and IMPlications of Part-Time Work

Savings & Investments

Summary F

Note: Use prepared financial planning guide for
participants to fill out at home and
Discuss at Beginning offSessiofi

t
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SESSION 3

LEGAL AFFAIRS

'(Questions from Financial Plan Activity)

Getting Your Records Together

Who Needs a Will?

When Do You Need a Lawyer? How Do Yop Find One?

Other Legal Issues

Summary

.SESSION 4

HEALTH AND WELL BEING,

Facts andryths About Aging and Health P

Handouts on Medical and Psychological Factors
'Regarding Aging

Taking Charge of Your Health

' Stress

' Exercise

Diet

Summary

1

2 6 /

4

3.
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WHERE TO LIVE

Developing a Personal Housing Plan 6

'Living and Sharing with Children and/or Other
Family Members

Checking Out he Community and Neighborhbod

Check ut the Home

Sununary

SESSIoN 6

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Inventory of Local Services

Educational and Vocational

Recreational. and Cultural

Financial e

HcaLth- Mental Health Related

Social

Your Riyhts and ReSponsibilities as a Coniumer
of Services

4ik
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SESSION 7

LEISURE TIME/NEW CAREERS

What does."Leisure" mean to you?

Slide /Tape: Leisure Time

Assessment of Activities

What Do You Like and Why

Activities that Contribute to Your Life

Identifying Jobs You Might Like

Activities or Skills

Evaluating Job Options

A Sample Week in Retirement

Your Personal Plan of Action

-SUMmary and Evalsition

e

g

Y.



APPENDIX H

TRIGGER VIDEOTAPE: NOT WORKING
COMMUNITY DIALOGUE

44.

NOT WORKING"

The videotape "Not Working" was produced by the sponsoring and idoPerating
agencies of the Washtenaw United Way Community Ferum..-Thi.30 minute clop-
mentary was filmed and edited during August and SeOteaiber of,1980, and was

taped entirely in Washtenaw County.

The videotape consists of interviews with agency staff at the'MiChigah,
Employment Securities Commission (MESC) and theDepartment of Social Services
(DSS), and with unemployed- individuals and their families at various-locations

in Washtenaw County. Locatjons include paekt, residences,and neighborhoods,
as well as the Washtenaw County Jail.

The purpoOofthiLlid4tape is to pr6Sent the spectrum of needs that
emerge from thegeneral.poblem of udbmployment. The interview format allows
individuals who'are attualli44eriencing the stresses of unemployment to
describe these prohlems intheir own words. In this way, the viewer i$'.
,giveha perception Of the actual impact of theip problems on individuals
and-their live..

Ups expected that the videotape will be useful'os-a "trigger" for
discussion and for problem-identification, which pretedes problem-solving,.
(The 3/4 inch tape is available., on loan, from The Washtenaw:CoUhty United

Nay).

a
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APPENDIX I

What is the Community Forum?.

the spring of 1980, due to the rising rate of unemployment
in Washt0naw County, and the accomparig rise in demand for services,
informalicontacts were initiated bet ertWashtenaw United Way, Child;
and Family Services of Waslitenaw County, and the Washtenaw County
ComMunity f4ental Health Center to ehie information with one another
about what was currently br what sho0.01b6..their collab-
orative responses to their ty.!,s need. 1e-4P...result:of several

preliminary meetins, it va. clear consensusf the group that:
1) the services currelntlYalloc en to the unemployed were not
adequate; 2) coordination of services could be improved; 3) the'
definition of the actual needs of the unemployed was-'inadequate..

1",
and impressionistic at best; 4) a much wider coiinnnity base was
required to adequately impact upon'the needs of the unemployed, and
5) needs of he unemployed cut across the normal means cf service
delivery aslirovided by the health, financial, and human'service
institutions of the community.

It was decided that, in addition to continuing the current'
level of service to the unemployed, a Community Forum proces
should be implemented in Washtenaw County in ordert.1.10;:a)mRre
ac:equately identify the needs of the unemploxd;:,,, broaden 00

ibase of participation of.kgy d4Mmunity leaOrS5ind institutions ,

attending tothe:orOblem; c) provide a,morOaidequate:,imeahs of
communicating what is currently being doWaiiagOherehe,gaps in
services exist; Al) establish a mechanism which can gd:beyond
crisis response,by providing ongoing community-wide collabor tion
and coordination around the needs of the unemployed; and ei raise.

community awareness of the problems faced by various unemployed
populations in:the community.

...
The ComMunity Forum approach, as defined by this group, is a

structured group process which brings together a broad ,spectrum of rele-
varif community leaders, in order to focus their-attention.Ora broad -
based.community problem. The Forum provides the opportunity fcir:'
a) broad input in defining the unemployment problem, 'W briefing
of participants about the'target Population(s) at risk and Ways to
meet their needs, uc) informal sharing of 'nformation among,partici-

4pants", ,d) fedused problem selying iliYa. 11-definedflumber of
areas, e) a follow-up questionnaire, whit, enables participants to
prioritize. the needs.-idgAtified in the forum, f) involvement of partici-

pants in an ongoing process of addressing the lir-War-3i problems ..-

identified. The Community Forum approach thus provides a legitimate

informal needs assessment process,gy...gathering informatioR from
key community leaders and service provide;s. --..:- -

.

As.a mearis.bf broadening the information base' associated with a
complex issue, the Com,j1u ity Forum approach can be contrasted,to the

)
. ....

2 7i
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L. .

Town Meeting apprdehrin 4everal ways. The Community Forum pSiticf
Triiiiff-dre invited rather than convened as a .gathering of general :
citizens or the unemployed tPMselves,. .The Communit).:Forum follows
a structured format, which eared toltard aOressirlocertain.pre-
dete'rminel issues. By conttk!O.st, the ToWn Meeting approach is much'
more loosdly structured and open in format and content. The-ToWn
Meeting is normally a sidgle.evont and-has little..intention,pfAoing

i

beyond itself. There-iSrho,effoi-ijo prioritize issues.and.VeWation
of P7ohlems can cause Up. Mod of the Town Meeting. to be tense 'Or.
emotionally charged. It is often a technique used to "clear the air"
around a politically sensitive issue in a well- defined political area.
The Town Meeting approach is 'useful to gather a Variety of views and
citizenattitudes on a ,paaicular topic and may even loobilize spip 7

community support groiips,whloh,can linter be used for suppoils,-.Hdwgver,
or

issues cannot be gone into in tii-t-h---as in the Community.FordrUaO&ctach,

and not everyone:oAequally speak, since the most vorbally assertive -

tenitto domina:tei..'"jhe Community Forum approack,11:the advantage.of
obtaining a repreSentative sample of key, knowl6dgeahle leaders by
advance invitation. In this particualr Forum, iti,a's decided not to
c..include unemploAd individuals, although representatives of the
population at risk may. be invited and included in a CoMmunity Forum.
The role of leaderstip is more crucial in-the Town Meeting apprOach0;
because the moderator must.be politically. neutral and trusted as.well
as being skilled at handling group4S and confrontation. rocusing%the
meeting arid riot letting It; 'get out of ,c9ntrol" is .important. Care .

'must also be takenAq.?preVent itjrem being controlled by a particular
faction. The Cor.retioiVcForum moderator also has.a clear "up front" role
to play, but inticihres focusing, keeping the session(tn schedul.c.

41
and clarifying A foam of facilitators isuSed to Ilead the smal/
groups, whit irovide the opportunity for broad -bapd discUssions

.

and input. Expert inplit'can be brought into the s ssion'via.various
methods; this forum, utilized the lect6re format, w-.th visual aidS, as
well as a T.V. trkiger film prepai:td especially fo
and a table of bfike-hilme 1.c.!-.ources.

Forum, . 16,

' ..1.

I

-
As a nuns of as,.ess)ng needs and setting priorities, the primary

distinction LLveen the .CommunityForum'aporoach and what is ced
iv

the\I:wiinalCiroup Process_ 1fr fact that the:CommunitY Forum
w,-.4k only to (!,-2;01f, the problem and !1 Cher input via. formal and in-
formal-discussi:ons. does. not si:ekruring the.roursg of thp single
event,to go on tojnvorving participants in prioritizing the issues
raised durihgthe sessions. The Nominal Croup process is effective
in doing this and .more:efficient in accomplishing two.$epahate things
for the cost of only-one i5alleel*eting.. However, .wiffi relatively

.

lowlicabed issups, such as .Unemployment.', it is inappropriate,
because 1::70p1;,get-xorn out.- btivating them at the .end of a 'long -

day into a prioritization, proces can be very difficult. Another
problem is that vb.en one is involving key communit, leaders and,care-
givers, one muA, sen0,tive to the pressure on their schedules. ht
is not, unLommon for attrition to take a heavyitoll 'Of-participants

.18-483 0 84 - 18
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during an all-day session and leave one. questioning the prioritization
process because 30-500ercentof the participants have bvenlost by
the end'ofthe day. 41

The primary advantage of the ComMunitj.Forum is that it used
event to set in motion a-process which can go beyond itself. _Both
the Tailings and publicity which ,recede the.. Forum. as well as the
proceedings and prioritization,process.Ighich. follows, provide the

'opportunitor continued,. focused thtiught, plahning,and.publicity
over a lgnbqkriod of time. In this it is dell gedredito the ,
clironic'typeaf community problems, which never go. away but do vary
greatly kith respect to the degree of public attention they commapd.
The Comnunity Forum process allows one to take a long-term approach
toward setting up solutions for,Ichronic problems.

./

Haifo/101
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gCUTIVE $6MMARY

There is a human emergency in Michigan.'" WO.ar .1h the.worst econ idicondition,

of any state in the Nation. Hichigln is 111 the 37th consecutive to of.ilpuble

'digit unemployment, with more than 740',000 people outof work. This is a lifer
cumber of individuals than the entire population of many states in the.union2. .

V
Michigan's economic and human crisis has come'at the time.when we. al t able

cushion the many tragedies which threatenfamily life. State and, ral

revenues are down. Our Department has lost 24.2 million in the-.4 st ti teen

months and the Maternal and Child Health PrOram $6.7 millio6 during the same
Aeriod.

5-
Services have been reduced at a time when demand from the unemployed and the

01 medically indigent are'increasing exponentially.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan report a drop of 556,633 participants

since 1979. Medicaid rolls have only increased by 106,000 since then. Social

Service officials estimate only one-tenth of the 20,000 people per month who
exhaust unemployment benefits qualify and are enrolled by the Medicaid Program.

I L

.11

Michigan hospitals report.$142 Million of unreimburSed are watigiven.in'1982,

up 29 percent from 1981. Some community hospitals are threatened With insolvency,

The Elko "droWnturn underlies the'current picture seen:in Michigan of poverty,

hunger, 1 of access LO health care and high'illfant mortality.

In one the greatest year to year fncreases_slnee World War II, Michigan's
infant liaii4tal itY,ate rose from'12:8 deaths per 1,000 liwe births in.,1980 to

13.2deaths in 1981.. -
,

By the end-of'1981; MIchigan_ranked as the 36th Worst of 50 states in infant

mortality.

I
The infant death rate is substan' ,#)/ higher- for the'young teenage mother and

those women who give birth after the age of 40. 'Black death rateStare generally .

'double that experienced by the white populdrion.

Detroit is suffering death rates
.

which are nearlyitwice the state average.
Neighborhoods within.Detroit are experiencing.arepidemic of Want deaths.
Cities of .Pontiac, Flint and Marren showed a very high increase in the death
rate between }980 apd 1981. ather,ctties throughout Michigan like Lansing,
Saginaw, and Muskegon also experienced significant increases.

In Michigan and nationally, about tw6-thirds of all infant death is associated
with the problem of low weight live tirths..40is single greatest hazard for
infants is associated with increased occurrerof mental retardation, birth
defects, Olowth and development problemt, blindness, autism; cerebral palsy,
epilepsy and respiratory distress syndrome. Other significant problems include

infectious diseases, birth injuries, sudden infant death syndrome and abuse,

and neglect. .

it

sc
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Matetnal and child health pre4entiOn programs are cost-effective. Numerous
studie'are cited which indicate the significant health b its"which could"
accumulate from populatioh.-wtde accesss to family plaApin , Tre ancy and
infant care services and enyrOnmental hazard contrppt.

, 4.

`Finally, the report details a bluepriltit 4t6gtess, forAmerica's mothers and
., er

children. Seven actions are set fort_PAMICh,areonsistent with the Nation's,
urgent need forrespdhsible action whilet a Retiod:pUllical restraint.

,
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1 :4

CONGRESS%SHOOLb ESTABLISH A SELECT COMMITTEE1W CHILDREN, X 411 j FAMILIES.
a

o 'A RATIONAL 0060 EMERGENdY HOULD.X.DECLARED*AND GOVERNMENT HELD FOOD SUPPLIES
SHOULD BE MADE IMMEDIAli AVA1' LE, GIVING PRIORITY TO PREGNANT AND LACTATING
WOMEN,-INFANTS AND CHI

A NEW UNIT FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH.AND FAMIU ES SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED AT A HIGH
LEVEL WITHIN THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

, '1. ,
1,;

. 1
. % '," ": 0

FUNDING CUTS THAT RAVE CRIPPLED AME4RICAkS MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND FAMILY
4' " PLANNING PROGRAMS SHOULD BE IMMEDIATW.RESTORED.

a.
.

.

" it 7:,..

4
-. 4 PLANNING, MANAGEMENT ANO EVALUATION SY,STEN IUMATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SHOULD

BE UPGRADED AT FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL LEVEL$,,,OF GOVERNMENT. , ,

AN EMERGENCY MATERNITY AND INFANT CARE SERVICE SHOULD BE PEVELOpED AND
PILOTED'FOR THE UNINSURED WOMAN ANDRE!! rlikANT TO AGE.EIGRTEEN MONTHS!

, .
,

,
i

,

'o FINALLY, IT ISRECOMMENDED falA NATIONAL (CHILDREN'S TRUST FUND BEISTABLiSHED
TO DEVELOP 1NNOVATIVEWPROACHES FOR PROMOTING THE HEALTH 4114WELFARE OF CHILDREN,
YOUTH AND FAMILIES. AV li .'

S.
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INTRODUCT14.

There 'is human emergency in Michigan. We are in the worst economic condition
of any s ate in the Nation.

Michigad!ts in the 37th conseCutiye.month of doubleAigildremployment, with
more than momp people out of work. This ts. ia,,;l ger nyMber of individuals
than the entire population of many states. in_ttiPtnion.

..., ,

About 20,000 'workers exhaust their regular unemplbymenrbenefits every, month and
well over- 16'0,000 have expauSted thejr.extended benefit period. The number of
persons receiving some form of public assigtance has increased 35 Orcent over the
last 48 months and!todey.nearly 15 urcennictour total population receives tome
form of public asSlstarice, '

, Michigan's economic andliumancritfs has come at the tidWilthen we ane lea s able
to cushion the many ttilddies which qreaten family lifeA. **!"t,

Tax collections are down.. The state treasury is $900 million in the red. Past,

bookkeeping practices. add another $800 million. .After three years of state touts
hiring freezes and program terminations, we facS a new roundeof $225 million. in
reductions. 'These econoMis conditions are devastfiting,to,the health of mothers ',

and children. .
/7 4411,

It is the, purg)se of this report to trace both the emergence of these-problems to
and their impact on Michigan families ,and to make recommendationg' for short and.
long term solutions.

.

Michigan will Snot ask the Congress to solve our many problems. But we 11 ask

that the Federal Govetpment undertake 'a blueprint for progress fOr all f AMerican
mothers and children.'

If, that is done, then tht families of our state will- be viell served.
- C'

4. it- I,4

(
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BACKGROUND

The Winter of 1983 is'here and , e problem of economic destitution is reaching
crisis proportions in some parts of this state.

I.

With Michigan in the depth's of its worst depression since the 1930's, more and
more Itizens are having to turn to emergency programs for the food, heat and.
utifit S and shelter necessary for survivah,,,These programs, run by the State,
local, communities, and voluntary groyps, have experienced a doubling of the
demand for such emergency serVIces,and have been frequently unble to. respbnd
adequately, to the need.

4
Many persons who have always been working, producing, taxpaying members of society
now find themselves without jobs, without resources, and without hope. They will
not, get through this winter without 60ergency food, clothing, heat and shelter.

..f

crisis:"ssZe economic crisis in Michigan is documented through a variety of indices
asures, all of which paint the.same lifak picture:

.

and

o 'Till Michigan 8nemp4oyment rate has deiceeded 10 percent.for thirty-seven
conselueivemonthsand for the,last %Fee months has exceeded 16 pqrcent.
In December 1982,17.3 percent Of tichigan labor force- -746,00CPIryns--
e e unen*loyed but Actively seeking work'

Ar;

App himately 20,000fiviiers exhausted their regular unemployment benefits
,

du 9J/every mpnth o . 1982. Well over'100,000 eXhausttd their extended

" benefit period': .,. ;,

e ,Since October 1979, theAFDC-Unemployed Arent caseload'in.Michigan has, tripleil
from 14,000 to 42,000 cases. The General Assistance caselbad hap ddilble'd:friM.
56,000 to 112,000 cases during the pame thirty -six months: -. N;:t"'' .; ''''''''

The number of persons receiving some form of cash public.assis6nce has
increased by 35 percent, or350,00 persons, over the last forty-eight
month*,/ Today,.nearly 15 percent of the total Michigan' population receives

1,-,1

some form of' publii assistance., L
4:

With
,

the decline it state resources, the adeqUacy of publ
,

sistance grants .#
.,.,

has deteriorated rt ticallf over the past thirty-six months. The last real
increase in grant.le els was October 1979..'rpnce then, several cuts have been

V4
made in benefits, fi 4n 19p1 alone. 1

.:..

lam
. . ,

For,the average. AFDd 'recipient, th unt of the AFDC gr pt and t
food. stamps:_tXaYtlates into $3,5.0 per day.for. the AFDC gra ,an $

,.amount
er day

'1.06 food:SUOW, resulting in 'a total pf $4:.73 per do
surviveton. .

i . . ,-0

Cep,

; 4

The _ i fromm'prtal i ty rap froin increased m. 2.8.
live'births Ili 1.980 to 13.2 deIths'in Ispl. This increase re
disturbing reversatof a 30-year trend which saw the infant mortal rate.

cut by 50 percent, wSomp areas of the state have actually'realiied a 'per../ .,

Cent increase in one year, and inner -city Detroit is one of the plates ere ' me

'the proble the worst.

iO

a

t
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.e,A survey by the Statewide Nutrition Clommission indicates that reliance 114
emergency. foodprovideri is in rearing and. that most 'programs have

f experienced a doubling.of thq,Nst eloaceovl the last year.

Loss of income and initrancebehef is have decreased preventive medical
care by physicians and clinics, While increasing hospital care, as people

..10elay tc044ent untilthAy are more serioely ijla
?

Clearly,,the.economtc depression -in Michigan, the statCs fiscal situattebiand
the unprecedented need and demand. for human services-are all extraordinary CORdi-

. tions., These are not unique to..any particular. area of the state. There areAodie
families in critical need, of baslc food, clothing and shelter in any every
community. Many of these problems can be fully resolved only by aftional and
state economic recovery.,

.
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THE IMPACT OF BUDGET REDUCTIONS ON PUBLIC HEALTH
V/

4

Block grants wereadopc0 in Michigan in the presence of severa3 potentially
disruptive .factors. Ed6h of these factors left its unique imprint on

74 maternal and child health.

w 21'T

State Bud et Colla se

Unemployment tegah to h upwards in the late 1970' n respOnse to the nation's

declining demand for auto iles. As the impact theNcecession worsened,

Michigan began to experience .ression level un oyment rates in cities li

Flint, Saginaw and Detroit. We rently dead the n tion with an unemployment.

rate of 17.3 percent, It is being vised t,pgerdsialmost monthly.
t

The state budget began to erode as ear as \fiscal 1978/79. The slide got.'"

underway in earnest in fiscal 1981/82 a d continues to this Very hour. Declinft
state tax collections combined with tie. 5 percent acrgss t board cuts in mans

federally funded programs have dropped s te sgrvtces sutotantially.
4 ,)

Nearly 10,000 state-Jobs have been elimi and by abolishment; lay off or attrition
Michigan is one of the few,' rott4e, state, tm,showreduced real expenditures
from year. to year. Thefe s t9 b po end

, (MICHIGARODEP THEN" OF.PUBLIC HEALTH

Be i 82 Begin' FY 83 Jan '83
4 orks,

$229.0 $211.3 .fl $204.8 f

432 r 118.0 118.0

86.8

Gro/ss

Federal '/Otper

GF/GP

:tr .

.- . ., se, io

The Department of Publieflealtb has dropped a total of4p44 million ih federal;

state and other r5evenue Over tl% period of the last sixteemonths.
%.

4 . . . .

Tme numws.ef.persons eligible -for and participating"n publiCelly supported

who have never been users of publicallyihrrided personal p
health- and social service programs have.iofreased durinrs'OaSt Year. ymnrrs''''

--so

beginning to rely on theSe 1-ogra0 .as reduced income and'..
coverage preclude other'ahgdtives care. Unfortun
may not be there to care.foe!theM. 0

. . .

.. ,..---

The Maternal and Child Health4nd:C poled Children's (,It

any betpa than other s t ealth prcigrams.- Thes
%"1..

96.1 93.3

4
Difference

$(24.2)

(14.9)

?gi( 9.3)-
11

/14.

04e dicaid Screening-EPSDT
WIC Supplemental Nutrition
FaMily Planning - Title X

V

1



,(e

The decrease

Ott

Perin
Cri

',-
these programs gi

**:

EIINALANtr I 1VCRIPPLED COLDRENS

BegirkFr).82 R Bapii FY 83 Jan '83 Difference

Gross $90.4 a$
Federal /Other 71.9 '

o
68.7 68.1

.

17

-

41-
GF/GP 18.5" 4 15.6' 2.9

The maternal-and child healtheawogram has beeq reducetir$;)-mtillion over the
past'sixteen months:,

g-

The following illustrate some specific examples of.the,impact of declining

. funding levels for maternal and child health programs in Michigan. -

Maternity and Infant Care

In the seven projects outside of Wayne County, 16cal staff
reductions total 11.6 FTgs coupled with a 10 percent reduction
in clinic capacity. Over $300,000 have been cut in personnel
an, Detroit oancr

County (MIC-PRESCAD), three major health Centers have been..
Opej

closed, affecting women,an almoll 11,000 children.. Over

114

15 prlifessional sta f pstion hue been eliminated and 5
al services contrasts h be terminated or reduced.,

,
CrirPpled.Chfldren Programs

staffing levels.in the program have ddclined over the last few ".
dears through attrition. The program,has been unable to fill
positions due to a hiring freeze a insufficient financial
resources. As a result, it Dias be ome increasingly difficult
for the program to'monitOr4nd'eVa uate segVice providers,
co uct_trainingi develop treatment tandards and provide case

gement and quality assurance acttvitiesc Some diannOstft
categories may be cut thjs year..

.Improved Pregnancy Outcome Program
j s.

This `program in Mich4gah wratmed at improving the pregnancy
outcome of pregnant teenagers. It was cht30 percent in its
fifth year leading.to termination of all four program sites _,
on a phased basis. All federal funding for this program wilt t

be exhausted by June 30, 1983, and the program will terminate.
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T1 the, tate funding period beginning January 1:1902, local
9

naliCSY'planning projects were reduced by 25 percent.

This is due to a reduction in federal Title X and state funds.
The 75 percent funding level wilt:reduce, family'planning servicek71

1,500 patients and result in nearly 9,700 unintended
gnancies. The funding picture is greatly compounded by a

ange in federal allocation of Title X funds to regions.

'Region V (Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,. Indiana, Illinois,,
Ohio) has been affected most alversely,. apd Michigan in

particular: Efforts were made to reverse or modify the federal

formula decision. This failed. and the Michigan cut of 37 percent

will apparently stand unless suppleme al funds are made available

again this year. Other states recei d cuts as low as 4 percent.

1

a

11.

a
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CURRENT CONDIT' VS FOR MOTHERS AND CHILDREN
.

. ,

(

yr

Michigan's hard economic realities translate into worsening conditions for the
health of mothers and children. Their problems are reVealed by examination of
the following major issues:

..
Hunger -,

.s.,

.

Unemployment '
Laccof-health insurance
Primary, care
.Hospital care 4

Infant mortality

t,
Hunger

c,
'

,;..

The Statewide Nutrition Co sion IeT ,Iy completed a survey o gan
counties to assess 6 number of pew) iedurrgntly being served and tWat part
of the population whit is not being Served.'

't

-...,
,

0. . .
.-.

It is apparent from thi t the existing hod progims are unable to ,

meet -the estimated need' rsons at marginal poverty orbelc4eeavier
reliance on 'emergency fo is expected. 4:.

J e 4

Almost all emergency foo surveyed reported that their caseloads had ft/
doubled. For example, K reported that in. he third qugrter of 1980,
its caseload was 66 referr cpihrIer, 1981, ilits seload *as 83; third
quarter 1982, its caseload 2 . In Ingham County, he additional caseload .

. has increased from 12,800 for the year 1982, to 38,72 for 9 months beginning
irOlap'uary 1982.

4

4

*
Emerge food programs are oroviding million's of meals to Michiganian3serving
as.a, titute for the inadequately funded federal food and Socialprograms.
Even more severe cuts are now pr..osed.
, . .

f-

. Counties with the greatest number of-hungry people, the major of whom are \
nmothers and children, are listed in Appendix A along with.the rbeing seied.

i
'.o. bitvarious federal feeding programs. It is plain to see that not all Oftthose,i-n ;

.need are being reached. .
44

.

Emergency food kitchens 'are a permanent. fixture in s cemmun'ties. They are
often the only way in which the marginal families of new p el can survive
on a dpy to day,ba,sis.

A.
Behilip the statistics are,the families wiliCh are-liming a nighmare of, worry about
their:ability to privide for theirthildren.

--, ,
t 4

Fa il A - Thispis a'tWo parent family with tWO.cbAjdren,liAg t
-. ...N %.

i e Lansing area. TO_ husband was furloughed lalt September.
U loymentcompensatitn is hardly enough because their son is,a

) dpia etic.' TheY re unable, to meet all of their needs far rent
and ood Wbil), iing'for.Oxpensivemedicinejand.phritianbills.

es

4 4 4,-... ,. Ai

-- .,, slip

1 , ,`"
.,
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1:

t
The Crippled Children's Program has been able to assistemiMewhat
with medicine but is has been difficult for them to ge through.
This family is only eligible for $43.00JaqMpnth in food'stamps.
The father is'hoping to be called back toork,nett month. H/

employed at a sod plant.

Family B - This is'a Awo parent family with two childre(i. The
father is a laid-off.trbdker. They have no income and are still
waiting to heacofrom the unemployment office to see if he is
eligible for bedefits4 There are no savings. Nis-wife.recently
suffered a heart attack. A hospital social Worqs,i4Orying to
arrange for,deferred payments

--c- i g,

Family ,C_f This family tota4s seven persons. TIfilibth$r worked .

for MotorrWheel for years. He became unemployed:hmt obte:Ined.
a job withOldsmobile, here he worked for seven mOndk before

checks n t e list
being laid off. He wa put on unemployment againdt lin loyment
hecks ran out after the extension and he has be

for the apprenticeship prograM at Oldsmdbile. No response as yet.
They have ne child on WI o is a hydrocephal nd has a
ventrical s tint, They h e a cod child on with a low ,14,
fron count o has tnproved,on'the WIC Program. Their total annuar
income from ocjal Services'is $6,464, down from $25,750 when

Toyed. e began a job three weeks ago with Wyeth-Labs..The
f ture If this job is unstable.

,.:J.,

* '

i In Leslie.. He is a lead welder. He was
Family Doe Vis,a ruraV family of ;six: The fathet worked g years
for Nation decempany-
laid off Beldts periodically called back for- fou yi.i_ Sometimes-

this causes him to lose any unemployment briefi , At ther times
he receimes unemployment for two to-three wee*S::-;:TbeY ave children
on the WIC Program. The baby, age 0 mont11,10 tike elp of WIC,
is growing.normally. Another child age 41 has a low ron count.
Diet in the home has been poor due to lack nf-regul income.

Although this family,raises all their own fobd, ca if, etc.,
diet analysis sh insufficient nutrients.

. (,
-A ,

Not only are mothers an children suffering from lack of food. A recent registra....

tion drive for WIC supplemental foods ,for pregnant women and children elicited
this plaintIve,letter, ,..4. -

"Dear Mr. Walker: .

,
*.

In regard twthe above. Ocls in The State Journal, would
say I know of i 11Pdp a ;,e ior citizen who needs some help:
She was Vetting $37 in f stamps and was.cat down to

_407.00 a month. s rked to ,various people t
... ' o n goes to be She is a widow and belp fe

Grand Ledge senior . . . Unless Wis necessOy I pOefer,
it that you do not men .",(per name withheld byTequest) ,-

4P . lio,

! ,

il

) 114

t

111
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Unemployment

If Michigan were suffering unemployment at even the current high national level,

the state would have a problem well within its ability to manage. Unfortunately,

the last time the state's unemployment rate was so low was in the 1978/79 period.

Below ds a record of Michigan's-plunge into thirty' -seven consecutive months

uble igit unemployment.

UNEMPLOYMENT,RATES FOR MICHIGAN AND,SELECTED COUNTIES 1979'to 1982

Michigan
Number
Rate

Nov'

1979

34'5,00db

7.9
540,000

12.5

Detroit
Number 71,450 100,400
Rate 10.8 \I 15.6

Flint,

7,850 15,250

,) Rate

Saginaw
Number 4,225

9.0 17.1 26.$

14..

6,22b.4.'- 525 8,750
14.9

23,725

A9,9

.

Number 5,475 11'025 ,t'rso,600 15,30Q
Rate 111,5 24.8 >10' 14:2

Source: MESC Form 31-03..

Nov Nov $

1981 1982

517,000 699,000
12.0 16.4

5 123,650

.6 20.0

of
i

December, 1982, thcripnemployment rate stood at 17.3 percent witif7i6.000

ople out Of4:!pililiOlgari. 61.5 rercent of the upemployed are males and
.5 percent a females. Statistics are not kept,on the number< of children
ich are affected though the numbeei. are beliOtied .quite`

,

J

, . .

The peoplel'of Michi4 n ne0d Jobs. When 20 percent to 30 percent of the available
labor force in our iliajor tides are unemployed, we face conditions which are r
for social turmoil Ilid dhintegrafion.

S 1
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Lack of Health

AL '

4

As the rank of e unemployed has swelled to almost three quarters of a million.

persons, they nd their families face an uncertain
future without health insurance.

On the average, job related
health benefits expire within one month of layoff.

4 Nearly all workers are unable to afford to pay the full cost of health insurance

premiums.

Officials of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield'have recorded the numbers of people dropped

from their rolls, a net loss *rich they attribute to factory closings and layoffs.

BLUE CROSS VBLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN SUBSCRIBERS

1?79 to.198

1979-

1980

1981

. 1982 (Oct).,

Total

4

4;617,342

2129 4:4220902

,602,069. 2,620,368 4,222,437

.1,539,565, ;0521,144 4,060,709

TOTAL LOSS 1979 to 1982 : 556,633

During the'thirty-four month period from December 1979 to Octobe'r T982,11AtiCrOSS'

'Nand Blue Shield of Michigan Aported a net lAs of total
to,

insuref of 656 ;330;;

- f :

.

'.. -

recently"
State Social Services officials estimate that only one-tergh

of. the redently" [

unemployed hgve been picked up on AFDC or Medicaid rolls.. Oftrie 20,000-each

month who exhaust,unemploymeptibenefits,
Social' Services AFDC pickup 1,000 to ?

2,000 cases. ,44.

Ambng, aiI,AFDC applicants, usually only 50 percent quali . The others ttill W."
have. mone than $1,000 in assets beyond their house,and co nts, bank' account ' .

and 1HC`one alovable automobile: Snowmobiles, cOttages'on all iihilar items

must he sold., .Record mortgage
default rates indicate that en the Irevare

going g as well. . ,
1 . . .

'

se
ID

..

.

i

On .the way tb rock bottom, families become uninsured.
EitimateS.of the size of

this7newly uninsured" group ranges frix4W,000 to 600,000people. tki single

daf.jource tracks this typetf infor*MrCat the present,time., .,.4

The p er of:famiiles now rice aing.siiMejvm of state and federal assittar;iii; .1'-----. ' q
''':45;.,ii:

8 .41A.

aboutencent in Michigan.
. ,

,

A revqew-of ,the"'clipb in
welfare ,rolls is veSented below:

.,,
,
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AFDC t MEDICAID RECIPIENTS IX MICHIGAN

1979 to 1982

AFDC SLICAID $SPENT ON MEDICAID

FY 1979 622;000 860;000 $1;032 billion

FY 1580 679;000 927;030 1;056 billion

FY 1981 753;000 1;010;000 1;296 billion

FY 1982 727,003* 986,000* 1,260 billion

*Current Federal Rides cut off many single-parent families with
low paying jobt, forcing the* into the uninsured groups.

The rise in ADC and Medicaid rolls between 1979 and 1983 of approxieettly
100,000 persons is primarily due to an increase in the unemployed Who have
exhausted unemployment benefits, sold off remaining assets and now quality
for assistance.

Each month additicoal families are expected to be added, yet the vast majority
do not qualify and will mot qualify for some tree to come.

Dr. Marilyn Poland of Waype State University in Detroit reports that HMO's
and private pnysicians transfer pregnant patients to Hutzel Hospital once
health insurance is lost due to lay±ffs. Many patients have been transferred
1n_the_last month of_their pregnancy, one arrived via ambulance in labor. She
vas_seet_to_Hutzel free another hospital becaule she mo lowger had insurance.
There_has_also_been_a dramatic increase -from 1980 to 1982 le no-pzo_patients.
!1- three- fold increase in moon delivering as "walk-ins' with no prenatal are
has been recorded;

Some of_the "walk,ine_were follwed by lay_midwives. They were -sent to_Huttel
when cceplications_aresepreeatally_or alurieg_labor;___Thess_patients_are usually
white women with high_school educations and_often_some_colloOe_education whose
husbands have been laid off; They pay a nominal fee to the lay midwife.

Primary Care

AS previously reported; -there is avincrease in the number ofeedically indigent_

perSont Whe_haVe insufficient mmmthly_inccee_to pay out,..ohpocket medical expenses
but hart 40t yet "spent down* assets to qualify for Medicaid;

There appears to be 1 decrease in am OUlatory visits mule- corresponding increase
is hospitalization rates as persons alay_treateent until more seriously ill- Or
example, for one community health center located in a_ rural area experiencing_____
sharply rising-unemployment due to a plant closing, the increase in hospitalization
is ttriking. -The percentage of persons-seen in the hospital compared to numbers__
ssen in the clinic has increased from 25.1 percent in 1981 tc 34;7 perceet_in_1942;
Persons are making an average of 2.4 &Watery visits per year as tempered to the
national average of 4.7.

2 8
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Then. ter of medically underserwd persons in Michigan has grown -from 585.000

in 1976 to 479;311 in 1922. accoridng to primary care program offacials in our

Department.

Fer_two Corm.mity Health Centers in areas where the unemployment rate has-increased

by 3-4 petcettaiE points_in_ore_year, the percentage of charges written off for

sliding fee scale patients has doubled during this same period.

Ann.,-,al reports from CommJnity Health Centers are reflecting significant char)eS
4enocrapric characteristics of the neighborhords where clinics are located.

Flirt, Mithigin;_ in 1970; 20 percent_of_theresidents T7ving in the Community
health Center area had incomes of less than 200 percent pov:rty. by 1982, this

percentage nad increased-to 36.9 percent. Another- center in Allegan County reports

that the clinic's Medicaid caseloao has increased_from 29_percent of allpatienrs

to 46 percent cf all patients-in a two -year period._ A center_in_USS County reports
tne rixter rf persons within its service area qualifying for Medicaid and Central

Assistance payments has increased 25 percent and 573 percent respectively over a

fo.r-year period.

For a clinic in tk,nrne County where the unemployment rate stood at 16,1_percent
this past October, the numbers of low income patients served increased from 39

percent f;.., 45 percent of the total caseload.

In rural Northern Michigan where unemployment stands at 26.6 percent for Antrim

County; _the Co-vanity Health Center reports thet the number of low income patients

has increased ft -in 43 percent to 69.8 percent of the total caseload in one year,

The Ingham County_realth_Departmeet served 2C.951 persons in 1962 in a variety

of clinics focused on mothers and children.

61 porr.ent of prenatal_ patients are categorized as medically high risk
Pf trilu blstory and current medical and social problems.

e 78 peer - -t Of all visit: to the Child_mealth and Prenatal clinics were made
by lOw :r,come, or unInsip-ed people and low income Medicaid recipients.

The Prenatal clinic; Which is_set up to accept 10 new patients per week. had

a backlog of 25 patients as of January 19th;

e As of January 19th, 207 requeSts_for new or yearly family planning appointsonts

were received that could not be filled within a two week period.

Waiting times for new patient requesting non-acute child health care have
increased from two weeks to one month.

Soc4a1 work staff In 471 clinics report their caseloads -are so_large that__

they can only provide crisis management services. Staff report an_increase

ir the numbernf new patients of all ages who say that_they Can no longer

agrd private care. Many patients perceive that their physiciemlACT no
longer apt them because they are unable to pay for care.

a Patients am delaying entry into the medical care system- for - social and

economic reasons. Once patients do seek can they face further delays

becaut.4* rlinics are operating at or above capacity.

2 9ii
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additior to the problem of increased demand; patients are coming to the

clinics with more complicated ono severe problems._ . People ono need food,

shclter and cictning have increased. People who have potlems_relatel to

the stress of ucvnoloyvent and who have conflicts in personal relationships

are to their ecomte:4 situation have increased.

Staff in nil cli:Lics report that increased caseloads and complatity_of

patient prz,:clees severe', restricts time available for_folldWup, patient

prevertive st.vloces, chart work and referres.

(
lions for rescivin4 prnblems witrin the current clinics ire limited and

c.lovlicated since clinics are functioning at or above copacity and -are tie
only f.v.ilittes In the county whicr provide subsidized health services.

ntnpical Care

to 19a2-; MicriganilospitaIs_peovided over $142 million in 4ncompensated health-care.

Asa result of increased_uftempidyment amd a loss of Wurance benefits
thousands of "Michigan workers; the_Micsigan Hospital association reports that

health care_servicts Increased last year by 29 percent over the

,.fi6ii0 million provided in 1981;

ii7.i-c.th1 on a survey of the traanunity hospitals throughout the statei the Association

44i.-rtported that the unttexpensated.cate -, care that is not paid for by Blye Cross,

k444i.tre or MI,Alcaid povided last year by fNtchtgxrhosk Tiils is of ,greater
v4lue Chan Wedicaid.expenait4res_fOn hospitals in 26 other states. In the

States MIchWan since-1978, the amount of lost revenue from wocompensated medical

f.eKz1;Grl.rol'e Uhan doubled.

:nl,S has happened because over 501.600 Michigan, residents_havelost_their health

com benefits, A lane teomereto this group comes from the.auto lisOustry_where___
dire 25,00,..7 Individuals have lost thfl jots since the.teginninc of the recession.

hospital industry has so ear been able to sheultfer this financial burden
Ire-ercession, If left unchanged it Could threaten titre fiscal solvency

of W4,Wi2'ipilin hospitals. likewise; if there are further cuChOcis_in Medicare

of t;edicatil,ijhe hospitals' future fiscal solvency is further jeopardized Rictuse

,td this ring amount of uncompensated care.

,N6140:Wt_belityt dh a partnership between the public and private sector

ii sttepting to viork out solutions to affordable health care.

In 1976; MiOlganhospitals; in conjunction nith 81sie Cross and Slue Shield of_

Mithigam Nerd +t5 customersidevel ntracP tural relationship «fifth

estabIWT4 I_Neimbursement_COmmittet_to develop_new and innovative techniques

for high - quality: lower- cost- health carc The Reimbursement Committee subueguently

deieloped a Prospective Reimbursement System whtch was implemented in 1978 and has

become a_ national Moifel for dealing with the rate of increase in casts. lo date;

the Michigan hOspital cola experience has been among some of the best in the nation

in terms of containing the rate of incTtase;

But any reasonable person will agree that uncomoensated_care at the current record

lavels will bankrupt many of our finest cOmmonity hospitals.

29i
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LieCompensated care and reduced_Medicaid payments to_hospitals_tieve_resulted
cspe-:Ially financial protlems fat those hospitals with large Mediicaid populations:
as a: .reaelt4 asst na<iiitena in netrnit Axm nnw limiting t Amber of Medicaid _
patients they _will ;accept:. These inclUde henry fete hOlpital_and_Sinai Hospital;
St. Jaen aspital not a dramatic rise in Medicaid patientS to 30 percent and
they *re planning to limit these patients.--Detroit Memorial plans to- discontinue
its maternity serv,ce altogether, inis shifts a disproportionate male& of
Medicaid patients into Hutrel hospiel and forces women to travel longer distances
to obtain care, taus ocrzasing costs further.

.is:::higee is being forced to pay the high cost wf illness because a growing number
Otizens are anatle to purchase primary preventive care. -

W4n)lv olAnniea .eraices cost S75 per person per year and prenatal care $250
1r, 43SO. If terse sereices are not used, the result can be expensive perinatal

c-re for beth the mother and infart At _a cost of 51,000 per day, it
4i no arasual to haat bills for sick newborns total $20.000 to $40,000.

As. "aeen said nary times before by health officials, 'You can pay me nowi.
or ;Ay 'me later."

Want rtaiit

none of the aireate,r.t year_to year. increases since_World War 11, 'oichigaCs
infaet mortalitv_rate rote from 12:E deaths per 1,000 lime births in MO to
13:2 deems in V;<11:

Ey the en6 Micnigan rankee as the 36th worst of 50 StattS in infant
mortality.

Analysis-of the major causes of deaths-indicates that the increase is spread_
across all cateTDrIes with exception of deaths Sae to infectious and parasitic
diteates.

The te4ont death rates was also recorded, across a wide geographic area-
with 1980 and MI increases being recorded in nine of the thirteen state plannieg
and development regions.

The infant death rate is substantially higher for the youlg teenage mother and
ttgr,e women who give birth After the age af 40, slack death rates are generally
double that eterienced 4 the wnfte pcpulat1oi.

6etrilqe is suffering death rates which Are nearly twice thestvta average..
Neighborhoo within Derhit are experiencing an epidemic of infant deaths.
The Cities ai POti4t'; flint and Warren showed a very high Vecrease In the
death rAIX between 1g60 arl'! 1181, Other cities. through Michigan like lansing,
!aiginaw and Muskegon also eiperienced significant increases.

The_pervasiveness of_the infant death_inerease in SNzhigat_both acrOss_wide
geographic areas of the states; especially in_our_mtjor_cities, and across
nearly all diagnostic categories combined with a comparison to other states

292
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is certainly consistent with our poor economic condition,- Persistently high
unemployment combined with unprecedented reductions in all public s*rvices
position Ficniganfor increases in a variety of worio-economic and health
indicators. one of amich is the infant mcmcality rate.

The statistics for September, 1982 suggest a moderation of the trend with a provisional
rate stt at 12.3. Provisional rates,_howeeer, ter to be revised upward as late
death certificates are posted. no provisiogal (igites are available for specific
cities antcourties. We can only hope that the worst is behind us. Final figwres
for O952' will be 4vailabTe in July, 1983.

Many cith,er states and . aro,Jnd the nation are reportingtigher infant-death
rates than ft:nigan.__For_exampie;_in_1979,-several states reported_infant_death
rites tiih*r than Michigan's. :These_areasnave_had continuing difficulty over
the years in .tdntrel'ing excess deaths. Same of these states were=

State

United 'Suite,

1979 Infant Death Rate
Efter Of Excess
Infant team*

ILI

Missisopo 17.6 206

So...th r.,1r:',Iina 17.1 202

Delaware 17.0 _35

louisianina 15.6 198

Illinvls 15.2 386

horth Car Mina 15.1 168

Georgia 15.1 176

tlorida_ i)4.9 219

Virginia 14.6 11S

Maryland 14.5 SI

Cabana 14.4 82

letiode Isla4 14.1 17

.1fxresS infant deaths, are defined as the niiinber of deaths renresemted by the
staile or citifies ,curtnnt death rate minus the nUMber_of deaths which would

',wen rxS*cted. using the U.S. average rate of 13.1 deaths per 1,000

bvf firths.

',ewera%i statrs owe. replirting irxtreases in their infant mortality rates,-14

t.tween 1979 and 1h80 and 15 between 1980 and 1981. They are shown in ,figure 1

.on the next page:
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114URE 1

Increases in Infant IlibrtAUXV 1RUCetit 1979-80; 1980-81; By State

State ws-B& 2.1

Alatama X

AIaka

CalTfornia X

Color440

Di&trice of Col la

ClbLirgta

X

Indiana

16,ai I

Kanwis

tenru;ky

Kati:4

MIchigan

Missouri

Neu Nanpshire

North .Dakota X

OklaSom4

Oregon X

Pennsylvania

RhOde Island

South WaltA

Tennessee X

Texas

Utah

WaShinirton

West Virginia

Wyoming

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

1/ 1979 data are Final; 1980 end 1981 data ere Provisional. Source la VCRS

Monthly Vital Statistics Report, SfIn lib 14,A1 and Sec Z. 1.962
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The principal factor underlying two-thirds of these infant-deaths is, low birth_
wei4nt (torn at lees than 5s, pounds or 2500 grant). Many Aiiierican babies simply

do not have eneegt weignt at the time of birth to assure intact survival.

Interestingly, when standardized birth weight distributions are compared with
the Swedish experience, we find that U.S. outcomes are as good or better pound
for pound. The problem for America is our dispprportiomate percentage of these
low weight- births (U.S. a 7 percent low birth weight. Japan 5.3 percent and
Sweden 4.1 percent).

lhet causes low birth weight?

l'ee_ma:fer reasons behind the nfeen percentage of low weight births in the United
States areC2.3

poot_outrittott
# ijKiitteilded pregnancy

e lack of- prenatal -care

o maternal age (Under age 18 any over age 35)
e 4nemployment and- poverty

misuse of aleteibl and drugs.

Peeeeeutritine. The impact-of an inadequate- diet -on -the developing baby in
utero is me::n mere severe than almost any-other time of life. -In addition,-an
inadequate diet during the first year of life will adversely affect-the early
growth and develcerent of tee baby including the ability of the Child to fight
off disease and death. Infants who aro nutritionally deprived experience brain
growth retardation, slow bone growth and delayed calcification. These children

spend their energy on mere survival not developmeet, and thus are cheated of
their full genetic potential.

Unintended Pregfelme Any unintended pregnancy preseets special problems
for the ch61d, the fem4ly and sotiety. Bearing matey childree particularly et
intervals of less than two years, iS associated with low birth weight and a
host of other medical conditions whire spell disaster for both mother and child.
Some -of these problems are placenta praevia, hemorrhage, prolapsed cord, rupture
of_the_uterue and post_partum_uterine inertia with severe bleeding. Studies have

shown that in the United_States_almost all_people regardleSs Of ethnic, rroligious
or soeio,economic_background_desire_to_have smaller 'amilies than they dld in
the.- 11)40's and 1950's and_use_or_expect_to_use some_method_for_planning the
ftanber 464 epacing of their children. At_this_point_in our_history,_many_citizens

do_not_have access to- reliable nothods of family_plinning_which are
consistent with their medical history see! personal and family values

tati of Prenatal Care. The health implications of late or insufficient_
prenatirciretaratiig. in Michiean,_for example, approximately 10.010
of the 140.000 women who had babies in 1978 received less -than five prenatal

whereas the recommended standards is a minimum of 12 Visits. The outcome
for these are unfavorable when enmpared to the group-that had six or more vilitS.
For example, the high prenatal care group averaged 5.7 percent low weight births
but the insufficient prenatal care group, had 20.3 percent low weight births.
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PtAterrel Ace._ _Sirths_to_teeeeee mothers are twire as likely to be of low
birth .eight. Repeated pregeaeciel fcr_the adolescent pose disasters foe the
health, aneesocial well-being tf both mther_eked ceild. Low birth_weight is also
irereased Ter woonen givieg teeth ifter age 35. The tptieee ages for plleitoiti,
c,Jrtir.,e, to be eveze.

eneeeloymeet and bovere,:y. The great disparity tecteeen unite, black. eispanic
are nartiCe Americans is dee to the differences between the average birth weights
cf tete es, enites generally have oily 5-6 percent of their births below
te, eoeree b.t elates. hispanics and native Americans have low birth weight rates
in tee etecert range. FytCehce indicates teat a large part of this so- called

lif.erertia; is associated with sotto-ecteomic differences. Aealysts
that the even weignt cf midele income blacks IS comparatle to middle

iee re Placvs etscarics and native Americans are much more likely than
eelt,e re+ 7e eeerelcied. eitteet medical insurance and living in po.erty.

.7% Lt:r F,eeeer and his asscciates at Johns )oicies University_ have demonstrated

..:re1.1.e1y teat ineant death rates in the- United States rise are fall with-the
genera'' cycles cf proseerity and recession.' Many sut-eepelations cf the ecitee

re red in a permanent recession are their reeberri are dying in
der7e:rteenete nemters as a reselt.

rf Alcennl and Crags. There are no safe level; established_ for tte
inflir ;,f. ..1-1t-c7 Jr1 most legal or illegal drugs dering_eregnancy. 4eceet_evidtece
s.evets that e.e!n snali hmoents of aIcOh01 or_drugs_whenetngested 7y the_pregnent
wren at criti.:1 boiets in the_baby's_development_in utero will lead to_prematere

leeetirtn_eeight_fcr_the lengthof time the_pregeancy was_carried (the
seall for gestatiersl_ege or tee; baby) and infants that are born with serious _ _

illn,:eses or carte cefects._ American women need LC become_mote kno0edgeatle also4t
t!.,_i-1:w: of alceeol and dregs in pregnancy and they must act on that knowledge
if thri irP to secure Better pregnancy outcomes.

:rty a_fra7tien ef infants in treeele die. -Many Others are victims of inadeCuate
neel7a1 care, poor nutrition. A and neglect.

Ahd 1974; Childr.eh!t HttqiitAl ef_Mithigiii average censer in the
ne,rataI intensiv care unit WAS 37 Wants

RAt4 A - was a 1;00 gram preemie born to 19-year old parents
on welfare. The parents were only able to visit once a month
ower the 14 months Iris infant spent in tht hospital. They

not afford but fare to visit teeir infant but they
ce;led the unit often. They borrowed ftney from relatives in
errs to spree time at the hospital learning to care for the
eaey at eeme when discharge was imminent.

Pat,2t 8 - was a premie who did well in the NICU. The parents
were whable to come to tf7r hospit..i.1 to learn post operative

can of the, infant because they could not afford transportation.
This fartly was known to protective services as an abusing
family. A visiting nurse was sent to the home to check on the
baty. The fcend, the infant to be severely dehydrated and_gave
the parents cab fare Le tear it to the hospitel. According to
hospital reports. if the parents delayed for several hours_morev
the infant would have died. The child Is now IR a foster home.
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Eabi_C - was a _sick pie writblung_disease. his mother
iiTrather Iiied in Lcar avid Ws had no telephone_dr_
permanent address. The MOtheW received no_pronatal care
and the family Hired hit hardbUts from neighbors and hospital_
Stiff They -wavire-4 re, Visit mo baby but mold seldimiafford

gasoline e-for the car. They *Iliad a few times._ The baby
died at 7 months -cf age. Me-nether-WAS pregnant again at__
this time and delivered a sAillbOat i* the CAP five days -after

her first baby died. The state paid for-4 ale funeftl.
This is not the only farily krawn to Children's ketpital
living in a car, This Owls a sickening new meaning to the
term 'motor city'.

These cases are repmmensatie of tne mail/ which staff at Children's hospital liCrat
face. Infants are abandoned by their families because they are ummaated. require
too mw:t time ti care for at Nave cr the families do not have tt reccurces to

learn_to care for th,w_ foTicwop appoihuments are often missed acd these infants
are lost_to further care. These babies are at highest risk cf eyihG, yet fewer
resources are provided at a time when sore are needed. The cases described above
have increased_400_percert Over the past three years and contribute to our high
infant mortality rate. They reflect the social turmoil in families produced by
An economic depression.



MATENAL AND ci,rtn riALTH PROGRPfS AR1 COST-EFTECTIVE

Trerr are nary evflt cning intervention strategies whi are known to be highly
effectide. Tne mutir,e application of tmese measures vouldresolt in lovienng
trie 4-n-fan: leartnrs lewels ty `nose stTaIeg4es

Festcration of econoMic activity_with strong efforts to intlaoe all
L.S. suc-;c snalations in the upswing.

P.rc,isiom of food supplerients_ts_presoribed n.y competent healcn authorities
for all pregnant oaken and infants who nave nnadequate diets;

Fro.'sitn cr_ez?ly and continuous prenitol tare,. labor and_delivery in A__
os7;tal setting and a siv wee' pest pai-tj'a Chttk Up all Pole-lean mothers:

Prn:,ison of. roatine and specialized_healtn ca -e fcr the infant through the__
In montes to mavimize cad's child's oppertanity to reach his or her fU11

geneti: potential.

Provision cf_comprenensive voluntary family- planning services "'Mtn are
consistent with the personal beliefs and values of each AMerican.

trie ase of alcon691 and drugs in prtsnancy by edacating the
7S-tri,Ar ;...ec;le on their dan3eraus effects anti Droviding satstance abuse
center-, f:r csan-.tling and detovification.

The 2reatest ;r0s.th in health care costs hive Cl ate fran the entitlement programs,
su;.h as MedicaiS. Cost effective programs which emphasize prevention and earmark
finds t t%e most need,' lir-. be cut since these programs have teen able to
previde services to in,:reastd Mwmt,erS of persons. and streamline costs during
a period of high inflation. Michigan's total Medicaid budget is over SI billion.

,s_;;-,..,Iral"; have managed to maintain anti increase services wittmout significat
C.odget increases. In 11:Rn tot kural neeth Initiatives setrect 12,262 addltiotal
persons wits federal funding increases of 117.000 or $3.00 per aMitional perton.

A survey of Mictigan community health centers in Jane 1980 in4iAZCS that the
averaoe coSt of a medical_encounter_is $26.00 whith_comPares_faverabley to the
costs of care from the private sector when similar services are considered.

CtPer Cost Fife:five Aspects

Namerroos_natiomal stodies_indicate provision .of_primary care
thr,mgh.community health centers reduces_bospitalization.for
thelr users which is the most- costly portion_of_bealth_costs.
While the evert savings_varies_from aret_tc areo._ont study_
tindicated_commtity_health center users had hospital admissioo
rates e5f.13 per Imo compared to 67 for non-users and 39 tot
a comparison

A federal GAO reprrt pUblished On February 27, 1979 indicated
that for each $1 spent en WIC there is a savings of S3 whnth

-20-
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wo hae been spent caring for a low birth weight infant

and for each $150 'Knit* went On WIC. S260_MiIlion is_

saved in federal expenditures for Medicaid. SUpplehentAl

Security lccome and special education.

A national study_conducted by the Alan Guttmtcher Institute_

demnstrated a teneftticost ratio of 51.80 for every federal

dollar invested in family planning./

A Medicaid children participating in the EPSDT_prolras have

athieVed filsunizetion levels of_82 percent in comparison
to -the ItAtt avertge_of 68.6 - percent for_all Michigan
Children. -Etery_ddllir spent on- immunization seves an

estimated 18.00 in treatment costs.8

Maternity and infant-care_proleCtS (M/0 in_Michigan_have
contributed tc a deli -e-in_Maternal_and infant mortality.
A study completed in I973 stowed Met women_who_had
delivered their last pregnancy outside the Michigan WIC
projects suffered a perinatal mortality rate of 113 per

1.000 live.Mrths. Delivery within the project reduced

this rite to 26 per 1.000./

The Center fcr Disease COAtfol in Atlanta staved -that children_

enrolled in WIC had considerable improvement in blbod_hatatocrit

values (reduction in anemia). An Arizona study recorded an

81 _percent reduction in anemia. 82 percent reduction -in-

underweight infants. and 64 percent improvement in children's

height.

Medicaid_children_participating_in rescreening after tWO years

in the EPSDT prove* had an 8 percent reduction in problems

heeding referrals.'"

One percent Of_the_children particAO44019 in EPSOT screening

were referred for diagnosis and ire:Mart 0 excessive
blocid lead lteelS, Left untreatedi_lead ttnisoning car

result in a Wide spectrum_of mbrbidity_including behtvorial

problems, mental retardation and in death.l1

2 9 .)
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RECCKMENDATIONS

These recf.xlmenoations_are written at _a time-when deficits both in the State of
Michigan and Nationally are at record shattering levels;

Atcordingly,many of the recommendations.for the protection of_the.health_of mothers
and children .e.!--1 not require new spending. Those that 0 will necessitate a shift

in current priorities.

It is our contention that some shift in spending priorities must occur. -The
erosion of our industrial base together with the massive increase in joblessness
has wea:ened our Nation. In this crises, mothers and children are profoundly
dependent cn us for their well- being.

frIealth promotion and disease prevention programs have been organized through
national leadership since the creation of the original U. S. Children's Bureau
in 1912 and the passage of the Sheppard-Towner Act tn 1921._

These serl,ices have always had as their basis two important tenett,:

Improvement of the health of mothers and children is an important corridor
to better health for the entire population. Mothers and children constitute
a_highly_strategic group; they_are especially_vulnerable_to_hazards and
attendant problems of reproduction-, growth and_ development and at the some
time are the segment of the population which is most responsive to health cam

o The health of mothers and children is closely related to the general_health
of the community -and to the social, economic amd cultural background of the
country as a whole. Measures which improve the general public health will
benefit mothers and children.

Thus, it is our contention that National leadership is needed even today. -Are
we any less concerned for our Nation's children than were our grandparent0

CO'ZRE,SHOULD--U,TABLISH A SELECT-Me4a4ITE ON CRILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES.

Policy leadership and oversight is gesperately needed for America's mothers and

children.

Too often we find burselves reporting a tragic situation "after the fact' when
forward planning could havl prevented manh problems.

In support of this recommendation, it is worth recalli72 some of the conclusions
of the Seler,t Paned for the Promotion of Child Health.

Many_forms of_disease_prevention and health promotion
demonstrably effectivei especially for children and
pregnant women; but still are neither widely available
hoe adequately used even when available;

The health- status of AMerican children has_improved
dramatically over the past two decades, biTet not all
group - -Nave shared equally in the progress. Shaep

disparities persist in both health status and the

3 0
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use of health services according to_family incomei_ _

ethnic background, parental education; and geographic

location.

The profile of child health needs has changed
significantly -over the course of this century
partly as a result of success in-combating ini'ectious
disease, partly_because new problems have-emerged; But

the organization, adainisrative. financial. and pro-
fessional training aspects of our health care system_ _

today have not been adapted to cope with current health
probiemsi_which have intertwined _psychological, environ-
mental; social. and behavioral components.

While -the family_is and will_remain the primary source of
health_care_for childreni the_current health care system
insufficiently recognizes_or_supports this role. Nor has

the_system_acknowledged_or adequatley responded to the

health implications of the_changing_composition and
circumstances of the American family.

e. The Nition't_increased_investment in_maternal_and_child health

over the past two decades has spawned_many_new Programa.
but they ire-het Working effectively_in_relation to one
another. PUblit prOgroam_haveinade a_significant_Vintribu-
tion to improving the health Of the Nation's_mothers_and
children, but there remain -gaps in and between services;____
fragmentation and duplication in -both programs and_services;
and conflicts among various levels of government and among

a variety of programs.

Kmong_the first - priorities of -the Committee on Children. YOUth_and_Families_

should be full_hearings on the_problem of continued unacceptably high levels

of infant mortality in the United States. Additionally, solutions which are

MN known to -be particularly_effective in reducting infant deaths -and

promoting child health must be identified and spread throughout the tend.

A NATIONAL --FOOD EMERGENCY SHOULD BE DECLARED-ANDGVERNMENT-HELD-FOOD SUPPLIES_

S '1
laMeta11114414,11R G

WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN.

Currently, food programs are supported_primarily_by the Federal government

through the U.-S. IDeparment of
AgricultureState_andlocal efforts to increase

the amount of ft:kid available to Michisan_citizens must_begin wit!, an identifitt

tion of whit is- currently available through
the_Federal_Government, what we can

obtain in addition to current levels_cceing in_to the state,_and what might be

done to remove any weetoet now in place to allow increased federal support for

food for Michigan's cititeht.

_First and foremost, both the types-and quantity of_food_coming into Michigan

must_be expanded. Currently. Mithigan receives commodities through the_surplus

commodity program,_the institutional commodity program_i_and the school_lunch

program; in addition the Food Stamp program provides stamps to over 300.000
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individuals which can be used_to stretch their food- dollars. The largest amount
and the bro4dest_variety_of_USDA commodities are directed_ towards the_schotl_

Oeti91,6 M smaller; but still balanced, range of commodities is available to

charitable unstitutiOns.

We recommend that efforts be made by the Congress to secure USDA approval to

Obtain eligibility for soup kitchens and other emergency food
distribution centersfor commodities now allowable for charitable

institutions;

Determine if commodities available through the school lunch program
can also be made available to emergency food programs.

Efforts- should De made again to determine if federal Funds can be secured to help
cover the cost_of distribution and storage for distribution of both surplus and
other commodities which would allow for the quickest, most even distribution.

Two years ago; changes in_federal_statute_limited_partiCipation i n the special
milk program: As a result, most public_schools_are_no longer eligible for the
twoileam: We recommend that -the Governor work with the_Congressiunal Delegation
to propose legislation which_would again_allow full_participation_in_this_program.
As it stands now; if a school has a lunch_program, it can no longer -be reimbursed
for. milk which was typically served to chilOeil a: ?Mess or for those children
consuming a home packed lunch.

The Congress should oppose further cuts lin federal assistance for WIC; child
nutrition, housing, fuel payment assistamte4 and energy ,conservation programs;
Restoration of cuts in nutrition programs fOr children and adults, especially

the elderly, should be advocated.

Finally, the Congress should direct the U.. S. Department of Agriculture to identify
food that is currently stockpiled in anticipation of national disasters or because
of federal price supports.

This_food_should be released to the states and localities for distribution to the

Nation's hungry.

A NEW_UNIT FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH ANDJAMILIES SHOULD-11E-ESTABLISHEO-a-A-HIGH-I-EVEL
WITHIN THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVItE.

With_the dissolution_of the_beloved_and_Productive Children's Bureau in the late
1960's; the United States found itself_among a minority of developed nations
WithoUt_a strong national voice for children; The results have been tragic for

the Nation's children.

The major thAegt of thit new unit of government should be:

"To investigate and report on -the conditions- affecting the health
and welfare of Mei-ices children, yoUth and families:"

It is essenCil that timely and accurate information-be maintained on the health_
status of children, youth and Canines. This must also -include accurate estimates
of services rendered and the lumbers of citizens in heed of care who are not
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receiving such care. Such information is crucial-fOr_the_President and the Congress

as they discharge their duty to protect Anierican family lift.

Existing programs now operated by various branches-of government_should_be _
realigned and many of them folded into the new administrative unit. Title X

Family Planning and the Maternal and Child Health Block grant are tWO programs
which should be transferred immediately.

There must also be strong program authority for cooroination with other children
programs like EPSOT. WIC supplemental foods and Mad Start.

Thit Unit should_be responsible_for_carrying_out the essential eiements of a
comprehensive mat2rhal and child health program. including:1D

Studies -aimed at_identification_and_solution of problems affecting time healbh

and well-being of mothers and children;

O OrgiiiiiiitiOn-Of maternity' services,-; including adequate prenatal; peripatai

and postnatal care;

Contiiiiiiing health-supervision services for all children from birth through

childhood and adolescence;

Organized programs of health education for parents; children of school age

and the general public;

Establishment of standards for health personnel serving mothers and children

and for facilities providing for their health care;

Systematic manpower development and training activities;

Contin%;77, assessment of_the efficiency and effectivtniss of health services

for mothers ef..11dren;

O Conduct and_su;purt_of_operational research as a basis for further program

planning and development.

FONUING_COIS_THAT HAVE_CRIPPLED AMERICA'S MATERNAL--ANDciii-LOHEAL-THAND-FMILY

PL NN N GRAMS H UL MMALRE
Maternal ,14i Child Health Block

The materna; and child health block_grant_was formed by- consolidating many related

programs and cutting -them approximately_ 25 percent. The_cost_of returning_this

program-to previous funding levels would_require_new_appropriations_of approxi-

mately $83 milliOn. Thit WOUld restomthe Block_grant_to_its previous level of

$456 million from the current appropriation Of $373 million;

The State and local health departieht system-is in place. Services_could be

increasedimmediately. These services shOuld be focused_ on_ pregnancy_ and infant

care in order to have a maximum impact on Safant_mortaltty and morbidity. Those

services listed in Appendix 8 should be tlitise eligible for funding.
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States should be asked to Put together a plan and budget which takeS fun
advanfiage of all available resourcts_that can address the priority health
problems among their mother and children.

In the development of_the State_plan_i_it should take_into_accoont_existing
maternal .nd_ch:ld health services which may be helpful in dealing with
their identified problems; far example:

comprehensive maternity and infant care services

nutrition education and WIC program, focusing on prenatal clients

family planning

perinatal intensive care system ( including promotion of regionalized perinatal
care. perinatal nurse educators. and developmental assessment centers)

genetic service availability and accessibility

Sadden infant Death Syndrome grief counseling and apnea monitoring

environeintal health (reducing prenatal exposure to environmental agents;
ionizing radiation. toxic substances. and other occupational hazards and
stresses). including infant seat restraints.

general .:onsvmer health education.

It is stronyly recomnended that a state Maternal and Child Health Advisory Group
be formed to direct the upgrading of maternal and child services to pre-cut leve's.

Family Planning

In the united- States alnost_all_people. regardless_of_ethnic._religious_or_socio-
economic backgrounc. wish to voluntarily choose_the nonber_and spacing of -their
children._ Comprehensive_family_planning services_represent_an effective_means
of dealing_with_the_nealth. social; and econcmic_probleas associated at least
in part with the occurrence of unwanted and mistimed pregnancies;

The family planning Title X program should -be- restored -to its previous_level_of
S162 million from tie current reduced level of $125 million. This would cost
approximately $38 million in additional revenue.

Family Planning clinics- are -in- place throughout -the country. They could-quickly
move to add approximately 480.000-medically indigent women to their-clinic rolls.
This would avert approximately 255.200 unplanned pregnancies and all the con-
camittant grief and suffering which accompanies unwanted pregnancies.

Several preventioh/promdtion measures have been identified in the area-of
family planning. They are made up of a variety of education,-information and
service delivery activities. Services available to each family planning client
ShOUld include:

Physical examination
Contraceptive supplies
Venereal Disease counseling
Education and information
Contraceptive counseling_
Treatment or referral for social
problems

Pregnancy testing
Sickle Cell testing
Infertility studies
Sterilization
Nutrition counseling
Laboratory testing
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PLANNING,-MAGEMENT AND EVALUATION - SYSTEMS IN MATERNAL_AND CHILD HEALTH SHOULD- at
GINSONtrArTED e et, .NMENT:

The strategies and solutions of the 1960's and 1970's must be refined for the 1980's.

To often in the 1960's government oygr reacted to the "big idea", "the big sell"_by_

conducting "big spending" programs. 10 Some of these programs worked Well and_others

failed miserably. The failures were costly, both in terms of dollars and lost

confidence on the part of America's leaders and citizens.'

The_1960's_style of hit and miss programming was replaced by the high technology-
high cost entitlement programs of the 1970's.

-

The_development of newborn intensive care is but one example of successful, but

costly -high technology_medical_care programs. This partAcular program wvrked.

In Michigan, it is estimated that:

Approximately_90 perceRt_Of the_improvement in the infant
death -rate between_1970mnd 1S19 can be attributed to the
reductions In birthweight'specifIc mortality rates and
10 percent to- favorable changes in the birthweight

dlitribUtion.17

It is MiChigan't contention; however, that_the dramatic reductions_in infant
mortality seen in the_1970'S can only to matched in_the_1980's if prevegSion
programs such as the fell-tiding are provided on a population-wide basis..°

Family Planning

Education - professional and public
Nutrition
Medical services
Genetic Counseling
Risk status assessment

Pregnancy Care

Education and social support
Nutrition
Medical services, including delivery and pregnancy termination
Genetic diagnosis and counselinq
Assessment of risk status

Infant Care

Parenting education and social suprart

Nutrition
Medical_services
Immunizations
Health_maintenance
Early_identification, diagnosis and intervention
Surveillance_and_control of infectious diseases
Neos.:Aal intensive care

O Environmental Hazard Control

Education; professional_ and public
Surveillance and control
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Ihe,v findings agreewith those presented by Dr. Barbara Starfield of Johns
Hopkins University. " Dr. Starfield believes that elsewhere in the future.
a greater portion of infant deaths will be linked to factors thet can't be
allevaited by technology, such as failure to receive prenatal care. Equity

of_access to neonatal intensive care units will undoubtedly worsen with
Medicaid_cutbacks; but the effeCts of this inkquity pale in comparison to the
results_of_reduced access to nontechnologic care due to decreased funds for
prenatal care;

In one sense_society can_"pay now or_pay_later" in the form of higher rates OF
disease; tertiary medical care; death and/or institutional maintenance of the

severely damaged child;

As today's children grow into adulthood, they will have to perform increasNly
complex tatks in an age_of_technological change to protect -out natural_emvironment;
maintain our star4ard of living and keep our economy competitive_ with Mose_of
other nations. We must consider-each of our children as a valuable national resource;
Programs such as maternal and child-health not only 'Improve the health and enhance -

the lives of our children iiMediately; but also expand their potential for significant
contribution to the nation as a who e.

The progrzem of the 19Era's should be preventive in nature and based en a solid
research base.

Fairweather in his landmark book; Ex.rinchventall%tho&oc
indicates if we spent nine times moriefortiifieldrisilirthandplanning than
we did in operations; many of our ideas lovld be more timely and be received with
better results.Z0 When failure occurs; aperAtions almost always gets the blame.
This is true wten the cause for failure mey be in other parts of the organization
system. The process he describes works like this

Define a significant health are problem experienced by mothers
and children.

Use_consumerSA experts; literature reviews, real like observations
of the problem to develop better understanding.

Develop_srveral_different solutions in the form of alternative
innovating models;

Construct_an_experimental_design to_compare_the relative
effectiveness_of the alternative madels. Be sure the variables
you are studying - are -the ones_you_are really_interested tn -
changes in health_system performancei_individual_health status,
cost,_ease_of implerent4cion; unanticipated negative consequences
and the like;

Put the models into_place_in_the.community; Mere "projections"
of costs and benefits will not suffice;

Opera to -the models- over -an eMended_period of time to permit a
meaningful evaluation of lone-term outcomes;
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Attept retedhSibility_for the lives_and_welfare of_the penble

Qiie are affetted by -the research endeavor_.__The peogram_reSearchers
and program leadership must take responsibility for implementing
any new model found to tie benefftial. The most effective

practice must be the -status quo and the model must be

diffused to areas of need.

As an ekample of tee concepts, Michigan has been experimenting for Seveill_years
with the concept of integrating many of the categorical programs in the MCK field;

In l976.. the Michigan Department of Public Health began to examine the problems
of delivering maternal and child health services.

A representative county was selected and detailed stud of these programs was 6
POlished_in Ign_entitled.Maternal_and Child Healt-W'Servi-tes: Muskegon- -Michigan. '

The report recognized the value of federal and state initiation needed

programs like Family. Planning;_Early and Periodic Screening. Diagnosis and Treatment

(EPSOT), Maternity and Infant_CareAMICIi_end Women,- Infants and Children Supplemental
Food Program (WIC) and_docomew:A the quality of these services when compared to
rec.gnized standards of health care;

The report alSti recognized; however that new sets_of_problems_had arisen as a

resUlt Of the establishment of these many, new programs. They were divided into three

major areas or difficulty:

GuidelineS. COhflittt existed to the guidelines_issued_by the_different federal
agWelesrespontAble for individual eategOrical_prograxs,__While the obvious
conflicts relating to certain programs with multiple legislative baies_have_

largely been solvmd through Michigan De9aettent of_Public Health_negotlationfas
in Family Planncog), disparities which effect the_interreiationships among
programs have not Differences in eligibility guidtl'nes_set_for each peogram
preclude the automatic referral of patients from one service -to another as___

health care needs dictate. Families cannot be treated as units because, while
one family member may qualify for one seriice, others may not be_eligible_for

the program suited to their needs. Thus, while a woman may te given-family
planning services. she !ray not necessarily qualify for refei-ral to-the MIC
clinic for prenatal care, and her child may not be eligible for CPSDT screening;

Reporting. Each federal or state funded program has relatively large reporting

demands into_its_guf-Oelines. The local health department adait heavily
to this burden;_ In_Several_programs, notably WIC and MIC, the volume of papte

work necessary to meet_reporting requirements severely limits the amount of

time available_to personnel for_patient_care. In addition to volume. much
Uonecessary information is_requested and forms are often inefficiently designed.

Most unfortunate of all:_howevee is the realization that information needed

td evaluate the- effects of a given program_is net being collected. Despite the

large ameiuntS_Of data eathered;_necessary_evaluative information is unavailable,
and program effettivemess cannot be adequately determined.

Funding: sioto local- programs are dependent_upon_often unPredictable federal_
watt-ate SOUetet Of fUnds for_the continuation_of_their projectsthey are at
the *re, el fUedihg cuts -and freezes at -these levelS___These_fluctuations can
prove devestating to lecal progrim__:veration; Loegmrange_progrem Planning is

hindered by funding uncertainty: Categorical programs often have different

30
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fitcal year%, some calendar; some using the_state7federal_fiScal_year, and
Others following no paticular_pattern: total Boards_of_Health_are_often _

using local fUndS to meet unanticipated cuts; _This_aroutes_great_retentment
among boaedS Of commissioners and makes it much_barder_to_introduce_the_next
new taitegorital program. Long range financial planning is needed to provide

stability.

A second report was publith0 in 1977; entitled.An_Integrated Maternal and_Child
Realth-P A PrnoUtal For a Comparative Field Ex riment,14_ Tbe_proposed___

y health" model dealt ;TiE four major-fatten-aria or child healt) programs.

These programs are tamily Planning. WIC. MIC. and USU. Services are to be

generally located in the same facility Oth a :ommon clerfeal pool and "Aboratory,

The other major components of this model which differentiate It frum the categorical
model of service delivery revolves around eligibility, administration, and reporting
requirements. A single plan and contract are written with the local agency to
simplify administrative arrangements.

A_model's goal is 'Le allow services previously offered by four individual programs
to be_delivered vithout unnecessary delays, daplications or gaps. Furthermore,

it has_the_potential for redueing administrative complexity and cost per client
as compared to the cgrwentmodel.

Berrien end MMykegon Counties initiated the projects in January of 1979.

There is general consensus tO:t_the_two_counties_have met or exceeded the general
po,foriiiahte of Similar sized MCH programs_whAch_continue_to_oPerate_in the routine
categorical manner: For example;_the_cost providing- services - including

adMinittratiV4 costs is quite good, Similarly;_ these two_countiet_have met their

service targets as specified in the project agreement._ from_the_standpoint of_
fiscal accountability; it hat been determined that_adequate_reporting_can be made
back to federal categorical funding sources through use of the component budget
schedule and periodic time studies.

A formal eval6ation of the faiiily health approach -is- currently underway with_the_
assistance of a private evaliatiOn-firm, _University Associates; tansing._Michigan.
Their report is due on March 15, 1983, If results warrant. the family health

model will be effered to °tier local health agencies thtoughout Michigan:

Some facts are already known. The massive conflicts in the design, funding;
eligibility criteria and reporting requirements of federally sponsored programs

are an administrative nightmare. Further, Block grant proposals which are
designed primarily as budget cutting strategies will only increase the damage
to the health service structure for mothers and children.

AN EMERGENCY MATERNITY AND-INFANT-CARE-SERNICE-S401DtD BE-DFVELOPED AND PILOTED
FOTIM-TrtiNINSUR D EtiWMYRThil07757a7rfaint-

As_the_Nation entered_World Mar II. it was determined that an emergency maternity
and infant care progra,A was needed.



boctot William Schmidt_desctibes how this program improved the health of the

hatich 'S mothers and children.

The Second World War brought about_a_rapic;_large-scale
increase in the numters of enlisted men. Many of their
wives came to live near posts where their husbands were
temporarily stationed. The capacity of station_hospitals__
to provide maternity care was soon found to be insufficient.

An emergency program developed wi'n great rapidity; ,extending
to servicemen's wives wherever they lived and providing-care
for one and a (loaner million mothers and 230;000 infants by
the time it was terminated after the end of the war. This

was the largest public medical care program the country -had
knoi.t.and the state health departments had ever dealt with.

It was entirely supported by general tax funds. There was nn
state matching, and there was no means test required or permitted
for designated beneficiaries. It enabled states to make great
progress in licensing and up^-iding hospital maternity tare and
further aided hospitals to ove standards by establishing
a basis 'f payment relate' the cost of care-- a principle
later adopted by other fe.:,,ral agencies and by the Blue Cross
insurance plans.

The_rapidity of exPansion of this progran4 its widespread
acceptance and the general participation of physicians and
hospitals overshadowed the scattered opposition initially
encountered and_a_shortlivec_attempt Of_one stateaedical
association to encourage a boycott of the program."

Accordingly if we are to reduce infant deaths_in var country; we mist provide on an
interim basis,- emergency comprehensive maternity cam_ This_would_be_aimed_et the
recently unemployed and provide family planning, prenatal; labor; delivery and
postpartum care, pediatric care -for the infant to eighteen_mooths_of age and health
education, nutrition and medical social work services to the family

Thz cost of these-serelltes based on the Michigan experience is approxisttely $2850
per mother and infant pair. We now have an estimated 8,000 mothers and infants

in Michigan who might qualify for this emergency service.

If one pilot county were chosen to demonstrate the service, s research -and develop-
ment project could be conducted for 750 women/infant pairs for 52..1 million._ _

Additional pilot counties could be added to gain experience in other parts of the

country.

Team care has been demonstrated -in Cleveland to cut perinatal deaths in half-when
compared to medical care only.44 Michigan's MIC Program cut-perinatal mortality

five-fold when compared to insufficient or no prenatal care.23

4
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FIN/40.1. IT- 15 REcommiNutu-TuATA_NATIONAL-CHILDREN'S TRUST FUND DE_E,f,TADLISHED
TJ bivit op /NNOvATivi APP-R0 44t ,HEALIH-IND wFt FARE -Ortirill. REN;
raiTH AVDThL'ES

A_Natiohal Children's Trust Fund should be established to promote small stet trial%
of new_and_innorative_aPpruaches to maternal and child health service delivery which

might vove beneficial_to t'w.! nation as a whole. Basic biomedical and related

activity already covered At, research programs operated by the National Institute of

Health would not be eligible for funding by the Children's Trust.

The Trust should be directed by a Commission appointed by the Congress.

The NatiOnal Children's Trust Fund_should be_funded_using_a_voluntarY ID0Stage__
stamp 6uothaego program: This method _of obtaininn_charitable_donationtat the
national leVel_his been success fully demonstrated by_Switzeriendi_West_Germany
and the Netherlands._ Under this tystem, each stamp in a particu'air_commemerative
issue carries a small surcharge_of_which 90- percent goes into zhe Children's
Trust iund and 10 percent is held for adniinierative expenses.

The special Children's issues are widely-purchased by collectors -and citizens_
wi,,hind to make a charitable donation. -These issues-are called 'semi- portals ".

Lnildren, flower's or aninia;s are often featured on the stamps. PurChaSe is

strictly voluntary, The Trust Fund would also open for the receipt of tax-exempt
gifts and donations from American industry, labor groups, foundations and individuals;

These funds, would constitute an investment 1)y AMericans en their future.

The_National Children's Trust would place "venture capital" in the hands of those
Public and private agencies and institutions which ere capable of designing sound
approaches to the development of improved health protection services for our mothert

and children,
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Ai0PENOIX A

MICHIGAN NUTRITION SURVEY

FOOD PROGRAMS

Numller_it

Number 125% of Senior Summer

Uomployed* Poverty" Food Stamps WIC Meals Legs

Wayne 164550 417;649 435;862 4;200 9;893 49;494

Oakland 64,275 73;613 53;247 4;400 3;304 6

Ratomb 51;150 47;154 37;924 2;800 1;218 198

Kent 27;800 53;019 33,083 2,000 2,130 2,529

Inghim 18900 44,260 21,036 2,300 1,148 1,911

Washtenaw 16,700 34,643 16,114 2,000 316 2,703

Sag;maw 15,410 34,491 31,969 1,600 488 2,845

Orr* 10,900 30,622 25,597 1,500 424 31208

Kalamazoo 10,900 28,451 17,878 3,200 590 36

* August 1982 unemployment figures

** 1979

Source: ch gar 1
1982

10
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